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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

THE first edition of this treatise has been for 

several years out of print, and I had for sometime 

given up the idea of reprinting it. The work, having 

been written at a time when the Modern Higher 

Algebra was still in its infancy, required extensive 

alterations in order to bring it up to the present 

state of the science; and, as I had failed to bring out 

a new edition before my appointment to the office 

which I now hold, I judged it impossible to do so, 

now that other engagements left me no leisure to 

make acquaintance with recent mathematical dis

coveries, or even to keep up my memory of what 

I had previously known. When, however, years 

passed and mine still remained the only work in 

English professing to give a systematic account of 

the modern theory of curves, I began to consider 

whether republication might not be possible, if I 

could obtain the assistance of some younger mathe-
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matician competent to contribute additional sections 

representing the later progress of the science. 

Consulting Professor Cayley on this subject I was 

much and agreeably surprised by his offering himself 

to give me the help I required. It is needless to 

say how gladly I embraced a proposal calculated 

to add so much to the value of my book; and the 

only scruple I have felt in profiting by it is lest 

the time and labour which Professor Cayley has 

devoted to the work of another may, for a time 

at least, have deprived the mathematical world 

of a better work on the same subject by himself. 

My original plan for the division of the labour was 

that Professor Cayley should contribute certain new 

sections or chapters, of which he should take t]ie 

entire responsibility, while I should content myself 

with revising the older part of the book; and 

accordingly the first chapter is entii-ely Professor 

Cayley's. But I found it woxild be impossible in 

this method to give the book the unity it ought to 

possess; and actually our work has been combined 

in a manner that makes it not easy to separate 

our respective shares. Professor Cayley has carefulh-

gone over the whole, and there is scarcely a page 

that has not in some way been influenced by his 

suggestions; on the other hand, I have completely 

re-vvrittcn many of his contributions either for the 
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purpose of making them fit in better with the rest 

of the book, or if I thought I could make some 

simplification in his process or some addition to 

his results. I have in fact dealt in the same 

manner with some of the manuscript materials which 

he was so good as to place at my disposal, as I 

have done with published memoirs of his, the results 

of which I have incorporated in the work. On 

looking through the pages the parts which I re

cognize as taken from Professor Cayley, with but 

slight or with no alteration, are Chap. I.; the account 

of the forms of triple points, Art. 40; Art. 47, 

the view taken in which I have not myself in 

other places fully accepted; Ex. 6, p. 43; and Arts. 

56—58, 87—89, 138, 139, 151, 198, 243, 270, 

282—291, 407, 408, Besides these I have worked 

into Chap. III . a manuscript of his on envelopes, 

including the theory of evolutes and quasi-evolutes 

and of parallel curves; from another manuscript 

of his I obtained my knowledge of Sylvester's 

l;heory of residuation; and I have used one on 

the classification of quartics and one on the bi-

tangents of quartics. The additions made to the 

chapter in the former edition on the transformation 

of curves are almost entirely derived from a manu

script of Professor Cayley's, from which Arts. 370 

to the end are taken nearly without alteration; 
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Arts. 401—406 are founded on a manuscript of his 

on Steiner's theory of polar curves. 

The first edition of this work contained a chapter 

on the application of the Integral Calculus to the 

theory of curves; this I have now omitted principally 

on account of the extension which this subject has 

since received. Such a chapter now, in order 

to have any pretensions to completeness, ought to 

contain an account of the applications which the 

lamented Clebsch, in continuation of Riemann's 

researches, made of elliptic and Abelian integrals 

to the theory of curves. But it seems impossible 

that those subjects could be done justice to, except 

in a work having the Integral Calculus as its main 

object; and as such works ordinarily contain chapters 

on the theory of curves, I have thought that this 

branch of the theory might safely be omitted from 

the present treatise. 

The causes which delayed the publication of 

the Second Edition have also retarded the issue 

of this Third, and have prevented me from doino-

all that might be desired in the way of including 

recent investigations. My friend Mr. Cathcart to 

whoso help in correcting the press on this as on 

former occasions I am greatly indebted, had called 
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my attention while the printing was in progress 

to various points which needed fuller treatment. 

These I had hoped to deal with in an Appendix 

at the end, but all I have found time to do has 

reduced itself to the addition of a few references. 

Professor Cayley, it will be observed, has kindly 

given me one or two new contributions. 

TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN, 

July, 1879. 
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CHAPTER L* 

COORDINATES. 

POINT-COORDINATES. 

1. W E have in the plane a special line, the line infinity; 
and on this line two special (imaginary) points, the circular 
points at infinity. A geometrical theorem has either BO re
lation to the special line and points, and it is then descriptive; 
or it has a relation to them, and it is then metrical, 

2. The coordinates used for determining the position of 
a point in the plane are Cartesian (rectangular or oblique) 
or else trilinear; the latter, however, including as a particular 
case the former. Speaking generally we may say that the 
Cartesian (rectangular) coordinates are best adapted for the 
discussion of metrical properties; trilinear coordinates for that 
of descriptive properties; but for metrical properties there is 
often great convenience in using the notation of trilinear 
coordinates, the equation of a curve being presented as a 
homogeneous equation in [x, z/, s), where a;, y are ordinary 
rectangular coordinates, and s is = 1. 

It is proper to consider in some detail the theory of tho 
foregoing kinds of coordinates. 

3. As defined Conics, Art. 62, the trilinear coordinates of a 
point are its perpendicular distances {p, q, r) from three given 
lines: it is assumed that the lines form a triangle (viz. that 

•" This chapter is by Professor Cayley. 
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no two of tlicm arc parallel), an<l llicii if («, I, c) arc the sides 
of this triangle, and A its area, and if, moreover, the co
ordinates {i>, y, r) arc; tiikcu to be positive for a point within 
the triangle, the coordinatesp, y, r satisfy the relation {Conics., 

Art. 63) 
ap + hq -t-c?' = 2A. 

By means of this relation, an equation, not originally homo
geneous, can be made homogeneous; and it is always a-ssumed 
that this has been done, and, in fact, the equations made use of 
are always homogeneous. 

4. But a more general definition of trilinear coordinates 
is advantageous; viz., without in anywise fixing the absolute 
magnitudes of the coordinates (a-, y, .t), wc may take thero to 
be proportional to given multiples (»j;, /Sj, jr) of the original 
trilinear coordinates {p, q, r). 

Observing that the distance measured in a given direction 
is a given multiple of the perpendicular distance of a point from 
a line, the definition may be stated •with equivalent generality 
in several forms as follows: the trilinear coordinates (x, ;;, •) 
of a point in the plane are proportional to 

given multiples of the perpendicular distances— 
given multiples of the distances measured in jrivcn direc

tions— 
given multiples of the distances measured in one and ll.e 

same given direction— 
the distances measured in given directions— 

of the point from three given lines. 

The tlu'ce given lines, say the linos .r = 0, // = (). c = 0, an? 
said to be the axes of coordinates, or simply the axes; aihl the 
triangle formed by them, the fundamental triangle, or siaiplv the 
triangle. 

Observe that while the quantities (,r, y, a) remain indotor-
miiiatc as regards ahsi.luto raagnitudo, there can be no identical 
relation connecting llicni; and the equations which we use 
being neccsHarlly hdnuigeiicous, oxpix...̂  ielutions between the 
nuilual ratios of the ('(uirdinates. 
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5. It is not in general desirable to do so, but wc may, 
if we please, fix the absolute magnitudes of the coordinates, 
and say (.r, y, z) are equal to {ap, I3q, yr) respectively; the 
coordinates are in this case connected by the relation 

ax hit cz 
— + ^ + - = 2A, 

which relation serves to determine the absolute magnitudes of 
the coordinates (cc, y, z) of any particular point when their 
ratios are known. 

It Is scarcely necessary to remark that the distance of a 
point from a line Is considered to change Its sign as the point 
passes from one to the other side of the line. The selection 
of the positive and negative sides might be made at pleasure 
for each of the three lines, but it is in general convenient to 
fix them in suchwise that for a point within the triangle 
the ratios {x : y : z), or (when these are determinate in absolute 
magnitude) the coordinates {x, y, z), shall be positive, 

6. Taking the lines a; = 0, jr = 0, a = 0 to be given lines, the 
values of the ratios x : y : z depend upon those of the implicit 
constants a, 0, 7, and are thus not as yet completely defined; 
but we can fix theni so that for a given point the ratios [x : y : z) 
shall have given values. Thus, If for the given point whose 
perpendicular distances are p^, q^, r^ the ratios are to have the 
given values x^ : y^ : »„ this completes the determination of 
the coordinates, viz., we have 

^, 2/, 2, a;: y : s = — » : — (7 : — r. 
^ i ' / St ^, 

Again, what Is nearly the same thing, we can chopse our co
ordinates so that a given linear equation Ax + By + Gz = 0 
shall represent a given line. In fact, if the equation of the 
given line in terms of the coordinates [p, q, r) is ap + hq. +cr = 0, 
then we have thus the determination 

a b c 
a::y:z=^p:^q:-^r. 

It is not in general desirable to make any use of the equations 
just written down; the convenient course is to consider tlie 
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coordinates to have been fixed in suchwise that the pomt 
( 1 : 1 : 1 ) shall bo a given point of the figure, or that the line 
x-i-y i-e = 0 shall be a given line of the figure. 

7. It Is to bp observed that we may properly speak of the 
point (a, j8, y), meaning thereby the point, the coordinates of 
-which have the mutual ratios x : y : z equal to a : y3 : 7. And 
when we speak of the coordinates of a point as being (a, /S, 7), 
or of (a;, y, z) as being equal to (oc, /3, 7), we mean the same 
thing; that Is to say, we only assert the equality of ratios, for 
the very reason that the absolute magnitudes are indeterminate. 
Thus, in the last paragraph, instead of the point ( 1 : 1 : 1), 
wc might have spoken of the point (1, 1, 1). 

8. The point (1,1,1) and line x + y + s = (i (or generally 

the point (a, B, 7) and line —|- -^ + - = 0) stand in a well-

known geometrical relation to the fundamental triangle, viz. 

if the point be 0, the line M 
will be LMN which joins 
the intersections with the J,^ 
sides of the fundamental 
triangle ABC of the cor
responding sides of tho 
triangle DEF formed by 
the points where the lines N 5 F B 
joining 0 to the vertices of the fundamental triangle meet tho 
opposite sides; or, conversely. If tho liiu' LMN is given, wo 
geometrically construct tho point 0 by joinin- tho points L^ 
M, N where the line interscots the sides of tho fundamental 
triangle to the opposite vertices of that triangle; the joinind 
linestonna new triangle, and tho lines joining its vorti.os to 
the corresponding v.Kioc. .f tho fundamental niando moot la 
the point 0. Tho bno and point aro in f., .f .0 • •• 
as will be hereafter explain'), they a , » ' lo ! ' , ; ' r " ' r ^ - ' ' ' 
regard to the triangle oonsiaonnl as a . ' ub ic^ iv : H-^' ' ' ' " 
say simply in regard to tho triangle. Thus, if oilhoV tho t."""'' 
or tho lino be givon, tho other is known, and it is tl,„ 
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thing whether we assume the point (1, 1, 1) to be a given point, 
or the line iic + y + z = 0 to he & given line. 

Considering the line x-\- y-t z = 0 as a given line, we 
have in all four given lines, and writing for convenience 
x+y+z+w=0 (that is, considering w as standing for —x—y—z), 
the determination of the coordmates Is such that a; = 0, y = 0, 
3 = 0, w = 0 are given lines. 

9. The coordinates may be such that the point (1, 1, 1) 
shall be the centre of gravity of the triangle; or, what Is the 
same thing, that the line x-{-y + z = (i shall be the line infinity. 
Eeverting to the equation ap-l-Z>g-t-c?- = 2A, this comes to 
assuming x; y : z = ap '.bq: cr] Viz. If we join the point to 
the three vertices, so dividing the fundamental triangle into 
three triangles, then the coordinates a;, y, z are proportional to 
the three component triangles (or, what Is the same thing, each 
coordinate is proportional to the perpendicular distance irom 
a side, divided by the perpendicular distance of the opposite 
vertex from the same side). And »it may be noticed that if, 
fixing the absolute magnitudes of the coordmates, we assume 

_ap 5£ cr 
'^' ^ ' ^ ~ 2A ' 2A ' 2A ' 

that Is, take a;, y, z to be equal to the component triangles, each 
divided by the ftindamental triangle; then the relation satisfied 
by the coordinates will hex + y-{-z = X. 

10. A particular case la when the fundamental triangle Is 
equilateral; here if x, y, z be proportional to the perpendicular 
distances from the sides, (1, 1, 1) is the ^entre of the figure, 
and x+y + z = 0 Is the line Infinity; If, fixing the absolute 
magnitudes, we take [x, y, z) to be equal to the perpendicular 
distances, and moreover take as unity the perpendicular distance 
of a vertex from the opposite side, then the coordinates of the 
centre of the figure are (|̂ , \, ^), and the relation between the 
coordinates i&x + y + s = l. 

In this case, -where the fundamental triangle is equilateral 
and x + y + z = 0 the line infinity, the coordinates of the cir
cular points at Infinity are x: y : z='l : co : ca^ and .1 : a'^: w, 
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where &> is an imaginary cubo root of unity; in fact, taking 
X Y as Cartesian (rectangular) coordinates, the origin bemg 
at ' the vertex (a; = 0, ?/ = 0) of the triangle, and the coordinate 
X being along the side a: = 0, wc have 

,, xv3-r 2-xv3-r . , 
a;, y, 2 = y, " \ j j '^ respectively. 

But for the circular points at infinity X and Y are infinite and 
X±iY=(i (where i=^J{- 1), as usual); wherefore 

, - 1 + i V3 - 1 ± I V3 x:y:z = l :• : - — , 

, and therefore a)^= _—-

this is a;: y : 2! = 1 : <a : w' or = 1 : w ' : CD. 

or taking w to be = , and therefore a^ — _ , 

11. Let one of the axes, say that of «, be the line Infinity: 
the distance r has here the value co, -which must be regarded 
as an infinite constant; yr Is therefore a constant, which- may 
be made finite, and without loss of generality put = 1; wc 
have therefore x : y : z=ap : Bq-'^i where tlie eooilioionts a, /3 
may be so determined tliat ap, Bq shall represent the dii-
tances from the line a: = 0 and from the line y = 0, each 
measured in the direction parallel to the other of these lines; 
that Is, if X, Y are the Cartesian coordinates of the poin^ 
then x-.y:z = Y:X:l; or, what Is the same thing, fixing 
the absolute magnitudes of tlie coordinates, x, y and « = 1 , will 
be the Cartesian coordinates of the point refeiTcd to any two 
axes of coordinates, 

12. In what just precedes we have used onlv the liaa 
infinity, not the circular points at infinity; and the resulting 
Cartesian coordinates are in general oblique, but tlioy may 
bo rectangular; viz. taking the linos a; = 0, ^ = 0 as any two 
lines harmonically related to the olroular points at iulinity • or 
what is tho same thing, at right angles to oaoh other, then the 
coordinates will be reolanj;-ular. The harmonic relation 
ferred to is that tho two linos moot tho lino-infinity iu ^ *"'" 
of points forming with the oircular poiuts at infinity a rJi'*''^ 

;c 
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of four harmonic points; or, what is tho same thing, the two 
lines and the lines from their intersection to the circular points 
at infinity fonn a harmonic pencil. (See Conics, Art. 356). 

13. I t Is in some cases convenient to use the imaginary 
coordinates f = a; +1^ , rj^x — iy, and z = l: these may be 
called circular coordinates. 

CIECULAE POINTS AT INFINITY. 

14. For a given system of trilinear coordinates, the coordi
nates of the circular points at Infinity may be obtained as 
follows. Suppose, first, that the coordinates x, y, z denote the 
perpendicular distances from the sides of the fundamental 
triangle; then taking an arbitrary origin 0 and system of 
rectangular axes OX, OY, if j?, q, r are the perpendicular dis
tances of 0 from the sides of the triangle, and 7i, fi, v the 
inclinations of these distances to the axis OX, the relations 
between the two sets of coordinates {x, y, z) and [X, Y), are 

x = X cosX + Y siaK—p, 

y = X cos/i -f Y sin/i — q, 

z =Xcos j ' + F s m v —r. 
Write for shortness cosX-1-* sinX, coSyU.-)-1 sin/t, cosv-f-1 sinv 
(or e^, ev, e'") = L, M, N respectively; then taking X and Y 
Infinite, and X±iY=0, we have for the two circular points 
respectively 

x:y:z=-L:.M:N&ndL ^'• V '• ^ = J^'--^'-Ji• 

Writing A, B, C for the angles of the fundamental triangle, we 
have between A, B, C and \, /J,, v a set of relations such as 

A= TT + fl — V, 

B^-TT+V - \ , 

C= TT-^X — fi, 

and hence writing cosA + i sinA, cosB+i BinB, cosC-\- i BinC 
(or e''^, c'^, e'̂ ) = a, /3, 7 respectively, we find 

M „ N L 
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8 CIRCULAR POINTS AT INFINITY. 

and the coordinates of the circular points at infinity are thus 
1 1 

X : y : s = —l : — : / 3 , and x : y : z = —l : y : -Q i 

= l : - l : a , 
7 

= 0: i : - l , 

the three expressions for each set of coordinates being of coui"se 
identical in virtue of the relation 0/87 = — I. 

The same formulae obviously apply to the case -where the 
coordinates x, y, z, instead of being equal, are only proportional 
to the perpendicular distances from the sides of the triangle; 
and they are thus the formulae belonging to the system of 
coordinates for which the equation to the line infinity Is 

x sinA-i-y BinB+z cos(7= 0. 

15. It may be added, that the original system of relation^ 
between x, y, z and X, Y, gives 

{y -f 2) (2 + r) smA +{z + r) {x +p) sini?+ {x +p) {y + q) smC 

= sin^l s in^ sin C [X' + F"), 

or, what is the same thing, we have 

yz s'mA + zx sinB + xy sinC= siu^ sini? sinC (Z ' '+ F") 

-f linear function of X, Y, 1, 
viz. the equation yz s\nA + zx s\nB + xy smC=0 is the equa
tion of a circle, and this being so, It Is obviou.lv the equation 
of the circle circumscribed about the fundamental trian-lo-
and the formula holds good In the case whore r y - are 
proportional to the perpendicular di.tanoos; tho eircuW points 
at infinity are therefore the intersections of tho cli-cle 

yz s in^ -f 2!a3 amB-\- xy sinO= 0 

by tho line infinity 

x ainA + y smB+ z sin 0 = 0, 
(compare Conics, Art. 359), and it is easy to vovify that the t s . 
going expressions of the coordinates of the circular points u" 

http://obviou.lv
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infinity in fact satisfy these two equations. It Is to be re* 
marked also, that the general equation of a circle is 
(2/2 sin-4 +zxsiBB + ocy sin C) 

-f (Px + Qy-^Bz) (x aiaA +y sinB+z sinC) = 0, 

•where P, Q, B are arbitrary coefiiclents, 

16. In the system of coordinates wherein x, y, z are pro
portional to the pei-pendlcular distances, each multiplied by the 
corresponding side, or where the equation of the line infinity la 
x + y + z = 0, we have only In place of the foregoing x, y, s 

*° ^̂ '̂ *® ^ m 2 ' i b ^ ' ibTC' ^^^ coordinates of the circular 

points are therefore given by 

"̂  ^ • ' - - 1 : '- : / 3 , 
sin-4 ' sin 5 " sin (7 ' 7 

= 7 : - l I 

1 

T X y z J 
and : —^—: = — 1 • ry • — sin ,4 ' sin 5 ' s i n C * /S 

1 

7 
- 1 : a 

= . : ! : - , 

and the general equation of a circle is 

{yz am" A + zx sln'^-f xy sin' C) + {Px + Qy-i-Bz][x + y + z) == 0, 

LINE-COOEDINATES. 

17. The coordinates above considered are coordinates for 
determining the position of a point; say they are point-
coordinates. We have also line-coordinates (tangential co
ordinates, see Conics, Art. 70) for determining the position of 
a line; viz. if with any given system of trilinear coordinates 
{x, y, z), the equation of the line Is ^x + 'r]y+^ = 0, then 
•we have a corresponding system of Ilne-coordlnates, wherein 

c 
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(f) '̂ j i) are said to be the coordinates (line-coordinates) of 
the line In question. Observe that according to this definition 
(?) V, ?) are given as to their ratios only, their absolute magni
tudes are Indeterminate; herein resembling point-coordinates 
according to their most general definition. 

18. The coordinates (|, r;, ^) belong to a line; a linear 
equation a^ + bj} + c^=0 between these coordinates refers to 
the whole series of lines, the coordinates of any one of which 
satisfy this equation; but all these lines pass through a point, 
•viz. the point whose coordinates In the corresponding system 
of point-coordinates (a;, y, z) are (a, b, c); the linear equation 
a^-^bi] + c^= 0 in fact expresses that the equation in point-
coordinates ^x + riy-\-^z = Q Is satisfied on writing therein (a, h, c) 
for {x, y, z). The conclusion Is, that in the line-coordinates 
(?) ^) K)i 'tlic equation a^ + hrj + G^=0 represents a point, viz. 
the point whose trilinear coordinates In the corresponding 
system are (a, b, c). And, generally, any homogeneous equa
tion in the line-coordinates (^, -q, ^) represents the curve which 
is the envelope of all the lines fa; -l- 973/ 4- «̂ = 0, which are such 
that the coefficients (^, i), ^) satisfy the relation in question; 
and this relation Is said to be the line- or tangential equation 
of this envelope; in other words, the line-equation of a curve 
is the equation between (f, TJ, f), which expresses that the line 
^x + riy-^ f« = 0 Is a tangent to the curve. 

19. In what precedes the line-coordinates {^, rj, f) are 
defined by means of a corresponding system of trilinear co
ordinates [x, y, z), the signification of the ratios ? : »? : ^ being 
thereby In effect completely determined. This is the most con
venient course; but, not so much for any application thereof 
as in order to more fully establish the analogy between the 
two kinds of coordinates, it is proper to give an independent 
quantitative definition of line-coordinates. AVe may say that 
the trilinear coordinates (f, 7;, ^) of a lino are proportional 
to given multiples of the distances measured in given directions 
of the lino from three given points. Suppose, to fix the ideas 
we take them proportional to tho perpendicular distances of 
tho line from the three given points. If referring the figure 
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to Cartesian coordinates^ the coordinates of the points are 
(a, 0), {a, B'), (a"i B"), and the equation of the line is 

AX+BY-i-C=0, 
then we have 

^:v--^=Aa + BB + C : Aa' + B0' + C : Aa'' + B^" + G, 

or, what is the same thing, the equation of the line is 

X i^, 1 
?, 

= 0; 
/3, 1 

V, a, /3', 1 

?, «", /3", 1 
the coefficients of f, rj, ^ are here given linear functions of 
(X, Y, 1), and denoting these coefficients by {x, y, z) we shall 
have [x, y, z) a system of trilinear coordinates, and the equation 
-wUl be ^x + r]y+^z = 0] the definition thus agrees with the one 
given above. 

We may in like manner, as In Art. 6, determine the line-
coordinates (f, rj, f), so that the line ( 1 : 1 : 1 ) shall be a given 
line of the figure, or that the point ? - f97+f=0 shall be a 
given point of the figure. 

20. Some particular systems may be mentioned. Let a, 0, y 
denote respectively the distances 
in a given direction of the vari
able line from the points A, B, •^•i 
C, viz. (a = Aa, B=Bb, 7 = Cc); 
then the coordinates ?, TJ, f may 
be takdh proportional to these 
distances, ^ : TJ : ^ = a : B '• J-
Imagine the point G to move off to Infinity In the given 
direction; 7 has an Infinite value which must be regarded as 

y 
a constant; and writing ? : 77: - = a : /3 : 1, we may. Instead 

of the original coordinates, ?, rj, f, take as coordinates ^,v,-; 

that Is, a, ;8, 1. We have here a system of two coordinates 
a, /8, which are respectively equal to the distances In a given 
^direction of the line from two fixed points. 
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21. Again, In the annexed figure we have 

(t^_Ap B _Pq, 
7 Gp^ y Gq* 

or, what is the same thing, 

Ap' Bq'"^ Gp' Cq'^' 

Imagine A, B to go oiF to Infinity 
in the given directionspG,qG re
spectively ; Ap, Bq have Infinite ~~9 ^ 
values which must be regarded as constants; and Instead of 
coordinates proportional to «, 0} 7) '^e may take coordinates 

proportional to - j - > -p- j 7 5 that is, we may take as co

ordinates y=j-, -?f , 1; we have thus a system of two coordinates^ 

•which are respectively the reciprocals of the distances in two 
given directions of the line from a fixed point. 

22. There Is little occasion for any explicit use of line-
coordinates, but the theory is very important; it serves in 
fact to show that in demonstrating by point-coordinates any 
descriptive theorem whatever, we demonstrate the correlative 
theorem deducible from It by the theory of reciprocal polars 
(or that of geometrical duality), vl^. we do not demonstrate 
the first theorem and deduce from It the other, but we do 
at one and the same time demonstrate the two theorems; 
our (ar, y, z) instead of meaning point-coordinates may mean 
line=coordlnates, and the demonstration Is in every step thereof 
a demonstration of the correlative theorem, 

23. And in like manner when any theorem Is demonstrated 
by lIne«coordInates, this is also a demonstration of the corre
lative theorem; the only difference is that we here pass from the 
somewhat less familiar theory of line-coordinates to the more 
familiar one of point-coordinates; the transition is rendered 
clearer If we consider the original line-coordinates (?, 17, f) as 
being the point-coordinates of the point which Is the pole of 
the line in regard to the conic d' + y^ + z' = 0. 
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C H A P T E R II. 

ON THE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CURVES OP THB Tst" DEGREE. 

SECT. I . -ON THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE GENERAL EQUATION. 

24. The first step towards obtaining a knowledge of the 
general properties of curves of the n" degree Is the ascertaining 
the number of terms In the general equation. We should thereby 
be enabled, on being given any equation of the «"" degree, 
by simply counting the number of Independent constants In the 
equation, to know whether or not the given form were one to 
which all equations of the n^ degree could be reduced. For 
example, the general equation of the second degree contains 
five Independent constants. If, then, we were given any other 
equation of the second degree, containing five constants, for 
instance, 

{x-oif + {:y-0Y={ax + by + cy, 

or \{x - of +{y- 0)^ + {{x - a'T +{y- ^W = c, 

we could expand, and comparing the equation (as at Conics, 
Art. 77) -with the general equation of the second degree, should 
obtain a sufficient number of equations to determine a, /3, &e., 
in terms of the coefficients of the general equation. We see, 
then, that any equation of the second degree may. In general, 
be reduced to either of the above forms, and we might thus 
obtain a proof of the properties of the foci and pf the directrix. 
The equation 

{ax + by + cY~{a'x + b'y + c) {a"x + b"y + c") 
contains seven Independent constants. The problem, therefore, 
to express these In terms of the coefficients in the general 
equation Is Indeterminate, as is also geometrically evident, 
since the equation may be thrown Into this form by taking 

dx + h'y-j-c', (x'x-t h"y-t-c" 
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to represent any two tangents, and ax + hy -^c their chord of 
contact. The equations 

{ax -f- byY = ex +dy+e, 

{ax +by+l) {a'x •{ b'y+1)=0, 

contain each but four Independent constants, and must, therefore, 
implicitly Involve one other condition; or. In other -words, the 
general equation cannot be thrown Into either of these forms, 
unless one other condition be fulfilled. This is geometrically 
evident, since the first equation denotes a parabola and the 
second two right lines. The general equation of a circle, 

{x-aY+{y-Br = r\ 
containing but three expressed constants, must impllclty Involve 
two conditions, or the general equation cannot be thrown into 
this form unless two conditions be fulfilled. And so, again, 
the equation 

S-k8' = 0, 
(where 8, 8' are given quadric functions of the coordinates) 
containing but one expressed constant must Imply four con
ditions; as we otherwise know, since the conic expressed by 
this equation passes through four fixed points. 

25. Some caution must be used in the application of these 
principles. Thus, the equation 

{x-aY^- {y-l3Y = ax + by + c 
appears to contain five constants, and, therefore, to be a form to 
-which every equation of the second degree is reducible. But 
if we expand, we shall see that the constants do not enter into 
the highest terms of the equation, and that there are but three 
equations available to determine a, j8, &c. The equation can, 
therefore, not be thrown into this form unless two other con
ditions be fulfilled. In like manner,, the equation 

a8^ + bS.^ + c8, + dS, + eS^ +f8^ = 0, 
where 8^, &c., are six conics, is a form to which the equation 
of any conic may be reduced; but suppose three of the equations 
of these conics to be connected by the relation 8^ = k8 +18 • 
substituting this value, the equation would be found to contain 
but four independent constants, and the general equation could 
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not be reduced tfl this form unless some one condition were 
fulfilled. 

26. Having thus endeavoured to give the reader an idea of 
the nature of the advantage to be gained by a knowledge of 
the number of terms In the general equation of the n^^ degree, 
we proceed to an Investigation of this problem. The general 
equation of the «i"̂  degree between two variables may be written, 

A 

-+ Bx +Gy 

+ Bx'\Exy+Ff 
-f 

-f Px" + Qx^'-^y +...+ Bxy"-' + Sy'' = 0. 

And the number of terms In this equation Is plainly the sum 
of the series 1 + 2+ 3-^...+ {n-i 1), and is therefore equal to 
^{n+1) (n-f- 2), as has been already proved {Conics, Art. 78). 

We shall sometimes write the general equation in the 
abbreviated form, 

n^+u^ + u^+...+ n„ = 0, 
where u^ denotes the absolute term, and M,, U^, U^, &C., denote 
the terms of the first, second, n^, &c., degrees In x and y. 

We shall also sometimes employ the equation in trilinear 
coordinates, which only differs from that just written In having 
a third variable z introduced, so as to make the equation homo
geneous, viz., 

u/- + M / ' ' + u/-"" +...+ u^^z -)- M„ = 0. 

The number of terms Is evidently the same as In the preceding 

case (Conics, Art, 2S9). 

27. The number of conditions necessary to determine a 
curve of the w*"* degree is one less than the number of terms 
in the general equation, or Is equal to |w {n + 3). For the 
equation represents the same curve If it be multiplied or divided 
by any constant; we may therefore divide by A, and the curve 
is completely determined if we can determine the ^n{n + 3) 

quantities -j j ;i j ^-c. 
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Thus a curve of the n^^ degree is in general determined wmen 
we are given \n {n + 3) points on i t ; for the coordinates of ea eh 
point through which the curve passes, substituted in the general 
equation, give a linear relation between the coefficients. We 
have, therefore, \n{n + i) equations of the first degree to 
determine the same number of unknown quantities, a probleai 
which admits in general of but one solution. We learn, then, 
that a curve of the third degree can be described through nine 
points, one of the fourth degree through fourteen points, and 
in general through \n{n + ^) points can be described one, and 
hut one, curve of the n^^ degree. 

28. When we say that \n {n + 3) points determine a curve 
of the M*** degree, we would not be understood to mean that 
they always determine a proper curve of that degree. AH 
that we have proved is, that there exists an equation of the n^ 
degree satisfied for the given points, but this equation may be 
the product of two or more others of lower dimensions. Thus, 
five points in general determine a conic, but if thrge of them 
lie on a right line, the conic Is the improper quadric curve 
formed by this right line and the line joining the other two 
points. And, in general, it is evident that, if of the \n {n + 3) 
points more than np lie on a curve of the p^^ degree {p being 
less than n),0.proper curve of the n"" degree cannot be described 
through the points, for we should then have the absurdity of 
two curves of the n"' and p^^ degrees Intersecting in more than 
np points (Conics, Art. 238). The system of the n^^ degree through 
such a set of points is the curve of the p!^^ degree, together with 
a curve of the (n -pY^ degree through the remaining points. 

We may even fix a lower limit to the number of pouits 
determining a proper curve of the «"> degree -which can lie ou 
a curve of the p"^ degree, and can show that this number 
cannot be greater than np-\[p-\){p~i). For If we suppose 
that one more of the points (viz. np — \{p—\) {p — 2) 4. i) ijg 
on a curve of the p * degree, subtracting this number from 
^n(n-t-3). It will be found that the number of remainhi"' 
points Is \{n — p) {n —p + 3), and that, therefore, a curve of the 
{n—pY^ degree can be described through them. This with thd 
curve of thep'-'' degree forms a system of the n^'^ degree throu"t^ 
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the points; and It follows from the -last Article that It Is in 
general Impossible to describe through them any other. 

29. There are cases, however. In which the solution of 
Art. 27 fails: a very simple Instance will show that this is so. 
The number of points required for the determination of a cubic 
curve is nine; but nine points do not In every case determine 
a single cubic, for any two cubics intersect, in nine points; and 
through these nine points there pass the two cubics; as will 
presently appear, there are in fact through the nine points an 
infinity of cubics. The explanation is that although m linear 
equations are in general sufficient to determine m unknown 
quantities, the equations may be not all of them independent, 
and they will in this case be Insufficient for the determination 
of the unknown quantities. The given points are then in
sufficient to determine the curve, and through them can be 
described an Infinity of curves of the w*'̂  degree. The geo
metrical reason why such cases occur requires to be further 
explained. 

Let us, for simplicity, commence with the example of curves 
of the third degree. Let TJ— 0, V— 0, be the equations of two 
such curves, both passing through eight given points ; then the 
equation of any curve of the third degree passing through these 
points must be of the form V — hV=^0. For this equation, 
from Its form, denotes a curve of the third degree passing 
through the eight given points, and It contains an arbitrary 
constant h which can be so determined that the curve shall pass 

TJ' 
through any ninth point. We should, in fact, have Tc = ^ , 

-where U', V are the results of substituting the coordinates of the 
ninth point In U and V. This gives a determinate value for k 
in every case but one, viz, when the ninth point lies on both TJ 
and F ; for since two curves of the m^"^ and n^^ degrees intersect 
in inn points, TJ and V intersect not only In the eight given 
points, but also In one other. For the coordinates of this point 

h takes the value - ; and indeed the form of the equation suffi

ciently shows that every curve represented by the equation 

C 7 ' - i F = 0 passes through all the intersections of f7 and V. 
D 
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Hence we have the important theorem, All curves of the third 
degree which pass through eight fixed points pass also through 
a ninth. And we perceive that nine points are not always 
sufficient to determine a curve of the third degree; for we can 
describe a curve of the third degree through the Intersections of 
two such curves, and through any tenth point. 

30. The same reasoning applies to curves of any degree. If 
there be given a number of points one less than that which will 
determine the curve {|w (n-f-3)- l} , then U-kV=0 (where TJ 
and V are any two particular curves of the system) is the most 
general equation of a curve of the n^^ degree passing through 
these points. For the equation contains one arbitrary constant, 
to which we can assign such a value that the curve shall pass 
through any remaining point, and be therefore completely de
termined. But the form of the equation shows that the curve 
must pass through all the ri' points common to TJ and F, and 
therefore not only through the ^n (w + 3) - 1 given points, but 
also through as many more as will make up the entire number 
to w". Hence, All curves of the w* degree ichich pass through 
\n {n + 3) - 1 fixed points pass also through ^ (n — 1) (n — 2) 
other fixed points. 

31. The following is a useful deduction from the preceding 
theorem: If of the n' points of intersection of two curves of the 
n^^ degree, np lie on a curve of tJie p * degree {p being less tJian «), 
the remaining n {n —p) will lie on a curve of the (n — ;))* 
degree. For describe a curve of the ( w - p ) * degree through 
^ {n —p) {n -p + 3) of these remaining points, and this, together 
with the curve of the p**" degree, form a curve of the n^ de"Teo 
passing through \ (n - p) (n -p + 2,) + np points; and since this 
number {being equal to \n{n+'S,)-\+\{p- i) [p _ o-j cannot 
be less than ^?i(w-)-3) - 1, this curve will pass through all the 
remaining points; but, obviously, the remaining points do not an}' 
of them lie on the curve of the p*" dogroo, and therefore they 
lie all of them on the oiirve of the (?j-p)"^ dogrcc. 

It is to be understood in these thooroms concerninn- the 
intersections of curves of the ?i"' dogroo, that tho curves need not 
be proper ourvcs of that degree, for tho demonstration in Art. 30 
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holds equally even though TJ or F be resolvable Into factors. 
As an Illustration of the theorem of this Article,^ we add the 
following: If a polygon of 2« sides he inscribed in a conic, the 
n{n — 2] points, where each odd side intersects the non-adjacent even 
sides, will lie on a curve of the {n — 2)'" degree. For the product 
of all the odd sides forms one system of the n"' degree, and the 
product of all the even sides another; these systems intersect 
In m" points, viz. since each odd side has two adjacent and n — 2 
non-adjacent even sides, In the 2ra vertices of the polygon, and 
the n[n—2) points, which are the subject of the present theorem. 
But since, by hypothesis, the 2n vertices lie on a conic, the 
remaining ?i {n — 2) points, by this Article, lie on a curve of 
the (n — 2)"' degree. 

32. Pascal's theorem Is a particular case of the theorem just 
given, but on account of the importance that the learner should 
clearly understand the principle of the foregoing demonstrations, 
we think it advisable to repeat In other words the proof already 
given. 

Denote the sides of the hexagon by the first six letters of 
the alphabet A = 0, &c.; then ACJE-kBDF==0 is the equa
tion of a system of curves of the third degree passing through 
AB, BG, CD, DE, EF, FA, and also through AD, BE, CF. 
If the first six points lie on a conic 8, then the curve of the 
system determined by the condition that It shall pass through 
any seventh point of the conic 8 must give A GE— h'BDF= 8L. 
For It cannot be a proper curve of the third degree, since no 
such curve can have more than six points common with 8. 
The right line L will therefore contain the three points AD, 
BE, CF. 

We may add, that It is this proof of Pascal's theorem which 
leads most readily to Steiner's and Kirkman's theorems {Conics, 
p. 361). Thus, let 

12.34.56-45.61.23 = /Si, 

where 12 denotes the line joining the vertices 1, 2, &c.; and 
where L consequently denotes the line through the Intersections 
of the opposite sides, 12, 45 ; 34, 61; 56, 23; and let 

12.34.56-36.25.14 = /S'iir; 
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then, obviously, 

4 5 . 6 1 . 2 3 - 3 6 . 2 5 . 1 4 = / S ( l / - i ) ; 
or the Pascal line indicated by the latter equation passes 
through the Intersection of the other two. 

It may, however, be remarked that the theorem of Art. 31, 
in the case in question n = 3, Is a particular ease of the theorem 
of Art. 30; viz., the system of the three odd sides is one of the 
cubics, and the system of the three even sides the other of the 
cubics U= 0, F = 0 of Art, 30. And we may deduce Pascal's 
theorem directly from that theorem; viz., considering the conic 
through the six vertices, and the line joining two of the three 
points of intersection of the opposite sides, the conic and line 
form a cubic through eight of these nine points, and therefore 
through the ninth point; that Is, the line passes through the 
remaining one of the three points of intersection of the opposite • 
sides; viz., these three points He In a line. 

33, It has been proved that, although two curves of the 
«"" degree Intersect In n' points, yet n' points, taken arbitrarily, 
will not be the intersections of two such curves; but that 
n" — ^ (n — 1) (ji — 2) of them being given, the rest will be deter
mined. A similar theorem holds with regard to the np points 
of intersection of two curves of the n^^ and p^^ degrees. Thus, 
though a curve of the third degree intersects one of the fourth 
in twelve points, yet through twelve points taken arbitrarily 
on a curve of the third degree, it will, in general, be impossible 
to describe a proper curve of the fourth degree. For the 
system of the fourth degree through these twelve and any 
other two points will, in general, be no other than the curve 
of the third degree and the line joining the two points. And, 
generally, Every curve of the m"̂  degree which is drawn through 
np — -hip— 1) ij> ~ 2) points on a curve of the p^'^ degree {p being 
less than n) meets this curve in \{p—l) {p — 2) other fixed points. 
For we had occasion In Art. 31 to see that 

np-l[p-l) [p -2)+ l{n -p){n-p + 2,) = ^n (H + 3) - 1; 

therefore, by Art. 30, every system of the n"̂  degree described 
through the given points, and \ [n — p) {n — p + 3) others, passes 
through I ( n - 1) [n- 2) other fixed points. But one system of 
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the n^'^ degree which can be described through the points Is 
the given curve of the p^^ degree and one of the {n-pY^ 
through the additional assumed points. The | ( ? i - l ) ( w - 2 ) 
ne-w points must therefore lie, some on one, some on the other 
of these two curves. And It is evident that these points must 
be so distributed between them as to make up the total number 
of points, in the first case, to np. In the second to n{n-p). 
Hence the truth of the theorem enunciated is manlfe'st. 

34. A further extension of this theorem has been given by 
Prof, Cayley: " Any curve of the r'^ degree {r being greater than 
ra or n, but not greater than m + n — 3), which passes through all 
hut ^{m + n — r—l){m + n — r — 2) of the mn intersections of two 
curves of the «i*̂  and n^^ degree, will pass also through the 
remaining intersections." 

The reader will more easily understand the spirit of the 
general proof we are about to give by applying it first to a 
particular example. "Any curve of the fifth degree which 
passes through fifteen of the Intersections of two curves of the 
fourth degree will also pass through the remaining intersection," 
For take two arbitrary points on each of the curves of the 
fourth degree. These four, with the fifteen given points, make 
nineteen points, through which. If several curves of the fifth 
degree pass, they will (by Art, 30) pass through six other fixed 
points. But each curve of the fourth degree, together with 
the line joining the two arbitrary points on the other curve, 
forms a system of the fifth degree through the nineteen points. 
Hence all the Intersections of the given curves of the fourth 
degree lie on every curve of the fifth degree through the 
points, Q. E. D. 

So, in general, take \ {r — m){r-m+ 3) arbitrary points on 
the curve of the w* degree, and through them draw a curve of 
the {r-7nY'^ degree; and take ^ (r-?i) ( r - n - f 3) points on 
the curve of the wi'̂  degree, and through them draw a curve of 
the {r — nY^ degree; take as many of the mn points of inter
section as with the arbitrary points make up ^r {r + 3) — l; then, 
since the curves of the {r - m)"" and m*-^ degree make one system 
of the r"* degree through the points, and the curves of the 
(r - «)"^ and 7i^^ make another, the intersection of these two 
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systems will be common to every curve of the r*'' degree through 
the points. But 

ir{r + B)-l--^{r-m){r-m + B)-i{r-n){r-n + 3) 

= mn - ^{m + n — r—l) {m + n — r — 2), 

as the reader may verify without difficulty. Hence the truth 
of the theorem appears. To make the proof applicable r must 
be at least equal to the greater of 7n or n; and also r—m 
must be less than n, since otherwise it would not be possible 
to describe, through the assumed points on the curve of the 
^th (Jegree, a curve of the {r- mY^ degree, distinct from or not 
including as part of Itself the curve of the n"̂  degree; and, since 
the theorem is nugatory for r = m + n--l or m + n — 2, the 
condition Is r not greater than ?« -|-« — 3.* 

SECT. II.—ON THE NATURE OF THE MULTIPLE POINTS AND 

TANGENTS OF CURVES. 

35. The simplest method of Introducing to the reader the 
subject of the singular points and lines connected with curves 
seems to be, first, to Illustrate by particular examples the natUre 
of these points and lines, and afterwards to lay down rules by 
which their existence may be detected In general. 

We shall employ the Cartesian equation given in Art. 26. 

* Euler appears first to have noticed the paradox, that two curves of the «* degree 
may intersect in a greater number of points than are sufficient to determine such a 
curve (see a Memoir in the Berlin Transactions for 1748, " On an apparent Contra
diction in the Theory of Curves"). The same difficulty is pointed out by Cramer, 
in his " Introduction S 1'Analyse des Lignes courbes algSbriques," published in the 
year 1750. It was only comparatively recently, however, that the important geo
metrical theorems were observed, which are derived from this principle. In the year 
1827 M. Gergonne gave the theorem of Art. 31 (Annates, vol. xvii., p. 220). The 
general theorem of Art. 30 was given about the same time by M. Pliicker [Entwiohe-
lungen, vol. I., p. 228; and Gergonne's Annates, vol. XIX., pp. 97, 129). It was some 
years afterwards that the cases were discussed of the relation which exists between 
the points of intersection of curves and surfaces of different degrees (as in Art. 33), 
These cases were discussed in two papers sent at the same time for publication in 
CreHe's Journal, one by M. Jacobi (vol. xv., p. 285), the other by M. Pliicker 
(vol. XVI., p. 47). Besides the papers just mentioned, the reader may also consult 
a Memoir by Prof. Cayley [Gamh-idge Math. Journal, vol. in., p. 211). The historical 
sketch given in the present note is taken from Pliicker'a Iheorie der Algebraischoi 
Curven, p. 13. 
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If we transform this equation to polar coordinates, by sub
stituting p cos^, p sin^ for x and y (or if the axes be not 
rectangular, mp, np, as at Conics, Art. 136), we get an equation 
of the w"* degree in p, whose roots are the distances from the 
origin of the n points, where the curve is met by a line drawn 
through the origin, making an angle 6 with the axis of x. 

36. If In the general equation the absolute term A = 0, 
then the origin Is a point on the curve; for the equation is 
evidently satisfied by the values x = 0, y = 0, that is, by the 
coordinates of the origin. 

The same thing appears from the equation expressed In polar 
coordinates, 

{Bcoa0+Game)p + {D cos'0 + Ecoa0 amO + Fsin'(9)p^+ &e. = 0; 

for this equation being divisible by p, one of Its roots must be 
p — 0, whatever be the value of 0, and therefore one of the 
n points, in which every line drawn through the origin meets 
the curve, will. In this case, coincide with the origin itself. 

The other (m— l) points will in general be distinct from the 
origin; there is, however, one value of 0, for which a second 
point will coincide with the origin, viz.. If 0 be such that 

Pcos^-f (7 sin61 = 0. 

The equation then becoming 

{D cos'd'•iEam0coa6 + Faln^0)p" + &c. = 0, 

Is divisible by p", and has, therefore, for two of its roots, p = 0. 
The line, therefore, answering to this value of 0, meets the 
curve In two coincident points, or is the tangent at the origin. 

Since we have a simple equation to determine tan^, we see 
that at a given point on a curve there can. In general, be drawn 
but one tangent. Its equation Is evidently 

p(Pcos6 ' - | -Cs ln^)=0, or Bx+Cy==0. 

Hence if the equation of a curve be t«, + u^ + &c. = 0 {the origin 
being a point on the curve), then », = 0 is the equation of the 
tangent. 

If P = 0, the axis of a; is a tangent; If C = 0, the axis of 2̂ , 
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37. Let us now, however, suppose that A, B, G are all = 0; 
the coefficients of p will then = 0, whatever be the value of 0; 
in this case, therefore, every right line drawn through, the origin 
meets the curve In two points which coincide with the origin. 
The origin is then said to be a double point. 

We may see now, exactly as In the last Article, that It is In 
this case possible to draw through the origin lines which meet the 
curve in three coincident points. For let 0 be such as to render 
the coefficient of p ' = 0, or P cos'fi' -f P sin ̂  cos 61 -I- P sin"^ = 0, 
then the equation becomes divisible by p^, and three values of p 
are = 0 . Since we have a quadratic to determine tan^, it 
follows that there can be drawn through a (Rouble point two right 
lines, each of -which meets the curve in three coincident points; 
their equation Is 

p"{D cos'^ +Eam0 cos0 + Faln''0) = 0, or Dx' + Exy + Fy" = 0. 

We learn hence that although every line through a double 
point meets the curve In two coincident points, yet there are 
two of these lines which have besides contact (viz., a conse
cutive point common) with the curve at that point; so that It 
is usual to say that at a double point on a curve there can be 
drawn two tangents. If the equation of the curve (the origin 
being a double point) be written u^+u^+ &c, = 0, then M, = 0 
is the equation of the pair of tangents at the origin. 

38. I t Is necessary to distinguish three species of double 
points, according as the lines represented by u^ — ^ are real, 
Imaginary, or coincident, 

I, In the first ease the tangents are both real; the double 
point or node is such as that represented in the second figure 
(Art, 39); an Inspection of the curve shows that there are at the 
node two branches each with Its own proper tangent; and the 
foregoing quadratic equation in fact determines the directions of 
these two tangents: such a point is termed a crunode. 

A simple Illustration of such double points occurs when the 
given equation is the product of two equations of lower dimen
sions, or TJ=PQ. The equation Z7=0 then represents the two 
curves denoted by P = 0 and Q = 0. But if these two be con
sidered as making up a complex curve of the Ji'" degree, tliis 
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curve mUst be said to have pq double points (the points, namely, 
where P intersects Q); and at each of these points there are 
evidently two tangents (viz., the tangents to P and Q). 

I I , The equation M̂  = 0 may have both its roots Imaginary. 
In this case no real point is consecutive to the origin, which 

is then called a conjugate point or acnode. Its coordinates satisfy 
the equation of the curve, but It does not appear to lie on the 
curve, and, In fact, the existence of such points can only be 
made manifest geometrically by showing that there are points, 
no line through which can meet the curve in more than n—2 
points, 

H I . The equation u^ may be a perfect square; In this case 
the tangents at the double point coincide, and the curve takes 
the form represented In the fourth figure (Art, 39), Such 
points are called cusps or spinod.es. They are also sometimes 
called stationary points; for if we imagine the curve to be 
generated by the motion of a point, at every such cusp the 
motion in one direction Is brought to a stop, and Is exchanged 
for a motion in the opposite direction. 

The reader might suppose that we could illnstrate these 
points, as in the last paragraph, by supposing the curve TJ to 
break up into two, P and Q, which touch; for 
every point of contact will be a double point, the 
tangents at which coincide. But such a point 
must be classed among singularities of a higher 
order than those which we are now considering; 
for the tangent has at it four points along 
the complex curve, viz., two on each of the simple curves, 
while at the cusps we are considering we have seen that the 
tangent generally meets the curve In only three consecutive 
points. In order that the tangent at a cusp should meet the 
curve In four consecutive points. It Is necessary not merely that 
M, should be a perfect square, but further, that Its square root 
should be a factor in u^; that Is to say, that the equation should 
be of the form 

t)/ + u,v, + M4 + &c. = 0. 

Such points arise from the union of two double points, as 
the reader will readily perceive from the- example which we 

E 

http://spinod.es
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have already given, for when the curves P and Q touch, the 
point of contact takes Die place of two points of intersection. 

It is proper to remark that the crunode and the acnode are 
varieties of the node, and varieties of the same generality, the 
difference being that of real and imaginary. The cusp has in 
the investigation presented Itself as a particular ca-se of the 
node, but it is really a distinct singularity; the force of this 
remai'k will appear in the sequel. 

39, As the leamer may probably find some difficulty in 
conceiving tlie relation of conjugate points to the curve, we 
shall illustrate the subject by the following example. Let ns 
take the curve 

y^ ={x — a) {x —h){x- c), 

where a Is less, and c greater than h. This curve is evidently 
symmetrical on both sides of the axis of x, since every value of x 
gives equal and opposite values to y. The curve meets the axis 
of a; at the three points x=^a, x = h, a; = c. When x is less than 
a, y is negative, and therefore y Imaginary; y' becomes positive 
for values of x between a and 5; negative again for values 
between b and c; and, finally, positive for all values of x 
exceeding- c. The curve therefore consists of an oval lying 
between A and B, and a branch 
commencing at C, and extending 
Indefinitely beyond it, ^^ 

Let us now suppose b = c and 
the equation will become 

f = {x-a){x-bY, 
where h Is greater than a. The point B has now closed up to C J 
as B approaches to G, the oval and infinite branch sharpen out 
towards each other, and when nlti-
luately the two points are miitod 
together the oval has joined the in
finite branch, and tho point />' has 
become a double point, with branches 
cutting at an angle. 

But, on the other hand, let h = a 
becomes ' "'^" '"° '̂'!>̂ ''̂ <;on 

y^=.{x-aY{.r-h), 
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-ft'here a Is less than b; the oval has shrunk Into the point A, 
and the curve is of the annexed form. 

This example sufficiently shows the 
analogy between conjugate points and -A-
double points, the tangents at which are 
reaL If we suppose a=b=c, the equation becomes y = (a;—a)', 
the point A becomes a cusp, as In I I I , of 
last Article, and the tangent at the cusp 
meets the curve In three coincident points 
A, B, C. 

40. If in the general equation A, B, C, D, E, F were all = 0, 
then the origin would be a triple point, every line through the 
origin meeting the curve in three coincident points; and it Is easy 
to see, as before, that at a triple point there are three tangents, 
which are the three lines represented by the equation u^ = 0. 

We may also, as before, distinguish four species of triple 
points, according as the three tangents are (a) all three real 
and (1) all three distinct, (2) two coincident, (3) all three co
incident, or {b) one real and two Imaginary. A triple point 
may be regarded as arising from the union of three double 
points: viz. In the cases (a) these are (1) three crunodes, (2) two 
crunodes and a cusp, (3) a crunode and two cusps; as illustrated 
in the annexed figures, which exhibit the three double points 
as they are about to unite 
into a triple point. The 'ffl/ 
case (3) scarcely differs 
visibly from an ordinary 
point on the curve, but 
when the figure is drawn accurately there Is a certain sharpness 
of bend at the singular point. In the case {b), there is In like 
manner a real branch which comes to pass through an acnode: 
to the eye the singular point does not appear to differ from any 
other point on the curve. 

We may. In like manner, Investigate the conditions that the 
origin should be a multiple point of any higher degree {k). 
The coefficients of all terms of a degree below k will vanish, 
and the equation will be of the form 

M̂  -f M^̂ , + &C, = 0. 
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At the multiple point there can be drawn h tangents, represented 
by the equation u^ = i); and the nature of the multiple point 
varies according as the roots of this equation are all real and 
unequal, or two or more of them equal or imaginary. 

A multiple point of the order h may be considered as 
resulting from the union of \h {k— 1) double points. This may 
be illustrated by the case of k right lines, which must be 
regarded as a system having \k {k — 1) double points, namely, 
the mutual Intersections of the lines. But if all the lines pass 
through the same point, this is in the system a multiple point 
of the order k, and takes the place of all the double points. 
And the principle Is the same whether the lines which intersect 
be straight or curved. A curve by the mutual crossing of 
k branches may have ^hijc—l) double points, but if all the 
branches pass through the same point, these double points are 
replaced by a multiple point of the order k. 

41, To be given that a particular point Is a double point 
of a curve is equivalent to three conditions. For If we take it 
for the origin, three terms of the equation vanish (Art. 37), 
and the constants at our disposal are three less than in the 
general case. If we are further given the tangents at the 
double point, this is equivalent to two conditions more; for in 
addition to -4 = 0, P = 0, 0 = 0, we are now also given the ratios 
D:E,D:F. 

Being given a triple point is equivalent to six conditions; 
for, making it the origin, the six lowest terms of the equation 
vanish; and so In general if it is given that a certain point is 
a multiple point of the order h, this is equivalent to \k [k + 1) 
conditions. 

42, There is a limit to the number of double points whicli 
a curve of tho n" degree can possess, when it does not break 
up Into others of lower dimensions. 

For example, a curve of tho third degree cannot have two 
double points; for if It had, the lino joining them must be con
sidered as meeting tho curve in four points ; but more than throe 
points of a curve of the third degree cannot lie on a right line 
unless the curve consist of this right lino and a couic. * 
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Again, a curve of the fourth degree cannot have four double 
pourts; for If it had, the conic determined by these and any 
fifth point of the cuiwe must be considered as meeting the curve 
in nine* points; whereas no conic, distinct from the curve, can 
meet it in more than 2 x 4 points. And, in general, a curve of 
the «*̂  degree cannot have more than ^{n-l){n-2) double 
points; for if it had one more, through these i {n—l){n—2) + l 
and n — 3 other points of the curve, we could describe a curve 
of the degree n — 2 (Art. 27), which must be considered as 
meetmgthe given curve in 2 {^{n — 1) {n — 2) + l] +n-S points, 
or in w (TO — 2) -1-1 points, which is impossible if the given curve 
be a proper curve. Of course, the demonstration given only 
shows that curves cannot have more than a certain number of 
double points, and does not show (what in fact is the case) 
that they can always have so many. 

43. If the curve have multiple points of higher order, the 
same criterion applies, each multiple point of order k being 
counted as equivalent to ^k{k—l) double points. But there 
are limitations to the possibility of substituting for a certain 
number of double points a multiple point of higher order. 
Thus a curve of the fifth degree may have six double points, 
and three of these may be replaced by a triple, point; but 
in this case the other three cannot be replaced by a second 

* If a point of intersection of two curves be a double point on one of them, that 
intersection must be reckoned as two, and the curves can only.mterseot in «p — 2 other 
p.oints. If it be a double point on both, the intersection must T5B rSBkoned as four. 
And in general if it be on the one curve a multiple point of the degree k, and on the 
pther of the degree I, that intersection must be counted as kl. Thus, for example, a 
system of i right lines meets a system of I right lines in /d points; but if all the lines 
of the first system pass through a point on a line of the second system, that point 
clearly counts as 7e intersections, and the lines intersect only m k (I— 1) other points. 
And if every line of both systems pass through the same point, that point counts as 
M intersections, and the lines meet nowhere else. 

If two curves touch at their point of intersection, the point of contact wUl, of 
course, count as two intersections, since they have two coincident points common. 
If the point of intersection be a multiple point on one or both curves, and if one 
of the tangents at the m-ultiple point be common to both curves, we must add one 
to the number of intersections to which it has been already shown that the multiple 
point is equivalent; for, besides the points just proved to be common, they have a 
ponsecntive point in common on one of the branches through the multiple point. 

The reader -srill have no difficulty in seeing the effect of any combination of 
tgpgents and multiple points. 
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triple point, since the line joining the two would meet the 
curve in more points than five. Or, generally, if a curve have 
a multiple point of the order w - 2, it can have no other higher 
than a double point, and of these according to the criterion not 
more than n — 2. 

44, We call the deficiency of a curve the number D, by 
which Its number of double points is short of the maximum; 
this number playing a very Important part in the theory of curves. 
If P = 0, that Is, if a curve have its maximum number of double 
points, the coordinates of any pobd on the curve can he expressed 
as rational algebraic functions of a variable parameter. For 
the \{n- 1) {n — 2) double points, and « — 3 other assumed points 
on the curve, making together \ (n+ 1) (w- 2) — 1 points, or one 
less than enough to determine a curve of degree n — 2, we can 
describe through these points a system of such curves Included 
in the equation Z7=XF, Wow If we eliminate either variable 
between this equation and that of the given curve, we get 
to determine the other coordinate for their points of intersection, 
an equation of the n {n — 2) degree in which X enters in the 
w"" degree. But of this equation all the roots but one are 
known; for the Intersections of the curves consist of the double 
points counted twice, of the »i — 3 assumed points, and only of 
one other point, since 

{n-\){n-2) + {n-Z) + l==n{n-2). 
Dividing out, then, the known factors of the equation, the only 
unknown root remains determined as an algebraic function of 
the w"̂  degree In X. 

It Is true, conversely, that if the coordinates can be expressed 
as rational functions of a parameter, the curve has the maximum 
number of double points, 'Curves of this sort arc called unicnrsal 
curves. When we are given .r, y, z re.^pootivcly proportional to 
aX"-i-&c., a'X"-+ &c., a"X"-)-&c,, the actual elimination of X is 
easily performed dialytieally. Writing down tho three equatioaa 

0x = aX" + &c., 0y = a'x" + &c., Oz = a'X'' + &v. 
and multiplying each successively by X, X',...X""', we shall haro 
3w equations, exactly enough to eliminate linearly all ji 
quantities 0, 0X, &c., X, X", &c. Tho equation of the om-vo 
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then, appeai-s In the form of a determinant of the order 3n, 
but only n rows will contain the variables; the curve therefore 
will be of the «"' order, and Its equation will Involve the co
efficients a, b, &c., In the 2K*Î  degree. All this will be more 
clearly understood if we actually write down the result for the 
case m = 2. We have, then, the three equations 

0x = a\'+b\ + e, 0y = a'X^ + V\+c', 0z = a"X'+b"X+c". 
Multiplying each by X, and then eliminating linearly from the 
six equations the quantities 0, 0X, X", X'', X, the result appears 
as the determinant 

2/j 

z. 

, i , e , 
, i \ 
,i'\ 

X, 

b\ = 0. 

This Is the same as the final equation. Higher Algebra, Art. 193, 

45. It appears from Art. 41, that any three points taken 
arbitrarily may be double points on a curve of the fourth 
degree; for the three are equivalent to but nine conditions. 
But the tangents at all these double points cannot also be 
assumed arbitrarily; for being given the three double points 
and these three pairs of tangents is equivalent to fifteen con
ditions, one more than enough to determine the curve. There 
must then be some relation connecting these tangents; and In 
fact, we shall prove afterwards that these six tangents all touch the 
same conic section, so that, given five, the sixth is determined. 

Twenty conditions determine a curve of the fifth degree. 
We may then assume arbitrarily Its six double points, and also 
the pair of tangents at any one of them; but the curve Is then 
completely determined, and therefore also the pairs of tangents 
at the other five. 

Twenty-seven conditions determine a curve of the sixth 
degree. It would therefore, at first sight, appear that such 
a curve might be described, having for double points nine points 
assumed arbitrarily. But this is not so, for there is through 
the nine points a determinate cubic curve Z7= 0; and then 
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a curve of the sixth order having the nine points for double 
points, and in general the only such curve is TJ^ = 0, viz, the cubic 
twice repeated. 

And so In like manner for curves of higher degrees, when 
they have their maximum, or even some number less than their 
maximum, number of double points there must be relations 
connecting them. Except In the case of curves of the fourth 
degree, we are not aware that any attempt has been made to 
express these relations geometrically, but there must remain an 
extensive class of theorems of this nature still to be discovered. 

46, What has been said is sufficient to enable the reader to 
form a conception of the nature of multiple points on curves. 
We shall now proceed to show that a curve may in like manner 
have multiple tangents; or. In other words, that there may be 
lines which touch the curve In two or more points, or which 
have with the curve a contact of the second or higher order. 
What are commonly called the " singular points" of curves may 
be reduced to the two classes, either of multiple points, or of 
points of contact of multiple tangents. As we introduced 
multiple points to the reader by an examination of the particular 
case where the origin was a multiple point, so It wIU be more 
simple to commence our discussion of multiple tangents by 
examining the condition that the axis (y = 0) should be a 
multiple tangent. 

We find in general the points where this line meets the curve 
by making y = 0 In the general equation, whence we get 

A + Bx+Dx^+ ax'+...Px" = 0, 
an equation which can be reduced to the form 

P{x-a) {x-h) {x-c) {x-d) v.<cc,=0, 
where a, h, &c., are the values of z for the points where the 
axis meets the curve. 

The axis will be a tangent when two of these points coincide, 
that is, when there is between the roots a single equality a = 6. 
The equation here is 

P( . f -a) ' ' ( . f -o)&o. = 0. 
The axis then touches the ourvo at tho point y = 0, .x-= «. jf 
A — 0, P = 0, the axis touches the curve at the origin. •\yQ 
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consider only the ease a real, because the equation being real, an 
equality a = b between two Imaginary roots would imply another 
equality c — d between two other imaginary roots. 

The axis Is a double tangent if we have between the roots 
two equalities c = a, d = b', the equation is then 

P (a; - aY {x - hY {x - e) &c. = 0. 

We have here the two cases 

I. a and b each of them real, when the axis Is a tangent 
at the two real points, x = a, x = b. I t Is evident that such a 
tangent, meeting the curve In two pairs 
of coincident points, cannot occur In any 
curve of a degree lower than the fourth, 

I I . a and b imaginary, viz,, the equation Is here 

P {x' +px+qY{x-e) &c, = 0, 

and we have a double tangent with two imaginary points of 
contact. 

Again, we may have between the roots an equality a = h = c. 
Here the equation is of the form, a being supposed real, 

P{x-aY{x-d)&.o.==0. 

The axis then meets the curve in three consecutive points. 
In general, taking three consecutive points on a curve, the line 
joining the first and second of these is a tangent, and the line 
joining the second and third is the consecutive tangent. In 
the present case, therefore, two consecutive tangents coincide. 
Hence too. In such a case, the axis may be called a stationary 
tangent; for if.we consider the curve as the envelope of a move
able line, in this case two consecutive positions of the moveable 
line coincide. The point of contact, of a stationary tangent is 
called a point of inflexion. 

If ^ = 0, P = 0 , P = 0, the origin Is a 
point of Inflexion, and ?/ = 0 the tangent at i t , 
since then the equation Is of the form 

Pa;''(a;-c)&c. = 0, 

47. The crunode and acnode (Art, 38) correspond precisely 
to the double tangent with real contacts and the double tangent 
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with Imaginary contacts; the cusp or stationary point also 
corresponds precisely with the stationary tangent. But there 
is no correspondence in the analytical theories; for the cusp we 
have an equality a = h, which is a particular case of the unequal 
values (a, b), which belong to the crunode and to the acnode; 
for the inflexion we have a double equality a = & = c, which is 
a relation distinct in kind from the equalities a-h,c = d, which 
belong to the double tangent with real or imaginary contacts. 
The double point was discussed with point-coordinates; to make 
the analytical theories agree, the double tangent should have 
been discussed with line-coordinates—the stationary tangent 
would then have presented Itself as a particular case of the 
double tangent. But in what precedes the stationary tangent 
presents itself as a distinct singularity from the double tangent: 
so with line-coordinates the cusp would have presented Itself as a 
distinct singularity from the double point; and in reference 
hereto the remark was made, Art 3&, that the cusp was really 
a distinct singularity. The singularities then mutually corre
spond as follows: 

To a double point or node 
(crunode or acnode). 

To a cusp, spinode, or sta
tionary point. 

A double tangent (contacts, 
real or Imaginary), 

A stationary tangent, or tan
gent at Inflexion; 

and it is only in a certain point of view that the cusp is a 
particulai- case of the double point, and in a different pomt of 
view (the reciprocal one) that the statlonaiy tangent is a parti
cular case of the double tangent. 

Considering the curve as described by a point which moves 
along a line at the same time that the line revolves round- the 
point: there is at the cusp a real peculiarity In the motion, the 
point first becomes stationary, and then rovorsos the sense of 
its motion; and so at the inflexion, tho lino fii-st booomos 
stationary and then reverses tho sense of its motion. At a 
double point there is no peculiarity in the motion, all that 
happens is that the point in its course ooinos twice into tlio 
same position; and so, for the double tangent, thoro is no 
peculiarity in the motion; all that liuiqions is, that the lino in 
its course eonios twice into llio saiuo position. Tho ousp and 
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stationary tangent are singularities in a more precise sense than 
are the double point and the double tangent. 

48. In ordinary cases the curve lies altogether at the same 
side of the tangent, but at a point of inflexion the curve crosses 
the tangent, and lies part on one side and part on the other. 

This is a particular case of the following more general 
theorem: Tioo curves which have common an even number of 
consecutive points touch without cutting ; those which have common 
an odd number of consecutive points cross one another at their 
point of meeting. 

Let the equations of the two cmwes be ?/ = ^a;, y — '^x; let 
them intersect at the point x = a; then, by Taylor's theorem, 
the values of the ordinates of the two curves, for the point 
x = a + h, are 

. , d4> h d'<f, P d'(f, h" 
y-^^^Txi-^d^^i^-^dS 1:27^^^'-

2 ' " = ^ + ^ i - ' - ^ i : 2 + ^ r : 2 : 3 + ^ ^ -

where 0, •^, -r- , &c., are the values of <f)x, •^x, ~~-, &c., 

when x = a. Now, by hypothesis, ^ = -<^, since the curves inter
sect at the point x=a; therefore 

^' y"~\dx dxll^ydx' dx-')l.2^\dx' t̂ a,-V 1,2.3 "•" 
Now, by the principles of the differential calculus, when h Is in
definitely small, the sign of the sum of this series is the same as 
the sign of its first term, but the sign of this term Is changed 
when the sign of h Is changed; therefore, if at the Infinitely 
near point {x = a+ h), the ordinate of the curve ^ be greater 
than that of the curve ->/r, it will be less at the point {x = a —h). 
Hence If two curves have one point common. In general, that 
which is uppermost at one side of the point will be undermost 
at the other. 

But now suppose that ^ = - ^ , the first terra of the series 

will then be \-^., T-̂ -j —z , which does not change sign 
\dx dx J 1,2 

when h changes sign. The same curve, therefore, which is 
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uppermost on one side of the given point, will be uppermo.st also 

on the other. But when " T = 3 ^ i ^̂ '̂  curves are manifestly 

closer to each other than in the previous case, since the difference 
of the ordinates no longer involves the first power of h; which 
is equivalent to what is expressed geometrically, by saying that 
the curves have two consecutive points common. Or the same 
thing may be shown thus: xy', x"y" being the coordinates to 

rectangular axes of any two points on a curve, "^,—^^„ Is plainly 

the tangent of the angle which the chord joining them makes 
with the axis of x; but If the points coincide, we learn that 

dv 
the value of -f- for ilie given point expresses the tangent of the 

angle which the line joining it to the consecutive point {i.e. the 
tangent) makes with the axis of x; consequently, If two cuî ves 

dij 
have a point common, and -^ for that point the same for both 

curves. It follows that the consecutive point Is also common. 

49. When the curves have three consecutive points common, 

we shall have -̂ -n = -~ • the first term of the series for « —y, 
dx' dx' ' •̂ ' ^" 

. fd'4> d'^!r\ ¥ , . , , , . . , , , , 
'" \d^ ~ 1^) rTs ' change its sign with h, and 
therefore, as before, the curves cross at the given point. And 
so, in general, if the expansion of y,—y„ commence with an 
even power of h. It will not change sign with h, and therefore 
the curves touch without crossing; but if it commence with an 
odd power of A, the sign will change with h, and therefore the 
curves cross at the given point. 

The reader has already had an Illnstration of this, in the case 
of the circle which osculates a conic at any point, and wliioh, In 
general, having three points common with the curve, touches 
and crosses the curve {Conics, Art, 239); but at the extremities 
of the axes the osculating circle passes through four consecutive 
points, and touches without crossing. 

The same investigation applies when one of the curves 
becomes a right line. A tangent, therefore, at a point of 

m-
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flexion, or any line meeting the curve In an odd number of 
consecutive points, is crossed by the curve; but a tangent whicli 
meets the curve in an even number of consecutive points has 
the neighbouring part of the curve all at the same side of it. 

50. The axis ^ = 0 will be a triple tangent when the equa
tion which determines the points where it meets the curve is 
of the form 

P(a; - aY (•* - hY {x - c)' {x-d) &c. = 0. 
I t Is e-vident such a tangent cannot occur in a curve of any 
degree lower than the sixth. We may, as in Art. 40, dis
tinguish four species of triple tangents according as the points 
of contact are real and distinct, one real and two Imaginary, 
one real and two coincident, or all three coincident. The last 
-will be the ease when the equation Is of the form 

P(a;-a)*(a:-5)&c. = 0; 
and the axis meets the curve In four coincident points: the point 
of contact of such a tangent is called a point of undulation. In 
like manner there may be multiple tangents of still higher 
orders, or again, points of undulation of higher orders, arising 
when a line meets the curve In more than four coincident points. 
Cramer calls those points at which the tangent meets the curve 
in an odd number of consecutive points, points of visible inflexion, 
to distinguish them from those points de seypentement, or points 
of undulation, which do not, to the eye, differ from ordinary 
points on the curve. 

51. We have hitherto only Illustrated the case where the 
origin Is a multiple point, or one of the axes a multiple tangent; 
it Is evident, however, that the form of the equation might, in 
like manner, show the existence of multiple points and tangents 
situated anywhere. 

I. For instance, If the equation be of the form 
acj> + 0^ = O, 

where a, /3 are linear functions of the coordinates, and ^, ^jr 
are any fufnetions of the coordinates, then a/3 is one point on the 
curve. The equation,-of the tangent at this point is 

oi(j>' +13 f = 0, 
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where <j>', yfr' are the values which <}> and y}r assume when we 
Introduce the conditions a = 0, /3 = 0. For if we seek the n - I 
points, in which any line through ayS, {<x = k0) meets the curve, 
we get an equation of the form 

/3 {k ((/>' + M0 + W + &c,) + {yjr' + ]if/3 + N'/3' + &c.)] = 0; 

and in order that a second root of this sliould be y3 = 0, we must 

have k(f)' + -^' =0', whence, substituting for k its value ^ , we 

get for the equation of the tangent 

I I . In general the curve represented by 

a^yS &c. = a,/S,7,8^ &c. 

passes through the points 

aa,, a^,, ay,, &c,, 0a,, 00,, 0y,, &c,, 7a,, 7/3,, 77,, &c. 

I I I . If the equation be of the form 

a(j) + 0'f^O, 

we see (as at Conics, Art. 252), that a is the tangent at the point 
a0, for two of the points In which this line meets the curve 
coincide. 

Or again, if the curve be 

t,t,t,...t^ + 0'cj> = O, 
t^, &c. are the tangents at the n points, where 0 meets the curve. 

The form of the equation shows that if the points of contact of 
n tangents lie on a right line 0, the remaining points icliere these 
tangents meet the curve lie on tlie curve of the {n — 2)^ degree <f). 

IV. If the equation be of the form 

a!'(j) + a0f + 0'x = O, 
and If we seek the points where any line {(x=k0) through a0 meets 
the curve, we find that two of these always coincide with a/3, 
and therefore that this is a double point. It appeai-s precisely as 
in I., and in Art. 37, that the tangents at this double point are 

a»</,'+a/S^^'-^/3V = 0, 
where ^', yfr', x' are tho values which these functions take for 
the coordinates of tho point a = 0, /3 = 0. 
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V. So again, if the equation be of the form 

a > + ci'0^jr + (x0'x -+ jS'ffl = 0, 
the point a0 Is a triple point; the three tangents being given by 
the equation 

a".̂ ' -1- ce0ylr' + a/3'x' + 0'o3' = 0. 

VI. If the equation be of the form 

a<|.-^y8Vt = 0, 

a Is a double tangent at the points a0, ay. 

VII . If the equation be of the form 

a<^-h;SV = 0, 

a0 is a point of Inflexion, and a the tangent at it. 

52. We shall first illustrate the last Article by showing how 
the equation enables us to discern the nature of the points of 
the curve at an infinite distance. The trilinear equation is 
(Art. 26) 

M„ + M„_,2 + U^.^Z' + &C. = 0. 

Writing herein « = 0, the directions of the n points at Infinity 
are found from the equation M„ = 0, which, solved for y : x,'ia of 
the form 

{y - m^x) {y - m^x) {y - m^x) (&c.) {y - m„a;) = 0. 
A curve of the n^^ degree has, in general, n asymptotes, namely, 
the tangents at the n points, where z, the line at Infinity, meets 
the curve. We can find their equations readily as follows, when 
the equation w„= 0 has been solved for y : x. I t appears, from 
H I . of the last Article, that if the equation were reduced to 
the form 

<„ &c. would be the n asymptotes. But the given equation 

{y — m^x) {y - m,jc) &c. -i- «w„_, + z'u^_,^ + &c. = 0 

may always be reduced to the form 

{y - m^x + X^z) (?/ - m^x + X,^z) &c. = z^'cj); 
for the terms of the n* degree In x and y are obviously the same 
for both equations, and the n arbltraries, X,, &c,, in the second, 
can be so determined as to make the n terms of the {n - \Y^ 
degree the same for both equations. 
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The reader will have no difficulty in understanding this method, 

If he tries to apply It to a particular example; for Instance, 

{x + y) {2x + y) (3a; +y)+ Vlx^ +\\xy + 2/-1- 12a! + lOy-(-36 = 0, 

which It is desired to throw into the form 

{x + y + X^){2x + y + X^){Sx + y + X,) + Ax + By + G=0. 

To determine X̂ , X̂ , X, we should tlien have the three equations 

6X,-I-3X^-f 2X3=17, 5X,-t-4X^+3X3 =11 , X,+ X̂  + X3 = 2 ; 

and the equation may be reduced to the form 

(a; + y + 4) (2a; -f 2/ - 3) (3a! 4 2/ 4-1) + 43a! + 2iy +4:8 = 0. 

Observe that the values X„ X̂ , X̂  are such that we have 
identically 

17a!̂  + lla!?/+2y X, ^ \ ^ \ 
{x + y) {2x + y) {Sx + y) x + y 2x+y Zx+y'' 

and so In general the values X„ X^ ,̂,,. are determined by decom
posing M„_, -̂  M„ into its simple fractions. 

53. If two roots of the equation u^ = 0 be equal (m, = m^, 
the general equation takes the form [y — m^xY (f> + zifr = 0; two 
of the points where z meets the curve coincide, and the line at 
infinity is therefore a tangent to the curve. But if the factor 
y — m^x Is also a factor in z(,̂ _,, then the curve has a double 
point at Infinity; for the equation is of the form 

{y — m^xY (f) + z{y — m^x) y}r + z'x — 0. 

Should three roots of the equation M„ = 0 be equal, the line 
at infinity meets the curve In three coincident points, and there
fore touches at a point of inflexion. 

If in the general equation the coefficient of y be = 0, the axis 
of y passes through a point at infinity, and wc have evidently 
only an equation of the (n —1)'^ degree to determluo tho re
maining points where it meets the curve. 

Should the coefficient of y"'' also vanish, tho axis 0^ y will be 
an asymptote. 

54. We shall In a future section show how the singular 
points of a curve may, in general, bo found. But the ap]iIii.'ation 
of the general methods being usually a work of sonio difiiouliy. 
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the examples given In works on the differential calculus are, for 
the most part, cases where the existence of the singular points 
more readily appears from mere Inspection of the equations; a 
selection. Including all the most difficult of these examples, 
will therefore serve to Illustrate the preceding Articles, (See 
Gregory's Examples, p, 170, &c.) 

Ex. 1. ar" - cu?y + lf=.^. 

Ex. 2. K* - iaxhi + 2xV -I- oj» + j / * = 0. 
In both cases the origin is a triple point. The tangents of the first are given by 

the equation ax'y — by'; and of the second by the equation ix'y = y\ By Art. 43 
neither curve can have any other multiple.point. 

Ex. 3. ay'-3f'±la?zz 0. 

The origin is a double point, whose tangents are given by the equation ay'' + bx'=0. 
If the sign be given positive, the origin is a conjugate point. 

Ex. i. {a? - ay- = ay' {2y + 8a), or (a: - a)' (x + a)' = ay' (2y + 3a). 

Here evidently (x — a, y) and (x + a, y) are double points. To get the tangents 
at the first, we are to make x = a, y = 0 in the parts which multiply {x — ay, y'',. 
and we get 

4 (a: - a)2 = Sf. 
In like manner for the tangents at the other double point, 

4 (a; + ay = 3y'. 
The curve has a third double point, whose existence can be shown by throwing the 
equation into the form 

x' (x' - 2a'') = a{ty-a) [y + a)''. 
Hence, {x,t/ + a) isa, double point, and the tangents at it are 

2a;- = 3 (y -f a)''. 
Having found these three, we know, by Art. 42, that the curve can have no other 
multiple point. 

•'̂  Ex. 6. (by - ex)' = (x- o)». 
The point (by— ex, x — a) is a cusp of such a nature that the tangent at it meets 

the curve in five consecutive points, 

Ex. 6. X* (x + b) = a^y\ 

The origin is a double point, the tangent at which meets the curve in four 
consecutive points. There is a triple point at infinity, to which the line at infinity is 
the only tangent. The hne x + b touches the curve where it meets the axis of x, 
and also at a point of inflexion at infinity. 

I l l Ex.7. X +y +z =0. 

This equation, cleared of radicals, becomes 
(a;2 + y' + z'f = 27a;V«'; 

and in this form the existence of six cusps is manifest, for each of the points where 
X meets y' + z' is a. double point, and x the only tangent at it. Similarly for 
(y, x^ + z') and (z, x' +.y''). But the cusps are all imaginary. 

ijhe curve has also four double poiuts, -viz. (x±y = 0, x ±z = 0). 
llhis can be proved by puttingy + x = u, z + x = v; and therefore 

y — u + x, z = v + x. 
G 
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Substituting these values in the given equation, it is of the form 
«'(/> -I- MWI/A + v'x-

The tangents at any of the double points will be found to be given by the eqtmtion 
n' + uv + v' = 0, 

and therefore the double points in question are conjugate points; and, in fact, these 
are the only real points of the curve. 

Or again, the equation may be written 
Sx'' [x* -x'(y' + z'') + y*- ifz' + «•>] - (Ix'- f - z^ = 0, 

which is one of three like forms, viz. -writing J, ii\,X=:if— z', z' — x', x' — y', the 
form ia 9a;* (i)̂  + ijj 4- Ĵ ) - ( ) ) - £ ) ' = ''; putting in evidence the double points ij = 0, 
S = 0; or, what is the same thing, £ = 0, )i = 0, 5 = 0, that is, x' = y' = z'. 

SECT. III.—TRACING OP CURVES. 

55, It Is proper to give some examples of the method of 
tracing the figure of a curve from its equation. If we give any 
value (a) to either of the variables x, the resulting numerical 
equation can be solved (at least approximately) for y, and will 
determine the points in which the line x = a meets the curve. 
By repeating this process for different values of x, as at Conics, 
Art, 16, we can obtain a number of points on the curve; and, 
by drawing a line freely through them, can obtain a good idea 
of its figure. By taking notice what values of x render any 
of the values of y Imaginaiy, we can perceive the existence of 
ovals, or can observe whether the curve Is limited in any 
direction; and we have already shown (Art, 52) how to find 
whether the curve has infinite branches, and how to determine 
its asymptotes. It will be shewn in the next section how to find 

its multiple points and points of inflexion. The value of ->-
dx 

at any point gives the direction of the tangent at that point 

(Art, 48); and if we examine for what points ->- = 0, or = x , 

we shall have the points at which the course of the curve is 
parallel or perpendicular to the axis of .r. 

In practice we must, of course, take advantage of any 
simplifications which the equation of the ourve siiggosts. Thus, 
if we consider a series of lines parallel to one of the asymptotes 
(or a series of lines passing through a point on tho curve), the 
equation which determines the other jtoints in wiiicli eacli of 
them meets the curve Is of a degree one lower than the dojjreo 
of the curve. If the equation shows that tho curve has a dod;ble 
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or other multiple point, it Is advantageous to consider a series 
of lines drawn through this point, since then the equation in 
question will lose two or more dimensions. 

There is scarcely any exercise more instructive for a student 
than the tracing of curves, and more particularly those In which 
the equation contains one or more parameters which assume a 
succession of different values. In the case of a single parameter,, 
this may be conceived of as an ordinate z in the third dimension 
of space, and the problem thus, in effect, is to find the form of 
the several parallel sections of a surface. 

I t will suffice to add a few examples to those which will 
incidentally occur In the course of these pages. We refer 
the reader who may wish for further Illustration, to Gregory's 
Examples, Chap. XI.; or, if still unsatisfied, to the source 
whence all later writers on the subject have drawn largely. 
Cramer's Introduction to the Analysis of Curves. 

Ex. 1. ar* - axhj + bf = Q (see Ex. 1, p . 41). '1 

Here, the origin being a triple point, it is advan
tageous to consider a series of lines dra-wn through it. 
Substituting y = nix, we find x = m(a — bm'), a func
tion which, as m passes from 0 to + oo, increases from 0, 
when m = 0, to a maximum value when a — Smb'' = 0 ; 
then decreases, and vanishes when a — bm' — 0, and has 
an indefinitely increasing negative value as m increases 
further. The curve is manifestly symmetrical in re
gard to the axis of y. Hence the figure is that here 
represented. 

Ex. 2. (x' - a'Y = nf (3a -1- 2y), (see Ex. 4, p. 41). 

Hence a;' = a ' + i{ay'' (3a + 2y)). The curve is plainly symmetrical in regard to 
tJie axis of y. I t has on each side two branches, corresponding to the two signs 
which may be given to the radical. The two branches inter.'iect when y—O, and ac
cordingly we have seen that there are on the axis of x two double points at the distance 
x = ±a. As 2/ increases positively, the radical increases indefinitely; hence the value 
of X, corresponding to the one branch, increases 
indefinitely; that corresponding to the other de
creases, until we come to the value of t/ corre
sponding to the single positive root of the equation 
2ay' -f 3 a y = a*, (2y = a), beyond which this 
branch can extend no higher. For negative values 
of jr, the radical increases to a maximnm valne 
when y + a=:0; the one pair of branches then 
intersect in a double point on the axis of y, and 
the other pair is at its furthest distance from that 
axis. Evidently neither branch can proceed lower 
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than the value aa + 2y- 0. Hence the shape of the curve is that represented in 
the figure. 

vertex Ex. 8. Given base of a triangle 20 and rectangle under sides m', the locns of 
is Cassini's oval, whose equation is, the origin 
being the middle point of base, 

(a;' + y' + c'f - ic'x' = m*. 
The accompanying diagram represents the 

figure for different values of m. The dark 
ourve represents the figure for ro = c, the curve 
being then known as the lemniscate of Ber-
nomlli. When m is less than c, Cassini's curve 
consists of two conjugate ovals -within the parts of this figure: when m is 
than c, of on© continuous oval outside it. 

Ex. 4. On the radius vector from a fixed point 0 to a fixed line MN a portion 
RP of given length is taken on either side of the right line. The locus of P is a 
curve called the conchoid of Nicomedes, invented by that geometer for the solution 
of the problem of finding two mean proportionals. 

If OA =p, RP = m, the polar equation is (/> + m) cosio =p, and the rectangular 
equation 

m y = {p- jr)' (x' + y^, 

The line MN (p = y) touches at a singular point at infinity, and there meets the 
curve in four consecutive points. 

The point 0 is also a double point, the tangents at which are given by the equations 

^ V + ( p a - m ' ) y - = 0. 

It will therefore be a node, conjugate point, or cusp, according as m is greater, less 
than, or equal to p. The continuous line represents the case when m is greater than 
p; the dotted line that when m is less thau^. 

Ex, 5. In like manner on the radius vector to a fixed circle from a fixed point on it 
a portion of fixed length is taken on either side of the circle. The curve is called 
Pascal's Hmagon. The polar equation is p=pcoiai±mx and Hie lectangnlar 
(x' + y' -px)' = m' (x'' + y'). The origin is evidenUy a double point and ia a node 
or conjugate point according as p is greater or less than m. When^ = m, the origin 
is a cusp, and the curve is of tho form of n heart, and is called the cardioide. This 
is represented by the dark ciu-vc in the figure, the inner and outer curves i-epr«-
Bonting the forms with a node and with n conjugate point respectively. 
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Ex. 6. (x* — a^ + (y' — 6^^ = «*, where h is supposed less than a. Whea « = 0, 
the curve consists of the four conjugate points +a,+b. The figures represent the 
cases, (1) - less than b, (2) c = b, (3) c intermediate between b and u, (4) c = o, 
(5) c> a, < *.l(a* + J*), (6) c = 'J(a< + J*). -When c has a greater value, the curve 
is of similar form, but -without the conjugate point at the origin. When c = a — b, 
the double points of (2) and (4) present themselves simultaneously, and the curve in 
fact breaks up into two ellipses as in (7). 

0 
(1) 

0 
0 

(2) 
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56. If a curve pass through the origin, then If this be an 
ordinary point on the curve, y may be developed In the form 
y=Ax-{B3^+...', when the origin Is a singular point, the form is 
y= A'3f+Bx? + &ic., where a is positive and 0 and aU the indices 
which follow are greater than a; It Is for determining the natare 
of the singular point, and the form of the curve in its neighbour
hood, very convenient to find even the first term of this develop
ment; In fact, in the neighbourhood of the origin the figure 
resembles that of the curve y — Ax", which can easily be con
structed. In order to effect such a development, we can employ 
the process given by Newton,* which Is most conveniently 
used in the following form. Write In the equation y = Ax', and 
determine the positive quantity a by the condition that the 
indices of two or more terms shall be equal, and less than the 
index of any other of the terms. This can always be done 
by trial, by equating the indices of each pair of terras, and 
observing whether the resulting value of a Is positive, and 
the equal Indices not greater than the Indices of some other 
term. Having thus found a, we determine A by equating to 
zero the quantity multiplying the terms with equal Index. 

• Bee Methodus Fluxionum et Scrierum inJiHitarum, i{-<-., under the heading 
He reductions affectarum equationum (Opttse. od. Castillon, vol. i., p. 87). See also 
a paper by Profossor Do Morgan, Quarterly Journal, vol.1., p. 1, and Transactions 
of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. ix.. p. 608. Newton gives the rule 
by means of a diagram of squares, in a form different from that given above. 
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We can then carry on the expansion by substituting y=Ax''+Bx^, 
where A and a have the values already found; and 0 and B are 
determined, if need be, by a similar process; but it usually 
happens that after the first term or terms the Indices will 
proceed in a regular order, and the coefficients will be each of 
them linearly determined. Thus, for example, let the curve be 
a:^-f-^'—3aa:^ = 0, where the origin Is a double point having the 
two axes for tangents; then, writing y=A:3? the equation becomes 

a!' + ^V='-3a.4a;-+' = 0. 
We are now to make two indices equal. Trying first 3 = 3a, 

or a = l, we reject this value because It makes the equal indices 
greater than the index a -t-1 of the other term. Trying next 
3 = a + l , or a = 2, we find that this value will make the equal 
indices less than that of the third term. The equation will 
become ( 1 - 3 a ^ ) a;'-F J . V = 0, and determining A so as to 
make the coefficient of x ' vanish, we see that the equation may 

be expressed In the form y = — x' + &i<t., where the indices of 

the remaining terms are greater than 2 ; and we learn that the 
form of one branch of the curve at the origin resembles that 
of the parabola Zay = x'. And In the third place equating 
the indices 3a, a.+ \, we find tL = \. Here again, the equal 
indices are the lowest and the coefficients of the two terms are 
A%-3aA, whence A =>J{3a), and the branch Is y=^/{3a)xi+&c., 
wherefore near the origin the form approaches to that of the 
parabola / = 3aa;. It is not necessary for our present purpose, 
but if we desire to continue the expansion we should substitute 

y = — a:'+ Bx^. The lowest terms would then be 
^ 3a 

J . ^ a;H - ^ x''^ - ZaBx^^' = 0. 
27a' 3a' 

We can then make the indices of t-wo terms equal, and lower 

than the remaining one, by making /3 = 5, whence ^=g j~4" 

We have shown, then, that If we trace in the 
neighbourhood of the origin the two parabolas »s,̂  
Zay^x", y^=3ax, we have approximately the 
figure In that neighbourhood of the curve we wish 
to construct. 
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57. The same process will lead to a determination of the 
Infinite branches of the curve. We must then expand y In 
descending powers of a;, and the only dif
ference in the process is that we now make 
the equal indices greater than that of any 
other term. Thus, in the example already 
given, equating the Indices 3, 3a, we have 
a = 1, and their coefficient A^+1. Attending 
only to the real value for ^ (= — 1) we sub
stitute y — — x + Bx^, and find in like manner/3 = 0, B = -a. 
We thus get the expression y = —a: —a-l-&c., and we see that 
the line x+y+a = Q is an asymptote. The figure is as in the 
diagram. 

58. In the case of the simple cusp of which we have had an 
example, see Art. 39, the two branches which meet at the cusp 
lie on opposite sides of the common tangent, and have their 
convexities opposed to each other; but there is a cusp (which 
Is a singularity of higher order) In which the branches lie on 
the same side of the tangent. Thus, in the curve m{ay—xy=x', 
it is plain that any positive values of a! give real values for y; 

and if we write the equation in the form ay = x^± ^ , then since 

the last term Is less than the preceding when a! is small, we see 
that, whether we use the upper i 
or lower sign, the value of ̂  will / 
be positive for small values of a!. / 
The axis of x, then, is a tangent / 
and both branches lie on the [ . 
upper side of It. The figure is • ' ' ^ ' 
as here represented. These two kinds of cusps have been 
called keratoid and ramphoid from a fancied resemblance to the 
forms of a horn and a beak, "We have seen (p. 27) that 
ordinary multiple points of higher order may be regarded as 
resulting from the union of a number of double points. Professor 
Cayley has shewn {Quarterly JoiiniaJ, vol. vn. p. 212) that 
any higher singularity whatever may be considered as 
equivalent to a certain number of tlic simple singularities the 
node, the ordinary cusp, the double tangent, and th/ in-
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flexion. Thus, a cUsp of the kind described In this article Is 
equivalent to one node, 
one cusp, one double 
tangent, and one Inflex
ion, as will appear from 
the annexed figure which 
exhibits the node and " ""' 
cusp on the point of uniting themselves Into the higher sin
gularity in question. 

SECT. IV.—POLES AND POLARS. 

59. The method that we shall presently use in Investigating 
the conditions that a curve should have multiple points or 
tangents, and In ascertaining their position, is the same as that 
already employed In the case of the origin. We shall consider 
a series of radius vectors drawn through a given point; we 
shall form the equation which determines the coordinates of 
the n points where any such radius vector meets the curve, and 
we shall examine the conditions that one or more of these 
points may coincide with the given point itself. In order to 
determine the coordinates of these n points we shall use 
Joachimsthal's method explained Conics, Art. 290. Since the 
trilinear coordinates of any point on the line joining two points 
x'y'z', x"y"z'' are of the form Xx + fix", Xy' + fxy", Xa' + fjLz", 
the points where the joining line meets any curve are found 
by substituting these values for x, y, z, and then determining the 
ratio X : /i by the resulting equation. And It will be a necessary 
preliminary to the following Investigation to discuss carefully 
the functions which present themselves In this substitution. 

If then in TJ, which is a homogeneous function of the n"' order 
In X, y, z, we substitute Xx + fix, Xy + jiy, Xz + fiz for x, y, z, 
it Is evident by Taylor's theorem that the coefficient of X" will 
be TJ, and that of X""V will be 

a ! ' ^ + y ^ ^ - f a ' ^ , or x'U^-fy'U^ + z'U„ or x'L^y'M+z'N, 

using the abbreviations TJ^, TJ^, TJ^ or L, M, iV (as the case may 
be) for the differential coefficients. We shall use the symbol A 

H 
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to denote the operation x'^ + y'-7-+z'^ ) ^^^ the coefficient 

of X""V may thus be written A Z7. In like manner the coeffi
cient of X"-V will be half 

„d'U „d'U „d'U ^.,d'U ^,,d'U d'U 
<v -f^+y -T^ + z'^-r^+2yz -j—j +2zx •j--+2xy .-y-, 

d.v' ^ dy' dz' ^ dydz dzdx ^ dxdy' 
which may he written 

The second differential coefficients are often written with double 
suffixes Z7,„ C7.„ Z7̂ .„ H^ U;^, U,^, but we find it more con
venient to use the letters, a, b, c,f,g, h, and so to write A'ZJ 
In the form we have used in expressing the general equation 
of a conic 

ax" + by' + cz' + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy. 
In like manner the coefficient of X""V^ in the expansion is 

, A'?7, and so on; the last coefficient being -— di'U. 

It Is evident however from the symmetry of the substitution 
that this coefficient will be TJ', and in general, that the co
efficients of any two corresponding terms XV^ ^V"j o^V differ 
by an interchange of accented and unaccented letters. We 
see thus that A"~'Z7 only differs by a numerical factor from 
xTJ'^+yU'^ + zU'^, and generally that 

[^d-x^^dy + ̂ Jz) ^' l̂ -̂.? + ̂ <^ + ̂ p ) ^ ' 
only differ by a numerical factor. We may write the last 
function A" U', the accent on the TJ serving to mark the Inter
change of accented and unaccented letters. 

60. The curve of the {n - I)"' degree A U= 0 is called the 
first polar of the point x'y'z, with respect to U. In like 
manner A' 'C=0 is called the second polar, and so on, the 
degrees of the successive polar curves regularly diminishing by 
one, the (w-2)"> polar being a conic, and the ( n - 1)"' a riHit 
line. And, from the remark just made, it is plain that the 
equations of the polar line and conic are rcspootivolv 

f '^ : d , d \ j.^, ,^ / d d dV 
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Since A*Z7 is obtained by performing the operation A upon 
A TJ, it is plain that the second polar of x'y'z', with respect to TJ, 
Is the first polar of the same point with respect to AC7; and 
generally that the polar curve of any rank is also a polar of the 
same point with respect to all polar curves of a rank lower than 
its own; as Is evident from the equation A' {^'TJ) = A'"̂ 'Z7, 

For the origin, for which x' and y vanish, the operation 
A reduces to differentiating with respect to z. If the ordinary 
Cartesian equation be made homogeneous by the Introduction 
of the linear unit z {Conics, Art. 69), It may be written 

M„z" -f M / - ^ -f M^z"-' -1- &e. = 0, 

and we find without difficulty, by differentiating with respect to z, 
that the equations of the polar line, conic, &c. of the origin are 

nu^z + u^ = 0, \n {n — 1) u^z' +{n—V} u^z + u^=Q, &c. 

61. The locus of all the points whose polar lines pass through 
a given point is the first polar of that point. 

The equation xTJ^' + yUJ + zTJ^ •= 0 expresses a relation 
between xyz the coordinates of any point on the polar line, 
and x'y'z' those of the pole. And, as in Conics, Art. 89, we 
indicate that the former coordinates are known and the latter 
variable, by accentuating the former and removing the accent 
from the latter coordinates, when the equation becomes 
x TJ^+y'U,^ + z'TJ^ = 0. There are {n-1)' points, whose polar 
lines with respect to. TJ will coincide with ainy given line, or, 
more briefly, every right line has {n — 1)'' poles. For take any 
two points on It, the poles of the right line must lie on the 
first polar of each of these points; therefore they are the 
Intersections of these curves. Also the first polars of all the 
points of a right line have (H — 1)" common points, viz. the (n — 1)' 
poles of the right line. 

In like manner, the locus of points whose polar conics 
pass through a given point is the second polar of the point; 
and so on. 

If the polar line (or any other polar) of a point pass through 
the point, that point will be on the curve. For if we substi
tute xy'z for xyz in the equation of the polar. It becomes 
Identical with the equation of the curve, since the operation 
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J 7 T 

x-.-^ -t- V -7- +z -r performed on a homogeneous function only 
dx ^ dy dz ^ 

affects it with a numerical factor. 

62. If a ourve have a multiple point of the order k, that point 
will he a multiple point of the order k — l on every first polar, 
of the order k — 2 on every second polar, and so on. For it the 
origin be at the multiple point, the lowest terms in x and y 
will be of the degree k; in the first polar, which Involves only 
first differentials of TJ, the lowest terras in x and y will be of 
the degree ^ - 1, and therefore the origin will be a multiple 
point of that order; the equation of the second polar, involving 
second differentials of TJ, will contain x and y at lowest in the 
degree k — 2, and so on. 

If two tangents at the multiple point In the curve coincide, 
the coincident tangent will be a tangent to the first polar. 
For the lowest term u^ is of the form a'bcd..., where a, b,... 
represent linear ftmctions of the coordinates, and hence its 
differentials will contain a as a factor, and therefore the 
lowest terms In the equation of the polar contain a as a factor. 
And, In general. If I tangents to the multiple point on the 
curve coincide, I - \ of them will be coincident tangents at 
the multiple point on the first polar, Z — 2 at the multiple point 
on the second polar, and so on. For If M̂  have any factor 
in the Z* degree, that factor will be one of the (?— 1)* degree 
in all the first differentials of u^•, of the (Z-2)^'' in all the 
second differentials, &c, 

SECT, v.—GENERAL THEORY OF MULTIPLE POINTS AND 

TANGENTS. 

63, We proceed now to apply the method indicated in 
Art. 59 to the investigation of the multiple points and tangents 
of curves. In order to find where the lino joining the points 
*y«') ^'y"^' meets the curve, we substitute in the equation 
Xa;' + fix" for x, &c., and we get in order to detorinine the ratio 
X : /̂ , an ocpiation which we may refer to as A = 0, and which 
may be written 

X" U' + X " > A U' + iX"-VA» U' + &o. = 0, 

it being supposed that in AZ7', &.c., as previously written, x"y"=' 
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have been substituted for xyz. In order that one of the points 
Xa:'-f-/4a;", Xy + p.y'', Xz + fiz' should coincide with x'y'z, li'ia 
obviously necessary that one of the roots of the equation A = 0 
should be /i = 0, But this clearly will not be the case unless 
TJ' = 0; and it Is otherwise evident that the condition that 
x'y'z' should be on the curve Is, that Its coordinates substituted 
in the equation of the curve should satisfy it. 

64. Two of the points in which the line meets the curve 
will coincide with x'y'z, if the above equation be divisible by 
fjJ'; that is, if not only TJ' = 0 but also A Z7' = 0 : now It Is plain 
that If the line joining xy'z' a point on the curve to x'y'z' meet 
the curve in two points which coincide with xy'z, then x'y'z'' 
must lie on the tangent (or tangents if more than one) which can 
be drawn to the curve at xy'^: but we have now proved that In 
this ease x'y'z' must satisfy the equation xTJ^ + yTJ^ + zTJ^ = 0, 
Hence, In general, at a given point ou the curve there is but 
one tangent, whose equation is that just written. It appears 
thus that the polar line of a point on the curve is the tangent. 

All the other polar curves of the point x'y'z will touch the 
curve at that point. For it was proved (Art. 60) that the polar 
line with respect to the curve TJ will also be the polar hne 
with respect to each of the polar curves; and (Art. 61) the 
coordinates x'y'z satisfy the equation of each of the polar 
curves; and therefore, by what has been just proved, the polar 
line with respect to any of them will coincide with the tangent, 

65. The points of contact of tangents drawn to a curve from 
any point lie on the first polar of that point. This is a particular 
case of what was proved in Art. 61, or It may be established 
directly In the same way. The equation of the tangent at the 
point xy'z having been shewn to be xTJ^+'yTJ^ + zTJ^ = 0, then 
by an Interchange of accented and unaccented letters we in
dicate that the coordinates of a point on the tangent are sup
posed to be known, and those of the point of contact unknown; 
and we see that the latter coordinates must satisfy the equation 
x'TJ +y'TJ^ + z'U^ = 0. The curve and its first polar clearly 
intersect In w ( n - l ) points, and since at each of these Inter
sections TJ= 0, A ̂ 7= 0 will be satisfied, we see that from a 
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given point there can be drawn n{n—l) tangents to a curve oj 
the n"' degree. Or, again, {Conics, Art. 303) the degree of the 
reciprocal of a curve of the ra'*' degree is in general n{n— 1). 

66, If, however, the curve have a double point, it was 
proved (Art. 62) that the first polar of any given point must 
pass through that double point. The double point, therefore 
(see note, p. 29), counts for two among the intersections of the 
curve with its first polar. But the line joining the point x"y"z" 
to the double point is not a tangent In the ordinary sense of 
the word, though it is Indeed included among the solutions to 
the problem we have been discussing (viz., to draw a line 
through x"y"z", so as to meet the curve in two coincident 
points); for we have shewn that every line through the double 
point must be considered as there meeting the curve in two 
coincident points. Now the entire number of solutions to this 
problem being always n {n— 1) (viz., the intersections of ZJand 
A U), the number of tangents, properly so called, whieh can be 
drawn to the curve is diminished by two for every double point 
on the curve; or the degree of the reciprocal of a curve of the 
n"" degree having S double points is n{n — i) — 28. 

67. If the curve have a cusp, -we have proved (Art. 62) that 
the first polar not only passes through the cusp, but also has Ifs 
tangent the same with the tangent at the cusp. Hence .̂ see 
note, p. 29) this cusp counts as three among the intersections 
of the curve with its first polar, and the remaining intersections 
are consequently diminished by three for every cusp on the 
curve. Hence the degree of the reciprocal of a curve kn-ing B 
ordinary double points and K cusps, is 

w(n-l) -2S-3/c .* 

According to Poncelet, Waring w,i9 the first who jiivostijraied the problem 
of the number of tangents which c:iu bo drawn from a given poini to a cuvvo of the 
»'" degree, (iliscellama Anal,jticn, p. 100). This number he tixed SK at most H=. 
Poncelot showed (Gergonne's Auiiuks, vol. viii. p. -21;!) tliat this limir w;is fixed 
too high J thiit the points of ooiiliict liu on a ourvo of the (n - ])th dognv, and t!i;it 
their number cannot cxn-eil « ( » - ] ) . finally, PUickor eslablisl>e.rtlic formula 
in the text, and thereby fully cxplainiHl (as wa sh;tll do further on) why it i.s that 
only n ttingct̂ ts c.iu bo drawn to tlio rooiprooal of a curve of tho «tlt degree, though 
that reciprocal ia, in gonoral, of the degree n (n -- 1). 
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68, The same principles would shew the effect of any higher 
multiple point on the degree of the reciprocal. A multiple point 
of the order k would (Art. 62) be a multiple point of the order 
k-l on the first polar, and therefore the number of remaining 
intersections, and consequently the degree of the reciprocal, 
would be diminished by k{k—l). 

We have shewn (p. 28) that a multiple point of the order 
k Is equivalent to lk{k- 1) double points, each of which would 
diminish the degree of the reciprocal by two. And the result 
we have now obtained may be stated : the effect of a multiple 
point on the degree of the reciprocal is the same as that of the 
equivalent number of double points. And so generally (see 
Art. .58) for a multiple point equivalent to S' double points, K' 
cusps, T' double tangents, and u inflexions, the effect on the 
degree of the reciprocal is = 28' + 3K'. 

69, We have already seen that the line joining x'y'z' and 
x'y'z' will meet the curve in two points which coincide with 
x'y'z' if TJ' = 0, and If xl'y'z" be so taken as to satisfy the 
equation x'U^ + y"TJ.^ + z"TJ^ = Q. But If it should happen 
that the coordinates xy'z satisfy the three equations TJ^ = 0, 
TJ^ = (i, U^ = 0, then the second condition x"U^'-\- y"TJJ+z".TI^=0 
Is satisfied, no matter what x'y'z' may be. The point xy'z is 
then a double point, and every line drawn through It meets the 
curve in two coincident points. 

We see then that the curve expressed by the general equa
tion in Cartesian or trilinear coordinates will not have any 
double point unless the coefficients be connected by a certain 
relation. For the three curves Ĉ  = 0, 7̂̂  = 0, TJ^ = 0 will not In 
general have any point common to all three, and therefore the 
functions TJ^, TJ^, TJ^ cannot all be made to vanish together. If 
between these three equations we eliminate x:y:z, we shall have 
a relation between the coeificients, which will be the condition 
that these three polars should intersect, or that the curve TJ 
should have a double point. This condition is called the dis
criminant of the equation of the curve. Thus {Conics, Art, 292) 
we found the discriminant of a conic by eliminating x : y : z 
between the three equations 

ax + hy + gz = 0, hx+hy+fz = 0, gx+fy + cz = 0, 
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each of which must be satisfied by the coordinates of the double 
point if the curve have one, and we found 

ahc + 2fgh - af - bg' - ch" = 0. 

In general the discriminant will be of the degree 3{n-\Y 
In the coefficients of the given equation; for (see Higher 
Algebra, Art, 76) .since the three derived equations are each of 
the degree n — 1 , their resultant contains the coefficients ol'each 
In the degree {n— 1)*, but the coefficients of the derived equa
tions are each of the first degree in the coefficients of the original 
equation. See slao Higher Algebra, Art, 105. 

70. We may apply these principles to examine the con
ditions which must be satisfied when the firet polar of any point 
A, x'y'z', has a double point. Differentiating the equation 
x' Z7j +y'TI^ + z TJ^ = 0, and using for the second differentials the 
notation of Art. 59, we see that If there be a double point B, 
Its coordinates must satisfy the three equations 

ax' + hy' + gz' = Q, hx' + by' +fz'= 0, gx +fy'+ cz'= Q. 

These are three relations connecting x'y'z, the coordinates of 
the point A with xyz, the coordinates of the double point B, 
of which coordinates a, b, &c. are functions each of the {n — 2)"' 
degree. But on comparing these equations with those cited 
in the last article, we see that if we write the polar conic of 
the point B 

ax' + hy" + cz^ + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2lixy = 0, 
the three relations are exactly the conditions that must be 
fulfilled when A or xy'z' is a double point on the polar conic 
Hence we infer, if the first polar of any point A has a double 
point B, then the polar conic of B has a double point A ; and 
vice versd. 

Between the three equations we can eliminate x'y's', and 
obtain as a relation which must be satisfied by .ry.:, 

abo + 2fgk - af - bg* - ch^ = 0. 
This equation then Is the equation of the locus of points B, and 
it appears from what has been said, that it may be described 
either as the locus of poiuts wliioli are double points on first 
polar curves, or as the locus of points whose polar conies break 
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up into two right lines. Since the second differentials a, b, &c. 
are each of the order w— 2 in xyz, the equation just written is 
of the order 3{n- 2). The curve which it represents has im
portant relations to the given curve, of which it is a covariant 
{Higher Algebra, p. 124). On account of its having been first 
studied by Hesse, it is called the Hessian of TJ. 

If between the three equations we eliminated xyz, the re
sulting equation in x'y'z' would give the locus of points A, 
which may be described either as the locus of points whose 
first polar has a double point, or of points which are double 
points on polar conics. This locus we shall call after the 
geometer Stelner, the Steinerian of TJ. In order actually to 
perform the elimination In any case, It would be necessary to 
write out a, h, &e., explicitly; but we can easily see that the 
degree of the resulting equation is 3 (w - 2)'', since It Is the 
resultant of three equations each of the degree n-2, and each 
containing x, y, z in the first degree. 

71. Returning now to the equation A = 0, we see that it will 
have three roots ^ = 0, or that the line in question will meet 
the curve in three points coincident with xy'z'. If the three 
conditions are satisfied TJ' = Q, ^TJ' = 0, A''TJ'- = 0. Let us con
sider first the case when x'y'z Is a double point; then, as we have 
seen, TJ' and AC' vanish Independently oix:'y"z", and the third 
condition expresses that x'y'z' must be on the polar conic of 
x'y'z. But clearly the point x"y"z'' may be any point on either 
of the two tangents at the double point, since each of these 
meets the curve In three coincident points. Hence the polar 
conic of x'y'z' must be Identical with these two lines; or, in 
other words, the equation of the pair of tangents at the double 
point is A'' TJ' = 0, or 

a'a;' -1- b'y' + c'z' -f 2f'yz + 2g'zx + 2h'xy = 0. 
The double point, being one whose polar conic has thus been 
proved to break up into two right lines. Is a point in the 
Hessian; and we shew directly that it satisfies its equation. 
For, by the theorem of homogeneous functions, the three 
equations C/ = 0, ?7/ = 0, C/ = 0, which are satisfied for the 
double point, may be written 

dx' + h'y' +g'z' = 0, Kx' + b'y' +f'z = 0, g'x' +f'y' + c'z' = 0, 
I 
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whence eliminating xy'z we see that the equation of the 
Hessian is-satisfied for the double point. 

72. The double point will be a cusp If the equation which 
represents the two tangents be a perfect square; that is, if 
bc=f',ca=g',ah=Ji'. These three are only equivalent to 
one new condition, for if any one of these be satLsfied, and the 
coordinates x'y'z' of the double point have any finite magnitude, 
the others must also be satisfied. For, solving for the ratios 
x : z, y : z, successively from each pair of the equations at 
the end of the last article, we have 

x' hf— bg _bc- f _fg— ch 
z ab — K' hf— bg gh — af 

z ab — K' hf—bg gh — af 
Hence if aS = h!', and neither of the ratios is Infinite, both 
numerator and denominator of every one of these fractions 
must vanish. 

73. The origin will be a triple point If all the second dif
ferential coefficients a, b, &e., vanish; for then A ' C vanishes 
independently of x'y'z", and if the second differential coefficients 
vanish, the theorem of homogeneous functions shews that the. 
first differential coefficients vanish likewise, and therefore A TJ' 
also vanishes. Hence every line through x'y'z meets the curve 
in three coincident points; and it is obvious that the three 
tangents at that point are given by the equation A' TT = 0. 

There Is no difficulty In extending the same considerations 
to higher multiple points. The point aJy'z' Is a multiple point 
of the order h. If all the differential coefficients of the order 
k-\ vanish for that point, and the tangents at the multiple 
point are given by the equation A* TJ' = 0. 

74. Let us now examine In what case a line can be drawn 
through a point xy';^ on the curve (but which is not a double 
point) so as to meet the curve in three points coincident with 
^y'z: to fix the ideas we may in the first instance assume 
that the curve has no multiple points. We have seen Art. 71 
that every point on such a lino must fulfil the conditions 
AC/' = 0, A'i[7'=Q. 
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The first condition expresses that the line must coincide with 
the tangent at xy'z, as Is geometrically evident; the second 
condition expresses that every point on it satisfies the equation 
of the polar conic. The polar conic A' TJ' must therefore, in 
this case, contain the line A C as a factor; and therefore the 
point xy'z must be one of the points whose polar conics break 
np into factors; that Is to say, it must be a point on the 
Hessian (Art. 70). And, conversely, every point where the 
He.ssian meets d s a point at which a line can be drawn to 
meet the curve in three coincident points; in other words. Is 
a point of inflexion. For (Art. 64) the polar conic of every 
point on TJ touches TJ at that point; and If the point be also 
on the Hessian H, and the polar conic consequently break up 
into factors, one of these factors must be the tangent at xy'z. 
Any point on that tangent will then satisfy both the conditions 
AZ7' = 0, A'''C/'' = 0. It follows, then, that every one of the in
tersections of the curves TJ, H will be a point of inflexion on 
TJ, and since H is of the degree 3 {n — 2), that a curve of the 
w"' degree has in general 3n {n — 2) points of infiexion. 

75. If the curve, however, have multiple points, the number 
of points of Inflexion will be reduced. We have already shewn 
(Art, 71) that every double point on the curve is a point on 
the Hessian, but we shall now shew that It Is a double point 
on that curve, and more generally that every multiple point 
on the curve of the order ^ is a multiple point of the order 
3 ^ - 4 on the Hessian, The easiest way to shew this is to 
suppose that the multiple point has been taken for the origin, 
and consequently that the equation contains no terms in x and 
y below the degree k. Let us examine, then, the degree of the 
lowest terms In x and y in the second differential coefficients; 
then evidently where there have been two differentiations with 
respect to x or y, the order of the lowest terms will be ^— 2 ; 
where there has been one differentiation with respect to x or y 
and one with respect to z, the order will be k—\, and where 
both have been with respect to z, the order will be k; that Is 
to say, the order of the lowest terms will be 

k-2, k-2, k, k-\, k-l, k-2 
in a , b , c, f , g , h respectively. 
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And combining these, we see that the order of the lowest 
terms In x and y, In every term of 

dbc + 2fgh — af — bg'' — cK', 
will be 3k - 4. 

But further, we say that every tangent at a multiple point 
on ZJwill be also a tangent at the multiple point on H. For 
suppose the line a; to be a tangent at the origin, and therefore 
(Art. 40), that the lowest terras in x and y all contain a; as a 
factor, then evidently x will also be a factor In the lowest 
terms of each of the second differential coefficients in which 
there has been no differentiation with respect to x; that is to 
say, it will be a factor in b, c, and / . But, on inspection, it 
appears that every term of 

ahc + 2fgh - af - bg' - ch' 

contains either b, c, orf. 

76. We are now In a position to calculate the amount of 
reduction in the number of points of inflexion which occurs 
when TJ has multiple points. If TJ has a double point, this 
•will also be a double point on H, and the two tangents will 
be common to both curves; but (see note, p. 29) when two 
curves have a common double point and the tangents at it also 
common, this point counts for six in the number of their inter
sections. The number of intersections therefore of TJ and H 
distinct from the double point will be reduced by 6, and we 
infer that If a curve have h double points, the number of Its 
points of Inflexion will be 3n {n — 2)- 68, 

Similarly, If TJ have a multiple point of order k, we have 
seen that It is a multiple of the order 3 ^ - 4 on H, and that 
there are h tangents common to the two curves. The multiple 
point therefore counts among the intersections as 

A(3/<:-4) + /l- = 6 y.\k{k-lY 
But we have seen (Art, 40) that tho multiple point Is equi
valent to \k {k-\) double points; hence our prosont ro.<!ult may 
be stated, the multiple point has c.vac/ly the same cfcet in ri-

• It is a useful exercise on tho method of Art. 66 to show that at a double point-

^^^SacT^'"" ^^^ ^^^ '^"^''° '•""'^'' '̂ ® tangents on opposite sides (Clebsch, Vorlesmgm, 
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ducing the number of points of inflexion as the equivalent number 
of double points. 

77. The case of a cusp on TJ requires special consideration. 
Let It be taken for origin and let a; = 0 be the tangent at it, so 
that the equation is of the form x'z"'' + u^z"'^ + &c. = 0; then It 
will be seen that the orders of the lowest terms in the second 
differential coefficients are 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1 respectively; the terms 
in fact being 

« = S^"-', i = ^ ^'-^ c={n-2){n-3) x'z^-\ 

/ = (« - 3) ^ ^ z-^, 9 = 2 {n-2) xz'-% h = ,^'"" "-' dy ''^ ^ ' ' dxdy 
I t will be found then that the order of the lowest terms In 

ahc + 2fgh - af - hf - cK' 
is three, and that only In the terms oibc and hg' is the order so 
low, but each of these terras contains x' as a factor. The point 
on H is thus a triple point arising from a cuspidal point with 
a simple branch passing through it; and the two coincident 
tangents (or cuspidal tangent) coincide with the cuspidal 
tangent of TJ. Now when two curves have a common point 
which is double on one and triple on the other, that point counts 
for six Intersections; and if, moreover, two tangents at the 
double point are also tangents at the triple point, the curves 
have two more consecutive points common, and therefore this 
point counts for eight Intersections. Hence If a curve have 8 
double points and K cusps, the number of Its inflexions will 
be = 3 (m - 2) - 68 - 8/t, 

78. We shall hereafter shew how to use the equation A = 0 
to discuss the conditions for double tangents; but the investi
gation being a little difficult, we postpone It for the present. 
We shall shew presently that the results already obtained, 
combined with the theory of reciprocal curves, are sufficient 
to determine Indirectly the number of double tangents of a 
curve of the n!^ order. 

The equation of the system of tangents which can be drawn 
to the curve from any point xy'z', may be derived from the 
equation A=0 by the method used {Conics, Arts, 92, 294). Any 
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point on one of the.se tangents is obviously such that the line 
joining it to xy'z meets the curve in two consecutive points, 
and in such a case the equation A = 0 will have two equal roots. 
We obtain then the equation of the system of tangents, by 
equating to zero the discriminant of A considered as a binary 
quantie in X, ^. 

Thus, for example, let TJ be of the third order. Then A is 
X'' G' + X'jxb: + Xpi'A + /x' U= 0, 

where, for brevity, we have written A' and A for A U and A TJ, 
The discriminant of A equated to zero is 

(27 UU"' + 4A'' - 18 A A' U') U= (A"' - 4A U') A\ 
Now U, A, A' are respectively of the third, second, and first 
degrees In xyz; the preceding equation then, being of the sixth 
degree, shews that six tangents can be drawn from x'y'z' to U, 
as we know already. 

The form of the equation shews that It represents a locus 
touching Uln the points where C meets A. The other pdints 
where TJ meets the locus lie on the curve A"''—•iAf7'' = 0. 
Hence, if from any point six tangents he drawn to a curve of the 
third order, their six points of contact lie on a conic A = 0, and 
the six remaining points, where these tangents meet the curve, lie 
on another conic A'̂  — 4 A TJ' = 0, which two conics have evidently 
double contact with each other in the points A = 0, A' = 0, 

If x'y'z be on the curve TJ' = 0, then A reduces Itself to 
X'£^' + XfjiI\+ li'TJ: equating the discriminant to zero, we have 
A'' = 4A'f/', an equation of the fourth degree In .vyz. Hence 
through a point on a curve of the third order can be drawn 
In general only four tangents. The tangent at the point in 
fact counts for two. 

79. And so in like manner in general. The discriminant of 
A or of p.''U+ fj."'^XA + /A""'X-'A' + &c. is of the dogvec n {n - 1) 
in xyz, and {Higher Algebra, Art, 111) is of the form /-6"+ (A)"^, 
where <f> Is the discriminant of A deprived of the first term. 
Hence the locus touches U at its points of intersection with A, 
as it plainly ought to do. 

Ijacli of the n {n - 1) tangents meets the curve again in 
n-2 poiuts, and the form of the discriminant shews that these 
n{n-l) {n-2) points lie on a curve 4> of the order {n - 1 ) (n - 2). 

http://the.se
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Moreover, ^ is Itself of the form k'A + (A'j'-f. Hence the two 
curves tp and -^ touch each other at the points where the first 
and second polars of x'y'z' intersect. 

Writing A, X'TJ'+X"~^/j,A' + &c. we see that the discrimi
nant may also be written in the form kTJ'+ {A'Y 4>; hence if 
x'y'z' Is on the curve, and therefore TJ' = 0, the discriminant 
contains the double factor A'"*, or the system of tangents con
sists of the tangent at x'y'.o' counted twice, and n' — n — 2 other 
tangents represented by ^ = 0. In the same way 4> is itself of 
the form hA' + {A''')''\p: If then x'y'z' be a double point, and 
therefore not only TJ' but A' = 0, cf), whieh was already of 
the degree n' — n-2, contains the double factor (A''')"; that is 
to say, among the ?i'* — n — 2 tangents are included the two tan
gents at the double point, each counted twice, and therefore only 
n' — n—6 other tangents represented by -v/r = 0. And so, in like 
manner, we can prove that the number of tangents which can 
be drawn fnmi a multiple point of the order k is ri' — 7i — k{k+l). 

The theory already given of the effect of multiple points 
upon the number of tangents which can be drawn from any 
point to a curve shews that the discriminant of A, which In 
general represents the n {n- 1) tangents, will include as factors 
the square of the line joining x'y'z to every double point of the 
curve, the cube of the line joining it to every cusp, the sixth 
power of the line joining It to every triple point, and so on. 

SECT. VI.—RECIPROCAL CURVES, 

80, We have seen (Conics, Art, 303) that the degree of the 
reciprocal curve is always the same as the class of the given 
curve, and vice versd. It is evident also, that to a double point, 
on either curve will correspond a double tangent on the other; 
that to a stationary point on one curve corresponds a stationary 
tangent on the other; and, in general, that to a multiple point 
of the ¥^ order corresponds a multiple tangent of the same 
order; that the k points of contact of the multiple tangent 
correspond to the k tangents at the multiple point; and that if 
two or more of these last coincide, so will the corresponding 
points of contact, 

gl . We have seen that the general equation in Cartesian 
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or trilinear coordinates represents a curve which has no double 
or other multiple point, unless certain conditions be fulfilled. 
But the general equation represents a curve which ordinarily 
must have double and stationary tangents. For the abscissse 
of the points, where the curve is met by any line y = ax + h, are 
found by substituting the value for y In the equation of the 
curve; and since we have two arbitrary constants a and b at 
our disposal, we can determine them so that the resulting equa
tion shall fulfil any two conditions we please. With one 
constant at our disposal, we could make the equation fulfil any 
one condition; for Instance, have a pair of equal roots. The 
problem " glv6h a to determine h, so that the resulting equation 
should have a pair of equal roots," Is no other than the problem 
to draw a tangent parallel to y = az. With the two constants 
at our disposal, we can either cause the resulting equation to 
have two distinct pairs of equal roots, or three roots all equal to 
each other. The first Is the problem of double tangents, the 
second that of stationary tangents and points of inflexion. 
Thus the double and stationary tangents may be counted as the 
ordinary singularities of a curve whose equation Is expressed in 
point coordinates; all higher multiple tangents and all multiple 
points being extraordinary singularities which a curve wiU not 
possess except for special values of the coefficients of Its equa
tion. But this is reversed if the equation be expressed in tan
gential coordinates. Then the curve represented by the general 
equation ordinarily has double and stationary points and cusps, 
but no singular tangents. Hence double and stationary points 
on the one hand, and double and stationary tangents on the 
other hand, are equally entitled to be ranked among the ordinary 
singularities of curves; they are such, that if any curve possess 
the one its reciprocal will possess the other. 

82. We shall now denote 
the degree of a curve 
Its class 
the number of its double points 

double tangents 
stationary points 
statlonaiy tangents 

by 

H 

» 
» 

m. 
«> 
«, 
'"> 
«> 
') 
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and the corresponding numbers for the reciprocal curve are 
found by interchanging m and n, 8 and T, t and K. We have 
abeady obtained (Arts. 67, 77) the values of n and t In terms 
of m, 8, « ; hence, from the reciprocal curve we have the 
values of m and K in terms of n, T, t,; and from these four 
equations (equivalent, as will presently be seen, to three equa
tions only) we can obtain the value of r In terms of m, 8, K, 
and that of 8 In terms of n, T, i. We have thus Pliieter.'s six 
equations, viz, these are 

(1) n-m'-m-2S-3K. 

(2) .i, = 3m'-6m-&S-8K. 

(3) 2T = OT ( m - 2 ) ( j n " - 9 ) - 2 { m ' - m - 6 ) (28 + 3ic) 

-f 48 (8 - 1) -h 12S« + 2K{K- 1). 

(4) m, = n'-n-2T-3i. 

(5) « = 3 M ' - 6 w - 6 T - 8 t . 

(6) 2S = n {n-2) {n' -9) -2 {n' -n- 6){2T + 3i,) 

+ iT{T-l) + 12Tl+9i{l- 1). 
If from (1) and (2) we eliminate 8, or from (S) and (4) we 
eliminate T, the result is in each case 

(7) i, — K = 3{n — m), 

shewing that the four equations are equivalent to three only. 
This may also be written In the forms 

3m — K = 3n— I, and 3m + i. = 3n + K. 

By taking the difference of the equations (1) and (4), we obtain 

m' '-28-3Ar = n ' - 2 T - 3 t . 

Whence, replacing t — « by its value from (7), we obtain 

(8) 2{r-S) = {n-m){n+m-d). 

The last preceding equation, substituting therein for n and i, 
or for m and « their values, gives the foregoing equations (3) 
and (6). From (7) and (8) we obtain also 

(9) lm{m + 3)-S-2K = ̂ n{n + 3)-T-2i. 

(10) ^{m-l){m-2)-B-K = i{n-l){n-2)-T-i. 

(11) m'-2S-3K = n'-2T-3i, = m+n. 

The entire system of equations is, of course, equivalent to 
K 
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three equations only, and by means of it given any three of 
the six quantities m, n, 8, K, T, t, we can determine the remain
ing three; thus m, 8, K being given, n is given by (1), t by (2), 
or more easily by (7), and T by (3), or more easily by (8). 

Ex. Suppose wo were given m=C, S = i, K = 6; then, by (1), n = 4,- therefore 
m — TC = 2, n — m = — 2. 

Hence (5) i — K = 6, or i = 0; 

n + m — d = 1; therefore T — 3 = — 1; therefore T = 3. 

83. Since when a curve is given its reciprocal is determined, 
it is evident that the same number of conditions must suffice 
to determine each. Now to be given that a curve has 8 double 
points is equivalent to 8 conditions. Thus, for example, a conic 
is determined by five conditions; but If It have a double point, 
that Is, if it reduce to a system of two right lines, it is deter
mined by four conditions; by two points for instance on each 
of the right lines. So, again, to be given that a curve has a 
cusp is equivalent to two conditions. Hence (and Art, 27) 
a curve of the m* degree with 8 double points and K cusps is 
determined by ^m (m + 3) — 8 — 2K conditions, and its reciprocal 
by ^n{n + 3) — r — 2i conditions. And the foregoing equation 
(9) shews that these two. numbers are in fact equal. 

The foregoing equation (10) shews that the deficiency (Art. 44) 
is the same for a curve and its reciprocal. In a subsequent 
chapter it will be proved that this is true for all curves derived 
one from the other in such a way that to any point of one 
answers a single point or tangent of the other. 

If (with Prof, Cayley) we write 3»!-l-(, =3n + K, =a, then 

everything may be expressed in terms of {m, n, a), viz. we have 

« = a— 3n, 

t = a — 3;«, 

28 = m"-«i-f 8« - 3 a , 

2T = n' - n + 8m - 3a, 

The meaning of equation (11) will appear In the following 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER III . 

ENVELOPES, 

84, I F a curve depend in any manner upon a single variable 
parameter, so that giving to the parameter a series of values, 
we have a series of curves; these all touch a certain curve, 
which Is called the envelope of the system. Each curve is 
intersected by the consecutive curve in a set of points depend
ing on the parameter, and the locus of these points Is the 
envelope. See Conics, Arts. 283, &c,, where the problem of 
envelopes Is considered In the case where the variable curve 
Is a right line. 

Analytically, the equation of the curve may contain a single 
variable parameter, or It may contain two or more variable 
parameters connected by an equation or equations, so as to 
represent a single variable parameter. The two cases are 
essentially equivalent, but It is often convenient to treat the 
second in a different manner, by a method of indeterminate 
multipliers, which we shall presently explain. The form of the 
second case, which Is of most frequent occurrence. Is when 
the equation of a curve contains the coordinates of a variable 
point, limited however to a fixed curve; or, as we may say, 
when the variable curve depends on a parameti-ic point moving 
on a given parametric curve. For example, it was shewn 
{Conics, Art, 321) that the problem to find the reciprocal, with 
respect to x' + y' + z', of a given curve. Is the same as to find 
the envelope of a.x + 0y + yz, where a, 0, y satisfy the equation 
of the given curve. Here the equation of the variable fine 
contains the two variable parameters a : y, 0 : y, these two 
ratios being connected by the equation of the given curve. 

85, Suppose, first, that the equation of the curve, say T= 0, 
contains a single variable parameter t. The curves belonging 
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to the consecutive values t, t + dt, may be represented by the 
equations T=0, 2; = 0. These equations, or the equivalent 
equations 2^=0, T,-T=0, determine therefore the coordinates 
of the points of Intersection of the two consecutive curves. We 
have T^ = T+d,T.dt + &c., or T^-T=d,T.dt+&e., where dt 
being infinitesimal, the terms after the first are to be neglected. 
The equations become therefore T=0, d,T=0, which equations 
determine a set of points depending on the parameter t; and 
eliminating t from these equations we get the equation of the 
locus of all points of intersection of consecutive curves of the 
Bystem; that is to say, the equation of the envelope. 

An important case is where the equation contains t rationally; 
we may then, without loss of generality, take Tto be an integral 
as well as rational function of t, and the process described for 
finding the equation of the envelope is equivalent to forming 
the discriminant of T considered as a function of t, and equating 
it to zero. Thus, if a, h, c, &c. be any functions of the 
coordinates, and If T be 

af + nbt"-' + \n {n -1) ci""' + &c., 
the equations of the envelope for the cases of most common 
occurrence, -viz. n = 2, 3, and 4, are respectively (see Higher 
Algebra, Arts. 193, 195, 207), 

(2) ac-V' = Q, 

(3) a'd^ + 4ac" + -iFd - Qabcd - 35V = 0, 

(4) {ae - 4khd + 3c'Y - 27 {ace -^ 2bcd - acP - b'e - c')* = 0, 

and in using the last of these equations, when we desire to infer 
its order In the coordinates from knowing the order in which 
they enter into a, b, &c,, it is useful to remember that when 
the equation Is developed, the terms containing c' and c*bd 
respectively cancel each other, so that the order of the envelope 
may happen to be lower than that of either of the two members 
of whieh the equation, as written above, consists. 

If we substitute In T the coordinates of any point, and solve 
for t the resulting equation at" + nb't"'^ + &c. = 0, there will 
evidently be n solutions; that is to say, the system of curves 
represented by T is such, that w of them can be drawn to pass 
through any fixed point; and, from what has been just î aid, it 
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appears that If the fixed point be on the envelope two of these n 
curves will coincide. 

The case where T depends on a parametric point may be 
reduced to that just considered If the parametric curve be a line, 
conic, or any other unicnrsal curve; for then (Art. 44) the 
coordinates of the parametric point can be expressed as rational 
functions of a parameter. 

Ex. 1. To find the envelope of at^ + btP + c = 0, where, as well as in the other 
examples a, b, &c. are supposed to be any functions of the coordinates. Combining 
the given equation -with its differential -with respect to t, we have 

naf^P +pb = 0, (» - p) bt'' + nc = 0, 
whence, eliminating t, we have 

n'aPc'^P ±p'' (n -^)<»-P> i» = 0, 
where the sign -I- is to be used when n is odd and — when it is even. 

Ex. 2. To find the envelope of a cos"6 + b sin"6 = c, where 0 is the parameter, 

•Wehave - (?«7* = - a cos^-'fl sine-|-5 sin"-'9 cos6 = 0; 
n 

_L JL - i . 
whence t a n e = — ^ , cose = ; j — , sin9 = ^ - j — , 

jSTs j(^s:i ^ fl^j _j(a^ + 6" '̂) 

Substituting these values, and reducing, we find the equation of the envelope 
a 2 z 

„!-» + J2-» = c2-». 
In particular (aa we saw, Conics, Art. 283), the envelope of o cos 9 -I- 6 sin 6 = c ia 
a' + l^ = c'. Conversely, any tangent to the curve a;" -f y" =: o™ may be expressed by 

;(•»-!) zff"-!) 

X cos "* B + ysm "• d = o, 
L t. 

the coordinates of the point of contact being x-=c cos f̂l, y = c an^d. 
This example might have been stated as an example of an envelope depending 

on a parametric point lying on a unicnrsal curve. For if we write cos 9 = a, 
sm9 = /3, then a, p are the coordinates of point lying on the circle a^ + ̂  = l, 
and the circle being a unioursal curve, these coordinates can be expressed rationally 
in terms of a parameter. Thus if « be cos9 H- i sin 9, we may -write for o or co3 0, 

i [< -1- i ) , and for /3 or sin9, g"- ( ' - / ) ' ^°"^ *̂ ® equation, for example, oa + i/3 = e, 

becomes , , _ . 
(a - bi) P - 2ct + (a+ bi) = 0, 

whose envelope, as before, is 
(a + bi) (a - bf) = o', or a''+ b'= c'. 

If we desired to avoid the introduction of imaginaries we might write tan ̂ 9 = (, 
and (aa at Conics, Art. 283) express cos 9, sin 9 rationaUy in terms of t. 

Bx. 3. Let the curve be 

a 00829 + 6 Bin29 -t-c CO3 0 -I- (?sin9 -I- e = 0, 

Putting « = COB 9 -)- i sin 9, this becomes 

,(,. + V^-bi(t'-l) + c{t + l)-<li{t-]) + ^e = 0, 
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or (a"- bi) t' + (c- di) t' + 2et' + (c + di)t + (a + *j) = 0. 

And applying to this the form already given for the discriminant of a quartic written 
with binomial coefficients, we have 

{a' + b'-i(c' + d'^ + ie']' = 27 [i (a' + b')e + A («' + d') e - ia (c''- d') - ibcd - ^e']'; 

or, clearing of fractions, 

{l2(a'' + b')-3(o' + d') + ie'']' = {72(a'+b')e + 9(c'+d^e-27a(c'-d')-5ibcd-S^'; 

and, again, it is useful to remark that the expanded result -will contain neither of 
the terms e% (c' + d') e*. 

Ex. 4. To find the envelope of the chords of enrvature of the points of a conic. 
The equation of the chord is (Conics, Art. 244, Bx. 1) 

- coBa — r sino = cos2a. 
a 0 

The envelope is therefore ^i + %-^ •*" ^^ (a^ " S ~ " ' 

Ex. 5. To find the equation of the curve parallel to a conic; that is to say, the 
curve obtained by measuring from the conic on each normal a distance equal to r. 
This problem has been already solved (Conics, Art. 372, Ex. 2) by considering the 
parallel ourve as the locus of the centre of a circle of constant radius tonching the 
given conic. But it is easy to see that the parallel curve may also be considered as 
the envelope of a circle of constant radius whose centre is on the given conic; that ia 
to say, we are to seek the envelope of (x— ay + (y — p)' — r', where the parametric 
point a/3 lies on the conic; and the conic being a unictirsal curve, this may be reduced 

x' v' 
to the case already discussed. Thus, let the conic be -^ + fj = Ij '"I'i write for a, 

a cos9, for/3, 6 sin9, when 
a' + ^-2ax-2Py-irx' + y'- r' 

becomes (a' - b') cos 29 - 4aa; cos 6 - iby sin 9 + 2 (x' + y') + a'' + b^- 2r', 

a form included under the last example, by the help of which we should obtain a 
result which, when expanded, is identical with that given, Conies, Art. 372. 

86, A little further notice may fitly be given to the case 
where T is algebraic in f, and of the first degree in the 
coordinates, so as to denote a right line; that is to sav, to the 
envelope of aJ" + nbt"''^ + &c. where a, b, &c. are all linear in 
the coordinates. In this case the envelope is clearly a curve 
of the n^'^ class, being such that n tangents can be drawn 
through any assumed point (Art. 85); and since the discriminant 
Q?at" + &c. is of the order 2 ( n - 1) in the coefficients a, b, &c, 
{Higher Algebra, Art. 105), whieh each contain the coordinates 
In the first degree, the order of the envelope Is 2 (H - 1). Two 
other characteristics of the envelope can easily be obtained. 
It has ordinarily no points of inflexion. At a point of inflexion 
two consecutive tangents coincide; and therefore T and d,T 
represent the same right line; but in order that two linear 
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equations should represent the same right line, two conditions 
must be fulfilled, and It will generally not be possible to de
termine the single parameter t at our disposal, so as to satisfy 
both conditions. 

The number of cusps on the envelope Is 3 ( n - 2 ) . As the 
tangent at a point of Inflexion on a curve contains three con
secutive points, so reciprocally a cusp Is the point of intersection 
of three consecutive tangents. At a cusp, therefore, on the 
envelope the three equations will be satisfied, T=0, d,T=0, 
d'T=0, which may easily be reduced to 

T^^ = at"-' +{n-2) hf^ + 1 („ _ 2) (n - 3) ct'-' + &c. = 0, 

r , , = bt"-' +{n-2) ct"-' -t- 4 (« - 2) {n - 3) dt"-" + &c, = 0, 

T^ = ct"-' +{n-2) dt"" + ^{n-2){n-3) et"-' + &c, = 0, 

Tj,, ^,2, T^ being the three second differential coefficients if T, 
considered as a binary quantie, had been made homogeneous by 
the introduction of a second variable. Now, if from these 
equations we eliminate x and y, which enter In the first degree 
into each, the resulting equation In t will be of the degree 
3 {n-2). If in fact we write T, xTJ+yV+zW, where TJ, V, W 
contain only t and constants, we have obviously the determinant 

U V W 
"-11) ' i i > ' ' u 

TJ V W 
•^15' '^la) "^12 

= 0, 
which gives the values of t corresponding to the 3 {n — 2) cusps. 

The problem of finding the number of double points on the 
envelope Is the same as that of finding the order of the system 
of conditions that T should have two distinct pairs of equal 
roots {Higher Algebra, Art. 264), and the problem of finding the 
number of double tangents is the same as that of finding the 
order of the system of conditions that T should represent the 
same line for different values of t; or. In other words, the 
number of ways In which It is possible to find a pair of values 
t', t", for which we shall have the equality of ratios 

U' : V : W'=-V" : F" : W". 
It Is not necessary for us, however, to deal with these problems 
directly, since we have already more than enough of conditions 
to determine 8 and T, by Pliicker's equations, Art. 82. Sub-
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stituting In these equations 2 (w — 1) and n for the order and 
class of the curve, and putting t = 0, we find 

K = 3{n-2), 8 = 2 ( « - 2 ) ( « - 3 ) , T = ^ (w-1) (re-2). 

87. Let us now consider the case where the equation contains 
k parameters connected by A — 1 equations. To fix the ideas, 
suppose that we have the equation TJ= 0 containing the three 
parameters a, 0, y connected by the two equations F = 0 , 
W= 0. We may, if we please, regard 0, y, as functions of a, 
determined by the two equations F = 0 , TF=0. The process, 
in Its original form, would then consist in the elimination of a 
from the given equation, and 

dU 
da 

dUd0 dU dy 
d0 da dy da 

= 0. 

Here -r •> -j- are functions of a determined by 

J F dV d0 dV dy_ 
da d0 da dy da ' 

dW dW d0 dWdrf_ 
da d0 da dy da~ ' 

and from these three equations we have V = 0, where 

V = 
dU dU dU 
da^ d0^ dy 
dV dV dV 
da ' d0 ' dy 
dW dW dW 
da ' d0^ dy = 0, 

and the final result Is got by eliminating a, yS, 7 between 
Z7=0, F = 0 , W=Q, v = 0 . 

But V = 0 is obviously the result of eliminating X, ft between 
the equations 

^ 4 X — - ) - ^ " = 0 
da da da ~ ' 

dU, dV, dW ^ 
^ + ̂ ^ + ̂ ^ = ̂ ' 
dU^^dV dW ^ 
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so that the result may be got by eliminating a, 0, y, X, p. 
between the last three equations and those originally given. 
This is the method of indeterminate multipliers referred to 
(Art. 84). 

88. An important case Is where TJ is homogeneous mk+l 
parameters connected hj k—l other homogeneous equations. 
This is really equivalent to the foregoing, since the le+1 
parameters may be replaced by the ratios -which any k of them 
bear to the remaining one. But It is more symmetrical to retain 
all the k + 1 equations given by the method of Indeterminate 
multipliers, which equations In virtue of the theorem of homo
geneous equations are connected by a relation making them really 
equivalent to only k equations. Thus, let TJ contain homo
geneously a, 0, y the coordinates of a parametric point moving on 
the parametric curve F = 0 ; the method of indeterminate multi
pliers gives us, in addition to the two original equations, 

dU ^dV ^ dU ^dV ^ dU ^^dV „ 

But these three are really equivalent to two, since If we multiply 
them by o, 0, j respectively, we get mU+XnV=0, whieh 
is Included In the equations U= 0, F = 0, We have then four 
equations from which on account of the homogeneity we can 
eliminate the four quantities a, 0, y, X, and so obtain the equa
tion of the envelope. 

Ex. To find the envelope ol U= (Aa)"" + (Bfi)^ + (Cy)"' = 0, where a, ft y are 
connected by the relation . F = (an)" -I- (5/3)» + (cy)" = 0. 

The method of indeterminate multipliers gives us 

m^l^a"-' + Xna'a'^'^ = 0, mB"P'^^ + X»5''P"-i = 0, mC"»y'"-' + Xnc«y»-i = 0; 

whence, -writing for shortness — = - j " " ^ " , we have 

and substituting these values in U, we have the envelope required, viz. 

-)-%gf%fe 
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89. Prof. Cayley has considered the case of a curve Z7= 0, 
the equation of which contains two or more independent para
meters. If, for instance, there are the two parameters a, 0, 
then from the equations 

Ĉ =0 '^i'=0 ^^=0 

eliminating a, 0, we have the equation of an envelope. But 
observe that we can from these same equations eliminate the 
coordinates {x, y), and that the equations thus imply a relation 
0 (a, 0) =0 between the parameters. This gives in the double 
system of curves TJ= 0, a single system wherein the parameters 
satisfy this relation. Taking any curve of the double system 
and the consecutive curve belonging to the values a + da, 
0 + d0 of the parameters, the two curves intersect in a set of 
points depending in general on the value of the ratio d0 : da of 
the Increments, But if the curve belong to the single system, 
then the set of points will be Independent of the ratio in 
question ; the coordinates of the points of intersection satisfy 

the equations Z7= 0, - ^ = 0, ^ ^ = 0, and consequently the 

equation TJ+-^da + '^d0 = O, whatever be the value of the 

ratio d0-i-da. And we thus see that a curve of the single 
series is Intersected by every consecutive curve of the double 
series in one and the same set of points, and that the locus of 
these points Is the envelope. In the case of a single parameter, 
the envelope Is the locus of a set of points on every curve of 
the system, and it may be termed a " general envelope': in the 
case of the two parameters, the envelope is the locus of a set of 
points not on every curve of the system, but only on the curves 
of the single system wherein the parameters satisfy the equation 
^ (a,^) =0 , and it may be termed a "special envelope," And 
the like theory applies to the case of any number whatever of 
parameters: there Is always a resulting single system of curves. 

89 (a), A difficulty in the theory of envelopes as given in 
Art, 84 has been explained by Prof. Cayley. In that article we 
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have considered an envelope as the locus of the Intersections of a 
variable curve with consecutive curves of the system. But each 
curve has with the consecutive a number of common tangents 
depending on its parameter, and the envelope of these lines Is 
also the envelope; viz., each common tangent of the curve and 
its consecutive curve is at a common point of the same two 
curves a tangent of the envelope. Bat If the variable curve be of 
the order m and the class n, the number of common points is = m", 
and the number of common tangents = r^; and yet the common 
points and common tangents have to correspond to each other 
in pairs. The explanation depends on the singularities of the 
variable curve. Suppose this has in general 8 double points, 
K cusps T double tangents and i inflexions; then, as Is easily 
seen, the curve meets the consecutive curve in 2 points contiguous 
to each double point and in 3 points contiguous to each cusp 
(viz. there are thus 28 + 3K intersections), and besides in 
»ŵ  —28 —3K points, and reciprocally the curve has with the 
consecutive curve 2 common tangents contiguous to each double 
tangent and 3 common tangents contiguous to each stationary 
tangent (viz., there are thus 2T+ 3t common tangents), and there 
are besides n' — 2T — 3t, common tangents: we have, see Art. 82, 
mi' -2h-3K = ri' — 2r—3b'=m+n; each of the ra" —28 —3« 
points Is (not a point of contact but) an ordinary intersection of 
the two curves, but it has contiguous to it one of the 
n' — 2T — 3b common tangents of the two curves; and the 
envelope is thus cotemporaneously the locus of the ni' — 2h — 3K 
{=m + n) points, and the envelope of the W ^ - 2 T - 3t {=m + n) 
tangents. 

I t may be added that the complete envelope of the variable 
curve consists of the proper envelope as just explained together 
with (1) the locus of the double points twice, (2) the locus of 
the cusps three times, (3) the envelope of the double tangents 
twice, and (4) the envelope of the stationary tangents three 
times. 

In what precedes, the numbers m, n, 8, K, T, i apply to the 
curve corresponding to the general value of the variable para
meter; for particular values of the parameter, the variable curve 
may acquire or lose point- or line- singularities, and the several 
numbers be thus altered. 
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RECIPROCAL CURVES. 

90. Let it be required to find the envelope of a line 
ax + 0y + yz, being given that a, 0, y are connected by a re
lation 2 = 0. In other words, let there be given 2 = 0 the 
tangential equation of a curve, or its equation in line coor
dinates, and let It be required to pass to the equation in point-
coordinates. Here then we have the two equations S = 0, 
ax + 0y + yz = 0, and the method of Art. 88 shews that the 
result Is to be obtained by eliminating a, 0, y, X from the two 
given equations combined with 

dl, ^ ^ d2 ^ „ J S , 
-Y- + Xx = 0, -j-x, + Xy = 0, ^ - -I- Xz = 0. 
da ^ dp "^ ^ dy 

The solution of the reciprocal problem, given the polnt-eqnatlon 
8=0, to pass to the tangential equation, depends on a precisely 
similar elimination; namely, to eliminate a!, y, z, X between 
8=0, ax+ 0y + yz = O, and 

d8 - . d8 - ^ . dS 
-^4-Xa = 0, ^ + X/3 = 0, ^^ + X7 = 0, 

a system of equations which would also present itself naturally 
from the consideration that If ax + 0y+ yz be Identical with 
the tangent at the point xyz, then the well-known form of 
the equation of the tangent (Art, 64) shews that a, 0, y must 

dS d8 dS 
dx'' dy'' dz' 

It has been mentioned (Art, 84, and Conics, Art, 321) that the 
problem of passing from the point equation of a curve to its 
tangential equation is the same as that of finduig its polar 
reciprocal with regard to x' + y' + z' = 0. 

Ex. To find the tangential equation of (ax)" + (by)" + (cz)" = 0, We have here 

(ax)-"-' -1- - - = 0, (Jy)"--' -t- - ^ = 0, (cz)«-^ + i^ ^ = 0, 

whence immediately 

91, The method just indicated, however, is not always the 
most convenient one for finding tho equation of the reciprocal. 
Let the equation of the curve be v„ + (f„_,3 + «„_,«' + &c. = 0, 

be respectively proportional to - j - , ~=- , 
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then we eliminate z by the equation ax + 0y + yz = 0, and get 

7 X - 7""' (aa; + 0y)u,^_, + y""' {az + 0y)\_^ - &c. = 0, 
which Is now homogeneous In x and y; and the discriminant 
of this considered as a binary quantie, equated to zero 
gives the equation of the reciprocal curve, multiplied however 
by the Irrelevant factor 7"'"""̂ '. 

Thus, for example. If It were required to find the reciprocal of 

« ' + / + « '+ Gmxyz = 0, 

eliminating z. It becomes 

(aa; + 0yY + Gmxyy' {ax + 0y) - 7' {x' + f) = 0, 

or (a' - 7=, d'0 + 2may', a0' + 2m0y'', /3' - y'Jx, yY = 0,* 
the discriminant of which is divisible by 7 ,̂ the quotient being 

a' + 0^ + y'-{2 + 32m') (/Sy + 7-̂ â  + a'0') 

- 2km'a0y (a' + 0"" + y') - (24m + 48m*) a'0''y' = 0. 

In precisely the same way may be found the reciprocals of the 
cubic or quartic given by the general equation, the results of 
which are given at full length In subsequent chapters. 

92. One chief advantage of the foregoing method of 
obtaining the equation of the reciprocal is that it enables us 
immediately to write down the equation of the reciprocal in 
the symbolical form explained. Higher Algebra, chap, XIV. 
If a ternary quantie be reduced to a binary by eliminating 
z by the help of the equation az + 0y -\- yz, we have imme
diately the following rules for the differentials of the binary 
quantie with respect to x and y, 

d d ad d _ d 0 d 

dx dx y dz'' dy dy y dz' 

Applying these rules to the symbol (12) which denotes 

d d d d 
dx,^ dy^ dx^ dy,^' 

* We use the notation (a, b, c, ..J^x, y)' for the binary quantie -written with 
binomial coefficients a3f^ + nbx'^hj + iri(n-\)cx''-''f- + &a.; using the notation 
(a, b, 0, :..Jx, y)" when the quantie is written without binomial coefficients (see 
Sigher Algebra, Art, 104), 
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it becomes 

If ('Li^.-^A.\ + Bi~-^- — --^ 
7 ( \5y, dz^ dy^ dzj \c?z, dx^ dz^ dxj 

\dx, dy^ dx^ dyj] ' 

or, in other words, the symbol applied to the binary quantie 
differs only by the factor 7 from the contravariant symbol (al2) 
applied to the ternary. Hence, If a line ax + 0y + yz cut a 
curve so that the points of section satisfy any Invariant relation 
whose svmbollcal form is known, we can at once write down 
in the same form the tangential equation of Its envelope. For 
instance, the symbolical form of the discriminant of a binary 
cubic is known to be (12f (34)" (13) (24); hence. If a line 
ax + 0y-\-yz cut a cubic curve in three points whose discrimi
nant vanishes, that is to say. If it touch the curve, we must 
have (al2)" (a34)'' (al3) (a24) = 0. In like manner the discrimi
nant of a binary quartic Is known to be of the form 8^ = 27 2", 
where 8 and T are two Invariants, whose symbolical form is 
(12)*, and (12)' (23)' (31)" respectively. It follows that the 
equation of the reciprocal of a quartic Is of the form 8^ = 271", 
where 8 ia (al2)*, and Tis (al2)'' (a23)'' (a31)', where 8=0 de
notes the curve of the fourth class which is the envelope of lines 
cutting the quartic in four points for which the Invariant 8 
vanishes, and T= 0 denotes the curve of the sixth class which Is 
the envelope of lines cut harmonically by the curve, and for 
whieh therefore the invariant T vanishes. 

93. We have already (Art. 78) given one method of forming 
the equation of tangents drawn from any point x'y'z' to the 
curve, but the problem is in effect solved when we are in 
possession of the equation of the reciprocal, or, In other words, 
of the condition that ax + 0y + yz should touch the curve. For 
we have only to substitute in that condition for a, 0, y respec
tively yz' — zy', zx' — xz', xy'—yx', when we shall have the 
condition that the line joining the points .x-yz, x'y'z' shall touch 
the curve, a condition which obviously must be satisfied when 
xyz is a point on any tangent through x'y'z (see -Conics, 
Art, 294). 
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Converselyj the equation of the system of tangents as found 
by the process explained (Art. 63), is readily obtained In the 
form, homogeneous function of {yz — y'z, zx - z'x, xy — x'y) = 0 ; 
and then, substituting for these quantities a, 0, y, we have the 
equation of the reciprocal curve. 

94. We have then immediately a theorem corresponding 
to that of Art. 92, that when we are In possession of the tan
gential equation of a curve, we can at once write down 
symbolically the equation of the locus of a point, such that the 
system of tangents from It to the curve shall satisfy any given 
invariant relation. If we make 2 = 0 In the equation of the system 
of tangents, we have the equation of a system of lines parallel 
to the tangents through the point xy, which will satisfy the 
same Invariant relation. But from the method just given for 
forming the equation of the system of tangents we have 

d , d , d d , d , d 
dx dy d0^ dy dy da' 

whence, as before 
d d d d _ ,{ , t d d d d\ 

dx^ dy^ dx^ dy^ ~ \ \d0^ dy^ d0^ dyJ 
, f d d d d \ , I d d d d \ 

+ ̂  W, Ta, ~ d^^ d^J '^^ [di^d0,~da^ d0j ' 
so that we have at once the rule, for every factor (12) in the 
invariant symbol required to be satisfied by the system of 
tangents to substitute (a;'12) and operate on the equation of the 
reciprocal curve. 

95. When the equation of a curve is given In polar co
ordinates, that of Its reciprocal with regard to a circle whose 
centre is the pole may be found directly. If on any radius 
vector OP there be taken a portion OP' equal to the con
secutive radius vector OQ, then obviously PP' = dp, P'Q = pda>, 

t3.n OPQ ='^4^ , and p s i n O P ^ Is the perpendicular on the 
dp 

tangent. Thus let the curve be p"' = a'" cosmco; take the loga
rithmic differential, and we have 

-^ = - tanmadw, ^~='-coima, 
P dp 
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and If 0 be the acute angle made by the radius vector with the 
tangent 0 = 90° — ma>, and the perpendicular on the tangent 
^p a'm0 = p ooamoo. The angle between the perpendicular and 
the radius vector = meo, and between the perpendicular and the 
line from which a> is measured is (m +1) co. But the radius 
vector of the reciprocal curve is the reciprocal of the perpen
dicular on the tangent; hence it is easy to see that the equation 
of the reciprocal curve is also of the form /)"" = a*" cos?/2&), the 

on 
new m being equal to This family of curves in
cludes several important species; for instance, the circle (m = 1), 
the right line (m = —1), the common lemniscate (m = 2), the 
equilateral hyperbola (m = —2), the cardioide (w = | ) , the para
bola (m = —I) &c. 

THE TACT-INVARIANT OF TWO CURVES. 

96. It was remarked (Art. 90) that the problem of finding 
the equation of the reciprocal curve is the same as that of find
ing the condition that a right line should touch the given curve, 
both being solved by finding the envelope of ax + 0y+y~, 
where a, 0, y are parameters satisfying the equation of the 
curve. More generally, the problem of finding the condition 
that two curves TJ, V should touch (which condition is called 
their tact-invariant) is the same as that of finding the envelope 
of either, the coordinates being regarded as variable parameters 
satisfying also the equation of the ether. For if the two curves 
touch, the coordinates of the point of contact a/87 satisfy the 
equation of both; and also since the tangents are the same, we 
must have at that point the differential coefficients of U, 
respectively proportional to those of V The condition of 
contact is then found by eliminating a, 0, y, X, between 
TJ= 0, V= 0, and 

^y=x~ -̂ _>'̂ '̂ ^^- iX 
da da' ,1/3' 10-' dy~ dy' 

but these are tho equations givon (Art, 88) for solving the 
problem of the envelope. 
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97. Let the degrees of ZJand Fbe m, m'respectively, and 
let it be required to determine the order In which the coeffi
cients of either curve, say F, enter into the condition of contact. 
Let the coefficients in F b e a', V, c', &c,, and let us take another 
curve IF of the same order whose coefficients are a", 6", c", &c. 
Then if in the condition of contact we substitute for each coeffi
cient a, a + ka, &c., we shall have the condition that F + kW 
should touch TJ, which will plainly contain k In the same degree 
as the order In which the coefficients of F enter Into the 
condition of contact. This latter order, therefore. Is the same 
as the number of curves of the form V+kW, which can be 
drawn so as to touch TJ. But, as before, the point of contact 
must satisfy the equations 

F, + ^TF, = XZ7„ V^ + kW^ = XU^, V,+kW^ = XU^, 

whence eliminating k, X, 

V = TJ^,V„W, = 0 , 

^., K„ W, 

^, K, K 
and the intersections of v with TJ determine the points on TJ 
which can be points of contact with curves of the form V+kW. 
Since the orders of f „ V^, W^, &e., are respectively m — 1, m! - 1, 
m' — 1, the order of V Is »«+ 2m' — 3, and the number of inter
sections 'la m{m+ 2m' — 3). This then Is the order In which the 
coefficients of F enter into the tact-invariant, and in like 
manner the coefficients of TJ enter in the order m {2m + m' — 3). 
By making m' = 1 we have the result already obtained that the 
condition that ax + 0y + yz should touch a curve contains a, 0, y, 
in the degree m {m — 1), and the coefficients of the curve in the 
degree 2 (m— 1). See also Conics, Art. 372. 

If TJ have a double point, then since we have already seen 
that t7, TJ^, U^ pass through that point, and that If that point be 
a cusp they have there the same tangent, the same things are 
true for V ; and we see that the order of the condition of contact 
in the coefficients of V must be diminished by two for every 
double point, and by three for every cusp on TJ. The order is 
therefore m{m + 2m - 3) - 2?> - 3K or n + 2m (m' - 1). 

M 
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98. These results might have been otherwise obtained thus: 
Take any arbitrary line ax+by + cz, and equate to zero the 
determinant 

V = a. 

u„ 
v., 

5, 
u., 
n, 

c 
^. 

K 
This equation represents the locus of a point, such that its polars 
with respect to TJ and F Intersect on the a.ssumed line. Now 
at a point common to TJ and F, the polars are the two tangents 
Intersecting In the common point; there are, therefore, plainly 
only two cases in which a point common to TJ and F can 
lie also on v j '^'z- either the assumed line passes through an 
Intersection of U, V, or at that point the two curves have a 
common tangent. If then we eliminate between y, TJ, V, the 
resultant will contain as factors the condition that ax + hy + ce 
should pass through an Intersection of TJ, V, and the condition 
that TJ and F should touch. But since in the resultant of three 
equations, the order in which the coefficients of each enter is 
the product of the oi-ders of the other two equations, and since 
the orders of V; TJ, F a r e respectively m-fm' —2, ?;;, m', the 
order of a, h, c In the resultant is mm!, of the coefficients of TJ, 
is mm! + m' {m+m' — 2) = m (2m + m' — 2), and of the coefficients 
of F, m (2w' -f m — 2), Similarly the orders of the resultant of 
ax+by+ cz, TJ, V, in the several coefficients are respectively 
mm, m', m. Subtracting these numbers from the preceding, 
we find, as before, that the orders of the condition of contact 
are m'(2m-t-m'-3), and m{2m' + m — 3) In the coefficients of 
U and V. 

EVOLUTES. 

99, We have hitherto only dealt with descriptive theorems, 
and have postponed the consideration of any questions belonging 
to the class described as metrical (Art. 1). The relation of 
perpendicularity belongs to the latter class, since, as explained 
{Co'nics, Art. 356), two perpendicular lines may be considered 
as lines whieh cut harmonioally the line ioinine:the two iinao-inarv 
circular points at infinity. It is convenient not to exclude from 
this chapter the discussion of some Important cases of envelopes 
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which Involve the relation of perpendicularity, and the theorems 
may be made descriptive If we substitute for the two circular 
points at infinity any assumed points / , J, and wherever,- In our 
theorems lines at right angles occur, substitute lines cutting / , / 
harmonically. 

One of the most Important and the earliest Investigated class 
of envelopes Is that of the evolutes of curves. We have defined 
the evolute of a curve {Conics, Art. 248) as the locus of the 
centres of curvature of the curve; but the evolute may also be 
defined as the envelope of all the normals of the curve. For the 
circle of curvature Is that which passes through three consecutive 
points of the curve, and Its centre is the Intersection of perpen
diculars at the middle points of the sides of the triangle formed 
by the points. But the lines joining the first and second, and the 
second and third points, are two consecutive tangents to the curve; 
and the perpendiculars to them just mentioned are two consecutive 
normals; the centre of curvature Is therefore the Intersection 
of two consecutive normals; and the locus of all the centres of 
curvature must be the same as the envelope of all the normals. 

Ex, 1. To find the evolute of % + T^=1: 
a' W 

GJCC O U 

The normal is (Conics, Art. 180) —;• r = «', 
X y 

or, -writing x' = acoB<p, y' = b sin <p, 

ax by _ J 
cos ̂  sin ̂  ~ ' 

an equation of the class considered Art. 85, Ex. 2, whose envelope is therefore 

a^x^+b^ys =c*. 

Ex. 2, The normal to a parabola is (Conics, Art, 213), 
i'(y-y') + 2y(=:-s')=''> 

or 2y''+(p''-2px)i^-p'y=fi, 

an equation of the class considered Art. 85, Ex. 1, whose envelope, y' being the 
parameter, is 

2(iJ-2a;)' + 27pj' = 0. 

Bx. 3. To find the evolute of the semieubical parabola_pf/'=a;'. 
The equation of the normal is 

3x''(y-y') + 2py' (K - a') = 0, 

Substitute for tf in terms of x' from the equation of the ourve, divide by x''^, and 

(putting s ' i = *), the equation becomes 
3f+2pt''- Spiyt - 2pa: ̂  0, 

whose envelope is . .>, 
p(pr-lSx)' = (Upx+^y'+p'y. 
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Ex. 4. To find the evolute of the cubical parabola ^'y=2^. 
The equation of the normal is 

8x''(!/-y')+p' (x-x') = 0, 

or 3x'>-8p''yx''+p*a^-p*x=0. 

Now the envelope of 

at^ + WdP + 6ei+f=0 

is (af -nd'ey +128 (2c'-5df) (ae'-adef-9<^<)=0. 

Therefore the envelope in the present case is 

3p''(x'-T^f)-'+m^V''-i'^){iV^-lf=^y-mi'J') = ^-

Ex. 6, To find the evolute of the cissoid (x''+y'')x = ay''. 
This is a tmicursal curve, and writing the equation in the form (o—r)y'=i', 

it is at once seen that this is satisfied by the values x=-—^, y= ^-j-—^ . The 
i. + tr 9 (1 + V-) 

equation of the tangent at the point in question is easily seen to be 
29'y-3e'x+a-x=0, 

equation of the normal is therefore 

a (1 + 29^ 
2ex»-(-(1-1-39 )̂5, =-^^-g^—'-, 

or 29«a;-l-3e'y-2e'o+ey-o = 0, 

Forming the discriminant of this it will be fotmd to contain as a factor (x+^y+<^, 
the remaining factor giving the equation of the evolute proper, viz. 

y* + Vay-t-¥r'a'^=0, 

Ex. 6. To find the evolute of x'^ + yi = a*. For any point of this curve -we may 
write (see Art. 86, Ex. 2) x' = aQos?(i>, y' = aam'<p. The tangent at that point 
will be 

" \ y _^ 

cos<^ sin</> ' 

and the normal x COS</J — y sin<^ = a cos2(p, 

or (x + y) (cosi^- sin< )̂ + (x-y) (cosc/) + sin^) = 2a (cos'^ - sin'^), 
x + y x — y A 

or " H 'J. ' = 2^0 
sin ((p + iir) cos (</> -I- Jir) ' 

whose envelope is (Art. 86, Ex. 2) 

(x + i/)l + (x- y)' = 2a?. 

100. The following investigation leads to the expressions for 
the coordinates of the centre of curvature, and for the radius 
of curvature ordinarily given in books on the Dlffei-ential 
Calculus. In this and the next article we use Cartesian rect
angular coordinates. If a, 0 bo the coordinates of any point 
on tho tangent, x and y those of its point of contact, the 

equation of the tangent is 0-y='-f{a-x)', where ^ , which 
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we shall call for shortness p. Is to be found from the equation of 
the curve. For the tangent passes through the point xy, and 
makes with the axis of x an angle whose tangent is p (Art. 38). 
The normal then being a perpendicular to this at the point xy, 
has for its equation 

{a-x)+p{0-y) = O (1). 
We have now to find the envelope of this line which contains 
the parameters x and y, which Is given in terms of x by the 
equation of the curve. Differentiating then with respect to x, 

d'v 
and writing - j ^ = q, we see that the point of contact of the line 

with its envelope is found by combining the equation with Its 
differential 

-l-p' + {^-y)q = 0 (2). 

Solving for a — a? and 0 — y from these equations, we have 

and the radius of curvature Is given by the equation 
.3 

J2 = V{(a - a!)"-K/3 - 2/)'} = ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
The values which have been obtained for the Intersection of 

two consecutive normals might have been found for the same 
point considered as the centre of curvature. 

Take the equation of any circle 
{x-aY + {y-0Y^^, 

and differentiate It twice, when we have 

'-(l)"+(^-«S--^ 
But if the circle osculate a curve at any point, then (Art. 48) 

at that point T ^ , T - | j liave the same values for both. We 

may therefore in these equations write for the differential coeffi
cients, the values p and q obtained from the equation of the 
curve, when they become identical with equations (1) and (2) 
already obtained from other considerations. 
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101. Since In practice y Is not given explicitly in terms of x, 
but both are connected by an equation C/=0, it is convenient 
to substitute for these expressions in terms of p and q, expres
sions In terms of the differential coefficients of TJ. Let us write 
as before 

iE^L ^=M ~ - —=h ^ =h 
\dx ~ ' dy~ ' dx' ~ ' dy' " ' dxdy ~ ' 

then, since the coefficien ts of a! and y In the equation of the 
tangent are L and M respectively, the equation of the normal is 

M{a-x)-L{0-y) = O (1), 

whence differentiating 

(h + b'£^{a-x)-{a+hf^{0-y)-M+L% = O. 

But from the equation of the curve, L + JH -^ = 0, whence sub-

stituting for -~ we have 

{Lb-]^Ih) {a-x)-{Lh-Ma) {0-y)+L' + M' = O...{2). 

Solving, then, between equations (1) and (2), we have 

-L{U+M") -M{L' + 1^) 

whence B 

a]^''-2hLM+bL" '^ ^ aM-'-2hL]^+hU' 

±{L' + J1P)^ 
aM'-2hLM+bL' 

102, This expression can be made to assume a more symme
trical form by introducing the linear unit z, so as to give 
the equation the trilinear form. For, by the theorem of homo
geneous functions, 

{n-l)L = ax + hy+gz, ( n - 1)If = hx + hy +fz, 

{n-l)N=gx+fy + cz, 

whence (w - 1 ) {bL - hM) = {ah -h*)x+ {bg -fh) z, 

{n - 1) {aM- hL) = {ab - A") y + {af-gh) z. 

Multiplying the first equation by L, the second by M, and adding 

(M - 1) {bU - 2hLM+ aW) = {ab - A') {xL + y3l) 

+ !^{{bg-fh)L + {af-gh)M}, 
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or since, by the equation of the curve xL+yM + zN= 0 

= - ^ {[fh -1>g)L+ {qh - af) M+ {ah - h') N]. 

Substitute for L, JH, JV their values given above, and we have 

{n-l)'{bL'- 2hLJ[I+aM') = -z'{abc-af-bg'-ch'+2fgh) = -Hz\ 

and the expression for the radius of curvature becomes 

P _ , {n-lY[U+]!^P)i 

^~- 7H • 
For any point whose coordinates satisfy the equation H=0 
the radius of curvature becomes infinite, and the centre of 
curvature at an infinite distance. This will take place when 
three consecutive points of the curve are on a right line, for 
then the circle through them becomes a right line, and its 
centre becomes at an Infinite distance. We might then, from 
this value of the radius of curvature, arrive, independently of 
Art, 74, at the conclusion that the intersections of TJ and H are 
points of inflexion. The above equation gives us as conditions 
that two curves should osculate, that we should have in addition 
to the condition for ordinary contact L = 0L', M= 0M', also 

H 0'H' 

{n-lY {n'-lY-
The double sign in the value of the radius of curvature Is 

analogous to that in the value of the perpendicular on a right 
line (Conics, Art, 34); and, of course, if we agree to use the sign + 
when the radius of enrvature, and therefore the concavity of the 
curve. Is turned In one direction, we must use the sign — when 
it Is turned In the opposite direction. Since every algebraic 
function changes sign In passing through zero, we see that at a 
point of Inflexion the radius of curvature changes sign, and 
that as we pass such a point the concavity of the curve changes 
to convexity, and vice versd (see fig. Art. 45). At a double point 

the radius of curvature assumes the form - , and Its value must 

be determined by the ordinary rules In such cases. In fact, 
each branch of the curve has its own curvature at the point. 
At a cusp it -wiU be found that the radius of curvature vanishes. 
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103, The length of any arc of the evolute is equal to the difference 
of the radii of curvature at its extremities^ 

For, draw any three consecutive nor
mals to the original curve: let G be the 
point of Intersection of the first and 
second, C of the second and third; then 
since, ultimately, CB = C8, C8 = CT; 
GG', which is the increment of the arc 
of the evolute. Is also the increment of 
the radius of curvature. 

Hence, If a flexible thread be supposed rolled round the 
evolute, and wound off, any point of It will describe an involute 
of the curve GG'; that is, a curve of which CC' is the evolute. 
I t was from this point of view that Huyghens, the Inventor of 
evolutes, first considered them, and it was hence that the name 
evolute was given. 

104. We add here a formula which Is sometimes useful 
for finding the radius of curvature of a curve given by polar 
coordinates. The polar equation p =/(&>), can be transformed 
Into one of the form p=f{p), where p is the perpendicular 
from the pole on the tangent, and Is given by the equations 
(Art. 95), 

p = p sin0, tan0 = p-j- . 

Let the distance from the pole to the centre of curvature be p^, 
and the radius of curvature B, then (Euclid II. 13) 

p;' = p' + B'-2Bp. 
If we pass to the consecutive point of the given curve, p^ and .2 

remain constant, and differentiating, we have B = p-^, which 
QYp 

is the required expression for the radius of curvature. 
When B has been thus expressed in terms of p, p. If we 

eliminate p,p between the equations 

P =f{p), P.' = P'-^B;'- 2Ep, p,' = p« - / , 
the last of whieh is obviously true, we shall have the relation 
which subsists between tho p, and p , of the evolute; but It is 
not always easy to pass hence to the relation between the p, 
and the w, of the evolute. 
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As an example take the curve p" = a'" cos ma), we find here 
p = p cos mm, and hence p"^^ = d"'p, for the relation between p 

and p. And we then have B = ,—^—^ , = — =-, for 
{m+l)p' \m+l)p"^^ 

the radius of curvature. 
The equations 

p;' = p' + E'-2Bp, 
pY = p'-f 

give at once p', pY each as a function of p, and thus virtually 
the equation of the evolute in the form p^ = (p ( p j , but the 
elimination cannot be actually performed. 

It is however easy to find the equation of the reciprocal of 
the evolute in regard to a circle described about the pole as its 
centre. Taking for convenience the radius of the circle to be 
= a; then if p^ Is the radius vector for the reciprocal curve, and 
o)jj the inclination to a line at right angles to that from which 
CO is measured, we have^^i = p slnmco, and then 

a' a 

/'. = r' ^ Fi cos^mo) slnmo) 

Moreover (Art. 95), a)^ = {m+ l)(o; wherefore the relation 
between p^, w,, or equation of the reciprocal of the evolute Is 

m ^o> . „ mm „ 
p, cos ' sin • '- =a 
^ m+1 m+1 

It will readily appear that the locus of the extremity of the 
polar suhtangent (see Conics, Art. 192) of any curve is the 
reciprocal of the evolute of the reciprocal curve. Thus this 
locus is a right line for the focal conics, since the evolute of the 
reciprocal then reduces to a point. 

105. When we are given the tangential equation of a curve 
y_Q ^ e can obtain directly the line coordinates of the normal 
and the tangential equation of the evolute. For if a'/3'7' be the 

, du I-. du du 
line coordinates of any tangent, then « ^ + ' ° j o ' + ' > ' X 7 = " i s 

the equation of the point of contact; and If « = 0 be the tangential 

equation of any pair of points / / , then « ^ + / 5 ^ ' + 7 j ^ ^ = 0 
N 
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Is the equation of the pole of the given tangent with respect to 
/ / ; or, In other words, of the harmonic conjugate in respect to 
these points of the point where / / is met by the given tangent. 
When / / are the circular points at Infinity, the second equation 
represents the point at Infinity on the normal; the two together 
determine the line coordinates of the normal; and if between 
them and the equation of the curve we eliminate o!0'y', we shall 
have the equation of the evolute. In the system of tangential 
coordinates which answers to ordinary rectangular coordinates, 
the equation which represents the circular points IJ Is o? + 0' = 0, 

(see Conics, Art. 385), and the second equation a -5-, +0 J^+'Y TJ 

is the well-known condition of perpendicularity aa' + 00' = 0. 

Ex. To find the equation of the evolute of a central conic given by its tangential 
equation (see Conics, Art. 169, Ex. I) a'a'' + VfS^ = 1. Here the two equations which 
determine the coordinates of the normal are a'aa.' + 4̂ /3/3' = 1, aa' + P;3' = 0, whence 

aa' = - ;3/3' = - . Substitntmg for a' and /3' in a'al'' + V^"' = 1, we get the tangential 
c' 

equation of the evolute —,+ ^ = c*. 

106. We give next some examples of the more general 
problem In whieh that of evolutes Is included, viz, (see Art, 99) 
to find the envelope of the harmonic conjugate of the tangent to 
a curve with respect to the lines joining its point of contact to 
two fixed points I, J. This line may be called the quasi-normal 
and its envelope the quasi-evolute, 

Ex. 1. Let the ourvo be a conic. Take the Une TJ as the base of the triangle of 
reference, and let its vertex be the pole of this line tvith respect to the conic, then 
the equation of the conic will be of the form (ax + y) (x+ by) = ;'•. and that of miy 
tangent v/ill be 

e- (n« + y)- 2(b -I- (.T + by) = 0. 

The equation then of any lino which together with tliis and tho linos .r, y, divides 
z harmonically will be of the form 

e'(ax-y) + (.^-by) = M:. 

We determine .1/ from tho consideration that the line is to pass throtigh the point 
of contact, for which wo have 9 (ax + y) = -, ('- = .i- + by. whence 

_ g (A - 0') _ ; ( a 6 ' ' - l ) 
* ~ 9 (ab - 1)' ^ ~ 9 (a4 - 1) ' 

and wo find M = —^—-r--;' 
(ob- 1) 9 
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If we -write then ax — y= Y, x — by = X, 8z= (ab — l)Z, the equation of the quasi-
normal becomes 

ad'Z -t- 493 r + 49X -bZ = 0, 

and the envelope is a curve of the fourth class whose equation is 

(abZ'- + iXiy + 2 7 ^ (aX^ - bT'f = 0, 

which represents a curve of the sixth degree having the points XZ, YZ for cusps, Z 
being their common tangent, and besides four other cusps at the interaectiona of 
abZ' + iXY, aX' - bY'. 

E x . 2. Let the conic pass through one of the points / , J; or, as we may say, 
let it be semicircular. Then we have say S = 0, and OK ia on the omve, x being the 
tangent. The equation of the quasi-normal then becomes 

a6^Z + ie''Y+iX=0, 

and the envelope is only of the third class, its equation being 647^-1- 27a'XZ' = 0, 

which represents a cubic having YZ for a cusp and Z Z for a point of inflexion. 
If the cta-ve pass through both I and / ; making a and b both = 0, we see that the 

equation of the quasi-normal reduces to e '^r+ X, and that the line therefore passes 
through a fixed point; namely, the intersection of X, T , the tangents at / , / . 

Ex. 3. Let the conic touch the line IJ. The most convenient lines of reference 
then to choose are this line together -with the two other tangents through J, J, and the 
equation of the conic is 

x' + y'' + z'-2yz- 2zx - 2xy = 0, 

or 2 (2x +2y — z) = (x — yy. 

The equation of the tangent then is 

2x + 2y-z-2e(x-y) + 9% = 0, 

and we have for the point of contact 

x-y = ez,2x + 2y-z = B'z. 

The equation of the quasi-normal then is 

x-y-e(x + y) = z{e-ie(i + e'')], 
or 9% -e(2x + 2y + z) + 2 (x-y) = 0, 

and the envelope ia also of the third class, -viz. the cuspidal cubic whose equation is 

270 (x - yy = (2x + 2y + 2) ' . 

E x . 4. The three preceding examples might also have been investigated by, 
supposing the conic to have been given by its general equation. The tangent then 
at any point a8y being 

(aa + hp+gy)x + (la + b§ +fy) y + (ya +fl3 + cy) 2 = 0, 

the quasi-nonnal is 

y {(aa + hp + gy)x- (ha + bp+fy) y] = (aa'' -b^ + gay -fPy) z. 

We have then to find the envelops of 

aza^ - bz^ + (fy- gx) 7^ + (by -fz - hx) py + (hy + gz - ax) ya, 

where a, j3, y, are parameters, also satisfying the condition 

aa' + b^ + cy'' + 2ffiy + 2gya + 2Aa/3 = 0. 

And (Ari;. 96) the envelope is formed by the process given (Conics, Art. 372) for 

finding the condition of contact of two conics. We must form then the mvanants 
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of this system of quadratic ftmctions, and the discriminant of the first is 225, 
where S is 

(ab - h') (ax' - by') + (by'' - aj') z' + 2b(gh- af) yz - 2o (hf- bg) xz. 

We have 

e = - (oi - h') (ax' - 2hxy + by') + (8af + 8bg' - iabc - 2fgh) z' 
+ (ibgh - 2alf- 2fV) yz + (iabf- 2aig - 2gh^ xz. 

6' vaniahea and the envelope is therefore 27 l^z'S' - 6 ,̂ wHch, z& before, is of the 
sixth degree havmg six cusps, two of which he on z. But first let 2 touch the 
conic, then ab-h' = 0, and 5 and 9 take the form iz , Mz where L and M aie 
linear and the envelope takes the form zL' - M', and is a cuspidal cubic having z 
as a stationary tangent. Secondly, let the conic pass, say through / or yz, then 
a = 0, S becomes b (hy + gz)'', and 0 takes the form (hy + gz) M. The equation 
then becomes di-visible by (hy + gzf, and the envelope is of the form z' (hy + gz) = -1/'. 
It win be observed that hy + gzis the tangent to the conic at the point /, and that 
it ia an inflexional tangent of the envelope. 

107, In general, as Professor Cayley has remarked. If 
Lx + My + Nz be the tangent at any point x'y'z', and a^7, 
a'0'y' the coordinates of / , J, the equation of the quasi-normal Is 

{La' + JiI0' + Ny') 
!/, " > ^ > 

z «) 2' 
a, 0, 7 

+ {La + M0 + Ny) ^', y',«' = 0. 

For the two determinants, which we shall call for the moment 
A, A', severally represent the lines joining a!'y'z' to J and J, and 
since the tangent passes through their intersection we must 
have an identity of the form Lx +Jlly + JSiz = AA — BA'. 
Substitute successively in this Identity a'/3'7' and 0̂ 87 for xyz, 
and we determine A and B as proportional to La + !M0' + !Sy' 
and La + M0 + Ny, and therefore the equation of the harmonic 
conjugate of the tangent with respect to A, A' is of the form 
written above. 

108. Let us examine more particularly the case where one 
of the points a;87 is in the curve, and, for simplicity, we take 
its coordinates 1, 0, 0; that Is to say, we suppose the point to 
be yz; and we take the line z to be the tangent at i t ; and -we 
shall prove that the envelope contains z as a factor. We 
may also without loss of generality take tlie soooiul point 
as 0, 0, 1 or xy. Making 0 and 7, a' and 0' = 0 In tho preceding 
equation, it becomes 

N{i/z'-zy') + L{xy'-y.v') = 0. 
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Let us suppose now that x', y', z' are expressed In terms of a 
parameter t, the point a, 0, y answering to the value t = 0, and 
we must have < as a factor in the expression for y', and i' in 
that for z', In order that the equation of the tangent may 
reduce to s = 0. In general, since the tangent Is the line joining 
the point x'y'z' to the consecutive x + dx, y + dy', z + dz, its 
equation Is 

X {y'dz — z'dy) + y {z'dx — xdz) + z {xdy — y'dx') = 0. 

L, !M, N are the coefficients of x, y, z in this equation, and t is 
a factor in If, and f in L. If then the equation of the quasi-
normal be arranged according to the powers of t, it will be 
found that there Is no term Independent of t, and that z Is 
a factor in the coefficients both of t and of f. Now the 
discriminant of a function A + Bt+ CC + &c, is of the form 
A4>+B'\}r {Higher Algebra, Art. 107), and therefore a factor 
which enters into both A and B will be a factor In the 
discriminant. Also If in the discriminant we make B=0, the 
remainder will be of the form A {A<f) + G^y}r): thus It appears 
that the envelope wUl have z for an inflexional tangent (compare 
Art, 99, Ex, 4). 

109. I t has been remarked {Conics, Art. 385) that the 
relation of perpendicularity may be further extended by 
substituting for the points I, J, a fixed conic, and by regarding 
two lines as perpendicular if each pass through the pole of the 
other with regard to that conic. In this extension then, what 
answers to the normal, is the line joining any point on a curve 
to the pole of its tangent with respect to the fixed conic; or, in 
other words, the line joining the point to the corresponding 
point on the reciprocal curve with regard to the fixed conic. 
Thus the curve and its reciprocal have the same normals. For 
example, taking the fixed conic as x' + y' + z', the coordinates of 
the pole of any tangent to a curve are L, M, A, and the 
equation of the line answering to the normal Is 

a!{Mz' -Ny') + y {Nx - Lz) + z {Ly'-Mx') = 0. 

If the curve were a conic, this equation would be of the second 

degree in x'y'z, and the envelope would be found as in Ex, 4, 

Art. 106. 
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110, The following remarks are a useful preliminary to the 
investigation of the characteristics of the evolute of any curve. 
The normal at any point of a curve at infinity coincides with the 
line at infinity itself. It has been already remarked (Art. 105) 
that we may generalize the conception of a normal by substi
tuting for the two circular points at Infinity two finite points 
/ , J, and that then If the tangent at any point P meet IJ in M, 
and if J / ' be the harmonic conjugate of JH with respect to I, J, 
the line PJf' may be regarded as the normal. From this 
construction It appears at once, that If the point P be on the line 
IJ, then P]^' will coincide with that line. An exception occurs 
where the point P coincides with either I or J-, then the points 
!M, M' coincide, and the normal coincides with the tangent (see 
Conics, Art. 382, note). Thus, then, if the curve pass through 
either of the circular points at infinity, the normal at that point 
will coincide with the tangent. 

111. We proceed now to determine the class of the evolute 
of a given curve; or In other words, the number of normals to 
the curve (tangents to the evolute) which can be drawn through 
any point. By the law of continuity, the number of normals 
is the same, whatever be the point through which they pass. I t 
is enough, therefore, to examine the case when the point is at 
infinity. But the number of normals, distinct from the line at 
infinity Itself, which can be drawn parallel to a given line, is 
equal to the number of tangents which can be drawn parallel to 
a given line, that Is, to the class of the curve. And we have 
seen in the last article that the m normals, corresponding to 
the m points of the curve at Infinity, coincide with the line 
at Infinity, and therefore also pass through the assumed point. 
Thus then the number of normals which can be drawn to the curve 
from any point, is equal to the sum of the order and class of 
the curve—or, what is the same thing, the sum of the oi-ders of the 
curve and its reciprocal. If the line at infinity be a tangent to 
the curve, then the number of finite tangents which can be 
drawn through a point at infinity, is plainly one less than in the 
general case, and therefore tho number of normals is also one 
less. Thus four normals can be drawn from a given point to a 
conic In general, but only three to a parabola. 
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Again, if the curve pass through either circular point, we 
saw (Art, 110) that the normal at that point does not coincide 
with the line at Infinity, and therefore, that for every passage 
through a circular point, the number of normals Is one less 
than In general. Thus in the case of the circle which passes 
through the two points I, J, the number of normals through 
a point is reduced by two, and is two Instead of four. Thus 
then if m and n be the degree and class of a curve which passes 
f times through a circular point, and touches the line at Infinity 
g times, the class of the evolute is 

n! = 7n + n — f— g. 
These results might equally have been obtained from the con

sideration that if in the equation of the normal Jf (a—a!)=i'(/3—3/) 
we suppose a, 0 given and x, y variable, we shall have the 
equation of a curve of the m^^ degree, whose Intersection with 
the given curve determines the points the normals at which 
pass through a, 0. If the curve have no multiple points, the 
number of intersections will be evidently m' or m + n: and there 
is no difficulty in showing, that in the general case of S double 
points and K cusps, the order Is n^ — 28 — 3K, that is m + n. 

112, We next examine the degree of the evolute, and again 
it suffices to examine the number of points In which the line at 
infinity meets the evolute. Now if two consecutive normals 
to the original curve be parallel, the corresponding tangents will 
coincide; the points at Infinity therefore on the evolute arise 
in general from the points of inflexion on the given curve. 
But to these must be added those arising from points at infinity 
on the given curve, which points (Art, 111) also give rise to 
points at Infinity on the evolute. But we say, moreover, that 
these will be cusps on the evolute having the line at Infinity for 
their tangent. Let !M be any point on the line IJ, and Id.' its 
harmonic conjugate, then we saw that the line answering to the 
normal at J f Is the line IJ: but If the consecutive points of the 
curve, antecedent and subsequent to JH he L and N, their 
normals are LJli', JSJM' Hence M' is a point through which 
three consecutive tangents to the evolute pass, and is therefore 
a cusp having / / f o r its tangent. Since then the tangent at a 
cusp meets the curve in three consecutive points, the m points 
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at infinity of the given curve, give rise to the same number 
of cusps on the evolute which are met by the line at infinity in 
3m points. If we add these to those already obtained, we find 
the degree of the evolute =i, + 3m, or the number which we 
have called a (Art. 83). 

If the curve pass through either point / , / , we have seen 
that these give rise to no points at infinity on the evolute, and 
therefore the degree will be less by three. 

If the line / / touch the curve, the normals for the two 
consecutive points in whieh it meets the curve coincide with / / ; 
we have therefore two consecutive tangents to the evolute 
coincident, or a point of inflexion on the evolute having / / for 
its tangent. As this takes the place of two cusps which we 
have when / / meets the curve in distinct points, the degree of 
the evolute Is reduced by three; and If we use / and g in the 
same sense as in the last article, we have for the degree of the 
evolute 

m' = a-3{f+g).'' 
The values given show that the degree and class are the same' 
of the evolute of a curve and of its reciprocal as Art, 109 might 
lead us to expect, 

113. There will in general be no points of Inflexion on the 
evolute. For If there be such a point, two consecutive tangents 
to the evolute (normals to the curve) coincide; but it Is plain, 
on considering the figure, that two consecutive normals cannot 
coincide unless the corresponding tangents coincide with their 
normals and with each other, which could only happen in the 
exceptional case where the original curve had an inflexional 
tangent passing through / or / . 

If, however, the curve touch / / , we have seen (Art. 112) 
that there Is a point of inflexion at infinity, and if the curve 
pass through I or J (Art, 108), that the evolute has an 
inflexional tangent passing through the same point. Wc have 
thus conditions enough to determine all the characteristics of 
the evolute, viz, 

m' = a-3{f+g),n' = m + n- {f+g), C = {f+g); 

* Some particular examples show that those tormtiho mtist be modified when / or 
J ia a multiple point at which two or moro tangents coincide. Thus if either be n 
cusp, the diminution ot dogroo is 4 not 6. 
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whence by Pliicker's formula K =3a — 3 {7n +n)—5 {f+g), 
a' = 3a — 8{f+ g); and we can in like manner write down the 
number of double points of the evolute, and of its double 
tangents; these double tangents are. It is clear, double normals 
of the original curve. 

The " deficiency " (Art 44) of the evolute is the same as 
that of the original curve, as may be verified by using the 
expression for the deficiency ^ {a — 2 {m + n)} + 1.* 

114. The number of cusps on the evolute may also be 
Investigated directly. We shall have a cusp on the evolute, 
when three of its consecutive tangents (normals to the curve) 
meet in a point; or, in other words, when four consecutive 
points of the curve lie on a circle. If this be the case the 
radius of curvature remains constant when we pass to a con
secutive point. Differentiating then the expression given 
(Art. 102) we have 

{L'+3P) ( ^ - dx + ~dy\ = 3H[{aL+hM) dx+{fiL+ hir)dy], 

and eliminating dx : dy by the equation Ldx + Mdy = 0, we 
have 

{H + M') (M'^- ^ J ) = 3-2'{(« - 5) ^-^-^+ ̂ ' {^" -L% 

Since JH Is of the order 3 {m — 2),L and il/of the order m-1, 
and a b, h of order m-2, this equation represents a curve of 
the order 6m — 10, whose intersections with the given curve are 
the points where the osculating circle has contact of the third 
order.t If the curve have no multiple points, these m {6m — 10) 
points together with m points at infinity give rise to m (6m — 9) 
cusps on the evolute, a number in accordance with the 
preceding formulae. 

We might. In like manner, investigate the characteristics of 

* In general the defidenoy of two curves is the same, if one is derived from the 
other by such a process that to one point on either curve ans-n-ers one point on the 

other. 
+ In a subsequent part of the work the question of conics ha-ving with the curve 

contact of a higher order than the second is more fully considered, and a formula, 
given for the aberrancy of curvature or deviation of the curve from the circular 
form. 

0 
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the evolute In the more general sense of the word Indicated 
Art. 109, and we should find that the formulae we have already 
obtained will apply, / being now the number of contacts of 
the curve with the fixed conic, and there being no singularity 
answering to g. 

CAUSTICS. 

115. As a further illustration of envelopes, we add some 
mention of caustics, the investigation of which, though suggested 
to mathematicians by the science of optics, belongs purely to 
the theory of curves. The subject has some historical Interest, 
caustics being among the earliest questions, Involving the 
problem of envelopes, actually discussed,* 

If light be Incident on a curve from any point, the reflected 
ray Is found by drawing a line, making with the normal the 
same angle which is made with It by the Incident ray; the 
envelope of all these reflected rays is the caustic by reflection. 

It is easy to form the general equation of the reflected ray. 
Let the equations of the tangent and normal at the point of 
incidence be T=0, N=0; then the equation of the incident 
ray Is T'N— TN' = 0, where T'N' are the results of substituting 
the coordinates of the radiant point In T and X ; the 
reflected ray then, which is the fourth harmonic to these three 
lines, will have for its equation 

T'N+TN' = 0, 
and the envelope can then be found by the preceding mles, 

Ex. To find the caustic by reflexion of a circle. 
The reflected ray ia, by the preceding (o;8 being the coordinates of tlie radiant 

point, and the tangent and normal being a; cos 9 4- y sin 9 - r, and a; sin 9 — y cos 9), 
(acos6 + p sine - ?•) (a; sin9 - y cos9) -I- (x cos9+ y sin9 — ?•) (o sm0-;8cos9) = 0, 
or (ay + fix) cos29 + (fiy — ax) ainiB+ r (x +a) mad— r (y + j3) cose = 0, 
whose envelope is (Ex. 3, Art. 85) 
[4 (a' + P) (x' + y') -r'{(x + ay + (y + ̂ )']f = 27 (/3x - ay)= (a-̂  -f y= - «» - ^ ) - . 

116, Instead of finding directly the envelope of tho reflected 
ray, M. Quetelet has given a method, which is more convenient 
In practice, of reducing the problem to that of evolutes; since 
the caustic would be sufllciently determined If wo knew the curve 
of whieh it was the evolute. 

* The Rubjoct of caustics was iiilroducod by Tschirnhnusen, Acta Emditomm 
IG82, rcfon-ud to by Gregory, Examples, p. -J'.'l. 
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" I f with each point successively of the reflecting curve as 
centre, and its distance from the radiant point as radius, we 
describe a series of circles, the envelope of all these circles will 
be a curve, the evolute of which will be the caustic required." 
The following (due to 31. Dandelin) is a more convenient form 
of stating the same theorem: If we let fall from the radiant 
point 0 the perpendicular OP on the tangent, and produce it 
so that PB= OP, then the caustic is the evolute of the locus of B. 

For BT 'is evidently the di
rection of the reflected ray, and 
If we draw the consecutive ray, 
then, since OT, TV; OT, TV, 
make equal angles with TT, 
0T+ TV= 0T+TV {Conics, 
Art. 392); therefore VB = VB', 
and therefore VB Is normal to the locus of B. 

The locus of P, the foot of the perpendicular on the tangent, 
we call the pedal of the given curve. The locus of B Is plainly 
a similar curve, and its equation can always be written down 
when the equation of the reciprocal of the glvea curve with 

2 
regard to 0 is known, by sub.stltuting - for p in the polar 

P 
equation of that reciprocal. Thus the caustic by reflexion, of a 
circle. Is the evolute of the limagon, (see Ex. 5, Art. 55), since Its 
equation (the radiant point being pole) as found by the rule 
just given Is of the form 

p=p (1 -fecosw). 

117. If light be incident from any point on a curve, the 
refracted ray is found by drawing a line, making with the normal 
an angle whose sine Is In a constant ratio to that of the angle 
made with the normal by the incident ray, and the envelope of 
all these rays is the caustic hy refraction. 

M. Quetelet has reduced In like manner these caustics to 
evolutes by the following theorem, the truth of which it Is easy 
to see. " If with each point successively of the refracting curve 
as centre, and a length in a constant ratio to its distance from 
the radiant point as radius, we describe a series of circles, the 
envelope of all these circles will be a curve'whose evolute is the 
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caustic by refraction." In fact, the method of infinitesimals 
readily shows that, In consequence of the law of refraction, the 
increments of the Incident and refracted rays are connected by 
the relation mdp + dp = 0, it follows then that if, on the 
refracted ray produced, TR be taken =m0T, T'R' = mOT', 
then VB = VB', and therefore the refracted ray Is normal to 
the locus of B. 

We add geometrical investigations in relation to two 
Interesting eases of caustics by refraction. 

(1) To find the caustic by refraction of a right line. 
Let fall a perpendicular on the line, and produce It so that 

AP=PB; and let a circle be described 
through A, B, and the point of Incidence 
B; let LB be the refracted ray; then 
obviously the angle ALB is bisected, and 

AL + LB:AB::AL:AO 

:: ainAOL : ainALO; 

but AOL Is the angle which the re
fracted ray makes with the perpendicular to the line, and 
ALO = BLO — BAR Is the angle wbich the Incident ray makes 
with the perpendicular; the ratio of AL + LB to AB Is there
fore given; the locus of / is an ellipse, of which A and B are 
the foci, to which LR Is normal, and of which, therefore, the 
caustic Is the evolute. 

(2) To find the caustic by refraction of a circle. 
Let a circle be described through A, the radiant point, and 

B, the point of Incidence, to touch OR; then 
the point B'la given, since OA. 0B= OR'. 
The ratio RA : RB is by similar triangles 
equal to the given ratio OA : OR. The ratio 
RA : RM Is equal to ain RBA : ain BBM; 
but RBA = PRA, the angle which the In
cident ray makes with the normal to the 
curve, and RB3I=PRM, the angle which 
tlie refracted ray makes with the same 
normal; hence tlie ratio MA : RM is also 
given. Now since 

AM. RB+ MB. AR = BM. Ali, 
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If we denote the distances of ilf from A and B by, p, p', these 
distances are connected by the relation 

BB BA , . _ 
BMP + RMP='^^' 

Now, a Cartesian is defined as the locus of a point whose 
distances from two given foci are connected by the relation 
mp + np'= c; and it is proved precisely as at Conics, Art, 392, that 
the normal to such a curve divides the angle between the focal 
radii into parts whose sines are in the ratio m : n. Hence the 
locus of ilf Is a Cartesian, of which A and B are foci, and 
it is ob-vious that MR Is normal to the locus, and therefore the 
caustic Is the evolute of this curve,* 

The ellipse in (1) and the Cartesian In (2) are curves cutting 
at right angles the refracted rays; the curve cutting at right 
angles the reflected or refracted rays is termed the secondary 
caustic. 

PARALLEL CURVES AND NEGATIVE PEDALS. 

117 {a). I t remains briefly to notice one or two other classes 
of envelopes. We have already mentioned the problem of 
finding the curve parallel to a given one. This may either 
be treated as that of finding the envelope of a tangent parallel 
to each tangent of the given curve, and at a fixed distance 
from it, and so of finding the envelope of 

Lx + My + Nz = hz ^/{n +.M'), 

or else, as we have already seen, it may be regarded as 
that of finding the envelope of the circle of given radius 
(a, _«)•''+ {1/ — ^)" = ]^, whose centre a0 satisfies the equation of 
the curve, or, what is the same thing, of finding the condition 
that this circle should touch the given curve. The result will 
evidently be a function of k'. In some exceptional cases to be 
mentioned presently, the result can be resolved Into factors, as 
for instance, the parallel at a distance 4 to a circle of radius a 
consists of a pair of circles of radii a + k. But, ordinarily, such a 
resolution is not possible, and the two tangents at the distance 

* This proof was oommunicatod to me by Dr. Atkins, 
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±k from any tangent will touch the same parallel curve. 
Hence, the number of tangents which can be drawn parallel 
to any given line Is double that which can be so drawn to the 
original curve, or n = 2n. In like manner, to each Inflexional 
tangent on the original correspond two on the parallel curve, 
or i' = 2i. To find the order of the parallel It suffices to make 
A = 0 in its equation, which will not affect the terms of highest 
dimensions in the equation; but what was proved for the conic 
{Conics, Art, 372, Ex, 2) is true In general, that the result of 
writing k = Oin the equation of the parallel Is the original curve 
counted twice, together with the two sets of n tangents drawn 
from the points / , / t o the curve. The order then 'vi2{m + n). 
There Is no difficulty In seeing how these numbers are modified 
if the original curve touch the line at infinity or pass through 
the points / , J. We arrive In this way at Professor Cayley's 
formulae 
7/i' = 2 {m + n)-2 {f+g), n' = 2n, i' = 2i= - 6m + 2a, 

K' = 2a-6{f+ g) -.f = 2{n-g),g' = 2g. 
The parallel curve and the original have the same normals and 
the same evolute, but every normal to the parallel curve is so 
generally In two places, answering to the values + k. 

Ex, 1. To find the parallel to the ellipse or parabola. See Conics, Art. 372. 
a n a 

Ex. 2. To find the parallel to x^ + y = a , The equation of any tangent is 
(see Art. 99, Ex. 6) 

X CO80 -t-y sin(;f) = o sin 1̂  costp. 
Hence, that of a parallel at the distance h is 

X coa<() -t- y sin (̂  = A -I- a sin <̂  cosi^, 
whose envelope is (see Art. 85, Bx. 3) 

(3 (x' + y'~ a') - ik'y + {27axy -91: (3? + y') - 18a'k + Sh'y = 0, 
This is one of the cases where the parallels answering to the values + k are different 
cturves and not different branches of the same curve. 

The curve whose equation has been just obtained is the envelope of a line on 
which a constant intercept is made by two fixed lines. If the lines are at right 
angles, taking them for axes it is soon immediately that the equation of a line whose 
length is a inclined at an angle r/i to the axis of x is K sui<^ + y co3i;|) = a coa<^ sinl< ,̂ 

a a a 
whose envelope ia x + y = a . But consider for a moment a diameter and a parallel 
chord of a circle, and it is evident that if a line whose lengtli is a subtend a right 
angle at any pjint, a parallel line at a distance ^a cos <l> will make an intercept 
o sin </) on a pair of Knes including on angle </>, and equally inclined to tlie rectangnlivr 
linos. Hence, obviously tho envelope of a line whose length is a sin î  interceptoi 
between tho oblique hnos is a parnllol (answering to tlio value A = Ja cos </>) to the 

U U 'J 

envelope for tho rootangtdar linos, x' + y ' i; a , 
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118. If aa! -}- /8«/ -f 7 be a tangent to a curve (the equation 
being expressed in ordinary rectangular coordinates), then 
e-vidently ax + 0y + y + k\/{i:^+0') Is a tangent to the parallel 
ourve; and it follows at once, that If we have the tangential 
equation of the given curve, we obtain that of the parallel by 
•writing in it for7, 7 - f ip where p Is >J{a' + 0^). Hence the 
tangential equation of the parallel to a curve whose tangential 
equation is F = 0 Is 

dV 1 ,., .,d'V 
J - + r ^ ^^P -j-T dy 1.2 ^ dy 

The equation Is cleared of radicals by transposing to one side 
the terms containing the odd powers of p and squaring, when 
we obtain an equation the order of which is double that of the 
original tangential equation, in conformity with what was proved 
In the last article. 

Ex. 1. To find the tangential equation of the parallel to -5 + p- = 1, l i e 

tangential equation of the ellipse is (see Conics, Art. 169, Bx. 1) a'a' + b'fP = y', whence 
that of the parallel is 

a%2 + y^ = (y + Jipf, 

or {(a' - h') a' + (b' - k') P'- y'f = ik' (a' + ^ ) y'-

Bx. 2. To find the tangential equation of the parallel to the parabola y' —px. 
The corresponding tangential equation is pp' = 4ay; hence that of the parallel is 

(pl^ - iay)' = 16k'a' (a' + ^). 

Ex. 3. To find the tangential equation of the parallel to a circle. The tangential 
equation to the circle whose centre is the point a, b, and radius c, is (Conics, Art. 86) 
(aa + bp + y)' = C (a' + ^); therefore that of the parallel ia 

(aa + b^ + y + kp)' = c'p', 

which breaks np into factors, and gives 

aa + b§ + y + kp — +,cp ; 

whence, clearing of radicals, 

(aa +b^ + yy =(C + ky (a' + ^), 

representing a pair of concentric circles whose radii are c±k, as is geometrically 

evident, 

119. In precisely the same manner, as In the last example, 
it Is proved that If the tangential •equation of a curve be of the 
form u' {a' + 0') = v', the parallel will break up Into two factors 
of like form with the original, the parallels answering to the 
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values ±k being distinct curves, and not different branches of 
the same curve. For suppose that by the substitution of 7 + Ap 
for 7, u becomes u-\ v!kp+u"K'p'+ &c., and similarly for v, 
then u'p' = v' becomes 

{u + v!kp + vl'U'p' 4 &c,)^ p'={v + v'kp + v"Fp' + &c.)', 

which is at once resolvable into factors which can be rationalized 
separately, giving the result 

[u + ul'k'p' + &c. ± {v'k + v"'ky + &e,)} V' 

= {v+ v"ky + &c. ± {u'kp^ + u'"kY + &c.)Y. 

Thus the equation given for the parallel of a conic is of the 
form considered in this article, and it can be now easily verified 
that the parallel to that parallel at the distance k' consists of 
the two parallels to the conic at the distances k ± k', as manifestly 
ought to be the case. Take again the curve already mentioned, 

x^ + y^= CT, whose tangential equation is (a"* -f 0') v' = a'd'0', 
which being of the form here considered, shows that the parallel 
breaks up Into factors. The tangential equation of the parallel 
is in fact {a' + 0') y' = {aa0 ± k {d' + 0'')'}. 

If we take for u and v respectively the most general functions 
of the first and second degrees in a, 0, 7, u'p' = v' denotes a 
curve of the fourth class having two double tangents, and 
which Is therefore of the eighth order. But these functions may 
be so taken that tho double tangents shall become stationary 
tangents, and that the curve may have another double or 
stationary tangent, and in this way we can form the equation 
of a curve of the third or fourth order whose parallels break 
up Into factors. Of this kind is the reciprocal of a Cartesian, as 
will afterwards be shown. 

120. If we had been using trilinear instead of rectangular 
equations. It follows, from Conics, Art. 61, that the equation of a 
parallel to ax + 0y-\- yz, at a constant distance from it. Is of 
the form 

ax + 0y + yz -i -in {xainA-\-ya'mB+ z sin 6') \\6") = 0, 

where ^ i s 

a''+0' + y'- 2/37 cos ,4 - 27a cos J5 - 2a/S cos C, 
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and we see that if in the tangential equation of a curve we 
write for a, 0, y, 

a+mainA ^/{S), 0 + mainBs/{8), y + msin C\/{S), 

we shall have the tangential equation of a parallel curve. We 
saw, Conics, Art. 382, that 8= 0 Is the tangential equation of the 
points / / ; and It is at once suggested, that if ^ = 0 be the 
tangential equation of any two points, and ax + by + cz=0 
the line joining them, then considering the circular points at 
infinity as replaced by the two points In question, the envelope 
of ax + 0y + yz, and of ax +0y + yz + {ax + by-{-cz) 'J{8) are 
quasi-parallel curves. 

121. We called (Art. 116) the locus of the foot of the 
perpendicular on the tangent from a given pole or centre, the 
pedal of the' given curve. Having found the pedal we may 
find Its pedal again, &c,, and so have a series of second, third, &c,, 
pedals of the given curve. Or we may continue the series 
the other way, the curve of which the given curve Is the pedal 
being the first negative pedal, and so on. The problem of 
finding the negative pedal Is that of finding the envelope of a 
line drawn perpendicular to the radius vector through its 
extremity ; or, In other words. It is that of finding the envelope of 

ax+0y = d' + 0'', 
where a, 0 satisfy the equation of the curve. We have just 
seen that the problem of finding the parallel curve Is that of 
finding the envelope of 

2ax+20y + k'-x'-y' = a' + 0', 

subject to the same conditions; and accordingly Mr, Koberts 
has remarked that the two geometrical problems are both 
reducible to the same analytical problem, viz. that of finding 
an envelope of the form 

Aa + B0+G=a:' + 0'', 
and that if we had the equation of the parallel curve we could 
deduce that of the negative pedal, by writing In It k' = x' + y', 
and then writing ^x, \y for x and y. Ordinarily, indeed, the 
problem of finding the parallel curve is the more difficult of the 
two; but this method gives immediately the negative pedal of 
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the right line or circle. For the parallel to a right line Is a 
pair of equidistant parallel lines, and the parallel to a circle 
of radius a Is two concentric circles of radii a±k. In either of 
these cases, then, the equation of the parallel curve can be 
written down without calculation, and the negative pedal thence 
derived by the process just Indicated. 

122, If for any curve there Is taken on each radius vector 
OP from an arbitrary origin or centre of inversion a portion 
OP equal to the reciprocal of OP, the locus of P' is said 
to be the inverse of the given curve. From this definition it 
is easily Inferred that the pedal of a curve is the inverse of 
its polar reciprocal, and that the first negative pedal is the 
polar reciprocal of its inverse; the reciprocation being per
formed In regard to a circle described about the origin or centre 
of inversion as Its centre. 

There Is no difficulty In deducing, by reasoning similar to 
that used in other similar cases, the characteristics of the curve 
inverse to a given one, and hence those of the pedal and of the 
negative pedal respectively, and It Is sufficient to give the 
results. We use / and g In the same sense as before to denote 
the number of times that the curve passes through a point / or 
/ , or that it touches the line / / ; / ' and g denote the reciprocal 
singularities, viz, the number of times the curve touches a line 
01 or OJ, or that it passes through the origin: p and q denote 
the number of coincidences of tangents -when the origin or when 
a point / or / is a multiple point [for example, we should have 
/) = 1, if the origin were a cusp], and p , q denote the reciprocal 
singularities; then for the inverse curve we have 

M^2m-f-g',B=n + 2m-2{f+g')-{f + g) + {p + (f), 

F= 2m - f- 2g', G =p, F' = q,G' = m -f P = ,;, Q =f 
Hence we must have for the pedal 

M=2n-f-g,N= m + in -2{g + f) - {tf + f) +p' + ,f, 

F=2n-2g-f, 0=p',F' = q', (r = n-f,P=g', Q=f, 
and for tlie negative pedal 

M= n + 2m - 2 ( /+ g') - ( / + g)+p + q^ .,Y= 2m-f-g, 

F=q, 0=.m-fF':=2,u-f--2g', G'=p,F=g, Q' = f. 
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B x , 1. To find the negative pedal of the parabola, the pole being at the focus.* 
Let the equation be ^" = 1 (mx + m'). We may then express any poiirt on t h e 

curve by a; -1- m = X-m, y = 2Xm, and the equation ax + I3y = a' + /3- becomes 

(X' --i)x + 2Xy = (X.2 + 1)2m. 

The invariants of this quartic in X are 

S = o (x + im)', T= (x + im)^ - Mm (x' + y'). 

The discriminant therefore S^ — 21T' becomes divisible by x'+ y' and gives the 
equation 

(x + imy = 27m (x' + y'). 

X J. 

This is equivalent to the polar equation p^ cos JM = m^, which might have been other
wise obtained, since it immediately foUowS, from Art. 95, that if the equation of any 
•curve can be expressed in the form p™ = o" cosmto, the equations of its pedal and 

m m 
negative pedal are of the same form, the new m being r—— and =-̂ ^— respectively. 

I t may be remarked that the equation of the tangent to a parallel to this curve ia 

(X'-l)x + 2Xy = (X' +l)'m + (X' + 1) k, 

the envelope of which is of the fifth order, the ctrrves answering to the values + k 

being distinct. And so in general the parallels -will be unioursal of crtrvea, the 

equation of whose tangent is 

(X'-l)x + 2Xy=<l,(X). 

If we take tp (X) = mX? we get a curve of the third class and fourth order touched 
by the line at infinity and passing through the points / , / . 

E x . 2. To find the negative pedal of -^ + -p = 1, the pole being at the centre. 

Writing as usual for the coordinates of any point a cos ^ and b ain <p, we have to 
find the envelope of 

ax coscp + bysm(p = a'cos-c^ + b' sin%^ = i(a' + b') +i(a'- b') cos2^. 

Hence, -writing for the moment ^ (a- + J^ = m, J (a' — b'^ = n, the envelope is (see 

Art . 85, Bx. 3). 

{5(a'x'+b''y'')-4=(m,' + 5n')Y + {9(m-8n) a'x' + 9(m + 3n) b'y' - »m(m'-9n'')y=0. 

Eor Professor Cayley's solution of the same problem, see Geometry of Three Dimen
sions, (Art. 481). 

B x . 3. To find the negative pedal of the eUipse, the pole being at the focus. 
The X measured from the focus is c + a cos (j> and the focal radius vector a + c cos <p. 
W e ha,ve therefore to find the envelope of 

X (c + a coatp) + yb sincj) = (a + c cos<p)', 

or of ^eoB2<l> + a(ic- 2x) coacj}- 2by siB<^ + (2a« + c'- 2cx) = 0 

and the envelope is 

{36^ (x' + y') - (2b' + cx)Y^ + 9b' (a' -cx + 2c') (x' + y') - (2J' + cxyy = 0, 

which, when expanded, -wUl plamly be divisible by x' + y' and will represent a curve 

of the fourth degree, having the lines x''+ y' as stationary tangents. 

I t may easily be seen that this is the same problem as to find the caustic by 
-£eflexion,jthe rays being perpendicular to the axis. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

METRICAL PROPERTIES OE CURVES. 

123, IN this chapter we shall give some of the more 
Important of the metrical properties of curves. In the investi
gation of such properties Cartesian rectangular coordinates are 
most advantageously employed; then, as we saw in Art. 35, by 
substituting p cos 0 and p sin 0 for x and y, we obtain the lengths 
of the segments made by the curve on any line through the 
origin; and so on any line whatever, since by transformation 
of coordinates any point may be taken for origin. 

The theorem given {Conics, Art. 148) may be generalized as 
follows: If through any point 0 two chords be drawn, meeting 
a curve of the n"' degree in the points R^R^...R„^, 8^8^...8^, then 

the ratio of the products • ^ ' ' /-lo"' Vio" '**̂ ^ ^̂  constant, what-

ever be the position of the point 0, provided that the directions of 
the lines OR, OS be constant.* 

And the proof is the same as that already given in the case 
of conic sections. From the polar equation of the cnrve. Art. 26, 
we see that the product of all the values of the radius vector on a 
line through the origin making an angle 0 with the axis of x is 

A 

~ P cos"e -f Q cos"-'^ sin 5 + &c.' 

and the same product for any other line Is 

A 
~ Pooa'0, + Q eoa"-'0,sin^, + &c. 

Tho ratio Is therefore 

P cos"6i +_Q cos'-'f^slng + &L:. 
Pcoa'0^ + 'Q cos"-'(9, sin0, + &a. 

'I'll!'tUooi'om w.ij first given by ^cwLoii, in hia r.numcmiir Linc.'.y.m Tcrtia 
Ur''ini.^. 
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But we have seen {Conics, Art. 134) that, by a transformation to 
any parallel axes, the coefficients of the highest powers of the 
variables, and therefore this ratio, will be unaltered. 

We may (as at Conics, Art. 148) express the same theorem 
thus: If through two fixed points, 0 and o, any two parallel lines 
be drawn, then_ the ratio of the products 0R^.0R^.0R^...&c. 
: or.^.or^.or^, &c. will be constant, whatever be the common direction 
of these lines. 

For the value of the second product Is -̂ ^ w?^—?— i where 
^ i^ cos p -I- &c.' 

A is the absolute term when o is made the origin; and the ratio 
of the products Is A : A, and independent of 0. We have seen 
(Conics, Art, 134) that the new absolute term will be the result of 
substituting the coordinates of o In the given equation. We see, 
therefore, that the result of such a substitution Is always propor
tional to the product of the segments Intercepted between o and 
the curve on a line whose direction is given {Conics, Art. 262). 

124. From the preceding theorem is deduced at once 
Camot's theorem, of which we have given a particular case 
(Conics, Art. 313). Let each of the sides of a polygon ABC, &c., 
meet a curve of the n*'^ degree in n real points. We shall 
denote by, {B)', the continued product of the n segments made on 
the side BG between B and the curve; by '{B) the product of 
the segments made on the side BA. Then 

{AY {B)' {CY {Py &c. = '{A) '{B) '{G) '(/>) &c. 

For through any point draw radii vectores parallel to the sides 
of the polygon, and denote the continued product of the seg
ments on each of these lines by (a), {b), (c), &c., then, disregarding 
signs, 

'{B):{BY::{a):{b), 

'{G):{C)'::{h):{c), 

'{D) : {D)' :: (c) : {d), 

&c., 

and, compounding all these ratios, the truth of th ;̂ theorem Is 
evident* 
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125. Some ambiguity will be avoided by attention to the 
sign ±, Considering the segments on the line AB, we have 
{A)' the product of n segments measured from A to B; and 
'{B) the product of n segments measured from B to A, and 
therefore according to the rule of signs {Conics, Art. 7), each term 
in the latter product Is to be regarded as of an opposite sign 
from each term In the former, so that if we give to {A/ 
the sign +, we must give to '{B) the sign (—)"; that is to 
say, -f- when n Is even and — when It is odd. And If k be the 
number of sides of the polygon, then since each side of the 
equation of the last article consists of k factors such as {A)', that 
equation must be written 

{A)' {BY {Cy &c. = (-)"* '{A) '{B) '(CO &c.; 
that is to say, the right-hand side will have the sign + when 
either the degree of the curve or the number of sides of the 
polygon is even; but when both are odd, the sign — is to be 
used.* 

Bx. 1. Let a right line meet the aidea of a triangle .IB, J3C, CA, in the points 
c, a, b. Then 

Ac.Ma.Cb = -Ab.Be.Ca(Conics, Art. 42), 

and the sign shows that, if it cut two aidea internally, it must cut the third externally. 
The equation 

Ac,.Ba.Cb = + Ab.Bc,. Ca (Conics, Art. 43) 

will be fulfilled if the three lines Aa, Bb, Cc„ meet in a point; and the Une AB is 
cut harmonically in the points c and c,. 

Bx. 2. Let each aide of the triangle touch a conic in the points a, i, c. Camot's 
theorem gives us 

Ac'. Ba'. Cb' = + Ab'. Be'. Ca'; 

and, therefore, Ac. Ba, Cb =: ± Ab .Be. Ca. 

The lower sign cannot be used, since no line can meet a conic in three points : we 
learn then that if a conic be inscribed in a tilongle, the linos joining each vertex to 
the opposite point of contact meet in a point. 

Bx. 3. Let a, b, c be points of inflexion on a ciurvc of the third degree, at which 
BO, CA, AB, are tangents; then by Carhot's theorem, 

AcK Ba\ Cb" = - AbK i?c». Ca>, 

the only real root of -w-liich ia 

Ac.Ba. Cl> = -Ab.Bc. Ca. 

Hence, if a curve of the third degree have three real poitUs of inflexion, they tnt«* lie 
on one right line. Honoo, too, a curvo ot tho third degree can have only three 

* Soo I'luokor'a flystem da- Anahjtifchcn Geometrie, p. -U. 
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real pouits of inflexion; for thia argmnent would ahow that all the real points of 
inflexion must lie on a right line; and a right line can only meet the cm-ve in three 
points. 

The same reasoning proves that if any curve of an odd degree n have three real 
points, at each of which the tangent meets the curve in n points, these three points 
must lie on one right line. 

Ex. 4. Let a ciu-ve of the fourth degree have three double tangents; -H'e have 

Ad'.Ac;-.Ba'.Ba;-. Cb'.Cb;- = Ab''. Ab;.Be'. Be;. Ca'. Ca;, 

whence Ac .Ae,.Ba.Ba,. Cb. Ch, = + Ab.Ab,.Bc.Bc,.Ca. Ca,; 

but on accotmt of the double sign we can only infer that " if a curve of the fourth 
degree have three double tangents, the conic through five of the points of contact 
•wfll either pass through the sixth, or through the point which, with the sixth, divides 
harmonically the side of the triangle on which the sixth hes." There are thus two 
distinct kinds of triads of double tangents, according as one or the other of these 
geometrical relations holds good. 

126. There are some particular cases for which Carnot's 
theorem requires to be modified. First, if one of the angles 
{A) of the polygon were at Infinity, that is to say, If two 
adjacent sides be parallel, then (J ) ' ultimately = '{A), and we 
still have the equation 

(5)'({7)'&c. = ' (5) ' (C)&e. 

Secondly, if one of the angles {A) were on the curve; then 
one of the n terms vanishes in each of the products {A)' and '{A) ; 

, ^ ,. AR avtxREA 
but now, since the ratio ot any two lines —r^ = ——p, „ . , we ' •' AR sm R RA' 
may substitute for the ratio of these two vanishing sides the 
ratio of the sines of the angles which the sides of the polygon at 
A make with the tangent at A, and the theorem becomes 

{AY {B)' {Cy &c, _ '{A) '{B) '{G) &c, 
sin a sin a ' 

where {Ay, '{A) have each but m- 1 factors, and where a, a are 
the angles which the sides on which {Ay, '{A) are measured 
make with the tangent at A. In this manner we can deduce 
that, "if any polygon be Inscribed In a conic the continued 
product of the sines of the angles, which each side makes with 
the tangent at its right-hand extremity, is equal to the similar 
product of the sines of the angles made with the tangent at the 
other extremity." 
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DIAMETERS. 

127, If there be n points in a right line, a point on the line, 
such that the algebraic sum of Its distances from these points 
shall vanish, is called the centre of mean distances of the given 
points. Let the distance of the centre from any assumed point 
on the line be y, let that of the other points be y,, y^, y^, &c,, 
then the distances of the centre from the given points are y — y„ 
y —y^, &c,, and the condition given by the definition is 

2 (y-y , ) = 0, o r n 2 / - S ( y J = 0; 

whence we learn that the distance of any assumed point from the 
centre is equal to the sum of the distances of the assumed point 
from the given points, divided by the number of these points; 
or is equal to the mean distance of the assumed point from the 
given points. Thus, if there be only two given points, the 
centre of mean distances is the middle point of the line joining 
them, and the distance of any point on the line from the 
middle point is half the sum of Its distances from the two 
given points. 

The well-known properties of the diameters of conics have 
been generalized by Newton into the following theorem, true for 
all algebraic curves : If on eacJi of a system of parallel chords 
of a curve of the n^^ degree there be taken the centre of mean 
distances of the n points where the chord meets the curve, the locus 
of this centre is a right line, which may be called the diameter 
corresponding to the given system of parallel chords. 

To prove this theorem, we adopt the same method of inves
tigation as in the case of conic sections {Conics, Ai't, 141), The 
origin would be the centre of mean distances for a chord making 
an angle 0 with the axis of x, if, when we transform to polar 
coordinates by substituting p cos 0, p sin 0 (or in case of oblique 
axes, tnp, np), for x and y, 0 be such as to cause the coefficient 
of p""' to vanish. If wo seek then the condition that any other 
point x'y' should be the centre of mean distances for a parallel 
chord, we must examine what relation should exist between 
x', y', In order that when we transform the axes to this point 
the now coefficient of p""' should vanish for the same value 
of 6. But when tho given equation TJ= 0 Is transformed to 
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parallel axes by substituting x + x, y + y, for x and y. It 
becomes 

yj. ,dU ^ ,dU,f„d'U „,,d'U „d''U\ „ 

only the three first terms can contain powers of the variables as 
high as the {n — 1)'", and since these involve x'y' only In the first 
degree, the required locus must be a right line. Its equation Is, 
In fact, 

du du 
dx ^ dy "-' ' 

where, in u^, u^_^, cos 0 and sin 0 (or, if the axes be oblique, m 
and n) have been substituted for x and y. 

128. Newton has also remarked, that if any chord cut the 
curve and its asymptotes, the same point will be the centre of 
mean distances for both, and that therefore the algebraic sum of 
the intercepts between the curve and its asymptotes = 0, This 
is the extension of the well-known theorem {Conics, Art. 197). 
The fruth of it follows at once from the equation of a diameter 
given in the last Article, and from what was proved (Art. 52) 
that the terms M„, M„_J, are the same In the equation of the curve 
and In that of Its n asymptotes. 

129. We may in like manner seek the locus of a point such 
that the .sum of the products in pairs of the intercepts, measured 
in a given direction between it and the curve, .shall vanish. 
The origin would be such a point If the coefficient of p""" 
vanished for the given value of 0, and the locus is found, as In 
Art. 127, by examining what relation must exist between x' and 
y' In order that the coefficient of p"'' In the transformed equa
tion should vanish. But since the terms of the (re —2)'" degree 
in X and y involve no powers higher than the second of x' and y', 
the locus will be a conic section, which we shall call the 
diametral conic. 

Its equation is readily seen to be 

du , du^, . , 

where, in u^^, &c., cos^ and 

dx' 

sine 

+ 2xy 

have 

dxdy 
„ d^u \ 

been substituted for 
Q 
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X and y. The distance of any point from either point on the 
diametral conic being y, and from the curve y^, y^, &c., we have, 
by the definition, 

s(y-y,)(y-y,) = o. 
The number of terms in this sum is the same as the number 

of combinations in pairs of n things, and Is therefore = Jn (n — 1). 
This, therefore, will be the coefficient of y'' when we multiply out 
each of these products and add them together. In the same 
case the coefficient of y will consist of |n(w —l) terms, each of 
^he form -{y^+y,^, and since It must involve the n quantities 
y^, y.^, &c., symmetrically. It must be - (n — 1) 2 (y). Hence 

^{y- y.) iy-y.) = \n{n- l) f-{n- l)^S (yj + S {y,y,) = 0. 
This quadratic gives the distances of any point from the diame
tral conic when we know Its distances from the curve. \n {n — 1) 
times the product of these two distances = 2 {y,y^, or theproduct 
of the distances from the diametral conic is equal to the mean 
product in pairs of the distances from the curve, since there 
are ^n {n — 1) such products. The sum of the distances from 

2 
the diametral conic = - S(^). The mean distance Is then the 

same for both curves, since there are two such distances in 
the one case, and n In the other; and the two curves have 
the same diameter. 

130. There is no difficulty In seeing that a curve of the n** 
degree may have other curvilinear diameters of any degree up 
to the (m—1)"'. Thus the locus of a point such that the sum 
of the products In threes of its distances from the curve should 
vanish, is found by putting the coefficient of p""' in the trans
formed equation = 0; and since this coefficient involves no 
higher than the third powers of the variables, the locus will 
be of the third degree. We may see too, in like manner, that 

2 { y - y , ) {y-y,)[y-y^ = i « { n - i ) { n - 2 ) f 

-\{n-\.) {n - 2) y S (y.) + {n-2)y^ {y^y^) - v (jj^y^^^ 

and we can readily Infer hence that the cnrve and Its cubical 
diameter will have the same mean distance, mean product in 
pairs, and mean product In threes of the distances; so In like 
manner for diameters of higher dimensions. More light will 
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be thrown on the subject of these curvilinear diameters by con
siderations which we shall explain presently, 

131, To the mention we have made of diameters we may 
add some notice of centres. If all the terms of the degree n — 1 
were wanting In the equation, then the algebraic sum of all the 
radii vectores through the origin would vanish, and the origin 
might in one sense be called a centre. 

The name centre, however, is ordinarily only applied to the 
case where every value of the radius vector Is accompanied by 
an equal and opposite one. In this case, If the equation be 
transformed to polar coordinates, it must be a function of p' 
only. If the curve then be of an even degree, its equation In 
a! and y, referred to the centre, can contain none of the odd 
powers of the variables, and must be of the form 

u^ + u^ + u^ + &c. = 0. 

If the curve be of an odd degree. Its polar equation must be 
reducible to a function of p' by dividing by p ; and the a! and y 
equation can contain none of the even powers of the variables, 
but must be of the form 

u^+u^ + u. + &c. = 0. 

This form shows that if a curve of an odd degree have a 
centre, that centre must be a point of Inflexion. It Is also 
evident that it Is only In exceptional cases that a curve of any 
degree above the second will have a centre; since it is not 
generally possible, by transformation of coordinates, to remove 
so many terms from the equation as to bring it to either of 
the forms given above. 

POLES AND POLARS. 

132. We pass now to an important theorem, first given by 
Cotes In his Harmonia Mensurarum: If on each radius vector, 
through a fi.ced point 0, there he taken a point R, such that 

JL - ^ 1 1 . 
OB ~ OR^ ^ OB, •*" OR^ "̂  '^"•' 

then the locus of B will be a right Une. 
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For, making 0 the origin, the equation which determines 
OR,, &c., is of the form 

A-+{Booa0^-C sin 0) -„-, 
P P 

+ {D coa'0 + Eooa0 sin 0 + F am'0) -5-^ + &c, = 0. 

Hence 

or, returning to x and y coordinates, 

Bx+Cy + nA= 0. 

This Is the equation found (Art. 60) for the polar line of the 
origin, and the property just proved is the extension of the 
well-known harmonic property of poles and polars of conic 
sections (see Conics, Art. 146). 

133, The preceding property may also be established with
out taking the point 0 as the origin, by a method con-esponding 
to that used, Conics, Art, 92, We have seen (Art. 63) that 
given two points 0, x'y'z', and B, xyz, then the 'equation 
A = 0, or 

X" U' + \"-'/j,A U' + iX"-VA' U' + &c, = 0, 

determines the ratios RR^ : OR^, &c,. In which the line joining 
these two points Is cut by the curve. It follows then from 
the theory of equations, that AU' = 0 expresses the condition 
that the sum of the roots of the equation A = 0 should vanish: 
that is to say, A Z7' = 0 Is the locus of a point R, such that 

RB, RB, „ 
-OR^Ut^^'--'' 

But writing for BR^, 0R^ - OR, &c,, this equation is at once 
seen to be 

j i _ _ 1 J _ . 
Oil~ OR,'^ OR,"^ 

I'M, It can be seen in like manner that the polar conic 
A'''?7' = 0 is the locus of a point, such that 

^ fji'iL h'n\ „ / I M M 1 \ 
^Koii: (A//;)=='^'--U«-a20 ioir-oiO='' 

and similarly for polar curves of higher order. The polar curve 
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of the "̂* order possesses the properties (If OR denote a radius 
vector to the curve, and Or to the polar curve) 

1 J _ _ 1̂  1 
n OR~"k ~d 

1-2 „ 1 1,2 
S^ 

n{n-l) OB^. OR, ~ k{k-l) Or,. Or,' 

1.2,3 ^ 1 _ 1-^-3 .^ 1 ?, 
M(w-l)(m-2) OR,. OR,. OR^ k[k- l)[k-2) 0r,.0r,.0r^ 

135. If the point 0 be at Infinity, then the distances OR,, 
OR,, &c., may be regarded as having to each other the ratio of 

equality, and the denominators In all the fractions -y^' , >j „ ' , 

&c., may be considered as equal. The property then of the 
7? 7? 

polar line 2 -y=i = 0, reduces, when 0 is at infinity, to 2 {RR,) = 0; 

or the sum vanishes of the intercepts between the polar and the 
curve on the parallel chords which meet at 0. Thus then the 
polar line of a point at an infinite distance is the diameter of the 
system of parallel chords which are directed to that infinitely 
distant point. 

So again for the polar conic. The equation 2 (yy^ . 7 7 ^ ) = 0 

reduces when 0 Is Infinitely distant to 2 {RR,. RR.^) = 0, or 
I, {OR-OR,) {OR-OR,)=0, the equation (Art, 129) which 
determines the diametral conic. And so in general, the curvilinear 
diameter of any order •is identical with the polar curve of the 
same order of the infinitely distant point on the system of parallel 
cJiords to which the given diametral curve corresponds. 

136, Mac Laurin has given a theorem, which is the extension 
of Newton's theorem (Art, 128): " i / " through any point 0 a 
line he drawn meeting the curve in n points, and at tliese points 
tangents be drawn, and if any other line through 0 cut the curve 
in B„ B,, (fee, and the system of n tangents in r^, r,, &c., then 

^ 0R~ Or 
It Is evident that two points determine the polar line; that, 

therefore, if two lines through 0 meet two curves in the same 
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points, B„ B„ &c., 8, 8„ &c,, the polar of 0, with regard 
to both curves, must be the same, since two points of it, 
R and 8, are the same for both. This will be equally true 
If the two lines OR, 08 coincide, that is to say: " I f two 
curves of the «*'' degree touch each other at n points in a right 
line, then the polar of any point on that right line will be the 
same for both curves; and therefore if any radius vector through 

such a point meet both curves, we must have 2 -TJV ~^ IJ " 

137. We know that the centre of a conic may be regarded 
as the pole of the line at infinity with respect to the curve. 
With respect to curves of higher order, however, every right 
line has {n — lY poles (Art, 61), and there is therefore no 
unique point for a curve of higher order answering to the cenfre 
of a conic section. But It Is different If we consider curves of 
higher class. The preceding investigations are evidently appli
cable also to tangential coordinates; and thus every right line 
has a pole, a polar curve of the second, third, &c. class, and, 
finally, a polar curve of the {n — 1)"' class, touched by the n 
tangents at the points where the right line meets the curve. 
And If we thus by tangential coordinates seek the pole of the 
line at infinity we find a unique point. 

Let us examine what metrical property is possessed by the 
pole of a line expressed In tangential coordinates, and. In par
ticular, by the pole of the line at infinity. "We take the system 
of Art. 19, In which the coordinates of a line are proportional 
to the perpendiculars let fall on it from three fixed points; and 
then It may be seen, without difficulty, that I: m denotes the 
ratio of the sines of the angles, into whieh the angle between 
two lines a/S7, a'^'7' is divided by the line la + ma, 10 + m0', 
ly + my. The equation then which answers to A = 0 determines 
the ratio of the sines of tho parts into which the ansrle 
between any two lines Is divided by each of the tangents wliich 
can be drawn through their intersection to a curve of the «"" 
class. And, as in Art, 133, the pole R of any line possesses the 

^ _ /sin/?ZVt, \ „ , .„. 
property S [•^jfpQ) = Oj "wbere i^is a variable point on the 

given line; R„ B„ &c., the points of contact of tangents from 
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the point P, 0 any fixed point on the given line. Thus for a 
curve of the second class the relation is 

sin RPR, sin RPR, _ 
sin R,PO "̂  sin R,PO " ' 

that Is to say, " If from any point P, on a fixed line OP, we 
draw tangents PB„ PB,, to a conic, and draw PR so that 
[P. OB^BB,} shall be a harmonic pencil, then OR passes through 
a fixed point." This is the fundamental definition of pole and 
polar with regard to a conic considered as a curve of the second 
class. 

We may write the relation 

^ fainRPR,\ „ . , „ ^ /M,R,\ „ 

where M^ Is the foot of the perpendicular from B, on the line 
RP, and 0, the foot of the perpendicular from the same point 
on the line OP. Now let the line OP go off to Infinity, then 
all the denominators In this latter sum tend to equality, and we 
have simply 2 (ifcf,-KJ = 0; or the sum vanishes of the perpen
diculars let fall from the points of contact of any system of 
parallel tangents on a parallel line through R. In other words 
then, the centre of mean distances of the points of contact of any 
system of parallel tangents to a given curve is a fixed point, which 
Tnay he regarded as a centre of the curve. Thus In a conic the 
middle point of the line joining the points of contact of parallel 
tangents Is a fixed point; in a curve of the third class, the 
centre of gravity of the triangle formed by them, &c. This, 
theorem is due to M. Chasles (Quetelet, vi. 8). 

FOCI. 

138. It was shown {Conics, p. 228) that the foci of conics 
possess the property that the lines joining them to the circular 
points at infinity touch the curve. Hence we are led to the 
following definition of foci in general: A point F is said to 
be a focus of a curve, if the lines FI, FJ both touch the curve, 
or, as we may say, when It Is the Intersection of an 7-tangent 
with a /-tangent.* A curve of the w*'' class has in general ri' 

* This conceptaon is Pliicker's, Crelle, vol. x. p. 84, 
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foci, namely the points of intersection of the n J-tangents with 
the n /-tangents. But the curve being real, n and only n of 
these foci are real; In fact the equation of one of the 7-tangents 
being ^ - f « 5 = 0 (where A and 5 are linear functions of the 
coordinates), that of one of the /-tangents will he A- iB= 0, and 
these Intersect In the real point A = 0,B=0, and there is not on 
either of these tangents any other real point. Thus a conic 
{n = 2) has 4 foci, two of them real. 

In what precedes It is assumed that the points I, J have no 
special position with respect to the curve. Let us now suppose 
that the line / / is an ordinary, or singular, tangent at one or 
more points A, B, &c,, which for the present we suppose to be 
distinct from the points I, J; say that I J reckons g times 
among the tangents from J or / to the curve; then the 
J-tangents are made up of the line / / counting g times, and 
of n—g other tangents; and similarly for the /-tangents. 
Then the only foci which do not lie at infinity evidently consist 
of the Intersections of the n-g J-tangents with the n-g 
/-tangents, and there are {n-g)'' finite foci, of which, as before, 
only n-g are real. The total number of n' foci is made up of 
these {n — gY foci, together with the point J counting g{n—g) 
times (namely, as the Intersection of each of the n—g J-tangents 
with each of the g /-tangents which coincide with IJ); similarly, 
of the point J counting g {n—g) times, and lastly of the g* 
intersections of the g J-tangents coincident with IJ with the 
g /-tangents coincident with IJ. In this last case any J-tangent 
IA must be regarded as intersecting the corresponding /-tangent 
JA at the point of contact A, but its intersection with any 
other / tangent JB will be mdeterminate. Thus, if the line at 
infinity touch the curve in g real points, there will still be « 
real foci, viz, n—g finite foci, and the g points of contact of IJ 
with the curve.* For instance, the parabola {n = 2,g = l) has 
one finite focus, the other real focus being infinitely distant in 
the direction of the axis. 

Again, let tho point J be on the curve; then assuming the 
curve to be real, the point J is also on the curve, and if J 

* Prof. Cayloy thinks that the prctorablo view ia that tho only foci are the (n — g)^ 
foci, and oonssquontly that tho only real foci nre tho ^ n - jt) foci. 
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be a singular point, / will have the same kind of singularity. 
Confining our attention for the moment to the case where both 
are ordinary points, the m - ^ J-tangents consist of the tangent 
at J counted twice, together w'lth. n-g-2 other tangents; and 
similarly for the /-tangents. Then the {n — gY foci are made 
up as foUows: the real Intersection of the tangents at J and / 
counting as four; the n — g —2 Imaginary Intersections of the 
tangent at J with the n—g —2 /-tangents, each counting for 
two; t h e n - ^ — 2 Imaginary intersections of the tangent at / 
with the n—g—2 J-tangents, each counting for two; and lastly, 
the {n—g- 2)" intersections of the two sets of m—^ —2 tangents. 
Of these last, as before, n—g —2 and only n-g —2 are real, 
and the intersection of the tangents at J and / takes the place of 
two of the n — ̂  real foci. Paying attention then only to real 
foci, this point is commonly called a double focus; and we find 
it convenient to use this language, though, as we have just seen, 
if we considered Imaginary as well as real foci, it ought to 
be called a quadruple focus. Thus, in the case of the circle, 
the only focus is the centre, which must be regarded a^ a 
quadruple focus, if we consider that It takes the place of the four 
foci which conics In general possess, but which may be spoken 
of as a double focus If we only pay attention to the two real foci. 

Similarly, if each of the points J, / I s any-tuple point on the 
curve, it is seen In the same way that there aref foci, which 
each count for four and of w h i c h / are real; 2f[n — g — 2f) 
imaginary foci which each count as two, and {n — g— 2fY single 
foci of which n — g-2f are real. Considering then both real 
and imaginary foci, we should say that there aref quadruple, 
2 / ( w - ^ —2/) double, and (ri — g-2fY single foci; but con
sidering real foci only, we may say that there are f double, 
n — g— 2/single foci, and g foci at infinity. 

If J and / be each of them an Inflexion, op each a cusp, then 
the tangent at J or / counts three times among the J or /-tan
gents ; ard there are from each point n — g —3 other tangents. 
The {n—gY foci are then as before seen to be made up of one 
whieh counts as nine, of {n —g— 3) + {n—g—3) which each 
count as three, and {n — g - 3)̂  single foci. Of these last 
n — g —3 are real, and the only other real focus is the intersec
tion of the tangents at J and / , which is commonly called a 

R 
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triple focus as counting for three among the real foci, though 
if we took Into account imaginary as well as real foci, it ought 
to be regarded as a 9-tuple focus. There is no difficulty In 
extending the theory to the cases where J and / are multiple 
points of higher order at which several tangents coincide, or 
where they are points at whieh the tangent has contact with the 
curve of a higher order than the second, or where they are 
ordinary or singular points having J / for their common tangent. 

139, Given any two real foci A, A of a curve, the lines 
AI, AJ; A'l, A J, meet in two Imaginary points B, B' which 
are also foci of the curve; and the relation between the two 
pairs of points is, that the lines AA, BB' bisect each other at 
right angles in a point 0, such that OA (= OA) Is equal to 
iOB{=iOB'). The points A, A and B, F have been termed 
"anti-points." The relation Is one of frequent occurrence in 
plane geometry; thus a conic has two pairs of foci, which 
are anti-points of each other; any circle through A, A cuts 
at right angles any circle through B, B', &c. I t is to be added, 
that being given the n real foci, we form with these \n {n — 1) 
pairs, each gmng rise to a pair of anti-points, and thus obtain 
the remaining n'- n foci. 

140. The coordinates of the foci of a curve are obtained by 
forming the equation of the tangents whieh can be dra-wn from 
the point J to the curve. This will be of the form P+iQ = 0, 
the corresponding equation for the point / wiU be P—iQ = 0, 
and the intersection of the two systems of tangents are given by 
the equations P= 0, Q = 0. Thus denoting the first dift'erential 
coefficients with respect to x and y by U„ U,; the second by 
?7jj, TJ„, U,„ See.; then, by Art. 78, the equation of the system 
of tangents from 1, t, 0 is got by forming the discriminant of 
\"U+ \"" {U, + iU,) + ̂ \"-' (U„ + 2!U„- UJ + &c. = 0. Thus, 
if the curve be a conic, tho discriminant is 

{U;'-V:-2U{U„-UJ} + 2i{Tr,U,--2Ul\,), 
and the foci are got by equating the real and Imaginaiy parts 
separately to zero. By combining these equations, we get the 
equation of the two right lines, tho axes, on which the foci 
lie, viz. 

uAu,'-u:)-{u„-u„)u,u,=o. 
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The very same equations determine the foci of a cubic passing 
through the points J, / ; of a quartic having these points for 
double points, &e,; for In any of these cases it Is easy to see that 
all the terms but those written above vanish of the equation 
whose discriminant is to be found. 

141. We can also determine the foci, as at Conics, Art. 258, 
Ex., by expressing the condition that x—x'+i{y—y') should touch 
the curve; or, in other words, by substituting In the tangential 
equation, 1, «", - {x' + iy') for a, 0, y. The real and imaginary 
parts of the equation then separately equated to zero determine 
the coordinates of the foci. It is not difficult to find a real 
geometric interpretation of each of these equations. Let the 
condition that x — x'+p {y—y') should touch the curve be -written 

ap' + hp"^^ + cp"-'' + &c. = 0, 

where a, b, &c. are functions of x, y'; then by the theory of 
he 

equations — , - , &c. are the sum, sum of products in pairs, 

&c. of the tangents of the angles, which the tangents to the 
curve throngh xy make with the axis of x. If now we write 
p = i, and equate to zero the real and imaginary parts of the 
equation, we get the two equations 

a — c + e-&c. = 0, h — d +f— &c. = 0; 

the second of which, by the well-known formula for the tangent 
of the sum of several angles, expresses that the sum of the 
angles made with the axis of x by the tangents through x'y 
is either zero or is some multiple of TT; and the first of 
the equations expresses that the sum of the angles is some odd 
multiple of JTT. Hence the locus of a point such that the sum 
of the angles made with a fixed line by the tangents through It 
to a curve of the «'" class shall be given Is a curve of the 
w'" degree, whose equation, the fixed line being taken for axis 
of X, is easily seen to be 

{a-c + e- &c.) ian0 = b- d +f- &c. 

Whatever be the fixed line or the angle, the locus will pass 
through the foci of the curve. This may appear paradoxical, 
since it follows hence, that the sum of the angles made with 
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any line by the tasngcnts from a focus may be equal to any 
given quantity. The reason of this is that the tangents of two 
of these angles are + i, and tho tangent of their difference assumes 

the form - , and may be any assignable quantity. In fact. If 

ian^ = i, 4> may be regarded as an Infinite angle, since it pos
sesses the properties sin^ = cos^ = co and tan (0-f a) = tan ^, 
and the difference of two Infinites Is indeterminate. 

We have seen (Art. 110) that a tangent through one of the 
points J, / coincides with the normal; and hence every focus of 
a curve Is also a focus of Its involutes and evolute, 

142, An important property of the perpendiculars let fall 
from the foci on any tangent Is at once derived from the 
equation expressed in that system of line-coordinates (Art, 19 
and Conics, p. 364) in which the variables are the perpendi
culars let fall from three fixed points on any line. Let a, 0, y, S, 
&c, be the n foci: let aco' denote the points J, / ; then, since 
the lines aco, am, &c, are to be tangents to the curve, the 
tangential equation must be of the form 0,578 &c. = ww'^, 
where ^ is a function of the order n — 2 In the line-coordinates. 
For curves of the second class, this at once gives the property 
that the product of the perpendiculars from the two foci on any 
tangent is constant, since it was proved {Conics, p. 363) that 
for caw' we may substitute a constant. 

Similarly, replacing wen' by a constant, the general equation 
of curves of the third class is 0(87 = kS, where a, 0, 7 denote the 
three foci, and 8 a certain fourth point: viz., we may from 
each focus draw to the curvo (besides the two tangents through 
J, / respectively) a single tangent; and the form of the 
equation shows that the three tangents from the points a, 0, y 
respectively meet In a point S.''̂ " "We learn, then, that the 
product of the three focal perpendiculars on any tangent to 
a curve of the third class Is in a constant ratio to tho per
pendicular on the same tangent from the point 8. If the 
curvo pass througii tho points J, / , there is a double focus, 

* The re('i|)rooiil Ihcorciu for curves of tho third order out by any two lines 
is giron i><id, Art. 148, 
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and the equation takes the form d'0 = ^8, the interpretation of 
wiiich is obvious. If a focus A Is at infinity, we can see how 
the formula is to be modified, by first using for the coordinate a 
the perpendicular distance of A from any tangent divided by 
AB; and then, when A goes to infinity In the direction AB, 
it is easy to see that a will be cos 0 where 0 is the angle made 
by AB with the direction of the perpendiculars on the tangent. 
Thus the formula for a conic, a/3 = k', becomes in the case of 
the parabola where A passes to infinity, 0 cos ̂  = k, showing 
that the locus of the foot of the perpendicular from the focus 0 
in a tangent Is a right line. In like manner for a curve of the 
third class the formula a0y = kh becomes 0y cos 0 = kS, which 
may be -written 0y = kS', if we understand by S' the intercept 
made by the variable tangent on a line drawn through J> 
parallel to AB. 

For curves of the fourth class the equation Is a0yS = k''cf> 
where 0 is the conic section which, as the equation shows, is 
touched by the eight focal tangents which do not pass through 
J, / . But if the foci of this conic be E, ̂ , the equation may be 
put into the form a;S78 = k'e.^ + l^, the geometrical interpreta
tion of which Is obvious. This equation Includes the form 
0/378 = Z* or = cd'co'^, whieh represents a curve on which the 
foci a, 0, 7, 8 are double foci; the form a^0 = eo^co" in which 
J, / are points of Inflexion, &e. 

And so In general the tangential equation of a curve of the 
n'^ class gives a relation of the first degree connecting the 
product of the n focal perpendiculars, of n — 2 other perpen
diculars, of w —4 other pei-pendlculars, &e,, and so on until we 
come either to a single perpendicular or a constant term, 

143. From relations connecting the focal perpendiculars on 
the tangent can be deduced relations connecting the angles 
between the focal radii and the tangent. For if AP be the 
perpendicular a on the tangent at any point R of the curve, 
and if c?^ be the angle between two consecutive tangents, 
we have da = RPdj>. Similarly d0 = RP'dcfi, &c. So that 
if we differentiate the relation connecting the perpendi
culars, we may substitute for each da, RP the corresponding 
intercept on the tangent between the foot of the focal per-
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pendicular and the point of contact. Thus from a0y = k'S 
we deduce 

da d0 _ dy ^^ _ n 
h -3 - -r —• — F ~ "» 

a 0 y o 

RP RP RP" RP" _ rt 
whence - j p + ;gp' + Qp" ~ . f tp" " ' 

or cot 0 -f cot 0' + cot 0" - cot 0'" = 0, 
where ^ Is ^ 5 P , the angle of Inclination of the tangent to the 
focal radius vector AR, &c, 

144. The example of conics would lead us to expect to find 
simple relations connecting the distances of any point on the 
curve from the foci. There does not appear to be any general 
theory of such relations, but we can without difficulty find 
particular curves for which they exist, for we have only to 
write down any relation connecting the distances of a variable 
point from fixed points, and find the locus for which it Is 
satisfied. Each distance, if expressed in terms of the coor
dinates. Involves a square root; and if, as wiU commonly 
happen, the equation when cleared of radicals is of the form 
Mp" = wv^, the two imaginary lines denoted by p" = 0 are tan
gents to the curve, and the fixed point J ' is a focus. In 
this way we might study the relations p 4 mp = d, for which 
the locus is an ellipse or hyperbola when m = ±l, a cu-cle 
when d=0, and in other cases a Cartesian: Ip+mp'+ np''=0 
for which the locus is In general a quartic having the points IJ 
for double points, or, as we may say, a blcirculiu- quartic; but 
when l±m±n = 0, the curve Is a cubic passing throngh the 
points IJ, or, as we may say, a circular cubic: pp'=d^, for -ft-hlch 
the locus is a Cassinlan (see Art. 55, Ex. 3); or, more generally, 
ap" + bpp + cp"' = dJ', which is In general a quartic, but is a 
cubic if a±h + c = 0, that is to say, if the left-hand side of the 
equation Is divisible by p ± p', &c. AVe postpone the further 
discussion of this subject until we come to treat of the curv^ 
referred to. 

From a relation coniioctiug the focal distances -we can infer 
a relation connecting the angles \\hich the focal radii make 
with the tangent; for it Is proved, as In Art. 95, that each 
dp = cos 0ds, where 9 is tho anglo between tho focal radius and 

file:////hich
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the tangent. Thus from p + mp =dwe infer cos ̂  -1- «i cos 5' = 0, 
&c. From the value given in the last article for da, &c. we 
may infer Rda = pdp, &c., where R Is the radius of curvature. 
Thus, for example, if we are given that la + 7n0 + &e. is con
stant, we can infer that Ip' + mp'" + &c. is constant. 

145. Denoting by N the number of conditions (Art. 27) 
necessary to determine a curve of the n^^ order, then if we 
are given that such a curve is circnlar, that Is to say, that it 
passes throngh the points J, / ; and If we are given N— 3 other 
points on the curve, the locus of the double focus (or inter
section of the tangents at J, / ) is a circle. For since but one 
curve of the n^ order can be described to pass though N 
points, if in addition to the above conditions we are given 
a consecutive point at I, that is to say, if we are given FI 
the tangent at J, the curve -will be completely determined, 
and therefore FJ the tangent at / is determined. The point 
F is then the intersection of corresponding lines of two homo-
graphic pencils {Conics, Art. 331), that is to say, two pencils 
such that to any line of one answers one and only one line of 
the other. The locus of F is therefore a eoni" passing through 
the vertices of the pencils J, / , that is to say. It is a circle. 
This conic breaks up into the line IJ and another line, when to 
the line IJ of one pencil answers the line JI of the other. This 
will be the case In the present example when n = 2, since IJ 
cannot be a tangent to a conic passing through the points J, / , 
unless the conic break up into two right lines, and the theorem 
then is that for the circles which pass through two fixed points, 
the locus of the cenfres Is a line; but when n Is greater than 2, 
the locus will In general be a circle. 

146, In like manner If we are given N— 1 tangents to a 
curve of the «*̂  class, the curve Is completely determined if one 
more tangent FI be given. The reasoning of the last article 
will apply, and the locus of the focus will be a circle, if the con
ditions are such that when the curve is determined, only one 
tangent can be drawn to it from the point / . This will be the 
case, if among the given conditions Is, that the line IJ is a 
tangent of the multiplicity n-1, since then but one more tangent 
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can bo drawn to the curve from any point on that line. We 
have seen. Art. 41, that to be given that a point Is a multiple point 
of the order k, is the same as if \k {k + 1) points were given 
Similarly to be given that IJ is an {n — l)-tuple tangent, is 
equivalent to being given | « {n — 1) tangents. Observing then 
that N—^n{n — l) = 2n, we Infer that If we are given 2n—l 
tangents of a curve of the n" class, and also that the line at 
infinity Is an {n — l)-tuple tangent, the locus of the focus (in 
this case there being but one focus) is a circle. Thus being 
given three tangents to a parabola, the locus of the focus 
is a circle. Again, the locus of the focus is a circle if we 
are given five tangents to a curve of the third class, among 
whose tangents the line at Infinity counts for two. A particular 
curve of this system is the complex made up of the point at 
infinity on any of the five tangents, and the parabola touching 
the other four; the focus of the parabola being the focus of the 
complex. Hence we have Miquel's theorem {Conics, Art. 268, 
Note) that the foci of the five parabolas which touch any four 
of five given lines lie on a circle.* 

* This proof of Miquel's theorem is Mr. Clifford's, for whose other inferences from 
the same principle, see Messenger of Mathematics, Vol, v., p, 137, 
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CHAPTER V 

CURTES OF THE THIRD ORDER, 

147. I T has been proved (Art. 42) that a curve of the third 
order, or, as we shall for shortness calllt, a cubic, may have one 
double point, but cannot have any other multiple point. Hence 
is suggested the fundamental division of cubics into non-singular, 
having no double point; nodal, having a double point at which 
the tangents are distinct, and cuspidal, having a double point 
at which the tangents coincide. Pliicker's numbers (Art. 82) 
for the three cases respectively are: 

m/ 8 K m T t 

3 0 0 6 0 9 

3 1 0 4 0 3 

3 0 1 3 0 1. 
I t thus appears that the curves are of the sixth, fourth, and 
third class rgspeetlvely, or are such that six, four, or three 
tangents respectively can be drawn to the curve from an 
arbitrary point. If the point be on the curve, the tangent at 
the point counts for two among these tangents (Art, 79), and 
the number of tangents distinct from the tangent at the point 
is four, two, or one. If the point be a point of Inflexion, the 
stationary tangent counts for three, and the number of other 
tangents which can be drawn through the point of Inflexion 
is further reduced by one. 

Nodal cubics may obviously be subdivided (Art. 38) into 
crunodal tod acnodal, according as the tangents at the double 
point are real or Imaginary. We shall hereafter see that there 
is a paralllel subdivision of non-singular cubics. But for the 
pi?«sent we postpone the further discussion of the classification 
Q)f cubics, as the reader will be able to follow it with more 
intelligence when he has first been put In possession of some of 
the general properties of these curves. We likewise postpone 

s 
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the discussion of the general equation and the examination 
of its Invariants, and we commence by applying to the case 
of cubics theorems we have already obtained for curves of any 
degree, beginning with the theorems on the Intersection of 
curves established In the first Section of Chapter I I . 

SECT, I,—INTERSECTION OF A GIVEN CUBIC WITH OTHER CURVES. 

148. It has been proved (Art. 29) that all cubics which pass 
through eight fixed points on a given cubic also pass through 
a ninth fixed point on the curve. This Is a fundamental 
theorem leading to the greater part of the properties of cubic 
curves. In particular we Infer that if two right lines whose 
equations are A = 0, B=0, meet a cubic In points a, a', a", 
b, h', b" respectively, and If the lines ah, ab', a'b" (whose 
equations we write J> = 0, E=0, F=0), meet the cubic in 
points c, c, c", then the line cc'((7=0) joining two of those 
points will pass through the third. For the lines J), E, F 
make up a cubic passing through the nine points; the lines 
A, B, (7 make up a cubic passing through eight of these points, 
therefore it will pass through the ninth c", and since this point 
cannot lie on either of the lines A, B which already meet the 
curve each in three points. It must lie on C. Since the given cubic 
passes through the intersection of the cubics ^ 5 (7=0, DEF=0, 
its equation must be capable of being written in the form 
L>EF-kABC=0. 

149. Let us suppose that the fines A, B coincide,, then we 
deduce as a particular case of the preceding theorem, that if a 
right line, .4 = 0, meet the curve In three points a, a\ a', the 
tangents at these points, J) = 0, ^ = 0 , J ' = 0 , meet the cu.rve in 
points c, c, c respectively, which lie on a right line C = 0 , 
and the equation of the curve may in that case be written 
I)EF-kAC=0. The point c. In which the tangent a<i any 
point a meets the curve again is called the tangential of the poiiu 
a; and the line G on which lie the tangentials of the tiVree 
points a Is called the satellite of the line A, We shall horcr.fh"' 
show how when the equation of A is given, ai.x+ 0y + ye = O, 
the equation of G can be formed. The line 4̂ will have a real 
satellite, even though instead of meeting the enrvt; in three real 
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points it meets it in one real and two imaginary points. The 
equations of the tangents at the imaginary points wik be of the 
form P± iQ = 0; their product will be real; and the equation of 
the curve can be written in the form D {P^+ Q^)=kA'C. 

Two cases of the theorem of this article deserve to be 
noticed. First, let the line A be at infinity, then the tangents 
D, E, F at the points where it meets the curve are the three 
asymptotes; each asymptote meets the curve In one finite point, 
and we learn that these three points lie on a right line G, 
the satellite of the line at Infinity, In this case the equation of 
the curve is reducible to the form DEF=kC, and we have the 
theorem that the product of the perpendiculars from any point 
of the curve on the three asymptotes is in a constant ratio 
to the perpendicular from the same point on the line C 

Secondly, let the points a, a' be points of inflexion; then 
evidently the tangentials of these points coincide with the 
points themselves; the satellite line G therefore coincides with 
A, and consequently the third point a' In which it meets the 
curve Is also a point of inflexion (see Art. 125, Ex. 3). The equa
tion of the curve Is thus reducible to the form DEF= kA", where 
^ = 0 is the equation of the line through the three Inflexions, 
and D = 0, E=^0, F=0 are the equations of the tangents at 
these three points respectively. 

150. The theorem of Art, 149 may be otherwise stated, 
starting with the line C Instead of with A; viz, given three 
coUinear points c, c, & of a cubic, the line joining a the point 
of contact of any of the tangents from c, to a' the point of 
contact of any of the tangents from c will pass through the 
point of contact of one of the tangents from c". Only one 
tangent can be drawn at a point of a curve, and therefore to 
any position of A corresponds but one position of C; but In 
the case of a non-singular cubic four tangents can be drawn 

from, any point on the curve, and therefore to any position of 
C correspond sixteen positions of A. The twelve points of 
contact lie on the sixteen lines A, viz. each line A contains 
three points of contact, and through each point of contact there 
pass four lines A. 
It Let us consider more particularly the case where C touches 
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the curve, and let us suppose the points c, c' to coincide. 
Then we see that the line joining a,", one of the points of 
contact of tangents drawn from c", to a, one of the points 
of contact of tangents from c, must pass through one of the 
other points of contact from c, say a,. In like manner, the line 
joining a^'a^ passes through a^. We have then the following 
theorem: ITie four points a,a,a^a^ which are the points of 
contact of tangents from any point c of the curve are the vertices 
of a quadrangle, the three centres of which are also points on 
the curve, and are such that the tangents at these points and 
the tangent at o all meet the curve in the same point. 

151. Betuming to the case where G does not touch the 
curve, we have the tangents from c touching at the points 
a,, a,, o„ a^, and the tangents from c' touching at the points 
ffl/, a^, flg', a/. Attending only to two points, say a,, a, of the 
first tetrad. It appears that separating the points of the second 
tetrad Into pairs in a definite manner, say these are a j , a^ and 
Og', a^, then combining the pair a„ a, first with the pair a,', a^, 
the lines a,a,', a,a^ meet In a point on the curve, and also the 
lines a,a^, a,a^ meet in a point on the curve; and secondly %vlth 
the pair a^a^, the lines a,a^, a,al meet In a point on the curve, 
and also the lines a,a^, a,a^ meet In a point on the curve: viz. 
the four new points are the points of contact of the tangents 
from c" to the curve. Any two points such that the tangents 
at these points respectively meet on the curve may be said to be 
" corresponding points ;" thus any two of the points «,, a„. a^, a^ 
are corresponding points; and so any two of the points a^, a, ; 
aj, a/ are corresponding points. But starting T\'ith the t-n'o 
points a„ a^, the points a,', aJ (as also the points a^, a/) may be 
said to be corresponding points of the same kind with a„ a,: viz. 
the property Is that, given two pairs of tho same kind, if w... 
form a quadrilateral by joining each point of tho one pair with 
each point of the other pair, tho two new vertices of the quadri
lateral are points on tho curve (they arc in fact tHirrosponding 
points of the same kind with tho original two pairs). It is 
obvious that tlicro are three kinds of con-esponding points, 
viz. those of the kind a,fr or a.a,, the kind a,a^ or ajr 
and the kind a,a^, or a,/i.^. And, moreover, starting with tU> 
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pair a^a,, to obtain the whole system of corresponding points of 
the same kind, we have only to take on the curve a variable 
point K, and joining it with the two points a,, a, respectively, 
these lines again meet the curve in a pair of corresponding 
points of the kind a,a,. It may be mentioned that the envelope 
of the line joining two corresponding points of a given kind is 
a curve of the third class. The theory is, for the most part, 
due to Maclaurin (see the " De Linearum Geometriearum Pro-
prietatibus Generalibus Traetatus," published with the 5th edition 
oihia Algebra), and it may appropriately be called Maclaurln's 
Theory of corresponding points on a cubic curye. 

152, In further consideration of the case where G does not 
touch the curve, let D„ E^, F, be tangents through the points 
c, d, c" respectively, and we have seen that the equation of the 
curve may be written in the form DJS,F^—A^'G= 0, Let D^, E, 
be another pair of tangents through c, c, such that their 
chord of contact passes through the point of contact of F„ 
and the equation of the curve may also be written in the 
form D,E,F, — A^G=0. Hence we can deduce an Identity 
{D,^E, - D,E^^ F, = {AY - A,') C. The right-hand side of the 
equation denotes three right lines, therefore the left-hand side 
must denote the same three lines. One of the factors therefore 
of DyE^ — B.^E, must be G, which passes through the points 
D^D„ E,E,. The other factor which joins the points D,E,, 
D,E^ must be A, + A„ F., being A,+A,. We see, then, that 
the latter two lines and the two chords A„ A, form a harmonic 
pencil, whose vertex is the point of contact of F^. We shall 
afterwards apply this theorem to the case where the points c, c' 
are the Imaginary points at infinity J, / ; the points B,E^, D^E, 
are then foci, and F, is a tangent parallel to the single real 
asymptote of the curve. 

If the points c, c coincide, the line joining c to the point 
of contact of F„ F,^ Itself, and the two chords A„ A„ form a 
harmonic pencil. 

153, Hence can be deduced another theorem of Maclaurln's, 
Any line drawn through a point ^ on a cubic Is cut harmonically 
in the two points 0, y, where It meets the cubic again, and the 
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two points 8, 8', where it meets a pair of chords joining the 
points of contact of tangents from A. Let the line meet the 
tangent G In the point e, then, since it meets A,^ and .B, at -4, 
by Art, 136, 

hA'^ 10^ ly~ lA^ he' 

1_ 1 1_ 2. 
^^ S0'^ Sy~ SA'^ 8e' 
But, by the last Article, 88' Is a harmonic mean between BA 
and 8e, therefore also between B0 and 87. Q. E, D. 

When the curve has a double point, only two tangents can 
be drawn to the curve; but the theorem of this Article will be 
still true, if for the chord I)' we substitute the line joining the 
double point to the point where the chord D meets the curve 
again. 

154. We add one more application of the theorem, that 
all cubics which pass through eight fixed points on a cubic 
pass also through a ninth fixed point. J^ any conic he descrilted 
through four fixed points on a cubic, the chord joining the two 
remaining intersections of the conic with the cubic will pass 
through a fixed point on the cubic. Consider any conic through 
the four points (a) and meeting the curve in two other points 
{0), and a second conic through the points (a) and two other 
points {0'), then the conic through a, 0 and the right line 
joining the two points 0' make up a cubic system through the 
eight points a, 0, 0'; the conic through a, 0' and the right 
line joining 0 make up a second system through the same 
eight points; hence the ninth point of intersection with the 
curve must be common to both systems; that is to sav, the 
lines joining the points 0, 0' meet the curve in the same point, 
Q.E.D, This point was in the first edition called the ojqyosife 
of the system of four given points; but now, in conformity 
with the nomenclature of Prof, Sylvester's remarkable theory 
of residuation, which will be presently explained, is called the 
coresidual of the system of i'mir points. This point is easily 
constructed by taking for the conic through the four points 
a pair of lines. Let the line joining the points 1, 2 and 
the line joining tho points 3, I meet the cubic In peints a and 6 
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respectively, then the line joining 5, 6 meets the curve in the 
coresidual required. And since the grouping of the four points 
is arbitrary, the construction can, it is clear, be performed In 
three different ways. 

Hence, for example, we infer that through four points on 
a cubic four conics can be drawn to touch the curve elsewhere, 
viz. the conics passing through the points of contact of the four 
tangents which can be drawn from the coresidual. 

155. Let us apply the rule just given to construct the point 
coresidual to four consecutive points on the curve. The line 
joining the points 1, 2 Is then a tangent, and the point 5 in 
which It meets the curve Is the tangential of the point 1; 
similarly, the line 34 meets the curve in a point 6, which Is 
consecutive to the point 5 ; it follows that the coresidual re
quired Is the point where the tangent at the tangential point 5 
meets the curve again; that Is to say, it is the tangential of 
the tangential, or, as we shall say, the second tangential. 

If then, for example. It be required to draw a conic passing 
through the four consecutive points, or, as we may say, having 
a four-point contact with the curve, and elsewhere touching 
the curve, the point of contact is, as we have seen, a point 
of contact of tangents from the second tangential to the curve. 
One of these Is the tangential of the point (1), and the corre
sponding conic degenerates into two right lines ; the remaining 
three give solutions of the problem. 

Again, if it be required to describe a conic passing through 
five consecutive points of the curve (or having a five-point 
contact with the curve), this is done by constructing the sixth 
point In which the conic meets the cubic, viz. this is the point 
where the line joining the point (1) to Its second tangential 
meets the curve again. In order that this point should coincide 
with the point (1) it is necessary that the line last named should 
touch the curve at (1); or, what is the same thing. It Is 
necessary that the first and second tangential should coincide. 
Now a point which coincides with its tangential Is a point of 
inflexion; hence, on a non-singular cubic there are twenty-sev&n, 
points at each of which a conic can be drawn, having a six-
point contact with the curve; viz, these are the points of contact 
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of the three tangents which can he drawn from the nine points of 
infiexion. 

166. The theorem (Art. 29) as to the Intersection of two 
cubics was generalized In Art, 33, The theorem there given 
is applied to the case of the cubic by writing p = 3, and it then 
becomes every curve of the «* degree which passes through 3n — l 
fixed points on a cubic passes through one other fixed point on 
the cubic. It is to be observed, that for n = l, or n = 2, one and 
only one curve of the «"' degree can be described passing 
through 3n — l points on a cubic, and the theorem asserts 
nothing; when n Is greater than 2, more than one such 
curve can be described, and the curves all pass through one 
other fixed point on the curve, as has been just stated. And, 
as was explained In Art, 33, if It were attempted to describe a 
curve of the w*'' order through 3n points taken arbitrarily on 
a cubic, n being greater than 2, the curve so described would 
In general not be a proper curve, but would be a complex 
consisting of the cubic itself, and a curve of the order n- 3. 

157. If of the 3 (»i 4- m) intersections of a curve of the {m •)-«)*'» 
order with a cubic, 3m lie on a curve of the 'ni"' order TJ , the 

' •' ml 

remaining 3n lie on a curve of the n^^ order. For, as has been 
just remarked, through 3w - 1 of these 3n poiuts, a curve of 
the w"̂  order TJ„ can always be described; and this, together 
with TJ^ makes up a system of the order m + n which (Art. 156) 
passes through the remaining point, and since this pomt cannot 
lie on U^, which already meets the cubic in 3m points, it must 
lie on Z7„. 

158. We shall now explain the nomenclature introduced by 
Prof Sylvester, and In conformity with it re-state and extend 
some of the preceding propositions. If two systems of points 
a, 0, together make up the complete Intersection with the cubic 
of a curve of any order, one of these systems is said to be 
the residual of the other. Since the total number of intersco-
tions of a cubic with any curve must be a multiple of three 
It Is evident that if the number of points in the system a be 
of the form 3p + 1, that in tlie system 0 must be of tlie form 
3q - 1, and vice versa. We may call these positive and negative 
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systems I'espectlvely, and say that the residual of a positive 
systen is a negative system, and vice versa. The simplest 
positive system consists of a single point, answering to p = 0; 
the simplest negative system of a pair of points, answering to 
q = l. In this case, evidently the one is the residual of the 
other when the three points are on a right line. Since through 
a given system of points a, an Infinity of curves of different 
orders may be described. It Is evident that a given system of 
points a has an infinity of residuals 0, 0', 0", &c. Two 
systems of points 0, 0' are said to be coresidual If both are 
residuals of the same system a. For example, in Art. 154 
through four points a on a cubic we supposed conics to be 
described meeting the curve again in pairs of points 0, 0', &c ; 
then any one of these pairs is a residual of a, and any two of 
them are coresidual. Again, if the line joining the pair 0 
meet the curve again In a point a', this point, as well as the 
four original points, is a residual of the group 0, and this point 
a' Is therefore, as we already called it, coresidual with the four 
points a. It is obvious that two coresidual systems of points 
must either be both positive or both negative. 

The theorem of Art. 156 may be stated thus: two points 
lohich are coresidual must coincide. In fact, we there saw that 
if through 3p- 1 points a we describe a curve TJp meeting the 
cubic In the residual point 0, and If through the samie points 
a we describe a second curve of the j?'" order meeting the 
cubic again in a point 0', the coresidual points 0, 0' arrived 
at by the two processes, are one and the same point. 

159. If two systems 0, 0' he coresidual, any system a' which 
is a residual of one will be a residual of the other. Say that 
through any system a two curves Z7̂ , TJg are described meeting 
the cubic again In systems 0, 0', then these two systems are 
by definition coresidual; and what Is now asserted is that If 
through 0' be drawn any curve C7 meeting the cubic again in 
a system of points a, then the points 0 and a! also make up 
the complete Intersection of a curve with the cubic. For since 
the systems a and 0 together make up the intersection of a 
curve TJ,,, with the cubic, and a! and 0' make up Its Intersection 
with a curve TJ,., the four together make up the intersection 

T 
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with the cubic of a curve whose order is ̂  -1- r : but th'. systems 
a and 0' together make up the intersection with the cui-ve TJ, 
of the order q, therefore (Art, 157) the systems a! and 0 together 
make up the complete Intersection of the cubic with a curve 
whose order 'lap + r—q. 

Hence also two systems which are coresidual to the same are 
coresidual to each other. If 0 and 0' are coresidual as having 
a common residual a, and If 0' and 0" have a common residual 
a', then by what has been just proved a is a residual also of 
0", and a' of /3: that Is, If 0, 0" are each of them coresidual 
with 0', then 0, 0" are coresidual with each other, for a, a are 
each of them a common residual of j3, 0" 

160, We can now give for the theorem of Art, 154 a proof 
which will at once suggest Prof Sylvester's generalization of 
that theorem. The conic through four points a on a cubic 
meets the curve In two points 0, which are a residual of the 
system a. The line through the two points 0 meets the curve 
in a point a' which Is residual to 0, and therefore coresidual 
to a. If the same process were repeated with a different conic 
we should arrive at a point a'', also coresidual to the system 
a, and therefore to the point a ; and the two points a', a" being 
coresidual must coincide (Art. 158). 

Now, In the first place, it Is evident that the same proof 
would hold good. If instead of four points we started with any 
positive system of 3p +1 points P. A curve through them of 
order p + 1 meets the cubic again In t-wo other points, and the 
line joining these meets the curve In a point coresidual to P, 
and which is the same point whatever be the curve of orderp-1-l. 
But, in the second place. Instead of proceeding from the group 
P to the coresidual point by two stages, we might employ any 
even number of stages. Thus through the 3̂> -t-1 points P de
scribe a curve TJ,,.,,,., and the residual Is the negative svstem A' 
of 3r - 1 points. Through N describe a curve U,^^, and we get 
a residual P ' of 3s 4-1 points. In like manner, from P we 
can derive a residual of 3t — l points, and so on. And at 
this or any subsequent stage where we have a negative 
system of 3« — 1 points, by describing through them a curve 
Ui wc can obtain a residual of a single point. Prof, Sylvester's 
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theorem Is, that this point is in all eases the same, no matter 
what the process of residuation by whieh It Is arrived at. 
In fact, the system A'' is a residual of P ; P ' Is a residual 
of A", and is coresidual of P ; A"' is a residual of P ' , coresidual 
therefore with N, and therefore residual also to P, and so on. 
Any positive system In the series is residual to every negative 
system, and coresidual to every positive system. The point 
therefore at whieh we ultimately arrive, is coresidual to the 
original positive system, and must be identical with the point 
coresidual of the same system obtained by any other process. 
For example, if through four points we describe a cubic meeting 
the curve in five other points; through these five another cubic 
giving a residual of four other points, through these four a 
quartic giving a residual of eight points; finally, through these 
eight a cubic meeting the curve in one other point,. this point Is 
the same as that obtained from the original four by the process 
of Art. 154. And similarly, starting with any negative system 
of 3q- 1 points N, we may after any odd number of stages 
arrive at a single point, whieh will be the residual of the original 
system, and as such, independent of the particular process of 
residuation. 

161. The principles just established, enable us to find by 
linear constructions, the point residual or coresidual to a given 
negative or positive system. For example, if it were required 
to find the point residual to eight given points, join them any 
way in pairs, and the joining lines form a quartic system meet
ing the curve in four new points residual to the given eight: 
join these again in pairs, and we obtain a system of two points 
coresidual to the given eight; the point where the line joining 
these meets the curve is the residual point required. Or, 
again, we may replace any four of the given points by their 
coresidual point, constructed as In Art. 154, and the problem 
is reduced to finding the residual of a system of five points; 
and similarly, replacing any four of these by their coresidual, 
reduce the problem to finding the residual of a system of two. 
It Is in any of these ways easily seen, that the residual of a 
system of eight consecutive points at a given point of the cubic, 
is the third tangential of the given point. 
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In this method of finding by linear construction the ninth 
point common to all cubics which pass through eight given 
points, It Is assumed that one cubic through the eight points 
is given; and thus the question is not the same as that of 
finding the ninth point when only the eight points are given. 
Dr. Hart has shown, that In the latter question the ninth point 
can also be found by linear construction, though by a more 
difficult process,* 

162, We conclude this section with a few remarks as to 
systems of cubics having several points common. If we are given 
eight points on a cubic, or eight linear relations between the 
coefficients in the general equation, we can eliminate all the 
coefficients but one, so as to bring the equation to the form 
TJ+kV—0. Similarly, If we are given seven points, or seven 
linear relations, the general form of tlie equation can be reduced 
to TJ+kV+lW==0, TJ, V, PF being three cubics fulfilling the 
seven given conditions, and the two constants k, I still at our 
disposal, enabling us to fulfil any two other conditions. And so 
again If we are given six points, the general form of the equa
tion is U+kV+lW+m8=0. We may take for TJ, V, &c. 
systems of three lines passing each through two of the given 
points. Thus, the six poiuts being a, b, c, d, e,f, and al> = 0 
denoting the equation of the line joining a, b, one form of the 
equation of the required cubic Is 

ah.cd.ef+h.ache.df+Lad.bf.ce+ m.ae.hd.cf=0. 
Since this equation contains three indeterminates, everv other 
cubic through the six points (for example, af.bc.de) must be 
capable of being expressed in the above form, and the pre
ceding equation would gain no generality If we -(vere to add to 
it a term n.af.bc.de, since this Itself must be the sum of the 
preceding four terms multiplied each by some factor. 

In precisely the same manner as (Conics, Art, 259) we derived 
the anharmonic property of tlic points of a conic from the equa
tion ah.rd = k.ac.bd, we can derive from the equation just 
written tho following, wbi.-h is the extension of the anharmonic 
tlieoretn to curves of the tiiird degree: " I f six given points on 

*• C'imOritkje and Buhlin ilathcmaliail Joiinwl yol. vi, p. ISI. 

http://af.bc.de
http://af.bc.de
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such a curve be joined to any seventh, and if any transversal 
meet this pencil In points a, b, c, d, e, f, then the relation holds 

ah.cd.ef+k.ac.be.df+ l.ad.bf.ce+ m.ae.bd.cf=0, 

where k, I, m are constants, whose value is the same for each 
particular curve through the six points." The reader can easily 
conceive the number of particular theorems which may be 
derived from this (as in Conics, Art. 326), by examining the 
eases where some of the points are at an infinite distance. 

163. We saw (Art. 41) that to be given a double point was 
equivalent to three conditions. If then we have a double point 
and five other points, one more condition will determine the 
curve, which may, therefore, be expressed by an equation of 
the form 8 — k8' = 0, where 8, 8' are two particular curves of 
the system. We may write It In the form 

{oabcd) oe—k {oabce) od = 0, 

where {oabcd) denotes the conic through the double point o and 
the four points abed. 

In like manner we may write the equation of the cubic 
through the double point and four other points 

oa.ob.cd+ k.ob.oc.ad+l.oc.oa.bd=Oj 

and, as in the last Article, the same relation holds between the 
intercepts on any transversal by the line joining these points to 
any point of the curve. 

164. By the help of the same method {Conics, Art. 259) of 
expressing the anharmonic ratio of a pencil in terms of the perpen
diculars let fall from its vertex on the sides of any quadrilateral 
whose vertices lie each on a leg of the pencil, we can find the 
locus of the common vertex of two pencils, whose anharmonic 
ratio is the same, and whose legs pass through fixed points, 
two of the fixed points being common to both pencils. For If 
ab=0 denote the equation of the line joining the points ab, we 
get an equation of the form 

ao.bp _ CO.dp 
ah.po cd.op' 

or ao.bp,cd=-ab,co.dp. 

http://ac.be
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When 0, p are the two circular points at Infinity, this gives u.? 
(Conics, Art, 358) the locus of the common vertex of two triangles 
whose bases are given and vertical angles are equal, and we 
see that It is a curve of the third degree passing through those 
circular points. 

If the difference of the vertical angles were given, this would 
be equivalent {Conics, Art, 358) to the ratio of two anharmonic 
functions, and we should be led to an equation of the form 

ao.b2} _ J CO.dp 
ap.bo cp.do'' 

which represents a curve of the fourth degree, having the two 
circular points for double points. 

SECT, II,—POLES AND POLARS. 

165. We next recapitulate and apply to the cubic the 
theorems about poles and polars which we have already 
obtained. Every point 0 {x, y, z) has, with respect to a cubic, 
a polar line and a polar conic, whose equations respectively are 

dU dU' dU' „ ,dU ,dU ,dU „ 

The equation of the polar conic may also be arranged according 
to the powers of x, y, z, and will then be 

a!x" + b'y' + c'£' + 2fyz + 2g'zx + 2h!xy = 0, 

where a', V, &c. represent the second differential coefficients 
written with the accented letters. 

The polar conic is the locus of the poles of all right lines 
which can be drawn through 0, and thus every right line has, 
with respect to a non-singular cubic, four poles, namely the 
Intersections of the polar conics of any two points on the line. 
The polar conic passes through the points of contact of the six 
tangents which can In general be drawn from 0. In the case 
of a nodal cubic, the polar conic passes through the double 
point and meets the curve elsewhere only in four points; and 
every lino has but three polos; since the two polar conics (each 
passing through the double point) Intersect in only three other 
points. In the case of a cuspidal cubic, the polar conic passes 
through the cusp, touches the cuspidal tangent and meets the 
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curve elsewhere only In three points; and every line has but 
two poles. If the cubic break up Into a conic and a right line, 
the polar conic of a point 0 passes through their Intersections, 
and every line has but two poles. The polar conic also passes 
through the intersection of the conic with the polar of 0 with 
respect to i t ; for it Is easily seen that If we perform on LS, 

the operation A or x -j-+ y' -j-+ z-j-, the result Is L'8+ LA8. 

If the cubic reduce to three right lines, xyz = 0, every polar 
conic passes through the vertices of the triangle formed by 
them, and every right line has but one pole. In this case the 
equations of the polar line and polar conic are respectively 

xy'z + yz'x + zx'y = 0, xyz + y'zx + z'xy = 0, 
x y z ^ x' y' z' ^ 

or -+^+- = 0, - + ^ + - = 0. 
x y z ' x y z 

The equation just given affords at once a geometrical con
struction for the polar line, ]yi 
since it appears from Conics, 
Art. 60,that If thepoint 0 in I ^ 
the figure be a'y'z', the line 
LMN will be that whose 
equation has been just 
•written. The tangent to 
the polar conic at any vertex W 

xy Is {Conics, Art, 127) —, + —, = 0, and is therefore constructed 
a! y 

by joining the vertex oyy to the point where the polar line meets 
the opposite side z. 

166, If any line through 0 meet the cubic in points A, B, C, 
the point P In which it meets the polar line Is determined, since 

3 1 1 1 
(Art. 132) we have -Qp=-QA'^ IYB "*" 'OC' "̂ ^ ^ second line 
through 0 meet the cubic in points A, B', C, the point P ' in 
whieh the polar meets this line is also determined, and therefore 
the polar line itself, which must be the same for all cubics pass
ing through the six points A, B, G, A, B', C. Thus then we 
can by the ruler alone construct the polar line of 0 with respect 
to the cubic; for we have only to draw two radii through 0, 
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and construct, by Art, 165, the polar of 0 with respect to tho 
triangle formed by AA, BB, CC' 

The metrical relations, given Art, 134, shew also that when 
the points A, B, C are given the two points in which the line 
OA meets the polar conic are likewise given. We see then, 
as before, that if we draw three radii through the origin meet
ing the curve in A, B, G, A, B, C, A', B", G", the polar 
conic of 0 Is the same with regard to all cables passing through 
these nine points. The points A, A, A" may be taken as 
the points in which any transversal meets the curve, and the 
problem of constructing the polar conic of 0 with respect to 
a cubic may be reduced to constructing It with regard to the 
system made up of the line AAA', and the conic through the 
six remaining points. 

We consider now In more detail the cases (1) where 0 is a 
point on the curve, (2) where it is a point on the Hessian. 

167. If from two consecutive points 0, 0' of the curve we 
draw the two sets of tangents OA, OB, OC, OD; O'A, O'B, 
O'C, O'B, any tangent OA intersects the consecutive tangent 
O'A in Its point of contact. Now the four points of contact 
A, B, C, D lie on the polar conic of 0, which also touches the 
cubic at the point 0 (Art. 64); hence the six points OO'ABGD 
lie on the same conic, and therefore the anharmonic ratio of 
the pencil [O.ABGD] is the same as that of the pencil 
{O'.ABCD]. Since then this ratio remains the same when we 
pass from one point of the curve to the consecutive one, we learn 
that the anharmonic ratio is constant of the pencil formed hy the 
four tangents which can be drawn from any point of the curv^^ 

We shall afterwards give an algebraical proof of thif 
theorem, by shewing that the anharmonic ratio of four lines 
given ^ a homogeneous biquadratic in .r .and y, can bo ex
pressed in terms of the ratio of the invariants ;S' and T* of the 
biquadratic, and that when the four lines are tangents drawn 
from a point on a cubic, this absolute Invariant of the pencil can 
bo expressed in terms of an absolute invariant of tho cubic, so 
as to be the same, no matter where the point be taken. This 
Invariant is a numerical characteristic of the cubic unaltered by 
projection or any other linear transformation. It was shown 
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{Higher Algebra, Art. 213) that by the value of this Invariant of 
a biquadratic, we can discriminate those whose roots are two 
real and two imaginary, from those whose roots are either 
all real or all imaginary. Consequently, If from any point of a 
cubic the four tangents which can be drawn to the curve are 
two real and two imaginary, the same wIU be the case from 
every point of the curve; and. In like manner, if the tangents 
from any point are either all real or all imaginary, the tangents 
from every point are either all real or all Imaginary. On this 
is founded a fundamental dl-vlslon of non-singular cubics into 
two classes, those to which from each of their points can be drawn 
t-wo and only two real tangents, and those to which the tangents 
may be either all real or all imaginary. This remark will 
be further developed in the section on the classification of cubics, 
and it will there be shewn that. In the second case the cubic 
consists of two distinct portions, from every point on one of 
which portions the tangents are all real, and on the other 
portion are all imaginary. 

168. I t follows, from Art. 167, that, if 0, P b e any two poin's 
of the curve, through these points can be drawn a conic passing 
through the four points where each of the tangents from the 
first point meets the corresponding tangent from the second. 
The anharmonic ratio of four points abed Is unaltered by writing 
them in the order bade or cdab or dcba; hence, by taking the 
legs of the second pencil successively In each of these four 
orders, we see that the sixteen points of Intersection of the 
first set of tangents with the second. He on four conics, each 
passing through the points OP. 

Let the cubic be circular, that is to say, let it pass through 
the imaginary points J, / at Infinity; then by taking these 
for the points 0, P we see that the sixteen foci of a circular 
cubic lie on-£pur circles, four on each circle.* 

169. When 0 is a point on the curve, every chord through it 
is cut harmonically by the curve and by the polar conic of 0. 

* This theorem was first otherwise obtained by Dr. Hart, and thence was 
suggested to me the theorem of Art, 167, 

U 
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We saw (Art, 78) that the intersections with the curve of the line 
joining any two points are determined by the equation 

X' U' + XV A' -f \p,'A + p," V= 0. 
When x'y'z' is on the curve, V = 0, and the preceding equation 
becomes divisible by fi, and if further, the points xyz, x'y'z are 
connected by the relation A = 0, the remaining quadratic is of 
the form X' A' + p!' TJ= 0, the roots of which being equal and 
opposite, we see, as at Conics, Art, 91, that the line joining the 
two points Is cut harmonically by the curve. The same thing 
may also be proved by taking the point 0 for the origin, and 
finding the locus of harmonic means of all radii vectores through 
0. We proceed exactly as in Art, 132, making first A =0, 
and we find Immediately 

2 {Bx + Cy) + Bx' + Exy + Fy' = 0, 

which is the equation of the polar conic of the origin. 
It Is proved (as in Art. 136) that the tangent to the polar 

conic at the point where any chord meets it passes through 
the intersection of the tangents to the cubic at the points where 
it is met by the same chord, and is the harmonic conjugate to 
the line joining their intersection to the point 0. 

170. Let us now consider more particularly the case where 
0 is a point of inflexion. It was shewn (Art. 74) that the 
polar conic of a point of Infiexion breaks up into two right 
lines, one of them being the tangent at the point. And the 
same thing would appear from the equation of the polar conic 
of the origin just given. For, in order that the origin should 
be a point of inflexion and the axis of y the tangent at It, we 
must have (see Art. 46) .4 = 0, B = 0, J) = 0, when the equation 
of the polar conic (Art, 169) reduces to 

2Cy + Exy + Fy'=-0. 
The factor y Is evidently irrelevant to the problem of the locus 
of harmonic means; we learn therefore that If radii vectores be 
drawn through a point of infiexion, tJie locus of harmonic meaiis 
will be a right line.* And, conversely, if the locus of harmonic 

* This theorem is Maolaurm's; De Lincartm Gtometricarum Proprietatiius 
Oeneralibus, Soo. in. Prop. 9, 
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means be a right line, the point 0 is a p-)int of inflexion. For, 
Art, 74, the only other case In whieh the polar conic can break 
up Into two right lines is when 0 Is a double point, and that 
ease does not apply to the present problem, since a line 
through the double point must meet the curve only in one 
other point. 

We shall call the line just found the harmonic polar of the 
point 0, to distinguish it from the ordinary polar line which 
is the tangent at 0. 

171, The point 0 possesses, with regard to the harmonic 
polar, properties precisely analogous to those of poles and polars 
in the conic sections. Thus if two lines be drawn through 0, 
and their extremities be joined directly and transversely, the 
joining lines must intersect on the harmonic polar. This is an 
immediate consequence of the harmonic properties of a quad
rilateral. 

Hence again, as a particular case of the last, tangents at the 
extremities of any radius vector through 0 must meet on the 
harmonic polar. 

The harmonic polar must pass through the points of contact 
of tangents which can be drawn through 0, for, since OB BR" 
is cut harmonically, if R' coincide with R", it must coincide 
with R. Hence through a point of Inflexion but three tan
gents can be drawn, and their points of contact lie on a 
right line. 

If the curve have a double point. It Is proved. In precisely 
the same way, that it must lie on the harmonic polar. 

The first theorem of this Article may be otherwise stated 
thus: If three points A'B'C' lie on a right line, and the lines 
joining 0 to them meet the curve again In A'B" C", these will 
also lie on a right line, and the two lines will meet the harmonic 
polar in the same point. If now we suppose A,B',C' to coincide, 
we arrive again at the theorems that the line joining two points 
of Inflexion must pass through a third, and that the tangents at 
any two meet on the harmonic polar of the remaining one. 

172. If through any point of inflexion 0 there be drawn 
three right lines meeting the curve in A^, A,; B^, B,; (7„ C,, 
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tJien every curve of the third degree through the seven points 
OA^A,B[B,C^G, will have 0 for a point of inflexion. For let 
the three lines meet the harmonic polar in A, B, C, then these 
points are also common to the loci of harmonic means of the 
point 0, with regard to all curves through the seven points. 
This locus, then, which would in general be a conic, must, 
since these three points of it are in a right line, be for all these 
curves this same right line; and therefore (Art. 170) the point 
0 must be a point of Inflexion. 

173. We have seen (Art, 74) that the points of Inflexion of a 
curve of the third degree are the intersections of the curve TJ 
with the curve H, which Is also a curve of the third degree. 
Every curve of the third degree has therefore, in general, nine 
points of inflexion, only three of which, however, are real (see 
Art. 125, Ex. 3). Suace, also, we have proved that the line 
joining two points of inflexion must pass through a third, 
through each point of inflexion can be drawn four lines, which 
wiU contain the other eight points. It follows then, as a par
ticular case of the last Article, that any curve of the third degree, 
described through the nine points of inflexion, will have these 
points for points of infleoaion^ 

174. Of the lines which each contain three points of Inflexion, 
since four pass through each point of inflexion, there must be in 
all ^ ( 4 x 9 ) = 12.t 

If we attempt to form a scheme of these lines, it will be found 
that it can only differ In notation from the following: 

123, 456, 789; 147, 258, 369 ;t 
159, 267, 348; 168, 249, 357. 

Hence it will follow that any cubic passing through any seven 

* This theorem is due to Hesse, who showed that if T be a cttbic, R its 
Hessian, aV + bJl — <i the equation of any cubic through their intersections, then 
the equation of its Hessian is of the same form. The method of proof here 
adopted is Dr. Hart's. 

t It is easy to see that we may hare nine riml points l^ng by threes in ten 
linos, but not in a greater number of lines: thtts the nine points of inflexion ctinnot 
bo all real, which ngi-ees with the remark. Art. 173. 

t Clebsch has remarked that if wo an-ango tho nine elements 1, 2, 3 the ^fstems 
4, 5, G 
7, 8, 9 

of linos are tho tliice rows, tho three columns, those forming positive, and those 
forming negative, olomonts of the delcrmiiimits, 
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of the points of Inflexion will haye one of these for a point of 
inflexion; for, take any seven (say the first seven), and It will 
appear from the above table that they lie on three right lines 
(147, 267, 357), intersecting in a common point on the curve, 
and therefore, by Art.. 172, that common point (7) is a 
point of inflexion on them all. 

From the manner in which these lines have been written, it 
appears that they may be divided into four sets of three lines, 
each set passing through all the nine points; or that, if we form 
the equation U+ XH= 0, there are four values of X, for which 
the equation reduces itself to a system of three right lines. 
For a direct proof of this, see the last section of this Chapter. 

175. Let us now consider the case (2) where x'y'z' is on the 
Hessian, and where its polar conic therefore breaks up into two 
right lines. I t was preyed In general (Art, 70) that If the first 
polar of any point A has a double point B, the polar conic of B 
has a double point A. But in the case of cubics, the first polar 
is the polar conic, and this theorem becomes. If the polar conic 
of A breaks up into two lines interseeting in B, the polar conic of 
B breaks up into two right lines intersecting in A. In fact, if the 
polar conic of x'y'z' breaks up Into two right lines, the coor
dinates of their intersection xyz satisfy the three equations 
got by differentiating the equation of the polar conic. But 
(Art, 165) this last equation may be written In either of the 
equivalent forms 

U,x'+Ujj'+U,z' = 0, 

or a!x' + Vf + dz' + 2f'yz + 2g'zx +^h'xy=0, 

and the differentials may therefore be written In either of the 
equivalent forms 

ax' + hy' + gz' = 0, hx' + hy' +fz' = 0, gx' +fy' + cz' = 0, 
cix + h'y+g'z = 0., h'x + b'y+fz = 0, g'x+fy+dz = 0, 

whence we see that these equations are symmetrical between 
xyz and xy'^,^ and therefore that the relation between those 
points is reciprocal. Both A and B are evidently points on the 
Hessian, on which they are said to be corresponding points, 
and It will presently be shewn that they are so also in the 
sense explained, Art, 151, that Is, the tangents to the HesMan 
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at the points A, B respectively meet In a point of the Hessian.* 
In the case of the cubic, therefore, the curve called the Steinerian 
(Art, 70) is identical with the Hessian. 

176, The equation of the polar conic of any point what
ever ^rj^ being ^TT, + rjTJ, + ^TJ^ = 0, the whole system of polar 
conics form a system of conics such as that discus-sed, Conics^ 
Art, 388, viz, the equation of which involves linearly two in
determinates. The equation of the polar of the point A with 
regard to any conic of the system Is 

^ (aa!' + hy' + gz') + r, {hx' + by' +fz') + ?{gx' +fy' + cz) = 0, 

which is satisfied by the coordinates of B, whence we see that 
the polar of either point A, B passes through the other, and 
that therefore the Hessian of the cubic Is the Jacobian {Conics, 
Art, 388) of the system of polar conics. Since A and B are 
conjugate with regard to any conic of the system, the line 
joining them Is cut harmonically by every one of these conics, 
and the points in which the conics meet that line form a system 
in involution of which A and B are the foci. The two points 
in which any of these conics meets the line AB can only coin
cide at either of the points A, B; and, consequently, if anv of 
the conies break up Into two right lines intersecting on AB, 
the point of Intersection must be either A or B, unless AB 
be Itself one of the lines. Now since the Hessian of a cubic 
is Itself a cubic, AB meets it in three points; that is to sav, 
In a third point C besides the points A, B. Every point on 
the Hessian is, as we have seen, the Intersection of the two 
lines Into which some polar conic of the system breaks up, and 
it follows from what has been just proved, that of the two 
lines which Intersect in G one must be AB. Thus, then, from 
the system of points whose locus is the Hessian -̂ ve mav derive 
a system of lines, viz, by taking the pairs of lines which arc 
the polar conics of each point on the Hessian. I-lich line of 
the system meets the Hessian in three points; two of them 

•• It wiU subsequently bo shown that thero are throe oubio curves h.tvmg each 
of them tho same IIcsBian : tho coiTospondenoa of tlio points A, B on tho Hessian is 
•of one or another ot the throe kinds ot correspondouco according as the cnbic cttrre 
is one or ftnothor of tho throe ottbios. 
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A, B are corresponding points on the Hessian, and the third, G, 
which we may call the complementary point. Is the point in 
which the line meets the conjugate line. 

177. The curve which is the envelope of the system of 
lines just mentioned has been studied by Prof. Cayley, and 
has on that account been called by Cremona the Cayleyan of 
the cubic* It Is of the third class, as we see by examining 
how many of these lines can pass through an arbitrary point P. 
Any point M whose polar conic passes through P must lie 
on the polar line of P (Art, 61), and In order that the polar 
conic should break up into lines, M must be on the Hessian, 
There are then evidently three points M, whose polar conic 
reduces to a pair of lines, one of which passes through P. There 
Is not any double or stationary tangent, and the curve Is there
fore of the sixth order. 

Every line of the system joins corresponding points on the 
Hessian (Art. 176); therefore the Cayleyan may at pleasure 
be considered as the envelope of the lines into which the polar 
conics of the points of the Hessian break up, or as the envelope 
of the lines joining corresponding points on the Hessian, In 
the case, however, of curves of higher degree, the envelope of 
the lines joining the corresponding points A, B (Art, 70) is 
distinct from the envelope of the lines Into which polar conics 
may break up. 

The Cayleyan may also be regarded (Art, 176) as the 
envelope of lines which are cut in involution by the system of 
polar conics. I t was shewn, Conics (Art, 388a), how the equation 
of the envelope regarded from this point of -view may be written 
down, and that the curve is of the third class, 

178. Let us now examine what are the four poles with 
respect to the cubic of the tangent to the Hessian at any point A. 
The four poles In question are the Intersections of the polar conic 
of A with the polar conic of the consecutive point A on the 
Hessian. The polar conic of A Is the pair of lines BL, BN (see 
fig. p. 153), and the polar conic of A Is a pair of lines consecutive 

* It was denoted by Prof. Cayley himself by the letter P, and called by him 
the Pippiau, 
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to these. Now BL meets the line consecutive to^ BN in the 
point P ; Blsf meets the line consecutive to BL In the same 
point; and BL, BN meet the lines respectively consecutive 
to them in their points of contact with their envelope. The 
four poles In question are thus the point B counted twice, and 
the points of contact with the Cayleyan of the lines BL, BN. 
Thus, in particular, the polar line with respect to the cubic of 
any point on the Hessian is the tangent to the Hessian at the 
corresponding point. It may be directly inferred from what 
has been said, that the Cayleyan Is, as stated above, of the 
sixth order. For the equation of the locus of the poles with 
respect to the cubic of the tangents to the Hessian, is found 
by expressing the condition that xTJ,+yU, + zTJ^ should touch 
the Hessian. This condition involves the quantities TJ„ TJ„ TJ^ 
in the sixth degree, and the locus Is therefore of the twelfth 
order. But, from what has been proved, the Hessian must 
enter doubly as a factor into this equation; the remaining 
factor therefore, which is the Cayleyan, is of the sixth order. 

179. The locus of points whose polar hues with regard to 
one curve TJ touch another cnrve V, evidently meets TJ at its 
points of contact with the common tangents to .L^and F ; for 
the polar of any point on TJ is the tangent to TJ at the point, 
and if It is also a point on the locus, the polar by hypothesis 
touches F. We have just seen that when C7 is a cubic and 
Fi ts Hessian, the locus consists of the Cayleyan together -with 
the Hessian itself counted twice. The cnbic and the Hessian 
being each of the sixth class have thirty-six common tangents. 
And we now see that these common tangents consist of the 
tangents to TJ at the 18 points where it is met by tho Cayleyan, 
and of the tangents to TJ at the points where It is met by the 
Hessian; (that Is to say, of the nine stationary tangents) these 
last tangents each counting for two; and In fact it was remarked 
(Art. 46, p. 33), that each stationary tangent to a curve 
may be regarded as a double tangent, as joining both the first 
to the second, and the second to the third of three consecutive 
points.* 

"• li.eusonB woro given (Art. 47) for toealing tho cusp and tlvo node, the stationary 
and doublo tangent, aa Uistiaot singularitios; but in counting the intersections of 
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The polar conic of a point of inflexion A consists (Art. 170) 
of the inflexional tangent itself, together with the harmonic polar 
of A; and the point B Corresponding to A is therefore the point 
m which the inflexional tangent meets the harmonic polar. 
And the tangent to the Hessian at B Is the polar of A with 
respect to the cubic; that Is to say, is the inflexional tangent 
itself. Hence, then, the nine points where the stationary tan
gents touch the Hessian are the points where each stationary 
tangent meets the corresponding hannonic polar. 

I t may be infeiTed from what has been just proved, and It 
will afterwards be shewn independently (see note p, 150), that 
the problem to find a cubic, of which a given cubic shall be the 
Hessian, admits of three solutions. For the points of Inflexion 
being common to both curves (Art. 173), we are given nine points 
(equivalent to eight conditions) through which the required cubic 
is to pass, and if we were given the tangent at any of these 
points A, the cubic would be completely determined. But what 
has been just proved shews that this tangent may be any one of the 
three tangents (Art. 171) which Can be drawn from A to the curve. 

180. The tangents to the Hessian at corresponding points 
A, B, meet on the 
Hessian. Let the 
polar conic of A 
be BL, BN, and 
oi Bhe AR, AN; 
then L, M, N, R 
are the four poles 
of the line AB, 
and the polar conic 
of every point of 
AB passes through 
these four points. 
If, therefore, this 
polar conic breaks' 
up Into two right lines, these lines must be LR, MN; and 

two curves, a cusp or node on one of them alike counts for two; and a stationary 
or double tangent to one of them alike counts for two among their common 
tangents. 

X 
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we see that J> Is Jl point on the Hessian, and that it cor
responds to tho point C in which AB meets the Hessian again. 
But the tangent at B to the Hessian is the polar of A with 
respect to the cubic, which must also be its polar (Art, 60) with 
respect to the polar conic of A {BL, BN); therefore, by the 
harmonic properties of a quadrilateral, this tangent is the line 
BB; and in like manner the tangent at A is the line AD. 

If we are given the Hessian and a point on it A, the 
problem to find the corresponding point B admits of three 
solutions (see Art. 151). For If we draw the tangent at A 
meeting the curve again in D, B may be the point of contact of 
any of the three other tangents besides AD, which can be drawn 
from D to the curve. These three solutions answer to the 
three different cubics, of which the given curve may be the 
Hessian. 

181. The points of contact with the Cayleyan of the four lines 
BL, BN, AR, AN lie on a right line. The poles of AD with 
respect to the cubis are the Intersections of the polar conics 
of A and D; the former is the pair of lines BL, BX; the latter 
consists of the line AB and a conjugate line passing through G. 
The four poles are therefore the point B counted twice, and the 
two points where Ca meets BL, BN. But AD being a tangent 
to the Hessian, it appears, from Art. 178, that the latter two 
poles are the points of contact of the lines BL, BS, with their 
envelopes. In like manner the points of contact of AR, AN 
with their envelope lie on the same right line. This right line 
is itself a tangent to the Cayleyan, therefore the six points 
where it meets the Cayleyan are completely accounted for. In 
other words, any tangent to the Cayleyan Is one of a pair of 
lines into which some polar conic breaks up; the other line 
of the pair joins two corresponding points on the Hessian; 
the four lines which make up the polar conics of these two 
points pass respectively through the four points where the 
given tangent meets the Cayleyan again. 

Again, to find the point of contact of any given tangent 
with the Cayleyan, the rule we have arrived at is to take what 
we have called the complenientary point on tho given tangent 
and join it to the corresponding point on tho Hessian; the lino 
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conjugate to this meets the given tangent In the point required. 
But we may hence deduce a simpler rule: for since the two 
lines last mentioned make up a polar conic, and since every 
polar conic divides harmonically the line joining two corre
sponding points, the rule is to take the three points in -v̂ hlch 
the given tangent meets the Hessian, consisting of two corre
sponding points and one complementary, and to take the har
monic conjugate of the complementary point with respect to 
the two corresponding points. 

182. Let us apply the preceding rules to the case where 
.4 is a point of infiexion, and B, the corresponding point, is the 
point In which the Inflexional tangent meets the harmonic polar. 
The polar conic of B Is then a pair of lines through A, and the 
polar conic of A is the inflexional tangent together with the 
harmonic polar. In order to find the points in which these 
four lines touch the Cayleyan, we take the point in which the 
line AB meets the Hessian again ; but this Is the point B, since 
AB touches the Hessian; and the line through B conjugate to 
AB, on which the four points of contact lie, is the harmonic 
polar. Thus, then, the point of contact of the inflexional tangent 
with the Cayleyan is the point where it meets the harmonic 
polar; or (Art. 179) the Cayleyan and the Hessian touch each 
other, ha-ving the nine Inflexional tangents for their common 
tangents. The Cayleyan, as a non-singular curve of the third 
class, has nine cusps, and the construction just given shews 
that the harmonic polars are the nine cuspidal tangents. 

183. I t has been shown that the tangent to the Hessian at 
any point A meets the Hessian again In the point D, where it 
meets the polar of A with respect to the cubic. I t follows that 
the tangent to a cubic at any point A meets the cubic again 
in the point where it meets the polar of A with respect to a 
cubic ha-ving the given cubic for its Hessian. Now such a cubic 
passes through the Inflexions of the given cubic, and therefore 
its equation -will be of the form aTJ+ hH= 0, and the equation 
of the polar of any point with respect to it will be of the form 

/ dV , dU , dU\ , , / dH , dH' dH'\ 
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It follows, then, that the point where any tangent meets the 
cubic again is found by combining the equations 

dU' dU' dU' ^ dH' , dJJ' , dH' 
dx •' dy dz ' dx •' dy dz 

In other words, the tangential of a point x'y'z' on the cubic is 
the Intersection of the tangent to the cubic at that point with 
the polar of the same point with regard to the Hessian; and 
hence may immediately be derived expressions for the coor
dinates X, y, z of the tangential In terms of x, y, z', viz. they 
are proportional to U,H^-Vfl.^, VJH,-UJJ^, U,E,-U,H^ 
functions of the fourth degree in x', y, z'. 

184. The polar lines of the points on a given line ax+0y+yz 
envelope a conic, which we call the polar conic of the given luie. 
The equation of the polar of any point x'y'z' may be written 

aa!" + by'" + cz"' + 2fy'z + 2gz'x' + 2hx'y' = 0, 

and the problem of finding the envelope of this, subject to the 
condition ouJ + 0y' + yz' = 0, is the same (Art. 96) as that of 
finding the condition that a line should touch a conic. The 
equation of the envelope required is therefore 

Ad' + B0'' + Cy' 4 2F0y + 2 <?7a -1- 2Ha0 = 0, 

where A, B, &e. have the same meaning as In the Conics, 
viz. be —/' , ca - g', &c. They are therefore functions of the 
second degree In the coordinates a!, y, z. I t is obvious that the 
polar conic of a line might have also been defined as the locus 
of points whose polar conies touch the given line. 

If the method of Art. 88 had been applied to find this 
envelope, the solution would be found to depend on the 
equations 

ax' + hy + gz' = Xa, hx' + by' +fz' = X0, gx' +fy' + cz' = X7. 

But these are the equations by which {Conics, Art. 293) we 
should determine the pole of the given line Avlth regai-d to 
x'U, + y'U, + z'TJ^. Hence, as might also be seen from geo
metrical considerations, the polar conic of a line is also the locus 
of tho poles of the line with respect to the polar conics of all 
the points of the line. 
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185. Since the polar line of any point on a line is the same 
as If taken with regard to the three tangents at the points 
where that Hne meets the curve, the polar conic of a line is 
the same as If taken with regard to those three tangents. Let 
their equation be xyz = 0. Then to find the polar conic of a 
line is (Art. 165) to find the envelope of xy'z' + yz'x' + zx'y =0, 
subject to the condition ax' + 0y' + yz' = 0; and this Is (see 
Conics, Art. 127) 

V'(aa:) -f ^/{0y) + ^{yz) = 0. 

It follows that If the given line meet the cubic in the points 
P, Q, R, the tangents at 
these points forming the 
triangle ABC, then the 
polar conic of the line 
touches the sides of this 
triangle in the points D, 
E, F, which are the har
monics of the points P, 
Q, R in respect to the 
point-pairs BG, CA, AB % 
respectively. I t is evident a priori that the polar conic is 
touched by the tangents to the cubic at P, Q, R, these being 
particular positions of the line whose envelope is sought. 

186. I t follows from the definition that the tangents which 
can be drawn from any point to the polar conic of a right line 
are the polars of the two points where the polar conic of the 
point meets the right line. Hence the polar conic of a point 
meets a right line in real or imaginaiy points according as the 
point is outside or inside the polar conic of the line; a point 
being said to be outside a conic when from it real tangents can 
be drawn to the conic. I t has been already remarked, that if 
a point lie on the polar conic of a line, its polar conic touches 
the line; 

In particular, since the polar conic of a double point is the 
pair of tangents at that double point, the polar conic of every 
line with regard to a crunodal cubic has the node outside the 
conic, and with regard to an acnodal cubic has the conjugate 
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point within it. If the cubic be cuspidal, the polar conic of 
every line passes through the cusp. 

187. It follows from the foregoing definitions, and from 
Art. 135, that If the given line be at infinity, its polar conic 
may be defined either as the envelope of the diameters of the 
cubic, or as the locus of the centres of the diametral conics 
of the cubic, or as the locus of points whose polar conic is a 
parabola. Its equation is found by making a and ^ = 0 in 
the formula of Art. 184, and is G=0, or ab-h' = 0; that is 
to say, 

d^H d'U^fd^U\' 
doc' dy' \dxdyj 

And It appears, from Art. 185, that this is the equation of the 
ellipse touching at their middle points the three sides of the 
triangle formed by the asymptotes. 

188. If the given line touch the cubic, then since the polar 
of the point of contact is the line Itself, that line coincides 
with one of the positions of the enveloped line of A r t 184, 
and therefore touches the polar conic; and in no other case 
can a line be touched by Its polar conic with regard to a non-
smgular cubic. Accordingly this principle has been used to 
form the tangential equation of a cubic. Since A, B, &c are 
functions In the coordinates of the second degree, the equa
tion of the polar conic, ^a*-t-&c. = 0, may be written in 
the form 

Ax' + B'y"- + Gz" + 2F'yz + 2 Q'zx + 2H'a-y = 0, 

where A, &c. are functions of the second degree in a, 0, y, and 
then the condition that this should touch the given line is 
{B'G'~F")d' + &e. = 0, whieh is of the sixth degree in a, 
0, 7, and is the required condition that the given line should 
touch the cubic. 

If the given lino touch the Cayleyan, then since it, together 
with another line makes up the polar conic of a certain point 
the polar line of every point on the line passes throuo-h that 
point, and the onvolopo of Art. 184 accordingly reduces to a 
point. 

file:///dxdyj
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189. We next consider two cubics TJ, V, and Investigate the 
problem to find a point whose polar with respect to each shall 
be the same; or, what is the same thing, whose polar with 
regard to any cubic U+XV=0 shall be the same. In order 
that xTJ,^ + yTJ, + zTJ^ and xV,^ + yV, + zV^ may represent the 
same line, we must have 

V^" V," v^^ 
or U,V,-U,V, = 0, U,V,-UJ, = 0, UJ,-UJ, = 0. 
From the first form In whieh the equations were written. It Is 
plain that the three equations are equivalent to two; and that 
the curves of the fourth degree represented by the equations 
-written In the second form have common points. But all their 
points of intersection are hot common, for any values which make 
the numerator and denominator of any of the three fractions to 
vanish, satisfy two of the resulting equations but not the third. 
Subtracting then from the sixteen points common to the quartics 
represented by the first two equations the four points common to 
TJ„ V,, there remain twelve points common to all three quartics,* 
and these are the points required. 

190. Since the discriminant of a cubic Is of the twelfth degree 
in the coefficients (Art. 69), there are In general twelve values 
of X, for which the discriminant of Z7+XF.wIU vanish; for 
if In the general expression for the discriminant we substitute 
for each coefficient a, a + Xa, we have evidently an equation of 
the twelfth degree to determine X (see Conics, Art. 250). The 
coordinates of the double point on aUy of these cubics satisfy 
the three equations (Art. 69) 

H, + XV^ = 0, U, + XV^ = 0, U^ + XV, = 0. 

And the system of equations obtained by eliminating X between 
each pair of these equations is the same as that considered 

• So generally if U,, U^, U, be ftmctions of the mth degree in the coordinates, and 
Vi, Fj, V, functions of the »th degree, the system of equations 

represents three curves of the order m + n, having m' + mre -h n' common points 
(see Higher Algebra, Art. 257), 
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in the last article. Hence, through the intersections of two cubics 
TJ, V there can he drawn twelve nodal cubics, and the polar of 
any of the twelve double points ivill be tlie same with regard to 
all cubics of the system TJ+XV. These points have been called 
the critic centres of the system of cubics. 

191. If we are given three cubics TJ, V, W, then the 
coordinates of the double point of any cubic of the system, 
X TJ+ fi V+ V W= 0, satisfy the equations 
XU, + /MV,+ VW, = 0,XU,+ fiV,+ vW, = 0,XU,+ fiV,+ vW^=0; 

therefore eliminating X, p., v we see that the locus of the double 
points is the Jacobian 

U,{V,W,- V,W,)+ U, {V,W- V,W,)+TJ^{V,W,- F J F ) = 0. 

If the three cubics have a common point, this Is a double point 
on the Jacobian; for if the lowest terms In x and y be in 
TJ, V, IF respectively oaj-f&y, dx + h'y, a'x + V'y, the terms In 
the Jacobian below the second degree In x and y are easily 
seen to be 

a,b , a x + b y 
a , V , a x + b' y 

It til II , 7 II 

a , b, ax+by 
which vanishes Identically. Thus, then, the locus of double 
points on all nodal cubics passing through seven fixed points 
is a sextic having these seven points for double points, since 
TJ, V, IF may be taken for any three cubics through the seven 
given points. So likewise the double points on the nodal cables, 
which can be drawn through eight points, are determmed as the 
intersections of the two sextic loci, which we get by leaving out 
first one and then another of the eight given points. And since 
these sextlcs have six double points common, the number of 
their other Intersections Is 3 6 - 2 4 or 12, which agrees with the 
result of the last article. 

192. Of some of the twelve critic centres, the position can 
in some cases be at once perceived. Thus, In the system 
>^yz + uvio = 0, where M, V, W represent right lines. It is obvious 
that xyz is one cubic of the system, having for double points 
xy, yz, zx; in like manner uv, vw, wu are double points; there 
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are therefore but six other critic centres. We shall more par
ticularly study the system Xxyz + u'v = 0, and will presently 
show that this system has but three critic centres, exclusive of 
the points xy, yz, zx, uv. Pliicker's classification of cubics was 
derived from the study of this equation for the case where u 
is the line at infinity, and consequently v its sateUite, and 
X, y, z the three asymptotes. We may then for any position 
of the lines x, y, z, v, study the forms whieh the curve assumes 
as we give different values to the parameter X; and it will be 
readily understood, that each nodal curve in the series corre
sponds to a change from one form of the curve to another. 
Thus we have seen (Art. 39) that an acnodal cubic is the limiting 
form of a cubic including an oval as part of the curve; and 
again. If for one value of the constant, a cubic has two real 
branches interseeting In a node, the example of conics makes 
it easily understood, that for a small Increase in the value of the 
constant, the cubic will have separated portions in two of the 
vertically opposite angles formed by the intersecting branches, 
whUe for a small decrease In the constant It will have portions 
in the other pair of vertically opposite angles. Hence the 
importance of the critic centres in this mode of studying the 
form of the cubic. 

193. Since the polar of any point with regard to u^v passes 
through the point uv, any point which has the same polar with 
regard to xyz must lie on the polar conic of uv with regard 
to xyz, and it is therefore evident a priori, that this is a locus on 
which the critic cenfres lie. In order completely to determine 
them, let us suppose that we have u = x + y + z, v = ax + by+cz; 
and we get our result in a more convenient form, if before 
differentiating Xxyz + ii'v we first divide all by M̂  We then 
have, differentiating successively with respect to x, y, z, 

Xyz{x-y—z)_ Xzx{y—z — x)_j Xxy[z — x — y)_ 
' ( ^ + 7 - M ) ^ ^ ~ ' ' ' {x + y + zY''"' {x + y + zY ""' 

, aa! hy cz 
whence = ~ = , 

x—y-z y—z-x z—x—y 

and the form of the equations shows that the problem has been 
reduced to that of finding the critic centres of a system of two 
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conics, and that the three points required are the vertices of 
the common self-conjugate triangle of the conics 

ax' + by' + cz' = 0, and x' + y' + z'- 2yz - 2zx -2xy = 0, 
where it will be observed that the latter conic Is the polar 
conic of u with respect to xyz; that is to say, when u Is at 
infinity, it Is the conic touching at their middle points the 
sides of the triangle formed by the asymptotes. Two critic 
centres will coincide in the point of contact when ax* + brf + c^ = 0 
touches this conic; hence, if v be regarded as variable, the locus 
of double critic centres is the polar conic of u with respect to xyz. 
The condition of contact of these two conics is easily seen, by 
the ordinary rule, to be 

{he + ca + abY = 27 a' J' c\ or a"* -1- J'* + c'* = 0, 

which Is the tangential equation of the envelope of the satellite 
of u when two critic centres coincide. This answers (Ex. Art. 90) 
to the equation In point coordinates a:i-Fyf-fzl = 0.* 

194. Any point on Xxyz + u*v may be determined as the 
intersection oi z = 0v with 0Xzy + u' = 0. When u is at infinity, 
the latter equation denotes a system of hyperbolas having x, y 
for their asymptotes, and by the property of the hyperbola, the 
chords intercepted by these hyperbolas on any line z = 0v have 
a common middle point; namely, the point of contact of this 
line with one of the hyperbolas of the system. Evidently, 'dz = 0v 
either touch the cubic or pass through a double point on It, It 
must touch the hyperbola, the critic centre being In the latter 
case the point of contact. Hence, if any of the critic centres 
be joined to the finite points where the asymptotes meet the 
curve, the critic centres are the middle points of the chords 
intercepted by the cubic on the joining lines. 

SECT. Ill,—CLASSIFICATION OP CUBICS. 

195. We shall shew in the first place that the equation of 
every cubic may be brought to the form 

zy'' = ax^ + 35a!"« + ^c.rz' + (fc^ 

* For a fuller diecussion of this theory, see papers by Prof. C.'vyley, " On a case 
of the iiivolution of qubio cttrves," and "On the classification of cubic curves.'" 
Ti-ansacliont of Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol, XL, 1861. 
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Every real cubic has at least one real point of inflexion, for 
Imaginaries enter' by pairs, and the total number of points of 
Inflexion is odd, viz. either nine, three, or one (Art. 147). If 
we take for the line z the tangent at the point of Inflexion, and 
for X any other line through that point, the equation of the 
curve (Art. 51, vii.) will be of the form z^ = aa?, where. ̂  Is 
a fanetlon of the second degree, say 

y' + 2lyz + 2myx +px' + 2qxz + rz'. 

But now if we transform the lines of reference so as to take 
y + lz + mx for the new y, the terms in (p containing y only in 
the first degree are made to disappear, and the equation takes 
the form first -written in this article. The geometric meaning 
of the transformation we have made Is that we take for z as 
above stated the tangent at a real point of inflexion zx, and 
for y, the harmonic polar (Art. 170) of that point: for if We 
examine where any line through the point of Inflexion meets the 
curve represented by the above equation, we find, on making 
the substitution z = A,aj, that we obtain for y values of the form 
+ fix, shewing that the points where the line meets the curve 
are harmonically conjugate with respect to the point where it 
meets the line y, and to the point of Inflexion. 

196. In classifying curves those distinctions may be 
regarded as fundamental which are unaffected by projection; 
or. In other words, which separate not only curves, but cones, 
of the same order. Among curves of the second order there 
is no such distinction, for there is but one species of cone. 
In order to ascertain whether such distinctions exist among 
cubics, it suffices to take the form to which, as shown in the 
last article, the equation of every cubic may be reduced, and to 
examine whether any and what varieties, unaffected by projec* 
tlon, exist among the curves capable of being represented by 
it. And since we are now only concerned with varieties 
unaffected by projection, we may suppose the line z to be at 
infinity, and discuss the form 

y' = ax^ + Sbx' + 3cx + d, 

as one capable of representing a projection of any given cubic. 
It will be observed that when a point of inflexion is at infinity. 
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a system of lines through it becomes a system of parallel ordi
nates, and the harmonic polar becomes a diameter bisecting 
them; and. In fact, for every value of x, the above equation 
gives equal and opposite values of y. 

The preceding equation has already been partially discussed 
(Art. 39), and from what was there said, it appears that the 
curves represented by it may be divided into the five following 
principal classes: 

The right-hand side of the equation may be resolvable into 
three unequal factors, and (I.) these factors are all real. The 
curve then consists (Art. 39) of an oval and an infinite 
branch. Or (II,) the factors are one real and two ima
ginary. The oval then disappears and the infinite branch 
alone remains. 

The right-hand side of the equation may be resolvable 
into two equal and one unequal factors, being of the form 
{x — a)' {x — 0). Then we have the cases (HI.), a less than 0 
when the curve is acnodal (Art. 39), the oval being reduced to 
a conjugate point; or (IV.), a greater than 0, when the cvirve is 
crunodal, the oval and the Infinite branch being each sharpened 
out so as to form a continuous self-Intersecting curve; (T.) the 
factors of the right-hand side may be all equal, and the curve 
is cuspidal (Art. 39). 

Newton has given the name " divergent parabolas" to the 
curves considered In this article; and his theorem, which -we 
have just established. Is that every cubic may be projected 
into one of the five divergent parabolas. 

197. Instead of, as In the last article, supposing the 
stationary tangent to be projected to infinity, we may suppose 
the harmonic polar to be so projected. The point of inflexion 
will then become a centre, and every chord through it will be 
bisected. Interchanging z and y in the equation of Art. 195, 
and then putting z = l, the equation for this case becomes 

y = ax^ + 3bx^y + icvy* + dy', 
which is the equation of a central curve (Art. 131). As in 
Art. 196, there are five kinds of central curves according to 
tho nature of tho factors of tho right-hand side of tho equation, 
and in this way is established Chaslcs's supplement of Newton's 
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theorem, viz. that every cubic may be projected Into .one of the 
five central cubics. 

198. Corresponding to these five kinds of cubic, there are 
five essentially distinct species of cubic cones. A cone of any 
order may comprise two forms of sheet, viz. (1) a twln-
pau' sheet, or sheet which meets a concentric sphere in a pair 
of closed curves, such that each point of the one curve is 
opposite to a point of the other curve (a cone of the second 
order affords an example of such a sheet); and (2) a single 
sheet, viz. one which meets a concentric sphere in a closed 
curve, such that each point of the curve Is opposite to another 
point of the curve (the plane affords an example of such a 
cone). Now corresponding to the parabola I. of Art. 196, we 
have a cone consisting of a twin-pair sheet and a single sheet, 
and corresponding to II. , we have a cone consisting of a single 
sheet only. I t Is evident that the crunodal, acnodal, and cus
pidal singularities are reproduced In the corresponding cones. 

The claaslfieatlon of cubic cones just made might, if we pleased, 
be carried further. Not only Is there but one species of cone of 
the second order, but, with some limitations, any two curves of 
that order may be regarded as sections of one and the same 
cone. This Is not so as regards cubics; for It has been proved 
(Ai-t. 167) that every cubic curve has a certain numerical cha
racteristic, expressing the anharmonic ratio of the four tangents 
which can be drawn from any point on the curve, and represented 
by the ratio of the Invariants 8^: T' of the biquadratic, which 
determines those tangents. This characteristic being unaltered 
by projection, two curves, for which It is different, cannot be 
cut from the same cone; and the parameter in question may 
be regarded as a characteristic, not only of a cubic curve, but 
also of every cone from which it can be cut. The five 
kinds of cone we have enumerated might, therefore, be further 
subdivided at pleasure, according to the values of this parameter 
Such subdivisions have In fact been made, but it is not thought 
necessary to notice them here. In the last section of this 
chapter, however, the cases 8=0, T= 0 will be discussed; and 
it is now pointed out that these represent families not only of 
curves but of cones. 
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199. Let us now examine, more minutely than in Art. 39, 
the figure of the cubic represented by the equation considered 
in Art. 196, and it will be convenient to take the origin at 
the middle point of the diameter of the oval, so that the 
equation may be written 

a /= (a ! ' - « i ' ) ( a : -w) , 
where n Is greater than m. Differentiating, we find that the 
values of x which correspond to maximum values of y, or to 
points where the tangent Is parallel to the axis of a!, are given 
by the equation 

3a;''' - 2wa! — ni' = 0; whence x = ^[n± >J{n' + 3ni')]. 

If we give the negative value to the radical, we get the value 
of a! corresponding to the highest point of the oval, and since 
this is negative, we see that the highest point on the oval 
is on the side remote from the Infinite branch, and that the 
oval is therefore not, like the ellipse, symmetrical with regard 
to two axes. This oval is symmetrical with regard to the axis 
of X, and not with regard to the axis of y, but rises more 
steeply on the one side and slopes more gradually on the other. 
The greater n Is for any given value of m, that is to say, the 
greater in proportion the distance between the oval and the 
infinite part the more nearly does the oval approach to the 
elliptic form; while on the other hand, the difference Is greatest 
when the oval closes up to the Infinite part, that is to say, 
when the curve Is crunodal. In this case the highest point 
of the loop corresponds to the point of trisectlon of ite axis. 
If we give the positive value to the radical, the corre
sponding value of X is Intermediate between m and n, and the 
corresponding value of y Is imaginary. The form of the 
equation shews that the point of contact with the curve of 
the line at infinity Is on the line a; = 0, unlike the common 
parabola y'=px, which is touched by the line at infimlty on 

.^ = 0. The Infinite branches of the cubic, therefore, tend to 
become parallel to the axis of y and not to the axis of x; 
and there must be a finite point of inflexion on each side of 
the diameter where the curve changes from being concave 
to being convex towards the axis of a;. Hence the name 
" divergent parabola." 
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The form of the curve is then represented by the oval and 
the right-hand Infinite branch on the 
figure. If, however, we have In the 
equation -f m' instead of— ni', then there 
will be no real oval, and the infinite 
branch will be either of the left-hand 
or right-hand form, that is to say, there 
will or will not be points for which y is 
a maximum, and at which the tangent is parallel to the axis, 
according as 3m'' is less or greater than m'; and there Is of 
course the intermediate case 3m' = w", where there Is on each 
side of the axis of a; a point of Inflexion, the \angent at which 
is parallel to this axis. 

The figures of the crunodal, acnodal, and cuspidal forms do 
not seem to require further discussion than was given in Art. 39. 

200. Eetumlng to the case where the cnrve has an oval, 
it is plain that in general every right line must meet any 
closed figure in an even number of real points, and therefore 
that every line which meets the oval part of the cubic once, 
must meet it once again and not oftener; since when a line 
crosses to the inside of the oval. It must cross it again to come 
out, and cannot meet the oval in four points. Every line, 
therefore, must meet the Infinite part of the curve once. I t 
follows that no tangent to the curve can meet the oval again, 
and therefore that none of the points of Inflexion can lie on 
the oval. It is easy to see, on inspection of the figure, that from 
any point outside the oval two tangents can be drawn to it. 

Thus, then, the oval Is a continuous series of points, from 
none of which can any real tangent, dLstinct from the tangent 
at the point, be drawn to the curve. The cubic then, which 
Includes an oval, is of the class (Art. 167), the four tangents 
from every point of which are either all real or all Imaginary. 
The tangents from every point on the oval are all imaginary, 
and from every point on the Infinite branch are all real; viz. 
two can be drawn to the oval and two to the Infinite branch 
itself. In fact, the tangent at any point on the infinite branch 
must meet that branch again, since the third point in whieh 
it meets the curve cannot be on the oval. 

file:///angent
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201. What has been just said, may be used to illustrate 
the essential property of unicnrsal curves (Art. 44). The co
ordinates of any point on such a curve can be expressed 
rationally as functions of a parameter, so that by giving to 
this parameter values continuously increasing from negative 
to positive infinity, we obtain all the points of the curve in 
a continuous series, the coordinates being always real.^ In 
the present example, on the contrary, it Is geometricaUy 
evident that If we commence with any point on the oval and 
proceed on continuously, we return to the point whence 
we set out, without passing through any point on the m-
finite branch; and it is algebraically impossible to express 
the coordinates of any point m terms of a parameter without 
including a radical In the expression. For Instance, we might 
take z = l, x=0, y = >^{aff'+ 3b0'+ 3c0 + d). We shall then 
call the curve we have been considering a bipartite curve, as 
consisting of two distinct continuous series of points. 

A curve of the second kind considered. Art. 196, has no 
oval, and is unipartite, all the real points of the curve bemg 
included in one continuous series; but the curve is not on 
that account unlcursal, for the coordinates of any point cannot 
be rationally expressed In terms of a parameter, and a unipartite 
curve is not necessarily unlcursal, just as an equation having 
only one real root Is not necessarily a simple equation. A cru
nodal cubic, on the other hand. Is unlcursal and unipartite; all 
the points of the curve succeed each other in a definite order 
forming a single series. The curve may, however, be regarded 
as comprising a loop and an infinite branch consisting of two 
parts separated by the loop. The argument used, Art. 200, 
shews that no point of inflexion can lie on the loop, neither can 
any tangent meet the loop. The loop, therefore, includes a series 
of points from none of which can any real tangent be drawn to 
the curve, while from every other point on the curve, two real 
tangents to it can be drawn, one of them to the loop, the other 
to the Infinite branch. So also an acnodal cubic and a cuspidal 
cubic are each of them unlcursal and unipartite. 

202. Having thus divided cubics into five genera, wo proceed 
to subdivide these genera Into species, according to tho nature 
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of their Infinite branches. And, obviously, we must have 
at least four species under each genus, according as the line 
infinity meets the curve, {a) in three real and distinct points, 
{b) in one real and two Imaginary points, (c) in one real and 
two coincident points, {d) in three coincident points. But In 
the case of crunodal, acnodal, and cuspidal cubics, we must 
distinguish under (c) whether the line Infinity be properly a 
tangent, or whether It pass through a double point; and In 
the case of crunodal and cuspidal cubics we must distinguish 
under {d) whether the line infinity be a tangent at a point of 
inflexion or at the node or cusp. Further, in the case of 
a bipartite or a crunodal cubic it Is Important to distinguish 
under (a) and (c) whether the three points in which Infinity 
meets the curve all belong to the infinite branch or whether 
two of them belong to the oval or loop and only the re
maining one to the infinite branch. The differences thence 
resulting in the figures of the curves are so great that the two 
cases may properly be classed as distinct species. These are the 
only differences which are made In what follows, grounds of 
distinction of species. The only other differences which would 
seem to have equal claims to be put on the same level are that 
the points of the curve at Infinity may either all be ordinary 
points, or else one or three of them may be points of Inflexion. 
But as the changes thus made In the figure of the curves are 
slighter, and as It is desirable not to have more species than can 
be easily remembered, I have preferred to class curves differing 
only In the respect last mentioned, not as distinct species, but as 
different varieties of the same species. I t is obviously a good 
deal arbitrary how many varieties of cubics may be counted, 
and much depends on the point of view from which these 
curves are discussed. 

203. The figures for the case where the line Infinity Is a 
stationary tangent have already been discussed, and the figure 
for any other case may be regarded as a projection of one of 
the figures for this case. Let us commence with bipartite cubics, 
and consider first the projection of the oval. And It will be 
readily understood that If the line projected to Infinity do not 
meet the oval, the projection of the oval will remain a closed 

z 
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curve, while If the line touch the oval, or if it meet it in two 
real points, the projection will have the same kind of rough 
resemblance to a parabola or a hyperbola respectively that the 
oval itself has to an ellipse; that is to say, while the figures 
have not the symmetry of the conic sections, the projection Is In 
the former case, like the parabola, a single curve whose branches 
proceed to Infinity In a common direction without approaching 
to contact with any finite asymptote, and in the latter case 
consists of a pair of curves having two common asymptotes, and 
lying in two of the vertically opposite angles formed by them. 
Such a pair we shall briefly refer to as a hyperbolic pair. 
I t will be observed that an ordinary asymptote to a curve has a 
positive and negative branch at opposite sides of it. The 
theory of projection teaches us to regard the extremities of a 
line at positive and negative Infinity as projections of the same 
point, and similarly to regard the branches of a curve which 
touch an asymptote at positive and negative infinity as con
tinuous with each other. Thus, then, as when the oval is a closed 
curve. Its points form a continuous series, such that commencing 
with any point we can proceed continuously round the curve till 
we return to the point whence we set out; so this is equally true 
of all projections of the oval, and the twin hyperbolic branches are 
to be regarded as forming one continuous curve, the part where 
one branch touches an asymptote at Its positive extremity being 
regarded as continuous with the part where the other branch 
touches the same asymptote at Its negative extremity. 

204. Let us next consider the projection of the infinite part 
of the curve (Art. 196) which must be met by every line either 
In one or three real points. First, let the 
Hne projected to Infinity meet It only in one, 
and then the branches of the projected curve 
instead of spreading out indefinitely, will 
approach to contact with a finite asymp- M -̂^ 
tote, as in the left-hand curve on the figure. 
The curve, which will hereafter be briefly 
referred to as the serpeiUinc, must obviously 
have three points of inflexion; for it Is 
convex towards the asymptote at positive infinity (since every 
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curve is convex towards its tangent on both sides of the point of 
contact); it must change this convexity Into concavity In order 
to cut the asymptote once again: having cut It, It must bend 
again, else it would continually recede from the asymptote; 
§nd It must bend once more in order to become convex towards 
the asymptote at negative Infinity. The points in the curve 
represented in the figure form a continuous series, since It ap
pears, from what was said in the last article, that the branches 
of the curve in contact with the asymptote at Its opposite 
exfremltles are to be regarded as continuous with each other. 

In the above It was assumed that the point at infinity on 
the serpentine is an ordinary point on the curve. If, however, 
it be a point of inflexion, the difference is that instead of the 
positive and negative infinite branches lying as usual on opposite 
sides of the asymptote, they lie on the same side, as in the right-
hand curve on the figure. It Is obvious that the curve has 
then but two finite points of inflexion. We refer to this 
as the conchoidal form. 

205. Next, let the line projected to Infinity meet the Infinite 
branch in three ordinary points. It may be seen that It will 
always divide the curve Into three parts, one of which has no 
points of inflexion, another 
one, and the other two. 
The projection will consist 
of three infinite branches; 
one, which we shall call a 
simple hyperbola, having 
no point of inflexion, and 
not intersecting Its asymp
totes; the second, which 
we shall call an inflected hy. 
perbola, crossing one asymp
tote, and consequently hav
ing one point of inflexion; and the last, which we shall call 
a doubly iiifiected hyperbola crossing both asymptotes, and 
having therefore two Inflexions,* No two of these parts form 

* Newton calls the first of these an inscribed, the third a circumscribed, and the 
second an ambigenotis hyperbola. 
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a hyperbolic pair, but the three together form a continuous 
series. Thus, in the figure, if we commence by descending 
the vertical branch of the doubly Inflected hyperbola, the path, 
after passing through negative infinity on the vertical asymptote, 
is continued from positive Infinity on the same asymptote along 
the singly Inflected branch, until having passed to infinity on 
the other asymptote It returns along the simple hyperbola, and 
so back to the doubly inflected hyperbola. 

If one of the points at infinity be a point of inflexion, either 
the singly inflected hyperbola becomes simple or the doubly 
inflected becomes singly Inflected. If all three inflexions be at 
infinity, the curve consists of three simple hyperbolas. 

Cubics having three hyperbolic branches are called by 
Newton redundant hyperbolas, as having one more than the 
conic sections; those having but one infinite branch, as In 
the last article, are called by him defective hyperbolas; and 
those touched by the line at Infinity, and having besides one 
finite asymptote, are called parabolic hyperbolas, 

206. We now enumerate the following species of bipartite 
cubics, (1) The line projected 
to Infinity meets the oval twice 
and the other part of the curve 
once. If the last point of meet
ing be (a) an ordinary point, 
the curve consists of a serpen
tine and a hyperbolic pair, as in 
the figure. If It be {b) an In
flexion, the only difference is, 
that the serpentine is exchanged for the conchoidal form. 

(2) The line Infinity meets the curve in three real points, 
none of whieh belong to the oval. If the points be (a) all 
ordinary points, the figure is that of Art. 205. If one of the 
points be an inflexion, the curve consists either {b) of an oval 
with two simple and one doubly inflected hyperbolas, or else 
(c) of an oval with one simple and two singly Inflected hyper
bolas, {d) If the three inllexious be at Infinity, tho curve 
consists of an oval with three simple hyperbolas. In all these 
cases the oval lies within the triangle formed by the asymptotes, 
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and the curves may be further distinguished according as the 
hyperbolas lie in the angles which contain the asymptotic 
triangle, or, as In the figure, in the vertically opposite angles. 

(3) Infinity meets the curve In two imaginary points; and 
we have an oval (a) with a serpentine, or {h) with 
a conchoidal branch (see Art. 204). 

(4) Infinity touches the oval, which then as
sumes the parabolic form, and Is accompanied {a) -v 
with a serpentine, {b) with a conchoidal branch. -' 

(5) Infinity touches the other part of the curve. 
The oval then remains a closed figure, while the 
other part of the curve spreads into a parabolic 
form. If (a) the remaining point at Infinity be ordinary, one 
branch crosses the asymptote and has two 
inflexions, while the other branch has only 
one. If {h) it be a point of Inflexion, the 
branches are both at the same side of the 
asymptote, and each has only one in- ^ 
flexion. 

(6) Infinity meets the curve In three 
coincident points. This is the case with 
which we set out (Art. 199). 

207. We come next to the division of non-singular unipartite 
cubics, and it is evident that we have now nothing corresponding 
to the species 1 and 4 of the last article. We have, therefore, 
only four species of such unipartite cubics, viz. redundant, 
defective, and parabolic hyperbolas, and the divergent parabola; 
according as the points of the curve at Infinity are all real and 
distinct, two imaginary, two coincident, or all three coincident. 
The same varieties of each may be counted as in the last article, 
and the figures of the last article will serve by omission of 
the oval; but for further illustration we give a figure for a 
case where the satellite cuts the sides of the asymptotic triangle, 
and where two critic centres (Art. 192) lie within that 
triangle. We have, then, a portion of the doubly inflected 
hyperbola in a purse-shaped form within that triangle; 
and it Is easy to conceive that by a change In the value of 
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the constant the mouth of the purse closes, and we have a 
double point at one of the critic centres, while, by a further 
change, we have a separate oval, at last shrinking Into a 
conjugate point at the other critic centre. 

In like manner 
we have the same 
four species of ac
nodal cubics, to
gether with a 
fifth, for which the 
acnode Is at In
finity. The figures 
for bipartite cubics 
suffice to Illustrate 
this class if we 
suppose the oval 
to shrink into a 
conjugate point. 
The figures for the case where the acnode is at Infinity do not 
strikingly differ from those where Infinity meets the ciurve in 
one real and two Imaginary points. 

208. Of crunodal cubics we have the following species: 
(1) Infinity cuts the loop In two real points. We have, then, 
two simple and one inflected hyperbola as in the left-hand 
figure. It will be observed by tracing the curve in its 
passages through infinity that the curve is unlcursal. There 

are two varieties according, as the remaining point is ordinary 
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or an Infiexion. In the latter case, all the hyperbolas are 
simple. 

(2) There are three real points at Infinity, none of which 
are on the loop. There are an inscribed, amblgenous, and 
circumscribing hyperbola, the last forming a loop within 
the asymptotic triangle. There are two varieties, according 
as there is, or is not, an Inflexion at infinity. 

(3) Infinity meets the curve in two imaginary 
points. There are, as before, two varieties. 

(4) Infinity touches the loop, and (5) Infinity f / 
touches the spreading part of the curve. The """"' 
figures explain themselves, and in the former case 
there are two varieties, the curve lying all on 
the same side of the asymptote when there Is 
an Inflexion at Infinity. 

0 

There is a double point at Infinity, and consequently two 
parallel asymptotes; and the remaining point at Infinity is 
(6) on the spreading part, (7) on the loop. In the former 
case, the point of Inflexion is outside the parallel asymptotes, 
in the latter, between them. If the Inflexion were also at 
infinity, the two branches in the former case would He on 
the same side of the asymptote. 
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(8) Infinity touches at an Inflexion, and we have the diver
gent parabola of Art. 199. 

(9) Infinity Is a tangent at a double 
point, and we have a curve called the 
trident, whose figure is here given. 

209. Of cuspidal cubics there are 
evidently no species answering to 1, 4, 
7 of the last article. The species, then, 
are (1) Three real points at infinity; two varieties. (2) One 
real and two Imaginary points at Infinity; two varieties. (3) 
•Infinity an ordinary tangent; two varieties. (4) The cusp at 
infinity; two varieties. (5) Infinity, a stationary tangent. (6) 
Infinity, a cuspidal tangent. The figures for the cases 1, 2, 3 
can easily be conceived with the help of the figures of the last 
article, by supposing the loop removed which Is dotted In those 
figures, and the double point replaced by a cusp. The figure for 
case 4 is obtained from the left-hand figure (Art. 208) for 
the case of two parallel asymptotes, by imagining those asymp
totes united and the branch between thera suppressed. We 
have then a single asymptote with two infinite branches on 
opposite sides, but at the same end of it. 
The figure for case 5, the semi-cubical para
bola, my' = 3!̂ , is given. Art. 39. Finally, 
the figure for case 6, the cubical parabola, 
ni'y = v^, is here represented. 

210. Though we have here counted as many as thirty 
species of cubics. It is not difficult to remember the classification, 
if it is borne in mind that nothing has been done, but combine 
the five-fold division of Art. 196 with the division of Art. 202, 
depending on the nature of the points at Infinity. It remains 
to say something as to previous classifications of cubics. The 
first was made by Newton, Enumeratio Linearum tcrtli ordinis, 
whoso classification is substantially the same as that here given, 
except that what we have counted tvs varieties are made by 
him distinct species; an3 that whereas in the case of a hyper
bolic branch, touched by two asymptotes, we do not regard in 
whiob of i^-y Tcrtif>lly opposite inc;' j.*j-.ned .'z them the 
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branch Hes, Newton discriminates the cases where It Hes in the 
angle crossed by the third asymptote, or In the opposite angle. 
The cases where three real asymptotes meet In a point are 
treated as distinct species. By attending to these distinctions 
the number of species Is made up to seventy-eight. Also, 
whereas we have made the five-fold division primary, and that 
depending on the infinite branches secondary, Newton's course 
of proceeding is the reverse, 

Newton's method of reducing the general equation is as 
follows: one of the axes being taken parallel to the real 
asymptote, the coefficient say of y" vanishes, and the equation 
of the curve Is of the form 

y' {ax + b)+y {fx'+gx + h) +px^ + qx^ + rx + s = 0. 

Now the locus of middle points of chords parallel to the asymp
tote is obviously 

2axy + 2by +fx' + gx+h = Q; 

and If we suppose the axes transformed to the asymptotes of 
this hyperbola, the terms b, f, g evidently vanish, shewing that 
the same transformation will bring the equation of the cubic to 
the form 

xy' + hy =p3S' + qa? + rx + s, 

or with Newton's letters 

xy' + ey = aa? + ba? + cx + d. 

This Is Newton's most general form. If, however. In the 
equation, as we have written it a and b vanish, the locus is not 
a hyperbola but a right line, and according as this is (1) 
the Hne a! = 0, (2) an arbitrary line which may be taken 
for y = 0, or (3) the line at Infinity, the equation of the cubic is 
similarly brought to the forms 

xy = ax" 4 bx' + cx + d, 

y' = aa? + bx' +^ ex + d, 

y = ax^ + hx' -^ cx + d. 

The only apparently different case Is when In the equation, as 
we have written It, a = 0, and the locus a parabola; but In this 
case there is another real asymptote, the locus of middle points 
of chords parallel to which is a hyperbola, and the reduction 

A A 
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proceeds as in the first case, only that the coefficient of a;" vanishes 
in the transformed equation. Newton's results are obtained 
from a discussion of these four forms, li y=4> [x) be the 
equation of any curve, Newton calls the curve a:y = (/> [x) a 
hyperbolism of that curve. Thus then he caUs cubics which 
have a double point at Infinity, and whose equation can therefore 
be brought to the form 

xy' + ey = cx + d, 
hyperbolisms of the ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola, since the 
equation just written Is brought to that of a conic by writing 
y for ay. 

211. We have already noticed Plucker's discussion of cubic 
curves, contained in his System der Analytischen Geometrie. In 
this discussion the nature of the points at Infinity Is the primary 
ground of classification. Commencing with the case of three 
real asymptotes, when the equation is of the form xyz = ku'i', 
the cases when the asymptotes meet In a point, or form a 
triangle, are first distinguished; then all possible positions of 
the satellite line v are examined; whether for instance it cross 
the triangle, pass through A vertex, or meet all the sides 
produced, whether two critic centres (Art. 192) coincide, and so 
forth. All the curves capable of being represented by the 
above equation for any given position of the lines a;, y, z, v, are 
said to form a group, and by giving all possible values to k, 
the different species included under the same group are dis
tinguished. This will be more readily understood from the 
figure of Pliicker's first group, which we reproduce on the next 
page, and which answers to the case where the satellite Hne meets 
the sides produced of the asymptotic triangle, and where we have 
three real critic centres, one Inside, two outside the triangle. 
Fig, 1 represents a bipartite curve of the species in tliis voKinie 
numbered I., 2, By a change In the value of k the oval shrinks 
into a point, and we have (2) the acnodal curvo 111,, 1. As 
k is further changed, tho curvo becomes (3) unipartite 11., 1; and 
the branches recede further from their asymptotes. Jn (1) tho 
branches cross to tho other asymptotes, and tho curvo becomes 
crunodal, IV., 2, Fig, 5 ia bipartite, L, 1, Fig. 6 is in our 
enumeration of the same species as 5, 7 as i, and 8 as 3, but the 
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position of the branches with regard to the asymptotic triangle 

is different. Pliicker's dl-vision into groups has been carefully 
re-examined by Prof. Cayley, Transactions of the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society, 1864, who also gives a comparison of 
Newton's species with those of Pliicker, of which there are 
two hundred and nineteen. I t does not enter into the plan of 
this treatise to give a more minute account of this classifica
tion. I t will suffice to mention, that in the case of the 
parabolic curves an important part is played by the osculating 
asymptotic parabola, or parabola whieh passes through five 
consecutive points of the curve where It touches the line infinity. 
The equation of the curve may be brought to the form 

X {f + 2zx + z') = z' {ay + bz), 

where obviously the parabola y'+2zx+z^ meets the curve In 
the point yz reckoned five times. The groups are then deter
mined by the position of the osculating parabola with respect 
to the linear asymptote a!, and to the satelHte line ay + bz. 

SECT. IV.—UNIOURSAL CUBICS. 

212. We have seen {Conics, Art. 270) that computation is 
facilitated when the coordinates of a point on a curve can be 
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expressed In terms of a single parameter, and It has been 
proved (Art. 44) that this is always possible in the case of 
a unlcursal curve. Of the application of this principle to cubics 
we now give some examples. The equation of a cuspidal 
cubic can always be reduced to the form x'z=y', whete xy is 
the cusp, X the cuspidal tangent, and z the stationary tangent. 
Any point on the curve may then be expressed as the inter
section of 0x=y, ff'y=z;* or, in other words, the coordinates 
of any point on the curve may be taken as 1, 0, 6", where 0 is 
a variable parameter. The line joining any two points on the 
curve will then have for Its equation, as may be easily verified, 

0e'{0+0')x-{0'+00' + 0")y + z = O. 

Let 0 and 0' coincide, and we have the equation of the tangent 
20'x-30'y + z = O. 

If we seek the points where any Hne ax + by+ cz = 0 meets the 
curve, substituting 1, 0, 0^ for x, y, z, we have the equation 
rt -)- 5^ + c0^ = 0, and as this equation In 0 wants the second 
term, the sum of its roots vanishes, and we learn that the para
meters of three points on a right line are connected by the 
relation 0 + 0' + 0" = 0, Hence, In particular, the tangential 
of the point 0 is —2(9, and the point of contact of the tangent 
from ^ is — 1^, 

In like manner. If we make the substitution 1, S, ^.for 
X, y, z, in the equation of a curve of the^''^ order, the term 
3̂/̂ 1 ^jjj jjg wanting in the equation, and the relation connecting 

the parameters of the 3p points of Intersection of the curve 
with the cubic is that their sum vanishes. Thus, then, the 0 
of the residual of a system of points is the negative sum, and 
of the coresidual Is the sum of the 6's of the several points; 
and generally the theorems concerning residuation. Art. 158, &c., 
are thus Intuitively evident for cuspidal cubics. For instance, 
denoting the parameters of the points by a, b, &c., the condition 
that six points shall He on a conic is 

a + b + o + d + c -^ f= 0, 

* These ecmiilinns conaidcred as belonging to taiigeniial coordinates give the 
theorem "If J bo the inilexiim, Cthe ousp, and T the intersection of tangents tit 

tlief.e points, any tangent AII cuts the sides of the triangle /(̂ 7". so tliat ",.", \- —'-, 
. 1 / - jbC 

and when Ihs line at inllnily is a taitgeiit A = 1." Comi'iue Coiiics. .\rt. 3-,'7. 
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which at once gives the theorem (Art. 154), that given four 
points on a cubic, the line joining the points e, / , where any 
conic through them meets the curve again, passes tlirough the 
fixed point {a+ b + c+ d); and that this point may be con
structed by joining ab, cd, and joining the points where these 
Hues meet the curve again, since 

- {a + b) - {c + d) + {a + b + c + d) = 0. 
So, again, various constructions for the ninth point where the 
cubic through eight points meets the curve again are obtained 
by inspection of the equation 

{a + h+c+d)+{e +f+ g-\-h)+ i=0. 

213. The parameters of the points whose tangents pass 
through a given point are found by substituting the coordi
nates of that point in 20^x — 36'y+z = O; and since in the 
resulting cubic the coefficient of 0 vanishes, the sum of the 
reciprocals of the roots vanishes; or, three points whose tangents 

meet in a point are connected by the relation -7, -I- s; + ^/ = 0. 

In like manner, since the condition that 20^x — 30''y-\-z = O 
should touch a cuiwe of the p^^ class is a relation of the p'^^ 
order between the coefficients 26^, 30', 1, and since such a 
relation obviously does not contain the term 0, It follows that 
the 3p points where tangents touch a curve of the p*^ class 

are connected by the relation E (-g) = 0 . We give some Illus

trations of this application of the method to examples. 

Ex. 1. To find the locus of the intersection of tangents whose chord of contact 
passes through a fixed point on a cuspidal cubic. 

This is to eliminate a and /3 between the three equations 

2a''x - 3a'y + z = 0, 2fi^x - 3^y + z = 0, a + jS + y = 0, 

where y is known. We easily find y (2ya; + 3y)' + 2xz = 0, the equation of a conic. 

E^. 2. If a polygon of an even number of sides be inscribed in a cnbic, and all 
the sides but one pass through fixed points on the curve, the last side will also pass 
through a fixed point on the curve. 

Denote the parameters of the vertices by u,, a.^, &c., and of the fixed points by 
6„ Jj, &c. We take the case of the quadrilateral for simplicity, but the proof 
is general. We have then the equations 

u, + b, + a^ = 0, Oj + ^2 -^ «3 = 0, 

Oi + b^ + a^ — 0, ffi -f 4̂ + «! = 0. 
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Adding, we have bi + b,-b^ + J,, shewing that the Knes joining b^, 4,; Jj, *< meet on 
the curve, and that, when three of the points are known, the fourth is known also-
The theorem is true for all cubics, for the proof here given may easily be translated 
into the language of the theory of residuation, shewing that the pairs of points b^ i j ; 
b„ i, are coresidual, a common residual being the system of vertices a„ Oj, Oj, â . 

It follows, as a particular case of this theorem, that if the sides of a polygon of an 
odd number of sides pass through fixed points on the curve, the tangent at any 
vertex passes through a fixed point on the curve; and hence, that the problem to 
construct such a polygon whose sides jiass through fixed points on a non.siagular 
cubic admits of four solutions. 

Ex. 3. To find the quasi-evolute, the two fixed points being on the curve (see also 
Ex. 6, Art. 99). The equation of the quasi-normal (Art, 1U7) i» 

(13' +pe~ 26') [Ba (d + a) x-(e' + ea + a')y + z] 

+ (a' + ae- 262) {0fi (e + fi) x-(r-+ Bp + p^ y + z] =0. 

If we transform this by writing B= ._\ • -we get then, in conformity -with 

Art. 108, a biquadratic in X, in which the two extreme terms at each end respectively 
differ only by a constant factor, and the discriminant, ha-ving as factors the equations 
of the tangents at a and /3, represents besides a curve only of the 4 degree. 

214, It remains to mention a few of the more remarkable 
examples of cubics of the third class. We have already noticed 
the semi-cubical parabola, which Is the evolute of the parabola 
of the second degree. In Its equation, py' = x^, the cusp is at 
the origin, and the point of inflexion at infinity. In the cubical 
paraJjola, on the other hand, p'y = a;', the point of Inflexion 
is at the origin and the cusp at Infinity. In the cubical para
bola the origin is a centre, and aU the diameters of the curve 
coincide with the axis of y; for if we draw any line y = mx + n, 
the sum of the values of a; Is = 0, 

To the cusped class also belongs the Cissoid of Diodes, a 
curve Imagined by that geometer for the solu
tion of the problem of finding two mean pro
portionals. It may be defined as the locus of 
a point M', where the radius vector to the 
circle AM is cut by an ordinate, such that 
AP = BP. Wc must have 

AM' = RM, and thcreforo P=AR-A .1/, 
or p = 2r sec oa — 2r cos a = 2r tan <o sin w; 
or, in rectangular coordinates, 

x{x' + y'') = 2ry', or {2r - .r) y'= x'. 
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The origin is therefore a cusp, and 2r — a! an asymptote meeting 
the cnrve at an infinitely distant point of inflexion, 

Newton has given the following elegant construction for the 
description of this curve by continuous 
motion: A right angle has the side OF 
of fixed length, the point i^ moves along 
the fixed line CI, while the side GH 
passes through the fixed point E; a 
pencil at the middle point of OF will 
describe the cissoid. The proof we leave 
to the reader. (Lardner's Algebraic Geometry, pp. 196, 472), 

The cissoid is also the locus which we should find if we take 
on each of the radii vectores from the vertex of a parabola a 
portion equal to the reciprocal of Its length. It is consequently 
also the locus of the foot of a perpendicular let fall from the 
vertex of a parabola on the tangent; or. In other words. If a 
parabola roll on an equal one, the locus of the vertex of the 
moving parabola will be the cissoid. 

215. We can In like manner express in terms of a single 
parameter the coordinates of any point on a crunodal or acnodal 
cubic. The double point being the origin, the equation is of 
the form 

aa:̂  -f- 3hx'y + 3cx'if + dy" + 3fa? + &gxy'+ 3hy' = 0, 

and If we put y = 0x, we have Immediately rational expressions 
for X and y In terms of 0. The discussion will, however, be 
simpler if we suppose the equation transformed, as It always 
may be, to the form {x' + y') z = o?. Here z is the tangent at 
the one real point of inflexion which the curve must have: 
X is the line joining the point of inflexion to the double point, 
and x' + y' are the tangents at the double point, the upper sign 
belonging to the ease of the acnodal, and the lower to that of 
the crunodal cubic. The coordinates then of any point on the 
curve may be taken proportional to (1 + ^"), 0{1±&'), 1. If 
we substitute these values In the equation of an arbitrary 
line Xx + p,y + vz = 0, we get. In order to determine the para
meters of the points where this line meets the cubic, 

l^ + v) + p,0±X0'±p,e" = O, 
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and these parameters are connected by the relation 

ff0" + 0"0'" + 0'"0' = ± 1, 

If the Hne touch at a point of Inflexion 0' = 0" = 0'", and there
fore 0' = ±^. Hence, an acnodal cubic has three real points of 
inflexion, and a crunodal cubic one real and two imaginary. 

The equation of the line joining two points will be found 
to be 

{&'+ 00'+ 0"'±1) x-{0+0')y = ± {1±0'') {l±0"') z, 

and therefore the equation of a tangent is 

{30'±l)x- 20y = ±{l t&'fz, 

whence we see that if four tangents meet In a point, the sum of 
the corresponding parameters vanishes, and If two of the points 
be given, we can at once form the quadratic which determines 
the parameters of the other two. There is no difficulty in 
applying this method to examples. 

At Art, 122, Ex, 1 we have noticed the crunodal cubic, whose 
polar equation is p ' coa^a =7n , and whose rectangular equation 
Is 27 {x' + y') m = (4m - x)"; a curve having three points of 
Inflexion at infinity, one real and the others being the two 
circular points. The node is on the axis of x at the point x = -8»i, 

216,. When a nodal cubic has three realpoint.'^ of infl.ciyn. fh-; 
conjugate point is the pole of the line joining these three points, 
with regard to the triangle formed by tlie three tangents. Let 
the equation of a cubic be 

{x+y + zY= mxyz; 

then, if this has a double point, its coordinates must satisfy the 
equations got by differentiation, viz, 

3{x+y + s)' = myz = mz.v = ra.Ty. 

From these equations we get .); = // = .r, which (Art. 165) proves 
tho theorem enunciated, and we then have for the nodal cubic 
m = 27, and the equation of the curve may be written In the form 

x^+y^ + z^ = 0. 
In this case the coordinates of any point on the cnrve may he 
taken proportional to 0\ (1 - 0Y, - 1 , and the equation of the 
corresponding tangent ia (1 - 0)\u + 0'y +0'{l- Oy- = 0. 
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216 (a). The subject of unicnrsal cubics may be otherwise 
treated,* We may start with the most general expression for 
the coordinates In terms of a parameter X : p,, viz. 

x = a X'+3b X'p,+ 3c Xp? + d p?, 

y = a'X" + 3b' X'p. + 8c' Xp? + d' n", 

z = a'x" + 35"X> + 3c'Xp? + d"p?, 

and we can at once (as in Art. 44) -write down in the form of a 
determinant the equation of the resulting cubic. But again, 
there are In general three linear functions of x, y, z, whose 
expressions '\nX, p. are perfect cubes. For if in the equation 

Lx + My + Nz = {aX + 0p,Y, 

we substitute for x, y, z their expressions in X: p., equate 
coefficients of X", X'p,, &c. and linearly eliminate L, M, N from 
the resulting equations, we get 

a, a, a 
d'0, b, V, b" 
a0', c, c', c" 

= 0; 0", d, d', d" 

that is to say, we have a cubic for the determination of a : 0, 
whieh we may write 

Aa^ + 3Bd'0 + 3 Ga0' + D0" = 0, 

A, 3B, 3G, D being the determinants of the system 

a , b , c , d 
a', V, c , d' 
^" T." J> Jii 

a , t> , c , a 
Corresponding to the three values oi a : 0, there are three 

values of Lx + My + Nz; and if, writing down the three 
equations 

L'x + M'y + N'z = (a'x + 0'p)", &c., 

we take the cube roots of both sides, and linearly eliminate X: p., 
we get the equation of the curve In the form of a linear relation 

* For ftirther developments of the method here explained see Igel, Hath. 
Armal,, vi, 633; Haaae, JfaiA, Annal. Ii. 526, 

B B 
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between the cube roots of three linear functions. This is 
expressed in the simplest form by writing 

Jf = ( a ' \ +/3'/ .)" (a"/3" '- a"'/3")', 
Y= (a" X + 0" p)" {a"'0' - a' 0'")% 

Z= {a"'X + 0'"p.Y (a' 0" - «" 0' )% 

when we have the equation of the curve in the form (Art. 21G) 
Xi+ Y^ + Zi = 0, which denotes a nodal cubic, X, Y, Zheing 

the three inflexional tangents, X+ Y+Z the line joining the 
three inflexions, and X= Y=Z the node. 

216 {b). We might arrive by another process at a cubic 
identical with the Canonizant cubic of the last article. The 
general condition that three points should be on a right line 
being got by equating to zero the determinant formed with 
the constituents x, y', z', &c,, if we substitute for x', aX"+&c, 
we get the condition that three points of the curve should be 
on a right line. This is easily seen to be resolvable into partial 
determmants, each of which Is divisible by 

/~^ I I. .\ II l\ / . v II III .V / / / / ; \ / . . Ill I . . f / / / \ . 

{Xp, —Xp,)[Xp. —X p, ) [X /4 - Xfi ] ; 

and the condition In question may be written 

Ap.'p,"p.'" + B {Xpi'p!" + X"p,"'p.' + X'"p.'p,"} 

+c {x"x'"p,' + x"'x'fi'' + X'X V")+i^x-x-'x'"=0, 
where A, B, &c., have the same meaning as in the last article. 
In other words, If the X: p. oi three points be determined by the 
cubic 

AX^ + SB'X'p, + 3 C'Xp? + D'p? = 0, 
then the condition that these three points should be on a right 
line Is 

{AD - AD) - 3 {BC -B'G) = 0. 
The X: jti of a point of Inflexion wc get by writing X'=X"=X"', 

p! = p! =p!" in the preceding equation, and we thus faU back 
on the cubic 

Ap? + 3BXp? + 3 CX'p, + DX' = 0. 
We might arrive at the same cubic In a somewhat different 

form. From tho general determinant form of the equation of 
the line joining two points, it follows that for a unioursal cubic, 
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in which we are given expressions for x, y, z In terms of a 
parameter, the equation of the tangent at any point is 

X ,y ,z 

x̂' yx^ \ 
X , y , z = 0, 11' "/i' / i 

where the suffixes denote differentiation with regard to X or /ti 
of the expressions for x, y, or z; and, in like manner, that the 
condition that three consecutive points shall He on a right 
line is 

^xxi 

'"X/j.^ 

X , 

yxx^ 

V 
"w' 

^xx 

X/x 

0 
MM 

= 0. 

Thus, then, for the case of the cubic which we are con
sidering, the X : p, oi the inflexions Is given by the equation 

aX+bp,, b-X + cp,, cX + dp. 
a X + b' p,, V X + c' p., dX + d' p, 
d'X + V'p., V'X + d'p., c"X + d"p. 

which may be seen (as Higher Algebra, Art. 169) to be identical 
with the cubic akeady mentioned. 

216 (c). A node on the curve will arise when the same 
point answers to two different values of the ratio X : p,. If 
X': p,', X" : p!' be two values answering to the same point, then, 
no matter what other point X'" : p!" we take on the curve, the 
condition of the last article (that It shall be on a right line with 
the two coincident points of the node) must be fulfilled. Thus, 
equating separately to zero the parts in that condition multiplied 
by X'", /*'" respectively, we have 

Apip!' + B {X'p." + X'y) + CX'X" = 0, 

Bpi'p," + C{X'p," + X'p.') + DXX" = 0, 

and since, from the theory of equations. If the two values of 
X : p., corresponding to the node be given by a quadratic 
equation, that equation must be 

X'p.'p." - X/t {Xp." + X'p.') + pi'X'X" = 0 ; 
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eliminating /i'^t", &c., we get the quadratic, which determines 
the values of the nodal parameter 

X, —Xp., p? 
A, B , C 
B, C , D = 0 . 

In other words (see Higher Algebra, Art. 195), the quadratic 
which determines the two values of the nodal parameter Is 
the Hessian of the canonizant cubic. 

If in the condition of the last article we write X": p." = X': p!, 
we get the relations connecting the parameter of any point with 
that of Its tangential, and it will be observed that the factors 
multiplying X'", p.'" are the differentials of the cable with 
regard to X, p.. 

216 (c?). In the preceding it has been assumed that the roots 
of the canonizant cubic are unequal. To consider in the 
simplest form the case where there are two equal roots let 
a! and y be two of the linear functions, whieh, expressed In terms 
of the parameter, are perfect cubes; that Is to say, let us 
take !c = X", y = p?, and If z = a'X^ + 3b"X'p. + 3c"Xp? + d"p?, the 
canonizant cubic becomes a0{b"0—c"a) = 0, which will have 
t-A'O equal roots only, on the supposition that b" or c" = 0. In 
this case we can, by linear transformation, bring the third 
equation to the fonn z = X'p,, and the cubic will be .r' = a!''̂ ; or, 
in other words. It will have a cusp. Clebsch has shown 
{Crelle, LXiv. 43), that in general the equation of the 3(«—2) 
degree, which determines the parameters of the points of In
flexion, will have a pair of equal roots for every double point 
which becomes a cusp. 

If the canonizant have three equal roots, the curve breaks 
up Into a right line and a conic, 

SECT, V,—INVARIANTS AND COVARIANTS OF CUBICS. 

217, The equation of a non-singular cubic can always be 
reduced to the canonical form 

a? + y''' + z''i-Gmxy.- = 0. 
In this form x, y, z contain each implicitly three constants; 
and these, together with the one expressed constant, make np 
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ten, the number of constants, which, according to the test of 
Axt, 24, a form must contain if it be general enough to represent 
any cubic. We shaU presently shew how the equation of any 
cubic can be reduced to the form just given. We may write it 

{x+y-2mz) {ax + w'y — 2mz) {co'x + cay - 2mz) + {1+ 8m') s°= 0, 

where co is an imaginary cube root of unity. In this form it 
Is apparent that the line z joins three points of Inflexion, and 
the same thing Is proved in like manner for the lines x and y. 
Hence these three lines constitute one of the four systems of 
three fines which we saw (Art, 174) can be drawn through 
the nine points of inflexion; and we can foresee that the 
problem to reduce the equation of any cubic to the canonical 
form admits of four solutions. 

The form here given is that which we shall generally use 
in our investigation concerning cubics; but it is necessary 
first to obtain the invariants for the equation in its general 
form, which we write 
*aa:' + hy" + cz" + 3a,x'y + 3a,f?z + 3h^'x + 3bjfz 

+ 3c^z'x + 3G,z'y + &mxyz = 0. 

218. We form now first the equation of the Hessian, The 
second differential coefficients of the cubic, omitting the factor 
6 common to aU, are 

a=a^ + a,y + a^z; f = mx + h„y + c^z; 
b = b^x+ hy +b^z; g = ap + my + c^z ; 
c = c,x + cjy + cz ; Ii — a,x + b,y + mz. 

* In Prof. Cayley's Memoirs the coeificients of the terms y'z, z'x, x'y, yz', zx', xy', 
are -written respectively / , g, h, i, j , k. In German Memoirs the vai-iables are 
usually denoted by xi, x^, x^, and the coefficients in question are written aj^j, 0:331, "tra 
"•aai «3uj ^va- ^̂ i® ^™* notation has greatly the advantage in compactness; the 
advantage of the second is that each coefficient shews on the face of it to which 
term it belongs. In formnlffi which we have much occasion to work with, the use 
of suffixes is less convenient than a notation in which each coefficient is denoted by 
a sijjgle character; but smce the general equation of the cubic is only used in the 
articles immediately following, and there chiefly for purposes of reference, I have 
thought the second advantage to be that which in this mstance it was most important 
to secure. The notation used in the text agrees with the German, replacmg a,„ a^, 
a^ by a, b, 0, respectively. On the same principle the coefficients of x^, y', «', might 
be -written a,, b^, C3, and were so -written in the first edition. I now omit 
suffixes in the case of these three coefficients, not only for brevity but also to 
diminish the i-isk of confounding any of them with one of the group of six coeificients. 
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Forming then H= dbc + 2fgh - af - bg' - ch?, 

H'lB the cubic, the coefficients of which are respectively 

a = ab,c^ - am' + 2ma,a^ - b,a^ - c^a^, 

b = ba,c^ - bm' + 2mhJ>, - ajb^ - G.J>Y, 

0 = cajb, - era' + 2mc,c, -a^c' -b^c^, 

Za, = ahc, - 2amb^ + ah,c, - ba^ + m'a, - h,c,a, + 2a,ap^ - c,a^, 

Sa, = ach,^- 2amc, + abf, - ca^ + rri'a^- b,c,a^ + 2a,a^c,- b^a'Y, 

3bj = hoc, - 2bma^ + ba,c, - ab'^ + ni'h, - c,ap^ + 2bp^a^ - c,6/, 

Sb, = bca, - 2bmc, + baf, - c&,' + ni'h^ - c.jx,b^ + 2bJ>^^ - aj>,', 

3c, = cah^ — 2cma, + cap., - ac^ + rn'c^ - afi^c, + 2c,c.p,, - hfY, 

-3c, = cba^ - 2cmb^ + ca,h^ - he,' + m'c, - ap^c, + 2c.pfi, - a,c,', 

6m = ahc — {abjs, + bc,a„+ ea,b,) + 2m' - 2m {b,c^ + c,a, + a,5,) 

+ 3(a,&3C,-ho,6,cJ, 

As a particular case of the preceding, the Hessian of 

x' + y" + z' + Qmxyz = 0 is -m' {x" +y" + z") + {1 + 2m') xyz = 0. 

219. We are also able to form the equation of the Cay
leyan. This contravariant expresses the condition that the line 
aux + 0y + yz shall be cut in involution by the system of conics 
^n 2̂5 ^,) •'̂ liere 

t^ = a »" -f bjf' + c,z' + 2myz + 2a^zx'+ 2a,xy, 

TJ, = a,x' + by' + c,z' + 2bjjz + 2mzx + 2b,xy, 

TJ^ = ap' + b^y' + cz'+ 2c,^z + 2c^zx + 2mxy. 

The method of forming this contravariant is given, Conics, 
Art. 888a; and the result is there found in terms of the coeffi
cients of the three conics. Applying tho formulae to the present 
example, we find 

P = .ita" + B0' + Cy' + 3A,a'0 + 3A^a'y + ZBfi'a + 3B^ffy 

+ 3 G^y'a + 3 C^y'0 + 6 J/o/Sy, 
where 

A = bcm- bcfi^ - c&,&, - mJ,c, -t- J,o,' -t- c/;,", 

B = cam - ca,a^ - ac,o, — majs, + a./\' + o,a*, 

0 = abm - ab,b, - ba,a, - m&.a, -t- b/i.^' + aj>,', 
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^A,=-bca^-cmb.,+hcY+2caJ)^+2m'c^-3mb^c^-icC,a]}^+hfi,c,-2a,c', 

ZA^=-bca,-bmc^+cbY+2ba,c,+2m'h^-3mc.J)^+h^a,c,+h,c,b^-2aX\ 

3 5 j = - ca53-cmo3-t-ac/-+2ca,5,-l-2m''c, - 3ma^c,+cfiJ}^+a,c,c,-2bfiY, 

^Ps=-'^^-(^^C'A('<^2^+^ab^o^+2m'a^-3mc,^a,+ap,c,+a,c,a,^-2b/iY, 

^G,= -ahc,-bma^+ah^'+2ba,c,+2m'b,^-3ma,b^+h^a,c,+aJ>J)^-2c,hY, 

3C=-ahc^-amh^+ha'+2ab.,c,+2m'a,-3maJ),+aJ)fi^+a,afi^-2c,a^, 

6M= ahc - {ab^c^ + bc,a^ + caj),) - Am" + 4m (&,Cj -1- c^a, -1- aj!>^) 

In particular, the Cayleyan of x" + if + z' + &mxyz is 

m {a" + 0" + y") + {1- im') a/3y = 0. 

220. If in the confravarlant just found we substitute for 
a, 0, y, symbols of differentiation with respect to x, y, z respec
tively, and^ then operate on the given cubic TJ, the result will 
be an Invariant {Higher Algebra, Art. 139). 

This invariant, whieh we denote by 8, is of the fourth degree 
in the coefficients, and is 

8 =.aicm — {hca,a^ + caifi^ + abc,G,) — m {db^c, + ho^a„ + ca,b^) 

+{ah,c,'+acJ>;+ba,pY+bo^%"+cb,,a,'+caJ>Y)-m'+2m'{\c,+c,a,+aJ>;} 

-3m{a,b,G^+aJ>^c,)-{bYcY+cYa,'+a;'h;')+{c,a,aX+aAh0i-^K('i<^A)-
It amounts to the same thing to say that the equation of the 
Cayleyan may be written 

{''ii*K*y-i*''-^i,'-'''''A"^''i. 
^^'i^-'-'A^-'-^i+'^l)^-''' 

We have explained, Higher Algebra, Art. 162, the symboHcal 
method by which Aronhold origihaUy obtained this invariant 
8; Its symboHcal notation being (123) (234) (341) (412), that of 
its evectant, the Cayleyan, being (123) (a23) (a31) (al2). For-
the canonical form 8 ia m- m*, and since 8 vanishes when 
m = 0 ; that is to say, when the equation is of the form 
x''+y"+ a"=0. It follows that 8 vanishes when the cubic function 
equated to zero can be reduced to the sum of three cubes. 
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221. When we have a quantie TJ= ax" + by' + cz" + See., and 
a covariant F of the same degree aa;" + hy" + cz" + &o., then if 
we have any Invariant of TJ, and if we form the corresponding 
invariant of TJ+XV, the coefficients of the several powers of 
X will obviously be invariants. We learn hence that, in the 
case supposed, from any invariant of TJ we can form a new In
variant by performing on it the operation a -j- + h -^7+ e-^ + &C. 

Applying this principle to the cnbic and its Hessian we can 
from the invariant 8 derive a new invariant T of the sixth order 
In the coefficients; or, what amounts to the same thing, we can 
obtain T by writing differential symbols for a, 0, y In the 
Cayleyan, and then operating on the Hessian, We thiM find 
for Tthe value 

a'V'c' -Gahc {ah/,,+bc^a^+ ca,b^) - 20abcm'+ 12abcm (5,c,+ c,a,+aji^ 

+ Gahc {a,b/,+aj>^c,) + 4 {d'bc,"+ a'cb;+ V'ca^+ b'ac,'+ c'abY+ c'ba^) 

+ 3&ni' {bca,a^ + cah,b^ + abc,c,) 

- 24m {bch,aY + bcc,a,' + cac,b,' + caafi^' + aba/,' + aT)b/Y) 

-3{a'b,'c,'+b'c^'a;'+c'a;b^') +18 {bcb,c,a,a^+cac,a,bjb,+ ahafy,c^ 

—12 {bcc,a/,^ + bct/i,aY+ <^('AK+ ^'^J'fis+ <^i«t<^A' + eM/^eY) 

- 12m" {abf^ + hc^a^ + ca/jj 

+ 12m= {ab,c,' + ac,hY + ba,c,' + bc,aY + ch,a,' + cajbY) 

- 60»i {ab,b/,G, + bc,c,a,a^ + ca,aJ>J>^) 

+ 12m {aa,b/Y + aa/X' + bb/X' + hb,a/^' + cc,a,hY + ce,b,aY) 

+ 6 {ab/^ + bcfi^ + ca,b,) (a/j^c, -f a^c,) 

+ 24 {abfiX + ac,c,X -H /^'\/,V + H « + <"«3«A" + AK\1 

- 12 {aa,b,c' + aff„c,Z./ + b\c,aY •¥bb,afiY + cc/tfiY + ccA(t?) 

- Sm" + 2im* {b,c,, + c,a, + a^) - 36m' {a,b,c^ + aj>,c,) 

- 12,H=' {b/,c,a, + c,a,a/>, + aJ>J\o,) - 2U,' (S/c,' + c,\' + <?' /) 

+ 36m {a.J>.f, + aJ>,G,) {h,c, + c/i, + a/),) + 8 (5,"<-̂ ' + c/rt/ + a^) 

- 27 {aXcY + a;hXl - Qb,c,c,a,aA 

-12 {bX'c,a,^ bXaA+ c^.X&.-F cYa,M+aYhYh,c, + a,\\a:i. 
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For the canonical form this Invariant reduces to 1 — 20m' — 8m°. 
Its symboHcal form is (123) (124) (235) (316) (456)'. AVe can 

dT dT 
derive from the Invariant T an evectant a" -^ + 0" -jy- + &e. = 0, 

da db 
the coefficients of which it Is needless to write at length. For 
the canonical form, this contravariant, which we denote by Q, is 

(1 - 10m") (a' -f /3' 4- 7') - (30m' + 24m'') â Sy = 0. 

Every Invariant of the cubic can be expressed as a rational 
function of 8 and T. This can be proved In the same way as 
the corresponding theorem Is proved {Higher Algebra, Art, 215) 
for a binary quartic, there being much resemblance between 
the theory of the binary quartic and that of the ternary cubic, 

222, The method of finding the equation of the reciprocal of 
acaibic has been explained (Arts, 91, 188). We give the result 
for the general equation, only writing at length, however, those 
terms the form of whieh is really distinct. The other coefficients 
may be obtained from those we give by symmetrical Inter
change of letters, 

a' {b'd' - 6bcb/, + 4:bo," + ieb; - BbYc;'}, 

%a^0 {-hc'b, + 2bcnnc; + bcb/, - imcb^' + 3cc,bJ>, - 2bc,c,' 

+ 2mb/,'+h;'c,G,-2h,G,"], 

3a*0' [2bc'a, - imbco^ + 3c'b' - 2bcc,a^ + IGni'ch^ - \2mch,c, 

+ IbcYc, + AcapY-6ca,5gC2- Qcbfi/i — Anfi'c'Y- 8mb/,c, 

- bYc; - 2aJ>/,' + ia,cY + 12\c,cY}, 

Ga'/87 {be {- Am!' + 5b,c, - 2aA - 2c,a,) + b {2mc,c, + ia/Y - 3h/Y) 

+ c {2mh.A + ici,hY - 3c,bY) -^-rri'b/, + 10m {b^o,^ + c^'b,) 

-2a/,bY-2a,b,c,'-llh,b,c/;i, 

2a'/3'{-ahc'-9c'a,b, + 3bcc,a^ + 3ach/,- 2ac"-2bc"- Ucn? 

+ cm (18&,c,-f 18c,a^ -24a3&3) + 9c {a^o, + afi/^) + 12m'c,c,, 

+ 6m {a/Y + bfY) + GaP/fi, - I'^h^'c,- 18a,c,c/}, 

6a'/3'7 [abcc, + Gbcma^- ibca,c, - 2acbY + ah/Y + 2mbG'- 5bc,c,,a^ 

+ Acrri'h, - lOcma^ + ^A'^sK ~ Gĉ î Cj -f- 9ca,c,b, + 8m\ 

- l<oni'b/, + 12ma})f,^ — 8ma,cY - 2mi,c,c,,- AaJ}Yc, 

+ lObXcY + \3aA\c, - 1 la}>,<\, 
CC 

file:///3aA/c
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Ga'/Sy {- 4aZ>cm + {bca,a^ + cab,h^+abc,c,) -8m{ab/, + bc^a^+ca,h,) 

+ 5 {ab,cY + ac,hY + bc,aY + ba,c^ + cb/iY + cafiY) 

- 8m* + Am' {b,c, + c,a, + ajy^t + 18»J {afif, + afi/^ 

+ 4 {h,'G;' + c,'aY + aX') - 19 (^.c,c,a,4 c,a,a353 -f aj^^}. 

The contravariant just formed is the second evectant of T; that 

Is to say, the equation of the reciprocal may be written 

It has been mentioned. Art, 91, that the equation for the 
canonical form is 

a'+0' + y".- (2 -f 32m') {0y + y'a' + a"0") 

- 2Am'a0y [a" + 0" + y') - (24m -|- 48m*) d'^y'=0. 

223, The invariants of a cubic may also be calculated by 
means of the differential equations whieh Invariants must satisfy 
{Higher Algebra, Art. 143), For this purpose It is convenient 
to arrange the equation according to one of the variables, and 
to write it 

rz' + 3 {ap + a,y) z' + 3 {bp' + 2b,xy + by)z 

+ {cp" + 3c,x'y + 3c,xy' + c^) = 0. 

If we desire then to form an invariant of any given order and 
weight, the literal part may be written down without calculation. 
For instance, we can foresee that 8 is of the form 

r {c'b) + {c'a') + {cH'a) + (b*), 

where by {c'b) we mean a function of the second degree in the 
c, and of the first In the b coeflicients; and we know also that 
it must be an Invariant of that order of b^/' + &c., cp' + &c., 
considered as a binary quadratic and cubic. The theory, there
fore, of binary qnanties enables us to turcsce the form of this 
term. Similarly for tho others. And the invariant must 
further satisfy the differential equation 
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In this way we find 8 to be 

-r{c'b)+{c'a')+{cb'a)-{b'Y, 

where {6'h) = {c/, - c,') h, - {c/^ - c/^ 5, + {G,G^ - c,') b„ 

{c'a') = {c/, - cY) a;- - {c/^ - c,c,) a,a^ + {G/^ - c,') aY, 

{cFa) = a/J>Y - {G,a^ + 3c,a,) b,b, + {a/, + a/J {2bY + bfi,) 

-{a,c, + 3a,c,)bJ>^ + afiJ>Y, 

In like manner T is 

r' (c*)-6r{G"ba) +A {c'a") + Ar{c'b")- 3 {c'b'd') -12{b') {cV'a)-f 8(5')', 

where (c*) = c X + K< + ^Ca"/ - K< " 6 V.c^c^, 
(c'5a) = aA(c„c/+2c;-3c,c,C3) 

+ {<^h + 2«„6J (2C30;' - G/Y - cfi,c^) 

+ {afi, + 2aA) (2c„o/ - e,GY - c/,cj 

+ «t5.(«a<' + 2c/-3c„c,cj, 

(c'a') = a;(c„03''-t-2c/-3c,c,C3) 

+ 3a>,(203C,'-c,c;''-c„c^C3) 

-f3a„a,'(2c„c,'-c,c/-c„c,C3) 

+ < ( C B < ' + 2C, ' -3C,C,CJ, 

{c'b')-3{b") {c'b) = cYbY- Gc/PK + 6V,5, {2b:- Kh) 

+ c„C3 {Qb^h, - 8bY) + 2GYbX - 1 Sc/,bAb, 

-f 6c,C35„ {2b;' - bfi,) + 2c,'bYh,-Gc,cpfiY^cYbY, 

{c'b'a') = cYbYaY - 2c„c, {b',a^a, + 2&,5,a.') 

- 2c/ , (&A«/ + ^K< - 10&x¥o«. + ^KO 
+ 2c/, {Ab^aY + AbY>,aY - GbYa^a^ - 35„5,a„«J 

+ GY {8b,'aY + 9ib,'aY - 12bAa/z, + AhJ>,aY) 

+ 2c,c, {bAa/.,+2&;v> - ^KK< - ^KKO 
- 2c/, {bfi,aY + 2b,'aY - lOb^a^a, + 4&X) 

-1- GY {8b'X' + 9V«i' - 12^5„a„«, + 45„6.a;) 

- 2c/3 (6„V, + 2bfi,aY) + cX\% 
or, we may write, 

{c'b'd') = {cbaY + 4 (eV) (6') - 8 {6'h) {d'h), 

where {cba) = c/i^ " "2 i^-A + 2«o ,̂) + "i {%h + 2«,5,) - o^aA 
{a'b) = b,aY - 2b/t,a, + h/,Y' 
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224, If the curve have a double point, this point may be made 
the origin; when we shall have r, a„, a, all = 0; 8 reduces to 
- {V'Y and Tio 8 [b'Y; or, in the notation of Art. 217, 8 reduces to 
_ {afi^ _ m'Y and 2' to 8 {alj, - ni'y- We see then that T + GiS' 
vanishes when the curve has a double point. This, therefore, is 
the discriminant, as will afterwards be proved In other ways. 
If the curve have a cusp (/'''') vanishes, and therefore so do 
both 8 and T. For the canonical form, the discriminant 
T'+GA8^={l+8m"Y. 

225, In the articles next following we use the canonical 
form. It has been proved. Art. 218, that the equation of the 
Hessian of a? + y" + z" + Gmxyz = 0 is of the same form with 
a different value of m, and hence that the system of three lines 
xyz passes through the intersection of the curve and its Hessian, 
as was otherwise shown. Art, 217. I t appears also that the 
equation of the Hessian of the Hessian is of the same form, 
and hence that the points of inflexion of a cubic are in
flexions also on Its Hessian, as was otherwise proved. Art. 173. 
Any equation of the form a {x" + y" + z") + 0xyz = 0 can obvi
ously be reduced to the form X TJ+ p.H= 0. In fact we have 

x"+y" + z" + Gmxyz = TJ, - m' {x" + y" + s') + (H- 2m') xyz = K 

Solving, (1 + 8-m') (a;' + y" + z") = {1 + 2m") U- 6mH, 

{l + 8m')xyz = m'TJ+21 

whence (1 + 8m") X = a (1 -I- 2m') + 0m', (1 -f 8m') p. = - Qma + 0. 

Let ns now form the equation of the Hessian of X TJ+ BfjtH; 
that is to say, of 

(X - 6pm') {x" + y" + z")+G [Xm + p,{l+ 2n?Y .ry- = 0, 
and the result is 
-^(X -&p.m') {Xm +p.{l + 2m")Y {x" + y'+ s") 

-f f {(X - (ip,m'Y +• 2 {Xm + p^{l+ 2m')]^'J.r^- = 0; 
and, by what has been just proved, this is of the form 
X' TJ+ p,'H= 0, whence 
(1 -1- 8m") X' = - (1 -t- 2m') (X - Gpm') {\m + p.{l-^ 2;»'')}' 

+ m"[(X - &p^m'Y + 2 {Xm +p,{l+ 2m')f], 

(1 + 8m') p.' = Gni (X - Cpm') i\)ii+p.{l + 2m')}" 

+ [{\ - Gp.m:'Y + -.' {Xm + p,{l + 2m')Y]. 
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Expanding, and remembering that we have 

8=m-m\ T=l-20m"-8m', 
these values may be written 

X' = - 2 SX'p. - TXp? + 8 S'p?, /i' = X' -1-12 8Xp? + 2 Tp?. 
The values of X' and p! being expressed in terms of the In
variants, the expressions just given will hold good, no matter 
how the equation be transformed, and therefore the Hessian 
of X TJ+ 6pH, where U and H have the general values of 
Arts. 217,218 is X' TJ+ p!H, X and p! having the values just given,* 

Thus when X' : p! is given, we have a cubic to determine 
the ratio X-. p,; that is to say, there are, as has been already 
stated, three cubics which have a given cubic as their Hessian. 

Since, as a particular case of the foregoing, the second 
Hessian 

H{HU) = 8 S'U+2TH, 
it follows that • T= 0 expresses the condition that the second 
Hessian shall be the original curve. If ;S'=0; that is to say, 
(Art, 220) if the equation Is reducible to the sum of three 
cubes, the Hessian coincides with its own Hessian, and there
fore consists of three right lines, as the next article will show. 

226. The Hessian meets a curve In the points of inflexion; 
that is to say, in the places where three consecutive points of 
the curve are on a right line. If, then, the curve be not a 
proper curve, but a complex, including a right line as part of 
it, every point on that line is a point on the Hessian; and 
therefore when the curve consists of three right lines, these lines 
constitute the Hessian. This may be verified by forming the 
Hessian of xyz = 0. Thus, then, the system of conditions that 
the general equation shall represent three right lines is written 
down by expressing that the coefficients in the equation of 
the Hessian (Art, 218) are proportional to the corresponding 
coefficients in the equation of the cubic, viz, 

a _ b _ c _ a ^ _ a g ^ b , ^ b 3 ^ c , ^ C g ^ m _ 

a" b" G~ a," aX ^i K ^i "̂a ^' 
a system of forty-five equations, on the face of thera equivalent 

* This was pi-oved by direct calculation in the iirst edition, and it was thus 
that the values of ^̂  and T were there obtained. 
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to nine, but which can be really equivalent only to three in
dependent equations. For {Conics, Art. 78) only three con
ditions are necessary In order that an equation of the third 
degree, containing nine independent constants, should represent 
a system of three lines Involving only six constants. I t may 
be verified, by means of the values (Art, 218) of a, b, &c,, that 
the forty-five equations actually are equivalent to three, as has 
been stated, 

227.' The Hessian of XTJ+ 6/tZrbeing XU+ plH, the former 

will represent three right lines '^ ^ = p ; which, introducing 

the values (Art. 225) for X', p!, gives us the equation 

X* + 2A8Xp? + 8 TXp? - A8S'p.* = 0. 
This being a biquadratic, we see that, as has been already more 
than once stated, four systems of three right fines can be drawn 
through the intersections of ?7and H. This biquadratic, solved 
by the ordinary methods (see Todhunter's Theory of Epiations, 
Chap. XIII.), gives 

^=v(o+v(o+v{g, 
where t„ t,, t, are the roots of the equation 

t'+12Se + A8S't-T' = 0, or{t + A^'=T' + U!?. 
Thus, then, the reduction of the equation of any non-singular 
cubic to the canonical form can be effected. We first form 
the equation of its Hessian (Art. 218), and calculate the values 
of the invariants 8 and T (Arts, 220, 221). The present article 
then shows how we can form an equation XU+ 6p,H=0, which 
shall be resolvable Into three linear faetoi-s. By solving a 
cubic equation we can find these factors A', F, Z. And then 
comparing the given equation with the fonn 

aX" + h Y' + cZ' + 6/« A: YZ= 0, 
we can determine a, h, c, m, by equations of the fii-st degree. 

Ex. 1. Calculate tho invariants of the oubio 
".1- (j« - c=) -1- by (z' - tc^) + cjs(x>-y') = 0. 

228 Of the four tangents which can bo drawn from any 
point ot a cubic to the curve, two can coincide only when the 
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curve has a double point, since a cubic has no double tangents. 
The equation of the four tangents is (Art, 78) A' = 4A' TJ, where 
if TJ = x" + y^ + z" + Gmxyz, 

A =3{x' {a? + 2myz) +y' {y' + 2mzx) + z' {z' + 2mxy)], 

A' = 3 {a: {x" + 2my'z') + y {y" + 2mz'x') + z {z" + 2mx'y')]. 

Making z=0 In A' = 4A' TJ, we get the quartic, which determines 
the four points in which the tangents meet the line z, viz, 

3 {x'x' + yy' + 2mz'xyY=A {x"+y') [x {x"+2my'z') + y{y"+2mz'x')], 

or {x" + 8my'z') x* + A {y" — mz'x) x'y 

- 6 {x'y' + 2m'z") x'y' + A {x" - my'z') xy' + {y" + 8mz'x') y" = 0, 

From what has been said it appears that the discriminant of 
this quartic must contain as a factor the discriminant of the 
cubic. Now remembering that x" + y" + z" + Gmx'y'z' = 0, we 
find for the invariants s and t of the quartic 

s = 12 (m* - m) 0'* = - 12z'*8, 

t = -{l- 20m' - 8m'') z" = - z"T. 

Hence the discriminant of the quartic, 211' -s". Is 2'lz" {T'+GAS"); 
and it Is easy thence to see that the discriminant of the cubic Is 
1'+GAS\ 

229. The anharmonic function of the four points determined 
by the quartic of the last article evidently Is the same as the 
anharmonic function of the pencil of four tangents. Now If the 
roots be a, 0, y, S, the anharmonic function of these roots is 
any one of the mutual ratios of the quantities (a — 0){y — 8), 
{a — y){0 — S),{a—S){0—y). We can form by the method 
of symmetric functions the equation which determines these 
quantities; and If the coefficients of the quartic be a. Ah, 6c, 
Ad, e, we find a"y" - 12asy + 16 ^J{s' - 211') = 0. The mutual 
ratios of the roots are not altered If we increase them all In the 
same proportion, by substituting, say ay = 2zs^, when we see 
that the anharmonic ratios are the mutual ratios of the roots of 

. ' - 3 . - 1 - 2 ^ ( 1 - ? ! ? ) = 0 , or 0 ' - 3 0 + 2 y / ( l - f g g , ) = O. 

Thus, then, the anharmonic function depends solely on the ratio 
T': 8", and Is Independent of the point whence the tangents 
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are drawn (Art, 167), If T= 0, the equation just given reduces 
to 0' - 32 -f 2 = 0, of whicli two roots are equal; one, therefore, of 
the ratios becomes unity, and the anharmonic becomes an 
ordinary harmonic ratio. If /5'=0, the equation in y wants 
its second term and becomes of the form if = 'ni:, whose roots are 
of the form m, mw, w/w', where a is an imaginary cube root of 
unity; and the common ratio of the roots is «, This has been 
called equl-anharmonic section. 

230, By the help of the canonical form can be calculated, as 
In Art, 225, the invariants 8 and T oiXTJ+ <ap.H, or of 

(X - Gptri') {x" + y'+-z') + G {mX + p.{l + 2m")] xyz, 

and we find, without difficulty, 

8{XU+ 6p,H)=8X'+ TXp.- 2A8'X'p:' - A8TXp?-{T'+A8S"\p\ 

T{XU+GpH)=T\'-9G8''X'p.-608TX*p:'-20r-X"p? 

-I- 2A08'TX'p.* - 48 {8T' + 96S*) Xp?-8{r28"T+T) p.\ 

And If, by the help of these, we form the discriminant R or 
y + 6A8', we find 

R (XU+ Gp,H) = R{X' + 24 Sx'p!' + 8TXp?- iSS'p.')', 

where the factor multiplying R is the cube of the quartic function 
of X, p,, in Art 227 ; as might have been foreseen, since if the 
cubic TJ have not a double point, the only cubics with double 
points which can be drawn through the points of inflexion are 
the four systems of right lines. The values just given for the 
^S'and T oi XU+Gp,E are covariants of tliis quartic function 
of X, p,; differing only bj' the numerical factors 1 and 2 respec
tively from the Hessian, and the covariant called J, {Higher 
Algebra, Art, 209); and the coefficients of f.^and i2"In the value 
of H{XT7+6p.Il) differ only by numerical factors from the 
differentials of the same quartic with respect to X and p.. 

All covariant cubics can be expressed in the form X,U+ p,H, 
as is illustrated by the (bllowing examples: 

T-.x. 1. If a, b, 1; &c. di-iKiU' the second dilTercntial coefficients, and .1 , i?. A-c 
denote bo- /- , Ao., aa Art. ISI, and if a', V, .1 ' , J>'. i o . denote tho oora>sponding 
quantities for the liussiiui llion 

Aa' + Hh' + Co' + 2Vf + iCf + 27/4' = 0 
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is a covariant cubic. We use the values 

a = x, f= mx; A = yz — m'x', F = m-yz — mx', 

b = y, g = my; S = zx — m'y', G = m''zx — my'', 

c = z, Ti = mz; C = xy — m'z', H = m'my — viz', 

a'=-em'x, / ' = (1 + 2m^)x ; A' = SBmV- (H- 2m^)'x', F' = (l+2m^)'yz+&m'(i+2m^)x', 
b'=-6m'y, g'=(l+2m^)y; B'= 36m^-(l + 2m')'y', G'= (i.+2mY-zx+6m'(l+2m^)y', 

c'=-em'z, h'=(l + 2m^)z; C = 3em*xy-(1+ 2m'')'z'', 3'=(l+2m^)'xy+6m'(l+2m')z'.-

Hence the covariant in question is found to be —280. It might have been 
foreseen that it could only differ by a numerical factor from SC, for it is a covariant 
of the fifth degree in the coeificients; and, therefore, if it be of the form aU + bB, 
a must be of the fourth, and b of the second, degree in the coefficients ; but there is 
no invariant of the second degree, and S is the only one of the fourth. 

Ex. 2. Calculate in like manner the covariant 

A'a + B'b + C'e + 2F'f+ 2G'g + 2H'h. Ans. -TU+ 12SS. 

231, The order In the variables of any covariant of a cubic 
is a multiple of three ; and, generally. If the order of any ternary 
quantie Is a multiple of three, so is that of every covariant. 
This appears at once from the symbolical method explained. 
Higher Algebra, Chap, XIV,, for every symbol (123) diminishes 
by three the order of the function on which It operates, and 
in the symbolical method the order of the function operated on 
is a multiple of that of the given quantie. 

It is easy to see that the equation of every cubic covariant 
to x" + y"+z" + Gmxyz = 0 Is of the form a {x" + y'+z")+0xyz=O, 
which, as we have seen, Is reducible to the form X TJ+ p.H= 0, 
In order, however, to express covariants of higher order, it is 
necessary to have a third fundamental covariant. That which 
we select may be defined as follows: consider the polar conic of 
a point aa? + &c., and the polar conic of the same point with 
regard to the Hessian a'a;' -f &e,, then there is {Conics, Art. 378) 
a conic covariant to these two, viz, 

{BC + BG- 2FF) x'+&,e. = 0; 

and the condition that this conic passes through the original 
point gives a covariant of the cubic. Since B, C, &c, contain 
the variables each In the second degree, this covariant Is of the 
sixth degi-ee in these variables; and since B, C are of the 
second, and B, C of the sixth degree In the coefficients, it Is 
of the eighth orderin the coefficients. The actual value of this 
covariant for the general equation has not been calculated, but 

D D 
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using the values for A, B, &c, given In the last article, we 
find that for the canonical form the covariant is 40 where 0 is 

Sm" (1 + 2m') {a? + y" + z'Y - m (1 - 20m' - 8m') {x" + y'+ z") xyz 

- 3m' (1 - 20m' - 8)^') as'y'z' -{1+ 8m')' {y'z" + ^a? + a?y'), 

or m' (2 4- m') U' -m{l + 2m') TJH 

+ 3m'H' - (1 + 8m';' 'fz" + z'a? + x"f). 

There are two other covariants of the same order in the variables 
and in the coefficients as ©, whieh had equal claims to be 
selected as the fundamental covariant of the sixth order. The 
first represents the locus of a point whose polar line with regard 
to the Hessian touches the polar conic of the same point with 
regard to the cubic, or 

AL" + BM"' + CN" + 2FM'N' + 2 GN'H + 2HHM', 

where L', M' N, are the differential coefficients of the Hessian. 
This covariant is expressed at once in terms of 0 by the help 
of the formula {Conics, Art, 381, Ex, 1) eS'-F. We are 
here to write for 0 , - 28TJ; for 8', GH; for F, 4 0 ; and thus the 
covariant is found to be — 4 (0 -f 3STJH). In like manner there 
is a covariant which represents the locus of a point, whose 
polar with respect to the cubic touches the polar conic of the 
same point with regard to the Hessian, or 

AL' + B'M' + CN' + 2F'MN+ 2 G'NL + •2H'LM=0. 

Calculating this by the formula &'8-F'Conics, Art. BSD, and 
writing for 0' , - TU+ liSH; for 8, U; and for F, iQ, the 
covariant In question becomes 

-{TV'-128nH+A@). 

232, Every covariant of x'+ y" + :" + Gm.vy: will plainly be 
a symmetric function of x, y, .:, and therefore capable of being 
expressed in terms of a!' + / + c : ' , .ry.z, y-'c'-)--V + . r ' / ; and 
therefore in terms of TJ, H, 0 , together with the invariants. 
But \ covariant is not iiecossnrily a rational function of V, 
H, ©, In fact, we can, as at Higher AlgiJra, Art. 22;!, form 
a c ovariant of which the stpiarc, but not tho covariant itself, 
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is a rational function of these quantities. Let the coefficients 

of the cubic 

p"-{l + 8m'){x' + y' + z')p' 

+ {1+ 8m')' {y'z' + z"x' + x'yl) p-{l + Sm'Yx'y'z' = 0, 
be p, q, r; then, by the theory of cubic equations. If J" be 
(1 + 87ft')' (y' - z") {z" - x") {x' - y"), we have 

J"' = PY + 18pqr - 27r' - Aq' - Arp'. 

But p, q, r are each immediately expressible in terms of 
TJ, H, ©, and substituting their values in the equation just 
written, it becomes 

J' = A@'+TH'@' 

+ e{-A8"n'+ 28TTPH-128' H'W - 18 TGH" + 1088H) 

- IGS'U'H- 118'TU'H' - AT'T/"H' + 5A8TTJ'H* 

-A328'UH-27 TH'. 

The Identity just given may be written In the form 

40 (0 -f XU'') {@+pU')=J' + H'^, 

from which it appears that the system 0 (0 + XU'') (0 -f p.U') Is 
touched by H; that Is to say, B either touches each of the curves 
represented by the three factors, or passes through the inter
sections of every two. But 0 , ZJand i?have no point common 
to all three, therefore 0 must be touched by H. The curve J 
which passes through the points of contact consists of the 
harmonic polars of the nine points of Inflexion. We add an 
example or two to illustrate the possibility of expressing all 
other covariants in terms of TJ, H, 0 , 

Ex. 1. To obtain the equation of the nine inflexional tangents. I t was shewn 
(Art. 217) that the inflexional tangents are U - (I + 8m') x', ( 7 - ( 1 + 8m%', 
U— (1 + 8m') a?. Multiplying together these three factors, we have 

Z73-(l + 8m3) (sf + y'^ + z^) V + [V + 8m'y {jfiz'+ z^a? + afy') U-(l + 8m^Vy'z^ = 0. 

Substituting for (l + 8m3) (x^ + y^ + z^), (X+%rrfiy (fz^ + z^^ + x^y') and (\ + 8m^ xyz 
their values previously given, we find, for the required equation of the nine tangents, 

hsu'R-m- ue = o, 
the form of the equation showing that S and 9, which have been proved to touch 
each other, have the nine tangents for their common tangents. 

Bx. 2. To find the equation of the Cayleyan in point coordinates. We have to 
form the reciprocal of the tangential equation of the Cayleyan, viz. (Art. 219) 

m (a» + ^3 + y') + (I - 4m') ajiy = 0, 
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The reciprocal of this is formed by Art. 222, and the quantities x' + y' + z', i c . 
then expressed in terms of V, H, 6. The resulting equation of the Cayleyan is 

d/Se - TR' - WS'UH = 0. 

233, In like manner every contravariant of the cubic can be 
expressed in terms of three fundamental contravariants; and for 
these three we may employ the three already mentioned, viz, 
the evectants of 8 and 2' (Arts. 219, 221), which we have called 
P and Q, in terms of which every contravariant cubic can be 
expressed, and the reciprocal F (Art, 222), We can, as In 
Art, 230, form the invariants of XP+ p.Q, which for the canonical 
form Is 

{mX-t-(] -lOm')^} {a"+0"+y') + {{\ -Am") X- Gm'p.{5+Am')}a0y, 

and we find 

S{XP+p.Q) = (1925"- T') X* + 7G88'TX"p. 

+ 21G{38T'- GA8*) X'p? + 216 ( 2 " - 64T8') Xp? 

-12dG{58'T' + GA8')p.'', 

T{XP+p.Q) = {T' + 57G8"T) X'+ 288 {58''T' - 1928') XV 

+ 540 {3ST"- 3208'T) X'p.'+ 540 {T*- AA8S"T') X'p.' 

- 19440 {78'T' - 6A8'T) X'p.* 
- IIGGA {3ST'-328*T' + 20A88') Xp? 
- 5832 (T' + AOS" T" + 25G08'T) p.', 

B {XP+ p.Q)={8X'+ TXp. + 728'X'p? + 1088TXp? 

+ 27(T'-lG8")p.'YR?, 
and, as in Art, 230, the quartic and sextic functions of X, p, 
which occur in the values of 8 and T are the covariants of the 
quartic function whose cube occurs in the value of R. 

Again, H{XP+p.Q) 

= {TX" + lAAS'X'p. + 32A8TXp? + 108 ( T ' - 165^)p?} P 
- {ASX' + 3TX'p. + 144,S'X'^ +1085'?>'} Q, 

the quantities multiplying P and Q rospootivelv being the differ
entials with respect to p, and X of the same quartic function. 

234. In like manner we can form tho P and Q of X U+ G/iH, 
and we find 

P (X U+ GpII) = PX» -I- QX'p. - VlSPXp? +A{8Q- TP) p.', 

Q{XU+ OfMlI) = QX' + GOSPX"p.- :\0TPX'p?-10TiXfJ? 

4 120 {28'Q- 8TP) Xp.' + 21 {8TQ - {T' + 2iS') P] p.\ 
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Now if we denote by s and t the 8 and T of XTJ+GpH, 
as given Art, 230, these values differ only by the factors 
3 {T' + GA8') and {T'+ GAS") respectively from 

{A8&'P+ TQ) ̂  + {3TP- ASQ) ~ , 

{A88'P+ TQ) ^ + {3TP- ASQ) ~ . 

So again, forming the P and Q of XP+p,Q, the results are 

P{XP+ pQ)=X'{88'U- TH) + 18X'p. {8TU+ 8S''H) 

+ dXp.'{{T'-328") U+ 128TH]-bAp?{AS'TU-{T' + 328')H]t 

Q {XP + fiQ) = X'{168'TU+{T'+192S")H} 

+_30X'p,{S{T'-GA8") U+IGS'TH] 

+ 15X"p?{T{T'-3208") U+A88T'H} 

-270X'p?{IGS'T'U- T{T'-GAS')H] 

- 1620X/A* {ST" TJ+ AS' {T'-GAS')H\ 

- 32Ap?{{T'+2AT"S" + 5128')U-GST {T'+ 1288') H}, 

and If we now write * and t for the 8 and T of XP+ pi.Q, as 
given Axt. 233, these values differ only by factors from 

{A88''U+ 18TH)^ + {TU-2ASH) ^ , 

and {A8S'U+18TH)^ + {TU-2ASH)^ 

To these formulae may be added the reciprocal of X TJ+ 6p.H, 

which Is 

(X* + 2A8X'p:' + 8TXp.' - iSS'p.') F- 2Ap. {X" + 2 Tp.') P' 

- 24/i' (X' - ASp!') PQ - 8\p? §' , 

and of XP+ p, Q, which Is 

A {SX"-+ TXp. + 728'X'p?+108STXp? +27 {T'-IG8') p.'] @ 

- {TX"-+ 21GSTX'p!' + 108 {T'- GAS") Xp?- 3888TS'p.*} H' 

-{lG8'X*+328TX"p.+ 18T'X'p,' + 2lGS{T' + 32S")p.'} UH 

+ {64/S'X'/t + lAAS'TXp.'+108ST'Xp.'+27T{T''+lGS') p.'} TJ'. 

235. We next mention a useful Identical equation. If in a 
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cubic TJ we substitute x + Xx, y + Xy', z + Xz' for x, y, z, let 
the result be written 

?7+3X;Sf+3X'''P+X'C/'; 

that Is to say, let 8 and P denote the polar conic and polar Hne 

of aiy'J with respect to TJ; or, for the canonical form, let 

8={a? + 2myz ) x' + {y' + 2mzx ) y + {z' + 2rnxy ) z', 

P= (tc" -f 2my'z') x -f [y" + 2iaz'x} y + {z" + 2mx'y') z. 

Similarly, let the result of a similar substitution in H be written 

H+ 3XS + 3X'n -f X'H, 

that Is to say, let S and n denote the polar conic and polar line 
of x'y'z' with regard to the Hessian; then, by the help of the 
canonical form, we can verify the following Identical equation 

3{8n--2.P) = H'U-HU'. 
It follows hence, that when x'y'z' Is on the curve, and therefore 
TJ' = 0, the equation TJ= 0 may be written In the form 

SU. - •2P= 0. 

From this form the following consequences immediately 
follow: 

(a) The lines P, II intersect on the cubic; that is to say, 
the tangential oi the point x'y'z', or the point where the tangent 
P meets the cubic again, is the Intersection of P with tl, the 
polar of x'y'z with respect to the Hessian (see Art. 183). 

{b) The points of contact of tangents from x'y'z to the 
cubic, which are known to be the intersections of 8 with U^ are 
also the Intersections of 8 with S, the pohu- conic of .v'y's with 
respect to the Hessian. 

(c) The equation fi'n-SP=0 is that which would be 
obtained by eliminating an indeterminate 0 between *S'4- 02 = 0, 
P+ ^n = 0. The first denotes a conic througii the intersections 
of ;S, S ; the second denotes the polar of .v'y'z! with i-eg-ard to 
the same conic, Ilcnco the given cubic may be generated as 
the locus of tho points of contact of tangents from a point .v'y'z' 
to a system of conics passing through four fixed points, 

{d) If 8+0'S, denote two right fines, P+0n obviously 
passes through tho intersection of these lines; this Intersection 
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is therefore a point on the cubic, and P+ 0n the tangent at it. 
Hence the four points of contact of tangents to the cubic from 
x'y'z form a quadrangle, the three centres of which are 
on the cubic, and are the points cotangential with x'y'z' 
(see Art. 150). 

(e) If we consider the Intersections of the curve and Its 
Hessian by any line, for instance, a = 0, the identity of thls-
artlcle gives us 

ab-ha = 3{aA-\a,), 
that is to say, the Invariant P of the two binary cubics vanishes. 
Hence, again appears that the Hessian meets the curve in Its 
inflexions. For since P= 0, the eliminant of the two binaries 
is Q = 0 {Higher Algebra, Art, 200); therefore at points of 
intersection u + Xv includes a perfect cube. 

236. I have used this Identical equation {Phil. "Trans., 1858, 
p. 535) to form the equation of the conic through five con
secutive points on the cubic. Since 8 touches the cubic, and 
P is the common tangent, the general equation of a conie 
touching Z7 at x'y'z' is 8— LP=0, where L = ax+0y + yz is 
an arbitrary right line. Now by means of the identity estab
lished, the equation of the cubic may be written In the form 

U{8-LP)=P{-^-LU). 

Hence, the four points where S — LP meets the cubic again are 
its intersections with 2 - LU; and If the latter conic pass 
through x'y'z, the former will pass through three consecutive 
points on the cubic. But on substituting x'y'z for xyz, we 
have S '= n ' = i ? ' , and the condition that 2 — i n should pass 
throngh x'y'z' is i ' = 1. 

Next, in order that S—LP may pass through four consecutive 
points, S — i n must have P for a tangent at the point x'y'z. 
Now the tangent to S — i n (being the polar of x'y'z' with 
respect to this function) Is 

2n- i ' n - in ' , 
or (since L' = 1, and O' = H) Is n - H'L, and since this Is to be 

proportional to P, we have i = 0P+ JTI H , 
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The general equation, therefore, of a conic through four 
consecutive points is 

8-0P'-^,Pn = o, 

and S-^iPn--^, n ' = 0 

passes through the two points where the former conic meets the 
cubic again, the equation of the cubic being reducible to the 
form 

n (s- 0P' - ^, Pn\ = p (2 - 0PU. - Ij n'). 

237. Since these two conics have P for a common tangent, 
it will be possible, by adding the equations multiplied by suitable 
constants, to obtain a result divisible by P, and the quotient 
will represent the line joining the points where the conic meets 
the cubic again. I t Is necessary then to determine p,, so that 

p.8+ 2 — -=:, n ' may be divisible by P, which we do by equating 

to nothing the discriminant of this quantity. Now this dlscrlml-
0 ' 

nant when calculated will be found to be p?H' + Ap? •=;. This 
H 

Mr\i 

quantity, therefore, will be divisible into factors if p. = — -^^ j 

and since one of the factors is P,- if we denote the other by M, 
we have 

p.S+2-^,n' = MP. 

By the help of this equation, the equation of the cubic given at 
the end of the last article is transformed to 

(n + P.P) (/S - 0P' - ~ po) ̂ p^hi-^,n-0{n + ̂ P)| 

The form of the equation shews that O + p,P Is tho tangent at 

the tangential of the given point on the cubic, and that 21- ~ XI 

passes through tho second tangential of tho given point (see 
Art. 155). 
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238. In order that the conic may pass through five con
secutive points, the coordmates a!', y', z' must satisfy the equation 

if--^,n-^(n+^P) = o. 

The only difficulty is to determine the result of substituting the 
coordinates aJ, y', z' In M. Now If we differentiate with reji,ard 
to X, y, or z, the equation 

p.8+^-^U' = MP, 

and substitute x, y', z' for x, y, z in the result, observing that 
dS' dP' d^ ^dW T. , , , 
^ = = ^ ^ ' ^ = ^ W ""̂  ^̂ ^̂  ^=2^*' °̂̂  '̂°°^ *e 
result of substituting x'y'z' for xyz In 

M-^,U-0{U + p,P) = O 

ia p,- 0H' = 0, and since p. has been found to be = — j , , , , 

40 ' 
we have 0 = — -^75, and the problem Is completely solved. 

239. We next mention another general form to which the 
equation of a cubic may be brought, viz. 

ax'+ by'+ cz'+ du'= 0, where x + y + z + u = 0. 

The polar conic of any point x'y'z'u being 

aa!'a!''' -1- by'y' + ez'z' + du'u' = 0, 

the polar conic of the point for which x' = 0, y' = 0, is a pair of 
lines passing through the point u = 0, z = 0, &c,; and hence It 
appears that the points xy, zu; xz, yu; xu, yz are pairs of cor
responding points on the Hessian, The form just written 
contains implicitly eleven constants, and Is one to which the 
general equation of a cubic may be reduced in an Infinity of 
ways. The values of the invariants for this form are S= — abed, 

T=U'c'd'+c'd'a'+d'a'b'+a'V'c'-2ahcd{ah+ac+ad+bc+cd+db). 

The discriminant is formed from the three equations got by 
differentiating with respect to x, y, z respectively, viz. 

aa? = du', hy' = du', cz' = du?, 
EE 
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whence we have x, y, z, u respectively proportional to the 
reciprocals of ij{a), \/{b), 4{c)i V(«̂ )- Substituting these values-
In x + y+z + u = 0, we have the discriminant in the form 

i^[bcd) + ij{cda) + >J{dab) + >J{ahc) = 0, 

which cleared of radicals Is, as before, R = T' + GAS' = 0.* 

240. We conclude this chapter with a few remarks on the 
case where the cubic breaks up into a conic and a right line. 
If a curve have either two double points, or a cusp, not only 
does its discriminant vanish, but also the functions obtained by 
differentiating, with respect to any of the coefficients of the 
original equation, the general expression for the discriminant 
in terms of these coefficients. See Higher Algebra^ Arts, 103,113. 
Now the expression for the discriminant of a cubic being of 
the form T' + GAS" = 0, its differentials are of the form 

2T^-^+192S"f, 2T§+mS'^,&c. 
da da ' db do^ 

If the curve have a cusp, we have 8=0, T=0 (Art. 224), and 
all these differentials vanish in conformity with the theory. K 
the curve have two double points, that Is to say. If the cubic 
break up into a conic and right line, we have the equality 
of ratios 

^ . d S ^ ' ^ . ^ ^ ^ . ' ^ 
da 'da db ' db do ' dc ^ 

These equations if written at length would form a system of 
equations, each of the eighth order in the coefficients, whieh are 
the system of conditions that the general equation of the 
third' degree should be resolvable into factors. 

241. There is another form in whieh the foregoing conditions 
may be written. In the first place we remark, that since a double 
Doint on a curve is also a double point on Its Hessian, the 
coordinates of such a point satisfy the equations got by dift'ereu-
tiating with respect to -x, y, z, the equations both of the 

* For the other covariants and contravariants when the equation is written in this 
form, see Phil. 'J'ran.i. 18G0, ]\ '2tii ; and for somu remarks on the method of forming 
invariants, Ac, when tho equation has boon writleu -willi on additional variable con
nected by a linear relation with the original variables, see Geometry of Three 
JJimiMsiuns, Art, 538, 
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curve and of the Hessian. In the case of the cubic, these six 
differential equations are all of the second degree, and we 
can linearly eliminate from them the six quantities x', y', z', 
yz, zx, xy, so as to obtain the discriminant In the form of 
the determinant 

m, a., a. 

1 "i) 

. , c ,̂ Cj, m = 0 . 

We have seen also (Art, 226) that the conditions that the curve 
should have three double points are expressed by taking any 
of the first three rows, and the corresponding one of the second 
three rows, and then equating to zero the determinant 
formed with any two columns from these rows. So now in 
Hke manner the conditions that the curve should have two 
double points are expressed by taking any two of the first 
three rows, and the two corresponding rows of the second 
set, and equating to zero the determinant formed with any 
four columns from these rows. In order to prove this It Is 
enough to observe that, as we shall show in the next article. If 
U= PV, where F represents a conic, and P Is ax + 0y + yz, 
then the Hessian of TJ'la oi the form XTJ+ p.P'. Consequently 
we have 

whence 

dH ^dU „ ^, 
-^ = X^^+Zp.aP', 

dH 

dH ^ dTJ . ^„2 

-̂ f- ^ dU ^dTJ ^ 
-r--0X-j- + aX^- = O, 
dy dx dy 

shewing that the differentials of H and TJ, with respect to x 
and y, are connected by a linear identical relation, and there
fore that the determinant formed with the coefficients of four 
corresponding terms in these equations vanishes. 

242. The Hessian of PTJ, where P denotes the right line 
ax + 0y + yz, and Z7 is a function of any degree, may be found 
in various ways. The second differential coefficients of PU are 
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Pa-f-2ai, Pb + 20M, Pc + 2yN, Pf+0N+yM, Pg + yL + aN, 
Ph + aM+ 0L, where i , M, N, as before, denote the first, and 
a, b, &c. the second differential coefficients of TJ. Using these 
values in forming the equation of the Hessian, and reducing by 
means of the equations of homogeneous functions 

(m — 1) i = aa! -f hy + gz, &c., 

we get, for the Hessian of PTJ, 

{n — lY n-1 ' 

where F denotes the quantity {bc—f) o?+ &c.. Art, 184, which 
geometrically represents the locus of points whose polar conics 
touch the given Hne. 

More generally the Hessian of TJV is found by the same 
process to be 

(n + n'-lY jj,-rr, {n + n'-lY y,rr 
{n'-lY {n-lY 

- r^^¥f^)i^v"®+ u'VG') + ̂ ''^;'-'}j''.^^'-^^ UVW, 
{n—l){n — l)^ ( « - l ) ( « - l ) 

where ©, 0' , as at Conics, Art. 370, denote {be - / ' ) a + &c,, 

{b'c —f") a. + &c,, and W denotes the covariant 

{bc'+b'c-2ff')LH+&e. 
The form just written shews that the intersections of Z7̂  F are 
double points on the Hessian, the tangents at any such point 
being the tangents to ZJand Frespectively.* 

• On the general theory of ternary cnbic forms, see Aronhold's Memours, OeBs, 
vol. XXXIX., p. 140, 1860, and vol. LV., p. 97, 1858; Professor Cayley's "Third 
and Seventh Memoirs on Quantics," in tho Philosophical JVatisaetions, 1856 and 
18G1, and Clebsch and Gordan's Memoirs in the Mnthmnatisehe Annahn, vol. I., 
p. 66,-1869, and vol. vi., p, -130, 1873; also Guudolfiager, vol. iv., p. Hi, 1871. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CURVES OF THB FOURTH ORDER, 

243. I T will be remembered that we have classified curves 
of the third order by combining a division founded on 
characteristics unaltered by projection, with a division founded 
on the nature of their Infinite branches. The same principles 
of classification are appHcable to curves of the fourth order, 
or, as we shall caU them, quartics; but the number of 
species is so great, and the labour of discussing their figures 
so enormous, that it seems useless to undertake the task of 
an enumeration. I t wIU be sufficient here generally to direct 
attention to the principal points that must be taken into 
accoimt. in a complete enumeration. A quartic may be non-
singular having no multiple point; or it may have one, 
two, or three double points, any or all of which may be 
cusps. In this way we have ten genera, of which the 
Pliickerian characteristics and the deficiency (Aits. 44, 82) are 

I. 

n. 
ni. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
Jill. 
IX. 
5. 

m 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

S 

0 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

3 

2 

1 

0 

K 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

3 

n 
12 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

6 

5 

4 

3 

T 

28 

16 

10 

8 

4 

1 

4 

2 

1 

1 

I 

24 

18 

16 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

D 
3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

viz. in each of the last four cases the curve is unlcursal. 
Every quartic curve whatever may be considered as coming 

under one or other of these genera. But there are special forms, 
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arising from the coincidence of nodes and cusps, which have to 
be considered. 

1°. Two nodes may coincide, giving rise to the singularity 
called a tacnode; this is, in fact, an ordinary (two-pointic) 
contact of two branches of the curve (see p. 23), I t is to be 
noticed that the common tangent counts twice as a double 
tangent of the curve; thus, supposing that there is not (besides 
the tacnode) any node or cusp, the curve belongs to the 
genus IV., and its characteristics are as stated above; but 8 = 2 
means the tacnode, and T = 8 means that the double tangents 
are the tangent at the tacnode counting twice, and 6 other 
double tangents. 

2°. A node and cusp may coincide, giving rise to the sin
gularity on that account called node cusp, and called ramphold-
cusp. Art. 58. It Is to be noticed that the tangent counts once as 
a double tangent, and once as a stationary tangent; thus, sup
posing that there Is not any other node or cusp, the curve 
belongs to the geriUs V,, and the characteristics are as above; but 
S = l , K = l means the node-cusp; T = 4 means the tangent 
at the cusp and 3 other double tangents; t = 1 0 the tangent 
at the cusp and 9 other stationary tangents. 

3*. Three nodes may coincide as consecutive points of a 
curve of finite curvature, giving rise, not to a friple point, but 
to the singularity caUed an oscnode ; this Is, In fact, an osculation 
or three-pointic contact of two branches of the curve. The 
tangent at the oscnode counts 3 times as a double tangent 
of the curve; the genus is VII., and the characteristics are 
as above, but S = 3 means here the oscnode; and T = 4 means 
the tangent at the oscnode counting 3 times, and 1 other 
double tangent, 

4°. Two nodes and a cusp, or a t-icnode and a cusp, may 
coincide as consecutive points of a curve of finite curvature 
giving rise, not to a triple point, but to the singularity called 
a tacnode-cusp; this Is, In fact, an osculation or fonr-poiutic 
intersection of the two quasi-branchos at a cusp. Tho genus is 
VIII,, and tho characteristics arc as above, 8 = 2 , K=1 mean
ing the cusp; T = 2 tho tangent at tho cusp counting twice 
as a doublo tangent; t = 4 tho tangent at tho cusp, counting 
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once as a stationary tangent, and three other stationary 
tangents. 

5°. Three nodes may coincide, as vertices of an infinitesimal 
triangle, giving rise to a triple point (ordinary triple point with 
three distinct tangents). The curve belongs to the genus VII,, 
and the characteristics are as above, 8 = 3 meaning the triple-
point. 

6°. Two nodes and a cusp may coincide, giving rise to a 
special triple point, at which an ordinary branch of the curve 
passes through a cusp. The curve belongs to the genus VIII., 
and the characteristics are as above, 8 = 2, « = 1 here meaning-
the special triple point. 

7°. A node and two cusps may coincide, giving rise to a 
special triple point not visibly different from an ordinary point 
of the euiwe. The curve belongs to the genus IX., and the 
characteristics are as above, 8 = 1, K = 2, here meaning the 
special triple point. 

244. In order to iUustrate the distinction between the 
different kinds of double points which we have enumerated, 
let us suppose the origin to be a double point at whieh the 
two tangents coincide with the line y = 0, then the equa
tion of the quartic will be of the form y' + u^ + u^ = 0, where 
Mg = ax' + hai'y + exy' + dy", u^ = CT* +fx'y + &c. 

We proceed now as In Art. 56: In order to determine the 
form of the curve in the neighbourhood of the origin, we sub
stitute y = mx^, we determine /3,-so that two or more of the 
indices of x shall be equal and less than the index of any other 
term; and we attend only to the terms of lowest dimension 
in X. Then let a be not = 0. We find /3 = f; the form of the 
curve near the origin Is the same as that of the curve y'+ ax'= 0, 
and the origin is an ordinary cusp. 

(1) Let a = 0. We then have/3 = 2, and m Is determmed 
by the quadratic rd' + bm + e = 0. There are then two branches 
•whose forms near the origin are respectively the same as those 
of the curves y = mp', y = mp', where m,, m, are the roots of 
the above equation. The branches touch each other, and the 
origin Is a tacnode. 
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(2) Let this quadratic have equal roots, the form of the 
equation then Is 

{y - ma?Y + exy' + dy' +fx'y + &c. = 0, 

and to the degree of approximation to which we have as yet 
proceeded the two branches In the neighbourhood of the 
origin coincide. In order to discriminate them we substitute 
y = ma? + nx', and determine n and y as before. We find then 
7 = f and n' = — {en? +fm). The form then of the curve near 
the origin approaches to that of the curve y = ma? + no?, which 
has been considered, Art. 58. The origin is then a ramphoid-
cusp or node-cusp. 

(3) If, however, in addition to the preceding conditions we 
h a v e / = — cm, the equation of the curve Is of the form 

{if — ma?Y + exy {y — mx') + dy' + go^'f + &c. = 0, 

and on substituting y = ma? + na? we find 7 = 3, and n is de
termined by the quadratic 

ri' + cmn + n? {dm +^) = 0; 

and If n„ n, be the roots of the quadratic, the curve in the 
neighbourhood of the origin consists of two osculating branches, 
whose forms are represented by the equations y = ma? + n,a?, 
y = ma? + n,a?. Since the difference of these values of y com
mences with an odd power of x, the branches cross as well as 
touch at the origin. The origin is now an oscnode. 

(4) If, however, in addition to the former conditions we 
have the roots of the last-mentioned quadratic equal, or 
dm + g = \c', the equation of the curve is of the form 

{y — mx' — exy — dy')' = A.vy" + By*, 
and, as before, we find tliat its form near the origin is given by 
the equation y = mx' + CDI.X^ + px^. The origin is then a tac
node-cusp. The node can have no higher singularity in a 
proper quartic, for the next step would be to suppose A to 
vanish, In which case the equation would break up into two 
of the second degree. Tho case where tho origin is a ti'iple 
point does not seem to require Illustration, 
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245. We have thus far not attended to the distinction of 
real and imaginary. Assuming that the quartic curve is real, 
then Imaginary nodes or cusps can present themselves only In 
pairs, and we may distinguish the cases accordingly; thus we 
may have one real node, two real or two Imaginary nodes, 
three real or one real and two Iraaginary nodes; and the like 
for cusps. Again, any real node may be a crunode or an 
acnode. The distinctions as to real and imaginary scarcely 
present themselves In regard to the special singularities above 
referred to (the condition that Iraaginarles must present them
selves in pairs. Implying for the most part that these singu
larities are real); the only distinction seems to be In regard 
to the ordinary triple point, which may be a point with three 
real tangents, or with one real and two imaginary tangents, 
viz. in the former case the point is the common intersection of 
three real branches of the curve. In the latter case it is the 
common intersection of one real and two Imaginary branches 
of the curve; or, what is the same thing, we have a real 
branch passing through an acnode. The point does not visibly 
differ from an ordinary point of the curve, resembling In this 
respect the special triple point 7° above referred to. The dif
ference is, that In the case of an ordinary branch through an 
acnode the tangents are one real and two imaginary; in the 
case of the special triple point they are all real and coincident. 

246, There are yet other specialties which may be taken 
account of, A node may be in regard to one of the branches 
through It a point of inflexion; that Is, the tangent to the 
branch at the node may meet the branch In three consecutive 
points (or the curve In four coincident points); or, again, the 
node may be in regard to each of the branches through It a 
point of inflexion. Such a node may be considered as the 
union of an ordinary node with (in the first ease) a point of 
inflexion, and with (in the second case) two points of inflexion; 
and the node may be termed a fiecnode or a biflecnode In the 
two cases respectively. The point or points of inflexion thus 
coinciding with the node must be reckoned among the inflexions 
of the curve, and the number of the remaining inflexions 
diminished accordingly, A biflecnode has properties analogous 

FF 
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to those established (Art. 170, et seq.) for the inflexions of cubics. 
In general. If we look for the locus of harmonic means on 
radll-vectores drawn through the origin, which Is supposed 
to be a double point on the quartic u^ + u^ + 'u, = 0, we find 
Mg + 2u, = 0. When, therefore, u. Is a factor in M,, the locns 
becomes a right Hne, and the double point, having a harmonic 
polar, has the properties established (Art. 170). The points 
of contact of tangents from It lie on a right line, and the 
curve may be projected so that this point shall become a 
centre, or else so that all chords parallel to a given line 
shall be bisected by a fixed diameter. In the latter case, 
the form of the equation Is In general 

y'{x — a){x — h)=±A{x — c){x—d) {x — e) {x—f). 

There is no difficulty in discussing, as in Arts. 39, 199, the 
different possible forms of curves included In this equation, 
according to the reality, and to the relative magnitude of 
a, b, &e,; and In deriving thence the different possible forms of 
the projections of these curves. 

247. Once more, a quartic may have another kind of 
singular point, of which account might be taken in the 
classification, viz. a point of undulation, that is to say, one in 
which the tangent meets the curve in four consecutive 
points. The tangent at such a point replaces two stationary 
tangents and one ordinary double tangent. A quartic may 
have four real points of undulation, as we can see by writing 
down the equation ivxyz = 8', where 8 is any conie touching 
the four lines w, x, y, z. 

248. We have not yet exhausted the list of characteristics 
unaltered by projection whieh would have to be taken into 
account in a complete classification of quartics. I t will be 
remembered that we divided non-singular cubics into unipartite 
and bipartite according aa all the real points of the curve are or 
are not included In one continuous scries; and it is natural to sup
pose that similar distinctions exist in regard to quartic curves. 

The possible forms of non-slngnlar quartics have been studied 
In detail by Zeuthen {3Iath. Annalcn, vil, 411). He remarks 
that tho branches of a curve may bo divided into those of odd 
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order met by any Hne in an odd number of points, and those of 
even order. The latter are what we have called ovals (Art. 200), 
using the word to include not only ovals in the ordinary sense 
but also their projections. In this sense, for instance, all the 
forms of conics would be described as ovals. Zeuthen shows 
that a non-singular curve cannot have more than one branch of 
odd order, and therefore that a curve of even degree cannot have 
any, A quartic, therefore, can only have ovals. It Is at once 
apparent that if a quartic have two ovals, one wholly Inside the 
other, it can have no other real point. For If it had, the line 
joining this to a point inside the interior oval must cut the curve 
In five points. For the same reason the interior oval cannot 
have bitangents or Inflexions. A quartic of this kind having 
two ovals, one Inside the other, is called an annular quartic. 
This reasoning does not exclude.jthe case of ovals exterior to 
each other, but the quartic can at most have four suph ovals; for 
if it had any other real point the conic passing through this and 
through points Inside the four ovals respectively would meet the 
curve in nine points. That a quartic may actually have four 
such ovals appears as well from the curve {x'—d')'+{y'—h')'=c\ 
(c < h) considered p. 43, as from the following Illustration which 
Plucker gives in order to show that the 28 tangents which a 
non-singular quartic can have may be all real. Consider 
the curve Q, = ±k, where 

a = {y'-x'){x-l){x-^)-2{f + x{x-2)Y, 

Now the equation 12 = 0 represents a 
quartic hiving three double points as 
shown In the dark curve in the annexed 
figure; and the equation Q. = k denotes 
a curve not meeting Si in any finite 
point, which deviates less from the 
form of the curve 12 the less we 
suppose Tc, and which according to 
the sign we give Tc is either altogether 
within or altogether without the curve 
12. When it is altogether without, 
the curve is unipartite; when it Is 
altogether within, the curve In the first Instance consists of four 
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meniscus-shaped ovals, one in each of the compartments into 
which the curve 12 is divided. Each meniscus has one tangent 
touching It doubly; and, besides, It will be seen that any two 
ovals have four common tangents, and that there are six pairs of 
ovals. I t will readily be conceived that, as the value of the 
constant Is supposed to change, first one, then another of these 
ovals becomes imaginary, so that non-singular quartics may be 
either unipartite, bipartite, tripartite, or quadripartite. We can 
in like manner conclude that a quartic having one double point 
may be either unipartite, bipartite, or tripartite; and one having 
two double points, either unipartite or bipartite.* 

248 (a). Zeuthen takes as the basis of his classification of 
quartics the real bitangents of the curve, which he divides into 
two classes. When a quartic has a pair of ovals exterior to each 
other, it Is easy to see that (just as if they were two conics) 
these ovals have four common tangents and cannot have more. 
These common tangents are Zeuthen's bitangents of the second 
kind. If the quartic have two ovals exterior to each other the 
number of such bitangents is 4 ; if It have three such ovals the 
number of such bitangents is 12; if It have four, the number 
is 24, Zeuthen's bitangents of the first kind may be either 
(a) lines doubly touching a single branch of the curve; or 
{b) bitangents, both of whose points of contact are imaginary. 

Zeuthen has proved that every quartic has four real 
bitangents of one or other of these two species, whieh four we 
shall call the Zeuthen bitangents. The total number then of 
real bitangents to a quartic is got by adding to these four 
the 0, 4, 12, or 24 bitangents of the second kind ; and accordingly 
Is either 4, 8, 16 or 28. Zeuthen's method of proof is to consider 
the series of quartics, S'-fX/S', where 8 and -S' are any two 
non-singular quartics. The number of real bitangents of a 
curve of the series will only alter when X is such that the curve 
has some singularity. Zeuthen shows that as X passes through 
the value for which the curve has a doublo point, onlv real 
bitangents of the second kind are lost or come Into existence; 
and that lor no ordinary singularity do bitangents of the first 

In general tliu uuuduium number of "pai-us" of a ouvve is one moro than the 
'• ' ilerK'k'iiry." 
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kind change Into those of the second, or vice versd. But 
consider a bitangent of the first kind touched by a branch In 
two real points. As a parameter In the equation alters, these 
points may approach each other and the intervening arc of the 
curve become smaller. At last the points coincide and the curve 
has a point of undulation ; after that the bitangent has imaginary 
points of contact. Thus we see that at the value of X, for 
which the curve has a point of undulation, Zeuthen bitangents 
of the form (a) may change Into the form (5), or vice versd. 
The only change then that affects bitangents of the first kind 
being an interchange of these two forms, the total number of such 
bitangents Is the same for the whole series of quartics Included in 
the form S + X8', and therefore Is the same for every quartic; 
and Pliicker's example shows that the number is four. 

248 {b). When a branch has a tangent touching It In two 
real points. It Is obvious that the arc at each of these points 
turns Its convexity towards the tangent, and that there is an 
intermediate part of the arc which turns Its concavity towards 
it, this concave part being separated by a point of Inflexion at 
each end from the convex parts. Every such bitangent then 
implies two real points of Inflexion; and It Is not difficult to see 
that the converse. of this Is also true. Since there can be at 
most four such tangents, a quartic can have at most eight real 
infl.exions. Zeuthen confines the name oval to a branch, having 
no real bitangent or inflexions: one with a single real bitangent 
he calls a unlfollum; one with 2, 3, or 4 such bitangents, a 
bifolium, trifolium or quadrifolium. Thus the external curve In 
Pliicker's figure Is a quadrlfoliura; the four Internal curves are 
unlfolla. The figure, p. 45 (3), represents two bifolia; p. 46 (5), 
represents an annular quartic, quadrifolium with Internal oval, 

248 (c). Zeuthen further shows by the method of Art, 125, 
Ex. 4, that the points of contact of any three of his bitangents 
He on a conic; and further, that it is the same conic which 
passes through the contacts of all four bitangents. If then 
lb, X, y, z, represent four lines, and F a conic, the equation of the 
quartic must be of the form wxyz = V. Zeuthen's analysis of 
the possible forms of quartics is made by discussing the different 
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positions which the intersections of the four lines with the conic 
can have with respect to the quadrilateral found by them. Thus 
when F meets all the lines in real points, he enumerates the 
following cases: (1), annular quartic, quadrifoHum and internal 
oval; (2), quadrifolium and 2 ovals; (3), 4 unlfolla; (4), trlfollnm, 
unifoHum and oval; (5), bifollam, 2 unifoHa and oval; (6), 2 
bifolia and oval; (7), 2 bifolia and 2 ovals; (8), bifolium and 
2 unlfolla; (9), trifolium, unifoHum and 2 ovals. He enumerates 
thus 36 cases In all, but the figures which he gives for the nine 
cases just mentioned sufficiently IUustrate the rest, a very sHght 
modification being enough to turn a unifoHum Into an oval, &c. 
It will be observed that the classification just made rests solely 
on projective properties and has no reference to the line infinity. 
In Art, 249 we state the principles on which these classes may 
be subdivided into species when the nature of the infinite branches 
is taken account of. 

248 {d). Zeuthen also applies his method of classification to 
nodal quartics considered as limiting cases of non-singular quartics. 
He enumerates and discusses the following cases: (a), conjugate 
points considered as limiting cases of ovals; {b), nodes which 
arise when in limiting cases of annular quartics the inner branch 
comes to meet the outer;—in neither of these cases are the 
Zeuthen bitangents affected; (c), nodes which arise when two. 
mutually external branches come to meet; {d), which arise when 
a branch of even order breaks up into the intersection of two of 
odd order; (e), the case of two Imaginary double points. In the 
cases where the Zeuthen bitangents are affected, the investigation 
is carried on by considering the forms represented by the equa
tion wxyz = V, when V passes through the intereection of two 
of the Imes, or when two of the lines coincide with each other. 

249, In order to see how quartics might be classified in 
respect of their infinite branches, we observe that the line 
infinity may meet a quartic, (a) in four real points, {b) In two 
real and two imaginary, (c) in four imaginary points, {d) In 
two coincident and two real points, (e) In two coincident and 
two imaginary points, ( / ) twice in two coincident points, these 
points being real, or {g) these points being Imaginaiy, {h) In 
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three coincident and one real point, {{) In four coincident 
points. Again, the cases {d), (e), ( / ) , {g) would have to be 
further distinguished according as ttie line infinity when meeting 
the curve In two coincident points Is simply a tangent or a line 
passing through a double point, which double point may be 
either crunode or acnode, cusp, or one of the special kinds above 
mentioned. Similarly in the ease {h), the line Infinity may be 
either an ordinary stationary tangent, or a tangent at a double 
point or cusp, or It may pass through a triple point, and In 
the case (*') it may be either a tangent at a point of undulation, 
a tangent at a double point of the special kind, or a tangent 
at a triple point. Lastly, any of the points which count only as 
single intersections of the line Infinity with the curve may be 
on the eurve a point of inflexion or undulation, and where this 
happens a difference In the figure will result which would have 
to be taken Into account in a complete classification of quartics. 

250. We have already shown (Art. 70) how to form the 
equation of the Hessian of a quartic, which Is a eurve of the 
sixth degree, intersecting the quartic in the twenty-four points 
of inflexion. We have also seen (Art. 92) that the equation of 
the reciprocal of a quartic is of the form 8'= T", where 8 
represents a curve of the fourth and P of the sixth class, 
and the form of the equation shows that both are touched by 
the twenty-four stationary tangents. We have postponed to 
another chapter the solution of the problem to form the equation 
of a curve passing through the points of contact of double 
tangents of a given eurve. It will there be shown that, 
in the case of the quartic, the equation of such a bitangential 
curve may be written In the form 0 = 3H<t>, where 0 is the 
covariant ^ i " - f & c . , as in Art. 231; that is to say, L' &c. 
represent the first differential coefficients of the Hessian, and A 
denotes hc—f, where a, h, &c, are the second differential 
coefficients of TJ. In like manner <t> denotes Ad + &c,, as in 
Ex, 1, Art. 230. 

THE BITANGENTS, 

251, It Is convenient to commence by studying a more, 
general theory In which that of the bitangent Is included. 
Let us then consider first the form UW= V\ where TJ, V, W 
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represent conies; a form containing implicitly sixteen constants, 
and therefore one to which the equation of any quartic 
may be reduced in a varifty of ways, as we shall after
wards more fully see. The form of the equation shows that 
Z7 and W each touch the quartic in four points, namely, the 
points where they respectively meet F. Now we have already 
discussed (see Conics, Art, 270, &c.) the equation TJW= V, when 
TJ, V, W represent right lines, and the results hold good with 
the proper alterations when they represent conics. I t Is merely 
necessary to remember, that two conics represented by equations 
of the form X TJ+ p. V+ v W= 0, instead of intersecting in a 
single point, intersect in four points; and that if we are given 
one point on a conic whose equation is to be of this form, 
three other points are necessarily given; for if we have 
XTJ' + pV' + vW' = 0, the conic XTJ+p.V+vW=0 wiU, It is 
clear, pass through the four points determined by the equations 
TJ V W 
=̂7 = -=7 = -r=5r,, I t follows then from the discussion In the 
TJ V W 
Conics just cited, that the quartic TJW= V' may be considered 
as the envelope of the variable conic X' TJ+ 2\ V+ W= 0 
where X Is variable, and which touches the given quartic in the 
four points determined by XTJ+ F = 0 , XV + TF=0. The two 
sets of four points in which any two of the enveloping conics 
touch the quartic He on another conic, as appears by writing 
the given equation in the form 

(X'U+ 2XV+ W) {pi'U+ 2pV+ W) = {Xp.U+ (X + p.) V+ WY-

In like manner, the properties of poles and polars may be 
extended to the curve under consideration. Through any point 
(or, if we please, we may say through any set of four points) 
may be drawn two conics of the system X'U+ 2X V+ W, the two 
sets of four points of contact lying on a conic U]\"+ WU'-'2 VV, 
which may be called the polar of the given point or set of 
points, and the symmetry of the equation shows that the polar, 
in this sense of tho -word, of any point on the latter conic 
will pass through tho given point. Conversely, any conic 
aUi bV + cW meets the quartic in two sots of four points, 
through each of which sets a quadruply tangent conic may be 
drawn, the two intersecting In a set of points which constitute 
in this sense the polo of aTJ+ bV]- cW. 
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252, It is useful now to recall the properties established 
{Conics, Art, 388, &c.) for a system of conics Included in the 
equation aTJ+0V+yW= 0, In the first place. If this equation 
represents a pair of right lines, their Intersection lies on a 
fixed cubic, the Jacobian of TJ, V, W; a curve which may 
also be defined as the locus of a point, whose polars with 
respect to aU conics of the system aU+0V+yW meet In 
a point. If we consider two conics included In this system, 
the equation of any conic through their intersections must 
be of similar form; and hence, the intersection of each of 
the three pairs of Hues joining the four intersections of 
the two conics must He on the Jacobian. If the two conics 
touch, two of these three intersections coincide with the 
point of contact; and, therefore, if two conics of the system 
a TJ+ 0 V+ y W touch each other, the point of contact lies on 
the Jacobian. 

Secondly, the system a ZJ-f ;S F-t-7 IF may be regarded as 
a system of polar conics of the variable point a/37 with regard 
to a certain fixed cubic, which has for Its Hessian the Jacobian 
of the system, and the equation of which can be formed when 
those of the three conics are given. 

Thirdly, If a ZJ-f/SF-f 7 IF represents a pair of right lines, 
all such right lines touch a curve of the third class, the Cayleyan 
of the cubic last mentioned. 

253. Hence then. In particular, since any enveloping 
conic X'Z7+2XF-1- IF, and the conic through the four points 
of contact are each included in the form aU+0V+yW, 
ii we draw the three pairs of lines connecting the points of 
contact of any conic enveloping UW= V, the intersections 
of each pair He on a certain fixed cubic, viz. the Jacobian; 
and the lines themselves are all touched by a fixed curve of 
the third class, viz, the Cayleyan. 

Again, If the two conics'XZ7+ F, XF-1- TF touch each other, 
then the conic X'TJ+2XV+ W, instead of touching the quartic 
in four distinct points, has ordinary contact with it twice and 
meets it once in four consecutive points. And from what we 
have just seen, this point of contact of higher order Hes on the 
Jacobian. We infer then, that twelve conics of the system 
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X'?7-f 2XF-f IF have this higher contact with the quartic, 
namely, the twelve passing each through one of the intersections 
of the Jacobian with the quartic, 

254, Six conics of the system X'TJ+ 2XV+ IF reduce to a 
pair of right lines; for the discriminant of this form being a 
function of the third degree in its coefficients will be one of 
the sixth degree in X, and therefore six values of X can be found 
for which it vanishes. When an enveloping conic reduces to 
a pair of right lines, the four points of contact lie two on each 
line, and each line Is therefore a double tangent to the quartic. 
I t appears from Art. 249, that if ab, cd be any two of these 
six pairs of bitangents, the equation of the quartic may he 
transformed to ahcd= V, the eight points of contact lying on a 
conic F. Thus we see that the form X'TJ+2XV+ W includes 
six pairs of the bitangents of the quartic, these twelve bitangents 
all touching a curve of the third class, viz. the Cayleyan of 
the system, and the intersections of each pair lying on the 
Jacobian, So again, if the points of contact of any of these 
pairs of bitangents be joined directly or transversely, the joining 
lines also touch the Cayleyan, and the intersection of each pair 
lies on the Jacobian, This may be stated in a slightly 
different form by considering the cubic S, of which U. F, W 
are polar conies. Then if the equation of a quartic Is a function 
of the second degree in TJ, V, W, since the vanishing of such a 
function expresses the condition that the line xU+yV+zTr=0 
should touch a fixed conie. It is easy to sec that the quai-tic 
may be defined as the locus of a point whose polar with 
respect to 8 touches a fixed conic, or, in other words, the locus 
of the poles with respect to 8 of the tangents of that fixed 
conic; or, it will come to the same thing if it be defined 
as the envelope of the polar conics of the points of that conic 
The double tangents of the quartic correspond to the points 
where tho conic meets the Hessian of 8. 

255, Let us now eonsid(^r any two of the bitangents of a 
quartic, wliich wo take for the linos .v, y; then If we make 
a! = 0, the equation of tho quartic is to reduce to a perfect 
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square, say {z' + ayz + by')', and If we make y = 0, the equation 
is to reduce to, say {z'+ cxz + d'x'Y. Hence, evidently the 
equation of the quartic must be of the form 

xy TJ= {z' + ayz + b'y' + cxz + dai'Y; 
that Is to say, of the form xy TJ= V, which we have just discussed; 
an equation which may also be written 

xy (X' U+ 2XFH- xy) = {xy + XF)'. 

There are, as we have seen, beside the value X = 0, corresponding 
to the pair of fines xy, five other values of X for which 
X̂  TJ+ 2X V+ xy will represent a pair of lines; and thus In 
five different ways the equation can be reduced to the form 
wxyz = F ' . Hence, through tlie four points of contact of any 
two bitangents we can describe flve conics, each of which passes 
through the four points of contact of two other bitangents. 

A non-singular quartic has 28 bitangents; and there are 
therefore ^(28,27), or 378 pairs of bitangents; each of these 
pairs gives rise to five different conics, but each conic may arise 
from any one of the six different pairs formed by the four 
bitangents which correspond to that conic, hence there are in 
all ^ (378) or 315 conics, each of which passes thro'ugh the points 
of contact of four bitangents of a quartic* 

256, We have seen that each pair of bitangents combines 
-with five other pairs to form a group of six pairs, the points of 
contact of any two of which pairs He on a conie. It follow* 
that the 378 pairs may be distributed into 63 such groups of six. 
The twelve bitangents of each group touch the same curve of 
the third class; and this Is touched also by the lines joining 
directly and transversely the points of contact of each pair. 
The intersections of each pair of bitangents, and also those of 
each pair of joining lines, lie on a cubic. Corresponding to each 
group there are twelve conics, each of wbich touches the quartic 
twice with ordinary contact, and once so as to nieet It In four 

* Pliicker first noticed the possibility of bringing the equation of any quartic to 
the form wxyz = V, but he hastily inferred that the six poiats of contact of any 
three bitangents lie on a conic, and thence di-ew an erroneous conclusion aa to the 
total number of conics passing through eight points of contact of bitangents (see 
the Theorie der Algebraischen Curven, p. 246). 
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consecutive points, the twelve points of higher contact lying 
on the cubic last mentioned. There being 63 groups, 756 such 
conics may In all be drawn. 

257. We shall show how to form a scheme of the 315 
conics, and for that purpose we denote provisionally the first 
26 bitangents by the letters of the alphabet, adding the symbols 
^ and yfr to denote the other two. We denote by abed the 
conic passing through the eight points of contact of the 
bitangents a, b, c, d. Ii now dbed, abef, be two of the 315 
conics, the pairs ah, cd, ef belong to the same group, and from 
what we have seen, cdef will be another of the conics. This 
may also be shown directly as follows. Let the equation of 
the quartic be cd)'cd= V, or 

ab {cd+ 2XV+ X'ab) = {V+ Xab)', 

and we can determine X so that cd-\- 2XV+ X'ai = ef. Solve 
for Ffrom this equation, and substitute in the equation of the 
quartic, when It becomes 

XV6' + c'd' + e'f - 2X'ahcd - 2X'ahef- 2cdef= 0, 

or Acdef= {cd + ef— X'ab)', 

a form which proves the theorem stated. It appears thus, that 
given three pairs of lines which are to be pairs of bitangents 
of the same group of a quartic, the equation of the quartic will 
be of the form l'J{ab) + m'/{cd) + n>J{ef)=0, so that if 
two points were given in addition, a single quartic could be 
found satisfying the prescribed conditions. Corresponding to 
any group there are 15 conics, passing respectively throngh 
the points of contact of each two of the six pairs of which 
the group consists. There would thus seem to be 63 x 15 =945 
conics; but then every conic abed Is counted three times over, 
as belonging to the three groups ah, cd, &c., ac, bd, &c., 
ad, be, &c,; the total number Is therefore 315 as before, 

258, Consider any conic abed, then the group ah, cd, &o., 
and the group ac, hd, &c., can have no other bitangent common, 
tho (piaitic being supposed to bo non-singular. For o.\ainple. 
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if abef be a conic of the first group, aceg cannot be a conic of 
the second. For (Art. 257) the equation of the conic through 
the points of contact of a, h, c, d may be written in the form 

Xdh+~ {cd-ef) = 0, 
X 

and If aceg be another conic, this must be Identical with the form 

p,ac + — {bd — eg) = 0. 

From this identity we at once infer 

( X 5 _ ^ c ) ( a - ^ c Z ) = c g / - 1 . 9 ) . 

I t foUows that e, being identical with one pf the factors into 
which the left-hand side breaks up, passes through the Inter
section either of b and c or of a and d. But In either case the 
point through which e is thus proved to pass wIH be a double 
point on 

AX abed = {X'ab + cd- efY, 

and therefore the quartic could not be non-singular. 
In precisely the same way we see that if abef, acmn be two 

conics, there is an identity 

{Xb-,.c) {a- ^^d) = lef-lmn, 

and hence the diagonals of the quadrilateral efmn pass one 
through ad, the other through be; or, in other words, the inter
sections of each pair of bitangents He, according to a certain 
rule, three by three on right lines. When once a scheme of 
the 315 conics has been made, there is no difficulty In discri
minating which diagonal passes through ad and which through 
be. For example, if it appears that aemu, afnv, aduv are conics 
of the system, we Infer in like manner that the diagonals of 
the quadrilateral emfn pass through ad and uv; and thence we 
infer that ad Hes on the line joining en, fm. Thus then consider 
any conic abed, this belongs to the three groups ab, cd, &c., 
ac, hd, &c., and ad, he, &c., and it appears now that each of 
the sixteen quadrilaterals formed by combining one of the four 
other pairs belonging to the group ac, bd with a pair from 
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the group ad, ha, will have a diagonal passing through ab. 
Now the pair ab belongs to five different conics, and therefore 
there are eighty quadrilaterals having a diagonal passing 
through ab. But it will be found, as we have Intimated, that 
these quadrilaterals may be distributed into pairs having a 
common diagonal; hence, through each of the 378 points db 
can be drawn 40 lines, each passing through two others of 
these points, and there are in aU 5040 such lines. 

259. We are now in a position to form a scheme of the 
315 tangents, in which nothing but the notation shall be 
arbitrary. Commence by writing down the group ab, cd, ef, gh, 
'ij, hi; then since the groups ae, bd; ad, he can have no 
bitangent common with the preceding nor with each other, 
these groups may be written, ac, bd, mn, op, qr, st; ad, be, uv, 
wx, yz, (p-sjr. Proceed now to write down the group ae, bf; 
this must Include no bitangent from the group ah ; but in each 
term one of the bitangents from the group ac will be combined 
with one from the group ad. Now since It was free to us 
to write down the pairs of each group in any order we pleased, 
it Is a mere matter of notation, and does not Infroduce any 
geometrical condition. If we take this group to be ae. bf, mu, 
ow, qy, s(j). In like manner, it Is a mere matter of notation to 
suppose that the bitangents have been so lettered, that ag and 
mx, ai and mz, ah and w^ shall respectively belong to the 
same group. This being assumed. It will be found that the 
group af, be Is necessarily nv, px, rz, t^fr, and we can thus 
proceed, step by step, to write out the whole svstem. A table 
of the 315 conics was accordingly giv.en in the first edition, 
but I do not occupy space with It now, becauso an algorithm 
has been given by Hesse {Crelle, 1855, XLIX, 21;? ,̂ and more 
minutely discussed by Professor Ciiylev {Crelle, 1868, LXVIII, 
176), which exhibits In an easily roooguizable form the mutual 
relations of the 28 tangents, Hesse's method introduces 
considerations from the geometry of throe dimensions. He 
equates to zero tho disoriminant of aTI-{ 0r+y]V where 
TT, V, II'denote quadric surl'aoos. This disoriminant being a 
function of the fourth dogroo In a, 0, y, if these quantities 
be regarded as variables, the equation denotes a plane quartic, 
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But for any value of a, 0, y for which the discriminant vanishes, 
aTJ+0V+yW denotes a cone, so that to every point on the 
plane quartic corresponds a point in space, namely, the vertex 
of this cone; and Hesse's method connects the double tangents 
of the plane quartic with the fines connecting each pair of 8 
points in space which are the Intersections of three quadric 
surfaces. We make no use here of any principles of solid 
geometry, but merely borrow the notation which Hesse's 
method suggests.* 

260. Take then eight symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Their 
combination In pairs gives us 28 symbols 12, 13,,,78, which 
we use to denote the 28 bitangents. This notation, the symbols 
being properly applied to the 28 bitangents, enables us correctly 
to represent their geometrical relations, though It fails com
pletely to exhibit the symmetry of the system. In fact, the 
notation might suggest that the bitangent 12 was related In a 
different manner to the bitangents 13, 14, &c., and to the 
bitangents 34, 56, &c,, whereas actually there Is no geometric 
difference between the relations of any pair of bitangents. 
So again we suppose the symbols so applied, that 12, 34, 56, 78 
shaU denote bitangents whose 8 points of contact He on a 
conic. The same property will then belong to every tetrad 
of bitangents represented by a like set of duads; that Is, 
by any four duads containing all the eight symbols. But 
if we count, we shall find that we can only make 105 arrange
ments of the 8 symbols into sets, such as 12, 34, 56, 78. 
The remaining 210 conies correspond to four bitangents, 
whose symbols are such as 12, 23, 34, 41 ; that is to say^ 
the duads are formed cycHcaHy from any arrangement of 
four of the eight symbols, and It will be found that we 

Another mode of connecting the theory of 28 bitangents -with Solid Geometry 
is used by Geker, Mathematiscke Annalen I. 129, as follows: From any point on a 
cubic surface can be dra-ivn a quartic cone touching the surface. This -will be non-
singular, its bitangent planes being the tangent plane to the cubic at the vertex, and 
the planes joining the vertex to the 27 lines on the surface. Zeuthen sho-ws that his 
classification of quartics -with regard to the reality of their bitangents leads by a 
different process to the results obtained by Schiafli in classifying cubic surfaces -with 
respect to the reality of their right lines. 
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can have 210 such tetrads. Thus then the group belonging 
to the pair 12, 34, consists of 56, 78; 57, 68; 58, 67; 13, 24; 
14, 23.; and the group belonging to a pair such as 12, 13, Is 
24, 34; 25, 35; 26, 36; 27, 37; 28, 38. Thus the notation 
shows completely how the bitangents are to be combined 
In groups. I t suggests, however, that the 105 conics of the 
form 12, 34, 56, 78 differ In their properties from the 210 
of the form 12, 23, 34, 41. This Is not the case, the whole 
315 tetrads forming an indissoluble system. 

261. Professor Cayley remarks that Hesse's researches 
establish the foUowing general rule: A bifld substitution 
makes no alteration in the geometrical relations of the bitangents 
denoted by any set of symbols. What Is meant by a bifid 
substitution is, that writing down such a symbol of substitution 
as 1234'5678, we interchange everywhere the duads 12, 34; 13, 
24; 14, 23; and again, 56, 78; 57, 68; 58, 67; but leave 
unchanged such duads as 15, 36, where one of the first set 
of symbols Is combined with one of the second. Tlie number 
of possible bifid substitutions Is 35, or. If we add unity (viz. 
no alteration of any duad) the number is 36. 

For example, now If we apply the bifid substitution 
1234"5678 to the pair 12, 34, we get the same pair in opposite 
order; if we apply It to 12, 13, we get 34, 24, a pan: of 
the same type as 12, 13; if we apply it to 12, 15, we 
get 34, 15, a pair of apparently a different type, but not 
different in geometrical relations. Thus, then, if we apply 
the same bifid substitution as before to the tetrad 15, 67, 
28, 34, which is one of the set of 105 already referred to, 
we get 15, 58, 82, 21, which is one of the set of 210, 
and which, according to the rule, possesses the same geomcfrical 
properties, 

262, Professor Cayley has exhibited In the following table 
tlio geometrical relations of the bitangents, taken singly In 
twos, throes, or fours, and the number of terms belonging to 
each typo of arrangement of the symbols. 
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Jiepresentattive 

term. JVb. of terms. Geometrical charaoter. 

1 

V 
II 

u 
III 

A 
V\ 

111! 
D 

IlV 
IU 
LT 
A/ 

lA 

VV 

12 

12,13 

12.34 

12,23,34 

12,34.56 

12.23,31 

12.23.45 

12.13.14 

12,34.56,78 

12.23.34.41 

12,34.56,67 

12,34,45,56 

12.23.34.45 

12,23,31.14 

12,13,14.45 

12.34.45,53 

12.13.14,15 

12.34.35,36 

12.13.45,46 

28 

168 | 

21 OJ 

420) 
840j 

56-) 

1680 

280' 

105 j 

210) 

2520 

5040 

3360 

840 

3360 j 

560 

280 

1680 

2520 

28 

378 

1260 

2016 

3276 

315 

15120 

5040 

20475 

Bitangents, 

Pairs of bitangents. 

Triads of bitangents such that 

6 points of contact are on conic. 

Triads such that 6 points of con-

contact are not on conic. 

Tetrads of bitangents such that the 

8 points of contact are on conic. 

Tetrads such that 6 out of the 

8 points of contact are on conic. 

Tetrads such that no 6 points of 

contact are on conic. 

In the above, for greater clearness, a geometrical symbol 
has been attached to each term, viz. the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8 being regarded as points, when any two of these 
are combined into a duad, this is Indicated by a line being 
drawn to join the two points; thus A is the symbol of the term 
12.23.31. This is very convenient; we . can for instance, by 
mere inspection, see that the symbol of any partial set In the 
set of 15120 terms, contains as part of itself one of the 
symbols |ll, [J, viz. that there are among the 8 bitangents 
six such that their points of contact He In a conic; whereas, 
contrariwise in the symbols of the partial sets belonging to the 
set of 5040, no one of these symbols contains as part of Itself 
either of the symbols ||j, U. 

H H 
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To the foregoing may be joined the foUowing two groups 
of hexads of bitangents: 

AA 
^ 1 

\j/f 

^ 

<z> 
W l 

liepresentaiive term 

12,23,31,45.56,64 
12,34,35.36.37,38 
12,13,14.56.57,58 

12,23,31,14,45,51 
12,23,34.45,56,61 
12 34 35 36 67,68 

Xfo. of terms 

2801 
168 [ 
56o) 

1401 
168oi 5040 
2520J 

These 1008 and 5040 hexads have been studied by Hesse 
and Steiner as bitangents whose twelve points of contact lie 
on a proper cubic, the former set having no six contacts 
on a conic, but the twelve points of contact in the latter 
case being divisible into two sets of six lying each on a 
conic. It may be ddded, that the six tangents of each of 
the 1008 hexads all touch the same conic, as will appear 
from Aronhold's investigations, which will be presently given. 
The six tangents of each of the 5040 hexads may be dis
tributed into three pairs, whose points of intersection fie on 
a right line (see Art. 258). 

263. We conclude this discussion of the bitangents with 
an account of the method by which Aronhold has shewn 
(see Berlin Manatsberichte, 1864, p. 499), that when seven 
arbitrary lines are given, a quartic can be found having these 
lines as bitangents, and of which the other bitangents can be 
found by linear constructions. The method depends on pro
perties of a system of cmwes of the third class having seven 
common tangents, but It seems convenient to state them first 
in the reciprocal form with whieh the reader is more familiar, 
viz. as properties of a system of cubics passing through seven 
given points. (1) Consider any one cnbic of the system, then 
If the eighth and ninth points In which it is interaected by any 
other cubic of the system bo joined, the joining line passes 
through a fixed point on tho assumed cubic, viz. the coresidual 
of the seven given points (Art. 160). (2) Through any assumed 
point 8 can bo described one and but one cubic on which 
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this point shall be the coresidual of the seven given points. 
For aU cubics of the system through the point 8 pass through 
another fixed point 9, and, by definition, the coresidual Is the 
point where the line joining these points meets the Qurve again. 
If, therefore, the coresidual is to coincide with the point 8, 
the cubic must be that one which is determined by having the 
line 89 as its tangent at the point 8. (3) Four cubics of the 
system can be described to touch a given cubic of the system, 
the points of contact being obviously the points of contact of 
tangents drawn to the given cubic from the coresidual point 
on it. (4) If the points 8, 9 coincide, that is to say, if cubics 
of the system touch, the envelope of the common tangent 89 
is a curve of the fourth class. For consider how many such 
lines can pass through any assumed point P. Suppose a cubic 
described through P, and through the points 8, 9, then, by 
definition, P is the coresidual point on that cubic, and by (2) 
this cubic having P for the coresidual Is a determinate known 
cubic. We see then, from (3)̂  that the envelope In question 
is of the fourth class, the four tangents from any point P being 
constructed by finding the cubic which has P for its coresidual, 
and drawing the four tangents from P to that cubic. (5) The 
point P will be a point on the envelope curve, if two of the 
tangents dra-wn from it coincide; but from the consfructlon 
just given, it appears that this can only happen when the 
curve having P for Its coresidual has a node; for in this case 
two tangents coincide with the line joining P to the node. 
Hence the envelope we are considering may also be defined as 
the locus of the coresidual of the given system of points on all 
the nodal cubics of the system. (6) If the cubic through the 
seven points break up Into a conic through five of them, and a 
line joining the other two. It has two nodes, namely, the inter
section of the Hne and conic. Any other cubic of the system 
meets this complex cubic In two other points, one on the line, 
one on the conic, and the coresidual Is the point P where the 
line joining these two meets the conic again. In this case, 
then, P is a double point, the two tangents at It being the lines 
joining it to the intersections of line and conic. Now seven 
points can be divided In 21 different ways into a system of 
two and of five. The curve we are considering has, therefore. 
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21 double points, one on each of the 21 conics determined 
by any five of the given points. (7) In addition, the seven 
given points themselves are double points on the same curve. 
For a cubic- can be described through six of the given pomts 
and having the remaining point for a double point, and it is 
easy to see that the double point is the coresidual for that 
cubic. The four tangents from It to the cubic reduce to two 
pairs of coincident tangents, namely, the tangents to the cubic 
at the double point. The envelope curve, therefore, has 28 
double points, 7 of them being the seven given points, and 
the pair of tangents at each of these seven points being the 
same as those of the cubic of the system having that point 
for a double point, 

264. Keclprocally, then, If we have a system of curves of 
the third class touching seven given lines, and consider any 
one curve of the system, the eighth and ninth tangents common 
to it with any other curve of the system. Intersect on a fixed 
tangent of the selected curve, which may be called the core
sidual, for that eurve, of the seven given tangents, (2) Cor
responding to any arbitrary line, there is a curve of the system 
having that line as the coresidual for It of the given tangents, 
(3) Any fixed curve of the system Is touched by four others, 
the points of contact being the points where the coresidual 
tangent again meets the eurve, which, being a general cnrve 
of the third class, is of the sixth degree, (4) The locus of 
points where two curves of the system touch Is a curve of 
the fourth degree, the points where any line meets that locus 
being the four points where It meets the curve for which it is 
a coresidual tangent, (5) If the curve of the third class have 
a bitangent, the coresidual for that curve touches the locus, 
the point of contact being tlie intersection of the coresidual with 
the bitangent, (6) If the curve consists of a conic touching 
five of the given tangents together with a point, the intersec
tion of the other two tangents; the coresidual for that system 
will then be a bitangent to tho locus. Thero will be 21 such 
bitangents, (7) In addition, the sovon given lines themselves 
are bitangents, the points of contact being the same as those 
in which any of them is touch od bv the cnrve of the third 
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class having that line for a bitangent and the six other given 
fines as ordinary tangents.* 

265. We can now, as has been stated, from the seven 
given bitangents find the rest by linear constructions. We 
have in fact to construct the coresidual tangents for the several 
systems 12345,67, &c,, where 12345 denotes the conic touching the 
first 5 lines, and 67 is the point of intersection of the other two. 
Now the two systems 12345, 67 and 12346, 57 have obviously 
seven common tangents, and the remaining comraon tangents 
are the tangents to 12345 from the point 57, and to 12346 from 
67. But Brianchon's theorem enables us, when one point on a 
tangent to a conic is given, to find by linear constructions 
the remaining tangent. These two tangents, then, having 
been constructed, and their Intersection found, the remaining 
tangents dra-wn from it to each of the two conics in ques
tion will be the two required coresiduals, and therefore two 
of the bitangents. Or otherwise, if we consider the three 
systems 12345, 67; 12346, 57; 12347, 56, and determine 
In the manner just described the remaining eighth and ninth 
tangent common to each pair of systems, the three Intersec
tions of these pairs of tangents will, when joined, give three 
of the required bitangents. The bitangent whieh is the core
sidual for the system 12345, 67 may be caUed the bitangent 
(67); and thus the twenty-one bitangents may be denoted by 
combinations of the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, In addition we 
have the seven given lines; and if introducing for symmetry 
a new symbol 8, we denote these (18), (28), (38), (48), (58), (68), 
(78), we are led by Aronhold's method to an algorithm identical 
with that of Hesse, 

266. The intersection of the eighth and ninth tangents 
common to any two curves of the system is a point through 

• The point of contact of each of the seven given lines vrith the locus being thus 
given, -we have fourteen points on the quartic, -which is thus completely detei-miued, 
and there is but one quartic satisfying the prescribed conditions. There may, however, 
be several quartics having the seven given luies as bitangents; but the one deter
mined by Aronhold's method has them as unrelated bitangents, -viz. such that no 
three of'them belong to the same group. 
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which passes the coresidual tangent for each of these cnrvea. 
Consider, then, the complex cubic systems 12, 34567; 34, 12567, 
and one of the common tangents Is the line joining the points 
12, 34; that Is to say, in the algorithm just referred to, the line 
joining the intersections of the lines (18), (28); (38), (48); and 
we now see that this line passes through the intersection of the 
coresiduals of the two systems under consideration, that is to say, 
through the point (12), (34). In this way we get the theorem 
already proved (Art. 258), that the Intersections of the lines 
(18), (28); (38), (48); (12), (34), are in a right Hne; and 
Art. 262 shows that by an ordinary or bifid substitution we 
can find 5040 lines possessing the same property. 

267. We conclude with Aronhold's algebraic investigation 
of the equation of the quartic generated according to his method. 
Let us use tangential coordinates a, 0, y; and let u, v, w he 
any Hnear functions of them, aa+b0 + cy, &c., then the equations 

0v — yu = 0, yw- au = 0, au — 0v = 0, 
denote three conics having four tangents common, and of which 
each touches one of the sides of the triangle of reference. And 

a{0v-yw)=O, 0{yw-au) = O, y(au — 0v) = O,, 
denote three curves of the third class having seven common 
tangents, viz. the four common to the two conics, and the sides 
of the triangle of reference. Any other cubic ha-dng the same 
7 common tangents wIU be of the form 

u'a {0v - yw) + v'0 {yw - au) + lo'y {au - 0v) = 0, 
where u', v', w' are arbitrary constants, which are supposed 
to be of the form aa'-{h^ + cy', &c,, where a, 0', y are the 
coordinates of an arbitrary Hne. Writing the above equation 
in the form 

M, M', 0y 

= 0, 

it Is evidently satisfied by the coordinates d0'y\ which therefore 
are those of a tangent to this curve. And further, this tangent 
is the coresidual for that curve; for we shall find the other two 
tangents through any point In that line, by substituting in the 

«, 

^ ' j 

10, 

u', 

w', 

01 
7a 
â S 
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above \ a ' + p.a" for a, &c. The equation then is divisible by p., 
and after division becomes 

«', w", /S'V 
v, v", yd 
w', w", d0' 

+ Xp. 

t ti rift tt 

u,u , 0 y 
v, v", 7"a" 
w, w", d'0" 

=0, 

u',u",0'y" + 0"y' 

t It I Qii , ti r\i 

w,w ,a0 +a 0 
and the symmetiy of the equation shows that the pairs of 
tangents are the same which can be drawn from the intersection 
of the fines d0'y, d'^'y" to the curves 

= 0, 
«", ^7 

•y, V , 7 a 

w, w", a/3 
= 0. 

M, u, 0y 
V, v', 7a 

1 w, w', a0 

Thus then the tangents d0?y', d'0"y" being respectively 
the third tangents drawn to each eurve from the Intersection 
of the eighth and ninth tangents common to both, are, by 
definition, the coresidual tangents. The two curves will 
touch provided that the quadratic equation in X, p., has 
equal roots; or if we write the coefficients of that quad
ratic P, Q, R, pro-dded we have Q' = APR. If we denote by 
X, Y, Z the minor determinants v'w" — v"w', w'u" — w"u\ 
•uv" — u"v', we have 

P= 0'y'X+ y'dY+ d0'Z, 

Q = {0Y + 0"y') ^+ (7V' + i'd) Y+ {d0" + d'0') Z, 

R= 0"y"X+ y"d'Y+ d'0"Z. 

Now for ^i' - 0"y', yd' - y"d, d0" - d' - d'0? we may write 
X, y, z, these being the point-coordinates of the point of inter
section of the two lines d0'y', d'0"y". The equation Q- = APR 
Is then equivalent to 

x'X' + fY' + z'Z' - 2yz YZ- 2zxZX- 2xyXY= 0, 

or '^{xX) + ^/{yY) + ^/{zZ) = 0. 

It win be remembered that X stands for v'w"-v"w', and If we 
put for these their values 

v' = a'a' -1- b'0' + c'y', w' = a"d + b"0' + c"y', 

v" = da" + h'0" + c'7", w" = a"a" + b"0" + d'i', 

we have X = (6'c" - V'd) x + {c'a" - c"a') y + {db" - d'V) z. 
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Similarly Y= {b"c - be") x + {c"a - ca") y + {a"b - ab") z, 
Z= {hd -h'c)x + {cd -c'a)y+ {db' - a'b ) z. 

Thus X, Y, Z represent known lines. They are In fact the 
sides of the triangle whose vertices are represented by u, v, w. 
It will be observed that the coefficients in X, Y, Z are the 
constituents of the determinant reciprocal to that formed by 
the coefficients of u,v,w; so that If X, Y, Zhai been origuially 
given, u, v, w would be found by similar formulae. 

268, The same investigation would hold if the equations 
of the three conics had been lau = m0v = nyw. The values 
of X, Y, Z would remain as before, but we should have 

P=mn0'y'X+nly'dY +lmd0?Z, &c,, 

and the equation would be 

V {mnxX) + V {nly F) -f V {J-mzZ) = 0. 

This Is the most general equation of a quartic ha-ving three 
given pairs of lines x, X, &c., as pairs of bitangents of the same 
group. If we were given a seventh bitangent, then I, m, n 
would be completely determined by the equations suppo.sed 
to be satisfied by the coordinates of that bitangent, viz., 
Idu =m0'v' = ny'w', whence mn, nl, Im are respectively pro
portional to du', 0'v', 7'w'. Thus, then, if we are required 
to describe a quartic having seven given lines as bitangents, 
besides the one quartic determined (Art. 265) on the supposition 
that no two of the tangents belong to the same group, we 
can describe (7 x 15 =) 105 others according to the method of 
this article, by leaving out any one of the seven and dividing 
the six remaining into three pairs, which can be done in fifteen 
different ways. 

BINODAL AND BICIECULAE QUARTICS. 

269, Except in connection with the bitangents, the theory 
of non-singular quartics has been little studied, and what else 
we have to state on this subject will be given in the concluding 
section of this chapter, that on tho Invariants and Covai-iants. 
In order to complete tho theory of tho bitangents, we ought 
to consider tho modifications which that theory receives when 
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the curve has one or more double points. The case, however, 
where the quartic has but one node has received no attention, 
and wiU not be here discussed. Quartics with two nodes. In 
the case where these are the circular points at Infinity, have 
been extensively studied under the name of bicircular quartics,* 
and some of the principal results obtained will be here given. 
All the projective properties obtained for bicircular quartics may 
of course be stated and proved as properties of binodal quartics, 
but we shaU find it convenient to give several of them In their 
original form, as the reader wIU have no difficulty in making 
the proper generalization, Quartics ha-ving the two circular 
points as cusps have also been much studied under the name of 
Cartesians,-]" the properties of which may similarly be gene
ralized and stated as properties of bicuspidal quartics. If a 
quartic have one of the circular points as a cusp and the other 
as a node, it cannot be real; consequently this case has been 
Httle studied, and therefore we have little to state as to the 
properties of quartics ha-ving one node and one cusp. 

270. From each of the two nodes of a binodal quartic may 
be drawn four tangents to the curve (Art. 79), and we shall 
now prove that the anharmonic ratios of these two pencils are 
equal. The general equation of a quartic having for nodes 
the intersections of the line z with the lines x and y Is 

Q?y'+ 2xyz {lx + my) + z' {ax'+ by'+ cz'+ 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy) = 0. 

The pairs of tangents at the nodes are given by the equations 

x' + 2mxz + bz''= 0, y' + 2lyz+ az' = 0, 

and we lose nothing In generality by supposing I and m to be 
both = 0, which is equivalent to assuming that for the lines aj 
and y have been taken the harmonic conjugate, with respect to 
the pair of tangents at each node, of the line z which joins the 
nodes. Arranging now the equation of the quartic 

y' {a? + bz') + 2yz' {fz + hx) + z' {ax' + 2gzx + cz') = 0, 

"• See, in particular. Dr. Casey's paper. Transactions of the Hoyal Irish Academy, 
vol. XXIT. p. 457, 1869. 

t See Chaslas' Apergu Sisiorique, p. 350; Quetelet, Nouveaux Memoires de 
Bruxelles, torn. T.; Cayley, lAonville, vol. XV. p. 354. 

I I 
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we see Immediately that tho four tangents from the node zx are 
given by the equation 

{^ + bz') {ax' + 2gzx + cz') = z'{fz+ hxY, 

or aa!'+ 2^a:'0 + {c + ab- h') x'^+ 2 {bg - hf) z'x + {he -f) z'=0. 

The Invariants of this quartic are 

1 = ahc - af - hg' +fgh +-^-^{c + ah- h')', 

GJ= {abc - af - bg' - \fgh) {c + ah- h') - \h' {af + bf) 

+ 3ahfgh + \f'g' -^{c + ab- h')". 

Now these values are symmetrical between a and 5 , /and g, and 
we see therefore that they are the same as the invariants of the 
quartic which corresponds to the pencil of tangents from the 
node yz, and that therefore the two pencils are homographic. 

271. It follows at once, as In Art. 168, that a conic can be 
drawn passing through the two nodes, and throngh the four 
points where each of the tangents from one node meets the 
corresponding tangent from the other ; and further, since there 
are four orders in which the legs of the second pencil can be 
taken without altering the anharmonic ratio, that the sixteen 
points of Intersection of the first set of tangents -with the second 
lie on four conics, each passing through the two nodes. When 
the quartic is bicircular, that is to say, when the two nodes 
are the circular points at infinity, the theorem becomes that the 
sixteen foci of a bicircular quartic lie on four circles, four on each 
circle.* It is to be noted that any one of the conics through 
the two nodes may degenerate Into a right line together with 
the line joining the nodes, so that four of the foci of a bicir
cular quartic may lie on a right line. 

272. We have already stated that the equation of any 
quartic may. In an Infinity of ways, be thrown into the form 

aU'+bV'^GW'+2fV]V+ 2gWU+ 2h UV=0, 

where TJ, V, W represent three conics. If the quartic is non-
singular, the three conics cannot have a common point, since it 

* In point of fact, this thcoroni, -ivhich is due to Dr. Hart, was first obtained, and 
tho thiiorciii ol' Art,. 270 tlu-noo iuferrod. The proof given in Art. '270 is in substance 
till' same as Professor Ciijloy's, Soo his Memoir on Polyzomal Cui'ves, Edinburgh 
'J'runs., l.sdii. 
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is obvious that any point common to TJ, V, W must be a double 
point on the quartic whose equation we have written. In the 
case of binodal quartics, TJ, V, W may be taken as three conics 
passing each through the two nodes, and when these nodes are 
the circular points at infinity, TJ, V, W are three circles. We 
lose nothing in generality by confining our attention to the 
equation UW= V, to which, as m the theory of conics, the 
preceding equation may In a variety of ways be reduced. It 
may, for instance, be written 

(a U+gW+h VY = {h' - ab) V' + 2 {gh - af) VW+ {g' - ac) W, 
where the right-hand side of the equation breaks up into factors. 

Bichcular, therefore, and binodal quartics may be discussed 
by considering the form TJW= V, and by regarding the quartie 
as the envelope of X'TJ+2XV+W=0, where TJ, V, W are in 
the former case circles, and in the latter case conics passing 
through the two nodes; and it is only necessary to examine 
how this limitation modifies the results aheady obtained. 
Arts. 251, &c. 

273. When three conics have two points common, their 
Jacobian breaks up into the Hne joining them, together with a 
conic passing throngh the two points; and when the three 
conics are circles, the Jacobian conic is the circle which cuts 
them at right angles {Conics, Art, 388, Ex, 3). The Jacobian 
being a determinant, the Jacobian of three conics whose equations 
are of the form aTJ+0V+yW=O Is the same as that of TJ, F, 
W; and when TJ, V, W are circles, all circles included in this 

form have a common orthogonal circle. 
If TJ, V, W are circles, the coordinates of whose centres 

are x,y,z.„ x^y^z^, x^^z^, the coordinates of the centre of 
X'TJ+ 2XV+ W wIU be proportional to 

X'x, + 2-ha>^ + x^, X'y^ + 2Xy^+y^, X'z^ + 2Xz^ + z^, 
and the locus of the centre, as X varies, is evidently a conic. 
Hence the quartic UW= V may be regarded as the envelope 
of a circle whose centre moves on a fixed conic* F, and which 

* Dr. Casey has shown that the foci of this fixed conic are the same as the double 
foci of the quartic. In fact, if a tangent from a point / meets the conic F in two 
consecutive points P, P', the line IP -wiU be a common normal to the two circles whose 
centres are P, P', and which pass through /, If then / b e one of the circular pouits at 
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cuts a fixed circle / orthogonally. And In the more general 
case of the binodal quartic, where TJ, V, W are conics throngh 
the fixed points, TJW- V is the envelope of the variable conic 
X'TJ+2XV+W, passing through the fixed points; all the 
variable conics having a common Jacobian conic, and the pole, 
with regard to any, of the line joining the fixed points moving 
on a fixed conic F. 

274. The nature of the quartic will be modified If an^ 
special relations exist between the conic F and the Jacobian. 
Thus, If F touch the Jacobian, the point of contact will be an 
additional node on the quartic, and if F touches the Jacobian 
twice, then each point of contact wIU be a node; that is, the 
quartic will break up Into two conics, each passing through the 
fixed points. So If F pass through one of the fixed points, that 
point instead of being a node of the quartic wiU be a cusp, and If 
F pass through both of the points both will be cusps, and we 
have a bicuspidal quartic. Thus, in the case of bicircular quartics, 
if the conic i''which is the locus of centres be a circle, the quartic, 
having the points at infinity as cusps, will be a Cartesian. 

If the conic F touch the line joining the points, that Hne 
becomes part of the quartic. Thus, in the case of bicircular 
quartics. If the conic i^ be a parabola, the quartic will degenerate 
into a circular cubic, together with the line at infinity. 

If the centres of TJ, V, W lie on a right line, the Jacobian 
reduces to the line joining the centres. 

275. Let us now return to the equation TJIV= V We 
have seen that there are In general six values of X, for which 
X'TJ+2XV+W breaks up into factors, and that the right fines 
represented by the several factors are bitangents to the quartic 
TJW= v . Now when TJ, V, W all pass through fixed points, 
X'TJ+2XV+W, whieh denotes a curve passing through tho 
same points, must. If it denote right lines, denote two lines 
passing one through each of the points, or else the line joining the 
points together with another line. In the former case the two 

infinity, it follows that tho tiingmits frora A to F are normals, and thorelore tangents 
to tho <iuiirl Lo at /. Tho same ar;;iinR'iit lioUls, whatever be the curve F, or whatever 
tholaw iU'conling to wiiioh Ihe eivrlcs are described. Thus, the single foci of any 
curve ai'o doublo foci of any pai-allcl curvo, 
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lines are not proper bitangents to the quartic UW= V, but 
ordinary tangents passing through a node (any Hne passing 
through a node being improperly a tangent); in the latter case 
one of the two lines Is a proper bitangent, the other Is the line 
joining the nodes. Of the six values of X, only two correspond 
to the case of proper bitangents; for If L be the chord common 
to TJ, V, W, then F and W will be of the forms respectively 
aU+LM, bU+LN; and X'U+2XV+ W will have L for a 
factor if A, be one of the roots of X' + 2Xa -f 6 = 0. Thus, In the 
case of bicircular quartics, when TJ, V, W all represent circles, 
there are evidently two values of A, for which the coefficient of 
a?+'jf vanishes In X'TJ+2XV + TF=0, and for each of these 
values the equation denotes a right line bitangent to the quartic 
GW= v . Or we may see the same thing geometrically 
from the construction In Art. 273. If the circle X' TJ+ 2XV+W 
becomes a right line, its centre passes to infinity, and must there
fore be the point at infinity on one of the two asymptotes of the 
conic F; and the two bitangents are therefore the perpendiculars 
let fall from the centre of the Jacobian on these asymptotes. 

In each of the four other cases where the discriminant of 
X'TJ+2XV+ 1F=0 vanishes, the equation denotes a pair of 
tangents to the quartie, passing each through one of the circular 
points at infinity, and whose intersection therefore is a focus of 
the quartie; or, what comes to the sarae thing, A,^Z7-f2XF-flFIs 
an infinitely small circle whose centre Is the focus, and whieh 
has double contact with the quartic. If one of two orthogonal 
circles reduce to a point, that point must lie on the other circle; 
hence If X'TJ+2XV+ TF reduce to a point, that point must be 
on the Jacobian circle of TJ, V, W. We have, therefore, obvi
ously four foci, viz, the Intersections of this Jacobian circle with 
the conic F, which is the locus of centres of circles included In 
the equation X'TJ+2XV+ W=0, and which may, therefore, be 
called a focal conic. 

The four points In which the Jacobian circle meets the quartie 
wIU be points in which circles of the system XTJ+2W+ W 
meet the quartic In four consecutive points (Art. 251). 

There are four ways in which the equation of a given 
bicircular quartic can be reduced to the form TJW= V''; cor
responding to each there are four foci, two bitangents and four 
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cyclic points, or points on the curve where four consecutive 
points lie on a circle (see Art. 114); the quartic having In all 
16 foci, 8 bitangents, and 16 cycHc points, 

276, If one of the foci of the quartic be taken as origin, 
the equation of the quartic must be of the form {a? + y') W= V, 
where V and TF represent circles; and the quartic is the 
envelope of x' + y' + 2X V+ X' W= 0. Besides the value X. = 0, 
there are three other values of X, for which this variable circle 
reduces to a point; and one of these values must be real. We 
can then write the equation 

{x' + y') {x' +y' + 2XV+XW) = {x' + y' + XV)', 

or. In other words, when we have a focus we can at once bring 
the equation of the quartic to the form AB= V', where A and 
B are point-circles. Bicircular quartics may be divided into 
two classes, according as the other two values of X, for which 
A + 2XV+ X'B reduces to a point-circle, are real or imaginary, 
or, In other words, according as the four real foci do or do not 
lie on a circle. In the "former case let G denote one of the two 
point-circles, and, as In Art. 257, eliminate F between the 
equations AB=V', A + 2XV+X'B=G, and we see that 
the equation of the quartie may be written in the form 
I >\/{A) +m ^/{B) +n //(C) = 0, that is to say, that the quartic is 
the locus of a point whose distances from three fixed points 
are connected by the relation Ip + mp' + np" = 0. 

The condition that l>J{A) + m'J{B) + niJ{G) shall be touched 
r ni' n' 

by XA+p,B+vG is {Conics, Art, 130) - -f _ -f — = 0; and 
X p, V ' 

when A, B, C are point-circles, and a, b, c the lengths of 
the lines joining the points, it is easy to verify that the dis-

S 2,8 ^ 

crimlnant of XA + p.B +vC vanishes If — | 1- — = 0. The 
X fi y 

two equations just given determine X, p., v, and therefore the 
fourth focus. 

We have seen (Conics, Art. 94) that if ^1, B, G, D be four point-
circles, we have Identically bod.A + cda.B + dab.G+ abc.D = 0, 
where abc is the area of the triangle whose vertices are a, b, c, &c. 
Hence, X, p., v are proportional to the areas of the triangles formed 
by the fourth focus aud each pair of tho other three foci. In the 
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case where the three points a, b, c are in a right line, it can 
easily be proved that the squares of the distances from any point 
of four points on a right line are connected by the equation 

^ , -S , C- D ^ 
' + X i r-7 + 7 1 + T TI T- = 0 . ab .ac. ad ba.hc. bd ca.cb . cd da .db. dc 

Hence we see that the reciprocals of X, p., v are proportional 
to ab.ac.ad, ba.hc.bd, ca.cb.cd, and that we have the equation 

Pah .ac.ad + m'ba .bc.hd + n'ca .cb.cd=0. 

If we had fab. ac + m'ba. be + n'ca .cd = 0, 

the fourth focus would be at infinity, and the curve would be a 
Cartesian. 

277. When we are given four concyclic foci of a bicircular 
quartic, two such quartics can be described through any point, and 
these cut each other at right angles. If we are given the fourth 
focus, we are given the values of X, p., v, for which XA+p.B+ vG 
reduces to a point; and evidently two systems of values of 

I' m' ri' 
I, m, n can be found to satisfy the equations - H 1- — = 0, 

lp + mp' + np" = 0, where p, p', p" or v'(^)) V(^)j V(C) denote 
the distances from the three foci of a point on the curve sup
posed to be given. 

Two quartics 

I 'J{A) + m VC-S)4 n >Y{C) = 0, I' >Y{A) + m' V(-S) + n' ^{G)=0 

wIU be confocal if 

a' {m'n"' - m'V) -1- V {n'l" - n"l') + o' {I'm" - l"m') = 0, 

as appears immediately on eliminating X, p., v from the three 
equations 

I? m' n' ^ l" m" , n"' . « ' & ' « ' . 
-+ 1 = 0, — -\ V — = 0, —-\ 1 - - = 0 . 
X^ p. V ' X^ p. V ' \ p. V 

In order next to find the condition that the quartics should 
cut at right angles, we first premise, and the reader can verify 
without difficulty, that If A, B, 0 be point-circles, and a, b, c have 
the same meaning as before, the condition that XA+ p.B+vC, 
X'A + p.'B+ j / C should cut each other at right angles is 

d' {pv' + pfv) + h' {vX + v'X) + c' {Xp.' + X'p.) = 0. 
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We observe further that, as at Conics, Art, 130, the quartic 
li^{A) + m \/{B) + niJ{C) will be touched at any point for 
which the values of V(-4), >J{B), ^/{G) arc p, p , p", by the circle 

-A + '^-,B+ %G=0. The condition that this circle should cut 
P P P 
orthogonally the tangent circle to T ^/{A) + m' >J{B)+n' >J{C) is 

..mn' + m'n ....nl'+ n'l Am'+ I'm 
a' 7-77—+5' 77 +(? ^ - = 0 -/ // pp p p pp 

But, solving between the two equations 

Ip + mp' + np" = 0, I'p + m'p + np" = 0, 

we find p, p', p" respectively proportional to mn' — m!n, nV — n'l, 
In' — I'm. Substituting In the preceding equation, we find that 
the condition that the quartics should be mutually orthogonal is 

d' {'rd'n" - m"'n') + b' {n'l" - n"l') + c' {I'm" - T'm^ = 0, 

the same as the condition already found that the quartics should 
be confocal; and the theorem stated Is therefore proved. It 
does not appear to be necessary to the validity of this proof 
that C should be real, and hence the theorem Is true that con
focal quartics cut at right angles, even though the four real 
foci should not lie In a circle, 

278, The theorem of Art, 277 was originally obtained from 
geometrical considerations by Dr. Hart for the case of the 
circular cubic. If we seek the locus of a point whose dis
tances from three fixed points are connected by the relation 
Ip + mp' + np" = 0, the coefficient of {a? + y'Y will be found to be 

{l+m + n){m + n-l) {n + l-m) {l+m—n). 

Consequently, the locus, which Is ordinarily a bicircular quartie, 
reduces to a circular cubic If l±m + n = 0, and the theorems 
already here proved are true for circular cubics, which have also 
sixteen foci lying In general in four cirolcs. Dr, Hart's proof, 
which was given at length In the first edition, shews that if 
0, P, Q be the centres of the quadrangle formod by the four foci 
A, B, G, D, the cubic must i)ass through those points, the tan
gents at any of these points 0 being one of the bisectors of 
the anglo made by tho Intersecting lines AC, BD, and being 
parallel to the real asymptote of the cubic; and that the cubic 
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also passes through R the centre of the focal circle, the tangent 
at R being parallel to 
the same asymptote.* 
Since then 0, P, Q, R 
are points of contact 
of tangents from the 
same point of the 
curve, the point where 
OP meets QB (or the 
foot of the perpendi
cular from 0 on QR) 
is also a point on the 
curve (Art. 150), and 
similarly the poiats 
where OQ meets PR, 
and OR, PQ; and it 
can be shewn that the 
tangents at each of 
these points to the 
two cubics which pass 
through them cut at right angles. Thus the seven points common^ 
to the two cubics having A, B, C, D for their foci, are determined 
by simple constructions, and we may arrive by projection at 
theorems, some of which have been already stated; for Instance 
(see Art. 152), if corresponding tangents, taken in any order, 
from two points / , J mutually Intersect In points A, B, G, D, 
the centres of the quadrangle formed by these points wiU be 
also points on the cubic, having for a common tangential point 
the point where IJ meets the curve again; and the point of 
contact of the fourth tangent from this point will be the pole of 
/ /wi th respect to the conic through the points A, B, C, D, I, J. 

279. The method by which Dr. Hart proved these theorems 
was by shewing that when the foci are given, the relations 
established Art. 276, combined with the condition l+n = m, 
suffice to determine I, m, n, and that actuaHy, denoting the 

* Thus the centres of the four focal circles of a ciroulai cubic are the points ol 
contact of tangents parallel to the real asymptote. 

K K 
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distances of 0 from the four foci by a, b, e, d, the curve must 
either have the property 

{b + c)p+{a-b) p"= + {a+ c) p , or {c-b) p +{a+b) p"=±{a+c) p . 

Each coefficient Is given a double sign, because, when the equa
tion Ip + mp' + np" = 0 is cleared of radicals, It only contains 
the squares of I, m, n. The two equations answer to two dif
ferent cubics having the given points as foci; the different signs 
answer to different branches of the same cubic. The upper 
signs belong to a branch extending to Infinity; for then the 
equation Is satisfied by the values p=p' = p", which are true 
for an infinitely distant point. The centre of the focal circle 
obviously lies on this branch. The lower signs belong to an 
oval, the equations then not being satisfied by p = p' = p" 
The equations being satisfied by the values a, h, c for p, p', p", 
we see that 0 Is a point on the cubic. 

In like manner we have the relations 

{e-d)p+ {a+d)p"=+ {a+e)p'" or {c+d)p+{a-d)p'= + {a+c)p"', 

whence, combining the equations, 

PJLPL^PLUL. 
a+G b+d ' 

or the two cubics make up the locus of the intersection of two 
similar conics whose foci are respectively A and C, B and D. 
The similar conics which intersect at 0 have evidently as a 
common tangent one of the bisectors of the angles at 0; 
these therefore are, as has been stated, the tangents to the 
two cubics which constitute the locus, and which therefore cut 
at right angles. 

280, Bicuspidal quartics may be considered as a limltmg case 
of binodal quartics. In the case where the two cusps are the 
circular points I, J at infinity, tho curve is caUed a Cartesian. 
Des Cartes studied this curve (thence known as the oval of 
Des Cartes)-, ns the locus of a point 0, whose distances from 
two fixed points A, B are connected by the relation Ip ± mp' = c. 
Chasles shewed, and It can bo verified without difficulty, that 
whenever this rolatioii holds good, a third point C oan bo 
found on tho lino .l.B, whoso distance from 0 satisfies a 
relation of tho form lp±np'-=c'; in other words, that the 
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oval possesses, besides the two foci considered by Des Cartes, a 
third possessing the same property. We use the word Cartesian 
here in a somewhat wider sense. We shaH shew that when 
a quartic has the two points / , J for cusps. It has three foci 
lying on a right line. When these foci are real, the curve 
Is the same as that studied by Des Cartes; when two are 
imaginary we stiU caH the curve a Cartesian, though Des Cartes' 
mode of generation is no longer appHcable. 

The equation of the Cartesian may generally be brought 
to the form ^ = liL, where 8 represents a circle and L a right 
fine, h being a constant (or, what is the same thing, ^ = 0 
being the right Ime at Infinity), from which form It Is evident 
that the Intersections of 8 and h are cusps, the cuspidal 
tangents meeting In the centre of 8, which is therefore the 
triple focus of the Cartesian, while L is evidently a bitangent 
of the curve.* The curve Is then obviously the envelope 
of the variable circle X'kL+ 2X8+ ]i=.0, the centre of 
which obviously moves along a right line perpendicular to 
L; and equating the discriminant to zero, there are easily 
seen to be three values of X, for which the circle reduces 
to a point, and therefore three foci. From the theory already 
given, if A, B, C be any three of the variable circles, 
the equation of the envelope may be -written In the form 
l'J{A)+m^{B)+n>J{G)=0; and therefore we have the property 
Ip + mp + np" = 0, where p, p , p" denote the distances from the 
three foci; or, again, since 1^ is a circle of the system 
answering to the value X = 0, we have Ip + mp' = nh. 

A Cartesian may also be generated as the locus of the 
vertex of a triangle, whose base angles move on two fixed 
circles, while the two sides pass through the centres of the 
circles, and the base passes through a fixed point on the line 
joining them. 

If any chord meet a Cartesian in four points, the sum of their 
distances from any focus is constant; for the polar equation, 
the focus being pole. Is easily seen to be of the form 

p'-2 {a + h eoam) p + c' = 0, 

* This equation has been studied by Prof. Cayley under the form 

(x' + y' - a')' + 16A (x - m) = 0. 
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and if we eliminate a between this and the equation of an 
arbitrary Hne, we get for p a biquadratic of which — 4a is the 
coefficient of the second term. 

When, in the preceding c = 0, the equation becomes 
p = a + b coaw, and in addition to the two cusps 7, J, the curve 
has the origin for a node. It is then called Pascal's limagon, 
and may evidently be generated by taking a constant length on 
the radii vectores to a circle from a point on it. If, further, 
a=h, the curve becomes tricuspidal, and Is called the cardioide, 
a curve generated by adding or subtracting a portion equal to 
the diameter, on the radii vectores to a circle from a point on it. 
The equation may be written in the form p^ = m* cos \a. 

281. The focal properties we have been discussing may 
be investigated by the method of Inversion (Art. 122). It 
is easy to shew, that to a focus of any curve corresponds 
a focus of the Inverse curve, and that the origin or centre 
of inversion will be a focus if the points / , J at Infinity 
are cusps. Thus, for the Cartesian which has three col-
linear foci, the inverse with regard to any point is a bi
circular quartic having three foci on a circle passing through 
the origin, which is also a focus. In inverting, if 0 be the 
origin. A, B any two points, a, h the inverse points, then for 

the distance AB -we are to substitute y,—jrr. To anv relation 
Oa.Ob •' 

then of the form XAP+ p.BB= c will correspond one of the form 
Xap+ p!bp=c Op, and thus by considering the bicircular quartic 
as the inverse of a Cartesian we arrive at the fundamental property 
of bicircular quartics; and, in Hke manner, from any relation of 
the form XAP+ p.BP+vCP=0 may be deduced a relation 
Xap + p!bp + v'cp = 0, The inverse of a bicircular quartic from 
any point on the curve Is a circular cubic which, therefore, 
possesses the same focal properties, A cireulai' cubic or bi
circular quartic Is Its own inverse with respect to any of the 
points 0, P, Q, R (p. 249). The angle at which two curves cut 
is not altered by Inversion, aud therefore the theorem as to 
confocal curves cutting at right angles, if proved for cubios, is 
proved also for quartics. The Inverse of a conic is a bicircular 
(juartic having the origin for an additional node, and from 
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the focal property of conics may be inferred that such quartics 
have the property 

C a + 06 ~''-^-^' 

where a and b are two foci and 0 the node. In like manner, 
by inverting the focus and directrix property of conies, we 
arrive at another method, given by Dr. Hart, for generating 
this kind of quartic. If the radius vector from a fixed point 
C to P meet a fixed circle passing through C In F, and If 
A be another fixed point, the quartic is the locus of the point 
P, for which PJ . = P£;. 

282. There exists for the binodal quartic* a theory of the 
inscription of polygons, analogous to Poncelet's theory in 
regard to conics. Let A, B be the nodes: starting from a point 
P of the curve. If we join this with A, the line AP meets the 
curve in one other point, say Q; joining this with B, the line 
BQ meets the curve in one other point, say R; joining this 
again with A, the line AR meets the curve in one other point, 
say S; and so on. We have thus, in general, an unclosed 
polygon PQRS..., of which the alternate sides PQ, RS, ... 
pass through A, and the other alternate sides QR, ... pass 
through B. For a binodal quartic taken at random. It is not 
possible to find the point P, such that there shall be a closed 
polygon of a given even number of sides; for instance, a 
quadrilateral PQRSP, of which the sides PQ, RS pass through 
A and the sides QR, SP pass through B. But the quartic 
may be such that there exists a polygon of the kind in question 
(as regards the quadrilateral this is obviously the case, since 
considering a quadrilateral PQBSP drawn at pleasure and 
taking A for the intersection of PQ, BS, and B for that of 
QR, SP, we can describe a quartic passing through the points 
P, Q, R, 8, and having the points A, B for nodes), and when 
this Is so, that is, when there Is one polygon, there are an 
infinity of polygons; viz. any point P whatever of the curve may 
be taken as the first summit, and the polygon, constructed as 
above, will close of itself. 

* steiner, Geometrische Lehrsatze, Crelle, vol. XXXII. p. 185 (1846), 
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283, Taking the nodes to be at the angular points of the 
triangle of reference, the equation of the curve must be of 
the form 

aij'z' + bz'x' + cx'f + 2fx'yz + 2gy'zx + 2hz'xy = 0, 

which may be written 

a(^^ + h{^^ + ci-S + 2f- +2q- +2h - =0. 
\x) \yj \zj •" yz ^ zx xy 

Thus we see that the quartic may be generated from a conic by 
writing. In the equation of the latter, for each coordinate its 
reciprocal; a process which may be called "Inversion," usmg 
the word In a wider sense than that In which we have already 
employed It, It is easy to express this transformation by a 
geometrical construction. Let the coordinates be proportional 
to the perpendicular distances from the sides of the triangle of 
reference, and let P, P ' be two points, whose coordinates are 
connected by the reciprocal relations 

x : y : z=y'z' : z'x': x'y'; x' : y' : z' =yz : zx •. xy; 
then we have seen, Conics, Art, 55, that the lines joining P, P ' to 
the vertices of the triangle make equal angles with the sides; or 
otherwise, Conics, p, 263, that if P be one focus of a conic touch
ing X, y, z, then P ' will be the other focus. In general, in this 
method to any position of P corresponds a single definite posi
tion of P'. If, however, we have a:' = 0, or P' anywhere on 
the line BG, we have y and z both = 0, and P coincides with A J 
and reciprocally to A corresponds any point on BC. It Is to be 
remarked, however, that when a!' = 0, the corresponding values 
of y and z, being respectively s'x', x'y', though evanescent, have 
to each other the definite ratio z : y'; and therefore to any 
point P' on BG corresponds a definite element of direction 
through A. We have, in fact, P indefinitely near to A, but in 
a given definite direction, viz. such that (as in the general case) 
AP, AP' make equal angles with the sides. If now P describe 
any locus, the other point P ' will describe a oorrcsponding 
locus; thus if the locus dosoribod by P be the right Hne 
ax + by+ cz = 0, that dosoribed by P ' will be the conic 
ay'z'+bz'3?+exy''=0, and vice versd, (compare Conics, Art. 297, 
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Ex. 13); if a=0, that is to say. If the line pass through A, the conic 
reduces to x'(bz'+ cy') = 0, and leaving out the line a;'or PC, 
we may say that to the line by + cz corresponds the line bz' + cy'; 
and, as already mentioned. If the one locus be any conic, the 
other will be a trinodal quartic. 

284. The correspondence of the conic and quartic may be 
examined in detail; the conic meets each side of the triangle, 
say BC In two points; corresponding hereto we have through 
A two elements of direction, viz. these are the tangents of the 
quartic at its node A. Hence, according as the conic meets 
BG 'm two imaginary points, touches it, or meets it In two 
real points, the quartic has at A an acnode, cusp, or crunode, 
and the like for the other sides. Thus, if the conic be an 
eUipse or, say, a circle, situate wholly within the triangle, the 
quartic Is a triacnodal curve composed of a trigonold figure 
within the triangle and of the three vertices as acnodes (fig. 5") j 
if the ellipse Is inscribed in the triangle, the quartic Is tricus
pidal (fig. I ) ; if the ellipse cuts each side in two real points, 
then the quartic is tricrunodal; viz, if on each side the inter
sections, are Internal we have the fig. 3, whereas if the inter
sections are external we have the fig. 4, It is to be observed. 

K g . (1), F ig . (2). 

Tig. (3). Fig. (4). 
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that In the transition from the one form to the other the 
ellipse must pass successively through the vertices of the tri
angle; and that when the ellipse passes through a vertex 
the corresponding quartie breaks up into a right line and a 
cubic; the transition cannot be made (as at first sight it would 
appear it might) through a quartic having a triple point. 

The complete discussion of the different forms would be 
interesting and not difficult, but it would occupy a good deal 
of space; it would be necessary (in the present case of plane 
curves) to consider the conics whieh in each figure correspond 
to the line at infinity of the other figure. For the like theory, 
as regards spherical figures, there are no such conics, and the 
theory Is considerably simplified. 

285, The foregoing mode of generation of the frinodal 
quartie leads at once to various properties of the curve. It 
is well known that if a conic cuts the sides BG, CA, AB of 
a triangle, and from each vertex we draw lines to the inter
sections on the opposite sides, these six lines touch a conic; 
and it is easy to shew further, that If instead of the two lines 
through each vertex we consider the two inverse lines, these 
meet the oppsite sides in six points lying on a conic; and 
consequently that the six inverse lines also touch a conic 
In fact, if the lines {x = ay, x = dy), {y = ^z, y = 0'z), 
{z = yx, z = y'x) meet the sides a! = 0, y=0, s = 0 respec
tively in six points lying on a conic, it Is easily seen that 
wd00'yy' =1, a relation which remains unaltered when a, 0, y, 
d, 0', y are changed Into their reciprocals. Now, if a conic 
is transformed Into a binodal quartic, then by what precedes 
the tangents at a node A of the quartie are the inverses of 
the fines from A to the Intersections of BG with the conic; 
hence, the tangents at the nodes A, B, C, touch one and the same 
conic; a theorem which may also be derived directly from 
the equation of the quartic. 

286. Similarly, If from the points A, B, Owe draw tangents 
to a conic, then It may be shewn that the six Inverse Hues are 
also tangents to a conic. But transforming the conie Into a 
trinodal quartic, tho tangents from ^i to the conic are trans-
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formed into the tangents from the node A to the quartie (for a 
curve of class n, the number of tangents from a node is = n — 4, 
and therefore for a trinodal quartic it is = 2); and we have thus 
the theorem, that the six tangents from the three nodes to the 
quartic touch one and the same conic. 

287. To the bitangents of the quartic correspond conics 
through A, B, C, having double contact with the conic; and 
to the stationary tangents of the quartic correspond conics 
through A, B, G, having stationary contact with the conic. 
It can be shewn, that the numbers of such conies are 4 and 6 
respectively, agreeing with T = 4, t = 6. But the result as to 
the bitangents can Immediately be obtained from the equation 
of the curve, which may be written In the form 
{yz */(«) + sa: >^/{b) + xy 'J{c)Y 

= 2xyz [{V(Sc) - / } X + {>J{ca)-g] y + {^/{ab) - A}s], 

where the factor multiplying 2xyz evidently denotes a bitangent, 
and by changing the signs of the radicals, we have in all four 
bitangents. Write for a moment fx + gy + hz = s, x 'J{bc) = I, 
y >J{ca) = m, z rY{ab) = n, and if © = 0 denote the equation of 
the four bitangents, we have 

®={s — l—m — ri){s-l + m + n){s + l — m + n){s+l + m — n) 

= ( / -V- ni' - ri'Y - 4 (mV + ri'l' + I'm? + 2lmns) 

= ( s ^ - f - r n ' - n ' f - AabeU. 

In other words, the equation of the curve may be written 

{{fx + gy + hzY - hex' - cay' - abz'Y - 0 = 0, 

shewing that the eight points of contact of the bitangents lie on 
a conic. 

If the four bitangents be denoted by t, u, v, w, the equation 
of the quartic may be written 

J* -f M* -f V* -)- W* = 0, 

or {t + u'+ v'+ w'-2tu — 2tv-2tw — 2vw-2wu — 2uvY = GAtuvw. 
In this form it is evident that t, u, v, w are bitangents whose 
points of contact He on a conic, and It can be verified without 
much difficulty, that {t-u, v-w), {t-v,v.-w), {t-w,u-v) 
are nodes. 

LL 
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288. We have just shewn how In one way the equation 
of the quartic can be reduced to the form Z7TF= V; and 
generally If u, w, and v denote any two tangents to the conic 
and their chord of contact, since the equation of the conic can 
be written in the form uw = v', that of the quartic is thence 
immediately given in the form Z7TF= V, where TJ, V, W are 
linear functions of yz, zx, xy. 

In connecting the.trinodal quartic as above with a conic, 
we have also verified that the curve Is unlcursal. Since the 
coordinates x', y, z' oi a point on the conic can be expressed 
as quadratic functions of a parameter 0, the coordinates y'z', 
z'x', x'y' of the corresponding point on the quartic are Imme
diately given as biquadratic functions of the same parameter. 

The preceding theory of trinodal quartics extends to the 
case when any or all of the singular points are cusps. If all 
are cusps the equation of the curve is reducible to the form 
x'^+y'^+z'^=0, and the tangents at the cusps are x=y=z, which 
meet in a point; as we may also see by reciprocation, the re
ciprocal being a cubic whose equation may be written in the form 
x^ + yi + z^ = 0. When the curve has two cusps and a node, 
the line joining the two points of inflexion, the line joinmg 
the two cusps, and the bitangent all pass through the same 
point. The cases of the higher singularities, described Art. 243, 
require to be separately treated. 

289. The equation of a quartic having a tacnode, as given 
Art. 244, Is 

y'z' + bx'yz + cxij'z + dy'z + ex* +fx"y +g3?y' + hxy' + iy* = 0, 

Let It also have a node, and since, in Art, 244, it was only 
assumed that the point xy was the tacnode and the line y the 
tangent at It, we may take tho point zx as the other node. 
In order that this point should be a node we must have d, h, 
and i=0, and the equation becomes 

{yz)' + bx'.yz + c.vy.yz + cr* +fx'..vy+gx'y' = 0. 

We have wi-Ittcn the equation so as to exhibit that it is a 
quadratic function of xy, ni', yz. Hence, If In the general 
equation of a conic wo write .vy, x', yz for ,c, y, s respectively, 
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we shall have the equation of a quartie with node and tacnode. 
I t -will be seen that the relations 

x': y': z' = xy •. a? '. yz 

imply reciprocally x : y : z = x'y': a!'̂ : y'z', 

so that we have a like theory to that which exists for a quartic 
with three distinct nodes. The constants may be determined 
so that the node shall become a cusp, or the tacnode a node-
cusp, or that both these changes should take place, and the 
theory thus extends to quartics having two distinct singular 
points, one of them a node or cusp, the other a tacnode or 
node-cusp. 

290. The equation of a quartic ha-ving an oscnode has been 
given, Ai't, 244, as 

{yz — nm')' + exy {yz — mx') + dy'z + ga?y' + hxy' + iy" = 0. 

It is obviously a quadratic function of yz — ma?, xy, y'. Now 
the relations 

x' •. y' •. z' = xy : y' : yz — ma? 

will be found to imply 

X : y : z = xy : y •. y z + mx , 

so that there is for the present case a theory analogous to that 
estabfished for trinodal quartics. The constants may be parti
cularized, so that the oscnode becomes a tacnode-cusp, and the 
theory thus extends to the case of quartics having a tacnode 
cusp. In all these foregoing cases we have expressed the 
coordinates x, y, z of any point on the quartic, as quadratic 
functions of x', y', z', a variable point on a conic; and since 
the latter coordinates can be expressed as quadratic functions 
of a pararaeter 0, the former coordinates are expressed as 
quartic functions of the same parameter, 

291, In the remaining case of a quartic curve having a 
triple point (general or of any special form), the mode of 
freatment used in the last articles is not applicable, but we can 
otherwise immediately express the coordinates as rational func
tions of a parameter. Taking the point xy as the triple point 
the equation of the curve is of the form zu^ = u^, where 

1 

It.. 
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are homogeneous functions of the third and fourth degrees 
respectively In a!, y. If we now substitute y = dx, we get 
z@^ = x@^, where ©,, ©̂  denote cubic and quartic functions of 
0; and we have a!, y, z respectively proportional to ©3, 0&^, © ,̂ 

The method here employed Is exactly that suggested In 
Art. 44. A variable line y = 0x drawn through the triple point 
meets the curve In but one other point, the coordinates of which 
are therefore rationally expressible in terms of 0. And we should 
be led to substantially the same results if we employed the 
same method in the eases previously considered; for example, 
if in the case of a trinodal quartic we determine each point 
of the quartic as the Intersection of the curve with a variable 
conic passing through the three nodes, and through another 
fixed point on the curve. 

The special case of a quartic with a triple point x'y = z* may 
be particularly noticed, as it can be treated by exactly the same 
method as was used (Art. 212). The curve has, beside the 
triple point, no singular point but a point of undulation, and 
its reciprocal is a curve of like nature. 

291 (a). Unicnrsal quartics may also be freated by the 
method of Art. 216 (a). We may express the coordinates 

x = aX* +AbX'p. +GcX'p:' +AdXp,' +ep.'^, 

y = a'x* + Ab'Xp. + Gc'X'p? + Ad'Xp? + cp.'\ 

z = a"X + AV'Xp. + Gd'X'p? + Ad'Xp? + e"p?, 

and can (Art, 44) write down the equation of the con-esponding 
quartie. The equation determining the parameters of the points 
of inflexion, and the relation between the parameter of three 
points which lie in a right Hne, may be found as in the articles 
referred to, or else as follows. Substituting the above written 
values for the coordinates In lx + my + ns = 0, we get a quartic 
determining the parameters of the points in which that line 
meets the curve,* The theory of equations then enables us 

* It ia iividont that by rorming tho disevuniuant of that quartic we got tho 
equation of tho reciprocal, m- langontiiU equation, in the form .̂ '•".:; T-. 
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to write down 

la + md + na" = p.pfpf'p,'", 

-A{lb + mb' + nb") = Xpfp."p.'"+ p.X'p."p.'"+ ppJX'p?" + p.p'yJ'X", 

6 (fc -f mc' + nc") = XX'pf'p.'"+ p,p,'X"X"'+ XX"p.'p."'+p.p."X'X'" 

+ XX'"p'pf' + p.p."'XX", 

-A{ld+md'+ nd") = p.X'X"X"'+ Xp,'X"X"+ XX'p."X"'+ XX'X'p.'", 

le + me' + we" = XX'X'X". 

From these equations. If we linearly eliminate I, m, n, X", pf", 
we get the relation connecting the parameters of three points on 
a right line, viz. 

a , d , d' , A, 
-Ab, -Ah', -Ah", B, A 

6c, 6c', 6c", 0, B 
-Ad, -Ad', -Ad", D', C 

e , e , e" , , D 

where we have written 

A = p.p?pf', B=Xpfp." + X'p."p.+ X'p.p!, 

G=pX'X" 4 pfX'X + pf'XX, D = XX'X". 

If we make X : p. = X' : p.'= X' : p.", we find that the para
meters of the points of Inflexion are determined by 

a , a' , a" , p? , 
-Ab, -Ah', -Ab", 3p.'X, p? 

6c, 6c', 6c", 3p.X', 3p?X 
-Ad, -Ad', -Ad", X' , 3pX' 

e , e' , e" , X' 

The first determinant expanded may be written 

24 {ab'd') D' + 16 {ab'd") CD + A {ah'e") {C - BD) 

+ 24 {add") BD + G {add') {BG- AD) + 96 [bc'd") AD 

+ A {ad'e") {B' - AC)+2A {bc'e") AC+1G {bd'e") AB 

+ 2A{cd'e"lA' = 0; 

= 0. 
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and the second determinant expanded and divided by 24 gives, 
for determining the Inflexions, the sextic 

{ah'c") X' + 2 {ab'd") Xp. + {{ah'e") + 3 {add")} X V 
-f {2 {ade") + A {bdd")] Xp? + {{add') + 3 {bde")] X'p? 
+ 2 {hd'e") Xp? + {cd'd') p? = 0. 

If In the preceding relation two of the parameters be made 
equal, we get the relation connecting the parameter of any point 
A with that of one of the points B where the tangent at A 
meets the curve again, viz. writing for D, G, B, A respectively 
X'X, 2Xp.X + X'p.', p.'X' + 2Xp.p.', p?pf, we have 

X" [24 {ah'c") X* + 32 {ab'd") X'p. + {12 {ab'e") + 24 {add")} X'p.' 

+ 12 {ac'e") Xp." + A {ad'e") p*] 

+ 2X'p.'[8{ah'd")X* 

+ {A {ah'e") + 24 {add")} Xp. + {12 {ode") + 48 {bed')} X'p? 

+ {A'ade" + 24 {hde")} Xp? + 8 {bd'e") p.*} 

+ p."{A{ab'e")X'' 

+ 12 (ac'e") X'p + {12ad'e* + 24 {bc'e")} X'p!' + 32 {bde") Xp? 

+ 2A{cd'e")p.'} = 0, 

from which equation we can determine the parameters, either of 
the two points B answering to any point on the curve A, or of 
the 4 points A answering to any point B. If we form the 
condition that the equation In X': p.' should have equal roots, 
we get an octavic in X : p., determining the] parameters of the 
8 points of contact of the 4 bitangents of the quartie. 

When It has been proved that It Is possible to find four 
linear functions t, u, v, w of aj, y, s, which expressed In terms of 
X, p. are perfect squares, it is evident by extraction of roots and 
linear elimination of X', Xp., p?, that the equation of the curvo 
can be written In the form At^- + Bu^ + Go^ + Die- = 0. 

291 {b). Conditions to be satisfied by the parameters of a 
node are obtained as in Art, 216 (o), from the consideration that 
the relation connecting the parameters of three collinoar poiuts 
must be satisfied when two of tliose pai-amcters correspond tci tho 
same node, and the third to any point whatever on the oi rvc. 
Write pfpf' — a, Xpf'+X'pf = 0, XX'=y, then wc have A = na^ 
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B^Xa + p.0, C=X0 + p.y, D=Xy. Substituting these values in 
the determinant of the last article, and equating separately to 
zero the coefficients of X', Xp,, p? we have the three conditions 

-Ah,-Ah'.-Ab",0,a 
6c, 6c', 6c", 7, 0 

- Ad, - Ad, - Ad", 7 
e , e' , e" , = 0, 

-Ah,-Ab', -Ah", a 
6c, 6c', Gc",0,a 

- Ad, - Ad', - Ad", y, 0 

= 0, 

-Ab, -Ab', -Ah", 0, 

6c , 6c', 6c", 7, a 

-Ad, -Ad, -Ad", 0 

e , e , e" , 7 = 0 . 

Conditions which expanded are 

24 {ah'c") y' + 16 {ab'd") /37 -f 4 {ab'e") {8' - a7) -1- 24 {ac'd") ay 

+ 6 {ac'e") a/34-4 {ad'e") d' = 0, 

4 {ah'e") 7 ' -f- 6 {ac'e") 0y + A {ad'e") {0' - ay) + 24 {bde") ay 

+ 16 {bd'e") a0 + 24 {cd'e") d = 0, 

16 (ab'd") y' + A {ab'e") 0y + 24 {add") /37 -F 6 {ade") 0' 

+ 96 {bed") a7 -f 4 {ad'e") a0 + 24 {bc'e") a/34-16 {bde") d = 0. 

With these equations we combine the three obtained by mul
tiplying the equation X'a — p.X0 + p!'y = 0 by a, 0, 7 respec
tively, and linearly eliminating a', 0', y', 0y, 7a, a0 we get a 
sextic for determining the parameters of the three nodes. 

There is no difficulty In analysing, as in Art, 216 {d), the 
different cases where the sextic of the last article can have equal 
roots, and so arriving at the different special cases of unlcursal 
quartics already enunciated, 
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292. When we have occasion to -write the equation of a 

quartic at length, we shall write It 

aa;' -r by* + cz* + Gfy'z' + Ggz'x' + Ghx'y' 

+ 12la?yz + 12my'zx + 12nz'xy 

+ Aa^x'y + Aaf?z + Ab,y"x + Ah^fz + Ac/x + Ac/y = 0. 
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The concomitant of lowest order in the coefficients Is the con
travariant (Art. 92) of the second order in the coefficients, 
whose symbolical expression Is (al2)*, and whose vanishing 
expresses that the Hne a^ + 0y + yz cuts the quartic in four 
points, for which the invariant 8 vanishes. We shall call this 
contravariant cr; It is of the fourth order In the variables 
a, 0, 7, and Its coefficients are 

A=bc + 3f'- Abf^, B = ca+3g'- Ac^a^, G=ah+3h'- Aa,\, 

F =af+gh + 2l' -2a^n-2a„m, 

Q^lgj^}if + 'im'-2bf. - 2b,n, 

H=ch +fg + 2n' - 2c,m- 2c}, 

L =2fl —mn—gb^ — hc^ + b,c„ 

M = 2^m —nl —hG,-fa^ + c^a^, 

N = 2hn — Im —fa^ -gh.,^ + a}>^, 

A^ = 3mc, - 3nf - cŜ  -f Z>,c„ A^ = 3nb^ - 3 m / - he, + h,c^ 

•̂ a = 3«aa - 3̂ 9' - ^''s + «A) A = ^h - ^ng - ca^ + c^a^, 

Oj = 3lb, - 3mh — ha^ + bf.,^, 0^ = 3ma^ - 3lh — db^ + ap,. 

293. The contravariant just mentioned is the evectant of 
the simplest invariant A, which Is of the third order in the 
coefficients, and has for its symbolical expression (123)*; that 
is to say, a is found by performing on A the operation 

and conversely from the values already given for the coefficients 
of o- the value of A can be inferred. This is 

A = abc + 3 {af + hg' + ch') - 4 (aJ.o, -t- hc^^ + cap) 

+ 12 {fT? + gm' + hn') + Gfgh - 12/;«« 

- 12 {a^f\ a^mf+ b,ng + bjg + c,mh + cjh) 

+ 12 (Zi,c, -f mc^a^ + najb^) + A (o/'^c, -̂  aj>,c.!). 

If we use tho same notation as in Art. 223, the value of 
A may be written 

r {d') + A {dca)+:\{dl?)-12 {c'b). 
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where 

{d') = d^d^-Ad,d^ + 3dY, 

{dea) = a„ {d,c„ - 3d^c^+ 3d^c, - J,cJ -f a, {d^c^ - 3d^c, + 3d,o^- c7„cj, 

{dV) = dJ>Y - Ad,b,h, + AdX + 2dY>J>.^ - Adpfi^ + dX, 

{d'b) = 5, (c„c, - cY) - b, (c„C3 - e,c,) + 5„ (c,C3 - cY), 

the Invariants {d?), {dea), &c., being aU known in the theory 
of the binary quantics, 

294, The next simplest invariant B is of the sixth order 
in the coefficients. It may be formed by taking the six 
equations obtained by twice differentiating the given equation 
with respect to x, y or z, and from these six equations elimi
nating dialytieally x', y', z', yz, zx, xy. We thus have B in 
the form of a deterrainant 

«) ^1 9l )̂ «3' «2 

h, b, f, b^, m, h, 

9i / ) c, c,̂ , c„ n 
)̂ KJ 2̂) /) ") '« 

«3) *«) Ci, n, g, I 

a„ h„ n, m, I, h 

We shall presently give the developed expression for B. 
Meanwhile, we reraark that Clebsch has used this Invariant 
to shew that the form 

p*+q*+r* + s* + t* = 0, 

where p, q, r, s, t are linear functions of the coordinates, is not 
one to which the equation of every quartie can be reduced. 
Since p, q, &c,, each Implicitly contain three constants, the 
form just written involves fourteen independent constants, and 
therefore, at first sight, seems capable of being used as a 
canonical form sufficiently general to represent any quartie. 
But on forming for the above equation the invariant B, it will 
be found to vanish, and therefore this forra will only represent 
quartics for which B= 0.* 

* This class of quartics has been studied by Liiroth, Mathematische Annalen, 
vol. I. p. 37 (1870). 

MM 
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295, In calculating the value of B, It is convenient to use 
the following value for a symraetrical deterrainant of six rows 
and columns, the constituents of which are denoted by d, ah, ac, 
&c,, ba, b', be, &c, 

d'b'd'd'e'f - S.d'V'c'd' {efY+ 2-2.d'li'(?. de. ef.fd+ '2.a'b' [cd / (e/)» 

-22a'^>^ed.de.ef.fo + 22a', bc.cd.de.ef.fb-22a''' {bcYde.ef.fd 

-f 2 2 {abY cd.de. ef.fo - 2 {abY i<^f Wf " '^^b.bc.cd.de. ef .fa 

+ 2-2.ah.be. ca. de.ef.fd. 

The expanded value of B is as follows: 

dbc {fgh —fl? — gm? - hri' + 2lmn) 

+ be {l* - I'gh + 2{gm-nV) a} +2{hn- ml) a J, + {ri' -fg) aY 

+ {m? -fh) aY + 2{fl- mn) a^a^} 

+ ca {m* - m'fh + 2{fl- mn) h,m + 2 {hn - ml) h^m + {r? -fg) b;' 

+ {l'-gh)bY+2{gm-nl)\b^} 

+ ab {n* - n'fg + 2{fl- mn) c,n + 2 {gm - In) c^n + {m' -fh] cY 

+ {^'-9^)oY + ^{hn-hn]e,c^} 

- {af + bg' + eh') {fgh -fl? - gm' - hi' + Almn) 

+ 3 {afni'ri' + bgri'l? + cKPiri') 

+ 2af' {b,gn + cjim) + 2hg' {ejil+ajn) + 2eh' {aj-m+ b^gl) 

- 2af{h,n' + c,m") - 2hg {cj? + a^n") - 2ch {a^ + bj?) 

+ 2afl {by + cy) + 2bgm {cj' + a^) + 2chn {a^ + b,r) 

- 2a/mn {b^g + cji) - 2hgln {cji + a J) - '2chlm {aj+ \g) 

- 2a {b^m7i' + cyn) - 2b {c,nl? + ajn") - 2c {aj,m' + h,mr) 

+ a {bYgn' + cYhni') + b {c^'hl? + a-Yfln') + c {aYM + bYgP) 

+ 2afl {mb^c, + nb,c,.^ -f 2bgm {nc^a^ + 7c,aJ + 2chn {laj,, + mafi,) 

+ 2amn {mh„e^ + nh,c) + 2hnl {nc„a^ + fc,aj + 2elm {lajt, + majb) 

- W{hnb„c, + gmh,c^)-2bg{flc^a,+ hnc,a) - 2ch {ffmaj>, +fhj>) 

+ 2 {fqh+lmn){ah,c^+bG,a,+caJb,)-2afTb,c-2bgni'c,a^-2cln?aJ>, 
- 2 {af'lb,c^ + bg'me^a^ + ch'naj),,) 

- SaZ-Za (^.7« + c/wn) - 2bc,,i, {cjd+ ajn) - 2caf>, {ajm + b^ql) 

+ 2ab,G, {cy + by) + 2hc,a^ {a^ + c,P) + 2caJ>, ( i , f + a^) 

- 2al {mb,cY + nc,,hY) - 2bm {nc„aY + la^c,') - 2en {aj>,' + \„Y) 

http://ed.de
http://bc.cd.de
http://cd.de
http://bc.cd.de
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+ a {hbYc,' 4 gh,'cY) + b {frYaY + hc,'aY) + c {gafl;' + ha;'bY) 

+ afbYc^ 4 hgcYaY 4 chaYbY+ 2alb^cJ),G, + 2bmcfl^c^a^ + 2cnaY>,aY}^ 

- 2ab,c, {mc,b^ + nb,c^)- 2Jc,a, {na^c, + \a^ - 2caY>^ {Ib^a.^ + mafi,) 

4 2/^ '^" -fgh {fl' +gm' + hri') + lOfghlmn - {fl'+gm' + hn'Y 

4 2lmn {fl' +gm' + hn') - I'm'n' 

4 2 (J gn + c,hm) {grt? + hr? — 2fl' —fgh — Imn) 

4 2 {aJn + cfil) {hn' +fl' - 2gm' -fgh - Imn) 

+ 2 {aJm + b^gl) {fT + gm' - 2hri' -fgh - Imn) 

+ {gh-l')[b^g-cfiY+ {hf-ni') {c,h - aJY + {fg- n'){aj-b,gY 
+ 2a^aJ' {2mn -fl) + 2bfiy {2nl-gm) + 2c,c.J? {2lm- hn) 

+ 2lbfi, {fgh 4 Imn +fl' -grri' - hn') 

+ 2mc^^ {fgh 4 Imn +grn? — hi? —ft') 

+ 2naY)^ {fgh 4 Imn + hn' —fl? — grr?) 

- 2ghmnb,o, - 2hfn\a^ - 2fglmafi^ 

+ 2 {h,c^gm + hf,hn) {gh + 21') + 2 {e^ajin + G,ajl) {hf+ 2m') 

+ 2{aPJl+b^a^gm){fg + 2n') 

-2{aYc,f'm4 hYa^n + c'Ybfi'l + aYb,f'n + bYcJ'l + cYafi'm) 

+ 2fmn {aYc^ + aYbY) + 2gln {b;'c, + bYa) + 2hlm {o%, 4 cYaYi 

- 2 {af>f, + ap,cYi {fl? + gm? + hn' + Imn) 

- 2A«3 ( c X + K^l - ^9hh (c/" + «s«') - ^hc,G^ ih^' + ^.^1 
+ 2{fl- mn) {gh,c^a^ + hG,af>Y) + 2{gm- nl) {hc^aj?^ +fapA) 
+ 2{hn- Im) {faY>,c^+gb^e^a^) 

-{n,'cY + m'cYaY + n'aYbY) 

+ 2 {K^A - «A^i) lh9^ +c,hm + aJn - cjil - aJm - b,gn) 

4 2 {h,c,a^aj' + Gjififi,g' + af)f,cji') 

- ^gh {bY%c, 4 c,X&,) - 2hf{c:h,a, + aYb.c,) - 2fg {aYefi, + b,'G,a:j 

+ {Afl-2mn) c^a^ap^ + {Agm- 2nl) ap}),G, + {Ahn-2lm) h,c,G^a^ 

296, In the notation of Arts, 223, 293, the value of B Is 

r {d") {b') - r {d?G'b) 4 r {dc*) - {d?) {bd') 4 {d?6'a').+ 2 (d'eb'a) 

- {b') {d'V) - 2 {dc'ba) + {de'b") - {c'b)'', 

where {d") = d,d,d, + 2d^d/^ - d,dY - d,d,' - d.Y, 
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{d?c'b) = 5„ {c: {dA - d;') 4 2C3C, {d,d, - d.dJ) + 2c,e, (d,d, - dY) 

+ cY {d,d, - dY) 4 2c,c, {d,d, - d,d,) 4 c: {d,d, - dY)} 

+ h W {^A-A:) + 2c„c, [dA- d,dY 4 2c„c, {d,d,- d'Y) 

+ c,' {dfl, - dY) + 2c,c, {d,d, - dA) 4 oY {dfl,- d'YY^ 

- 2^ {v . {dA - dY) + V , {dA - d,dY 4 cj^^ {d,d^ - dY) 

+ c;' {dA-d,dj 4 c,c.^{dA + d,d^-2d'Y) 

+ G,G^ {d,d- dA) + K' [d,d^- dA) + c,C3 {dA-d')}, 

{d'c'a') is formed from {d'e'b) by writing a/, a', a^a„ for 5,, b^, 5, 

{dc*) = d^ {e,c, - C:Y - 2 „̂ {cf, - c,cYi {c,c, - c/) 

+ d, {fc„C3 - c^c:^''+ 2 {cf^- c,')(c,C3 - cY)} - 2d^ {cr.^- C,'){C^C^-C,G^ 

{d'cV'a) = {h^a,c, - b, {a,c^ + af,) + hpf^} P 

+ {̂ o«iC, - &, {a,c, 4 af) 4 6^0,} Q 

+ {V.Ca - S. («,c., 4 afYl + ^A^J -S, 

where P = 5„ (.?,< - dY) - h, {dA - dA) + K \{dA " dY\ 

Q = \ {dA - dA) - b, '{dY - dA) +:&, {dA - dA\ 
R = b, {d,d, - dY) - b, {dA - d,d) 4 b, {dA - d,'), 

{dh')={dA - dY) hY;+:{dA - dY) b;+{dA - d,') v 
4 25,5, {dA - dA) + 2b.p, {d,d, - dY) 4 2hp, {dA - dA\ 

{dc'ba) = a, {P{c,c^ - c.;) 4 Q {c,e, - cfY, + P ( v , - c/)} 

+ «. {P' {'=0% - 0 + Q' (c,o, - V3) 4 E {c,c, - o;;], 

where P = b„ {cA - cA) + b, {cA - cA) + K {<''A " ^A^ J 

Q = h {¥s - C'A) + \ i'^A. - <^As) + K i'^A, - ^A,\ 
^ = \ i<^A. - <-A) + K (C'A.- cA) + K i^A, - ''A), 
-P'=K i^d, - c,d) + h, [cA - cA) + K {cA. - <^'A.\ 
Q' = ̂ 0 ("A - <^A.) + K [%d^ - cAd+K {oA. - <^AY, 
^' = 0̂ M - c,d) + b, {cA - cA,) 4- &, (c.< - cA), 

{dc'b") = < {c:bJY - ' > / , {hp,b, 4 b,') 4 2o/,/>,7>, 

+ oY{bpY + W\')-^c,cp,bY+bYc,'} 

-^'•^•Yfi:-^:bfiY+c,fij':] 
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4 d, {cYb: - 2cf, {bX + ^KK) + 2c,c„ {b: + hp,bY 

-eY{bYb, + 2bp,')+2c,c,{b,"+5bp,h) 

- ^c,c, {bpY + ^KK) - < {\K + ̂ KK) + <K] 
- 2d, {c.'bYb, - Cf, {bp;' 4 2bp,') 4 c„C35„5.̂  4 2e;'bp,h, 4 c,epp,' 

-2c,GpYb,-cYb,bY + cfPY} 
4 d, {e.'hp;' - 2cf^ {hpp^ + b,') 4 2c„c/.;̂ 5„ 4 c,' {h^'b^ 4 3hp,') 

-Acf,bpY+bYeY}, 
{c'b) = h^ {cf, - c,') - b, {cf, - G,cY 4 5„ (c,C3 - cY). 

297. We have seen (Art. 221) that If we had a covariant 
quartic, we could, from the Invariants already obtained, derive 
a series of others. One such covariant can be at once obtained 
by forming the equation of the locus of a point whose first 
polar Is a cubic for which the invariant 8 vanishes; in other 
words,, by equating to nothing the 8 of the polar cubic. The 
symbolical expression for this covariant Is (123) (234) (314) (124). 
The covariant 8 cf the quartic 

ax* 4 by* + cz* + du* 4 ew* = 0 

r - . i c a h c d e „ 
IS of the form - - i 1 1 \- - =0. 

X y z u V 
Hence, as we have already seen, that the first form, though 
apparently containing a sufficient number of constants, is a 
special one to which the equation of a quartic cannot in general 
be reduced; so is the second form also one to which the equa
tion of a quartie cannot be brought unless a certain relation 
between its Invariants be satisfied. 

There are other covariant quartics, but that just described is 
of the lowest order In the coefficients. Any other covariant 
quartic of the fourth order In the coefficients must be of the form 
S+kATJ, where A; Is a numerical constant and A the first 
invariant. This may easily be verified with respect to the 
covariant obtained by forming the contravariant of the contra
variant of Art. 292. 

298. The general values of the coefficients of 8 have not 
been calculated, nor have any of the higher invariants. I have 
thought It worth while, however, to examine the special case 

ax* + hy* + cz* + Gfy'z' + Ggz'x' + Ghx'y' = 0, 
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This form only Implicitly contains eleven constants, and there
fore Is a very particular case of the general equation of the 
quartic; but it lends itself easily to calculation, because the 
covariant 8 is of the same form 

aa!* 4 hy* + cz* + Giy'z' + Ggz'a? + 6 h x y = 0; 

and, therefore (Art, 221), frora any invariant can be derived 

another by performing on It the operation a - j - 4 b -57 4 &c., an 

operation which we shall denote by the symbol (f>. Although 
invariants which exist in general may vanish for the special case 
here considered, yet Invariants, which In this case are distinct, 
will be distinct in general. By calculating the Invariants for 
the special case, we obtain all the terms of the general in
variants whieh contain only the coefficients a, b, e,f, g, h. 

The values of the coefficients of 8, for the form In question, 
are 

a=Gg"h:', h = Gh'f', c = Gfg', 

i^hegh-f{bg'+ch')-f'gh, 

g = cahf-g {cK' + af) -fg'h, 

\y = abfg-h{af+hg')-fgK'. 
It Is convenient to remember, that for the same form the 

values of the coefficients of the contravariant (T. Art, 292, are 

A = bc + 3f', B=ca+3f, C=ab + 3f, 

F = af+gh, Q = bg + hf, H=ch+fg. 

299, We find It convenient to use the abbreviations 

ahc.= L, af+ hg'+ ch' = P, bcg'li' + cah'f + abfg'= Q, fgh=R; 

then the values of the Invariants previously found are, for the 
special case we are considering, 

A=L + 3P+GR, B = LR+2R'-PR; or B=AR-APR-iE'. 

The results of the operation <̂  on these several quantities are 

</. {'L) = GQ, (j>{P) = GLR -2PR-AQ+ 18R', 

4>{Q) = -2PQ-ARQ- GLR' + 12PB' + ALPR, 

<j!.(P)= Q-2PR-3R', 

whence ^(/1) = 18P. 
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We can then obtain a new Invariant of the ninth order In 
the coefficients by performing on B the operation ^, The 
result is 

^ {B) = C = Q{L- P+ lAR)- LR {2P+ 9R) + R[2P'- 3PR-30R'). 

The Invariant just found is not, however, the only independent 
invariant of the ninth order in the coefficients. If we write the 
general equation of a quartic u^ 4 u^z + u^z' 4 u,z' + cz* — 0, then 
generaUy the highest power of c which occurs in an invariant 
of the ninth order wiU be the third, and c will be multiplied by 
an invariant of the sixth order in the coefficients of the binary 
quartie u^. This latter invariant must be of the form s" + kf; 
and any assumed invariant of the ninth order can be resolved 
into two parts, in one of which c" will be multiplied by s", and 
in the other by f. The former part can be expressed in the 
form lA" + mAB + nG„ where A, B, 0, are the invariants 
already calculated; for the expression of the latter a new in
variant Is necessary, and we proceed to give one of several ways 
in which It may be obtained. It will first, however, be neces
sary to mention some other covariants and contravariants. 

300. The value of the Hessian for this case is 

aghx'+ bhfy'+ Gfgz'+ {abg + ahf- 3g}i')x*y'+ {ach + afg-3g'h) x*z' 

4 {abf+hgh-3fK')y*a?+{bch+bfg-3f'h)y*z'+{caf+ chg-3fg')z*x' 

+ {beg + efh - 3f'g) z*y' + {abc - 3af' - 3bg' - 3cK' 4 18fgh) x'y'z'. 

Again, It has been stated (Art, 92) that a quartic has also a 
contravariant sextic, the symbol for which Is (al2)'' (a23)'' (a31)'. 
The value of this, for the ease we are considering. Is 

{bcf-f") d + {cag -g') 0' 4 {abh - h") y' 

+{hcg-\Gcfh-3fg)d0''+{bch^Ghfg-3fh)a*y'+{acf+Gcgh-3g''f)0'd 

4 {ach 4 6a^ - 3g'h) 0*y' + {abf+ Gbgh - 3fK') y*d 

+ {abg + Gafh- 3gK') y*0'+ {abc - 3 {af'+ bg'+ ch') + A8fgh} d0'y'. 

If, Introducing differential symbols in either of these, we operate 
on the other, the result is A' + 57GB. Ii we operate on the 
Hessian with the contravariant a; we get a covariant quadratic 
of the fifth order in the coefficients; and If we operate on the 
contravariant sextic with the quartic itself, we get a contra-
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variant quadratic of the fourth order in the coefficients. The 
values of these quadratics are respectively 

{afx' 4 bgy' 4 chz') [L + 3P+ 30R) 

4 {ghx'+ hfy'+fg£') {lOL - GP- 12R)-A {a'fx'+ b''g'y'+ c'h'z'); 

{fd + g0' + hy') {3L + 5P+2R)-8 {af'd + hg"0' + cJi'y') 

+ A {bcghd + cahf0' + abfgy'). 

If we Introduce differential symbols into either of these two 
concomitants and operate on the other, the result is a new 
invariant 

O, = (80Z- 32P4 448P) Q-{3P'-GP'L- IPAP'R 

4 3PL' + 12SPLR - GOPB' + 102L'R + 408LR' - 725^. 

There appears to be for the quartic we are considering no 
other Independent Invariant of the ninth order. If, for ex
ample, we operate with the contravariant conic on the quartic 
Itself, the result Is expressible in terms of the invariants 
already found, being 30 , -800^-1S0 .4P , We might perhaps 
more simply have taken for the second independent invariant 
i ( 0 , - 3 2 0J, or 

G,= 1GQL + P"- 2P'L - GGP'R + PL' + GAPLR + 12PE' 

4 34^"^ 4 2-i-2LR' 4 296.S'. 

301, We proceed next to forra invariants of the twelfth 
order in the coefficients. We can form the cubic Invariant of 
the quartic S by help of the formulas 

H = 21GR*, 

P' = G{Q'-2PQR-AR'Q + 2P'R'-2PLE+APE+GLE+3E}, 

E =Q'-2LRQ- P'E - 2PE + L'R' + ALE - ii!*, 

whence L' + 3P' + GE = &D„ where 

D,=A Q' 4 Q (- 6PP - 2LR - 12E') 

+ 5P''R' - GPLR' 4 lOPR' + L'R' + 22 LE + AAE, 

Again, by performing tlio operation <j) on C„ we get 

D^ = 24 Q' 4 Q (AP' - iPL - 8iPR - 20LB - 2A8R') 

- I F B - 11 P'B' 4 APL'R + lAAPLR' + AAAFE 

-IHL'R'-HiLR"+'21GE, 
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and, by cotnbining these, we have D^ — GD^ = AD^, -where 

D^=Q{P'-PL-12PR-2LR- 44P^) - P"R- llP'E 

4 PL'R + A5PLE 4 96PiJ'' - GL'R' - 5ALR" - 12R*. 

In terms of these and of the other Invariants already given 
can be expressed the other invariants of the twelfth order, such 
as ^ (OJ, and the discriminant of the contravariant conic. 

So, again, we can express In terms of the preceding the 
invariants of the contravariant quartic; we have 

L'=L'+3PL+9Q-\-27E', 

R' = LR+Q + PR + R', 

P- = 3P'-5Q + 6PR + PL + GLR + 9R', 

Q' = 3Q'+Q {3P' 4 4PZ: -f 2APR + L'-- 8LE + GB') 

+ 12P''LR+ 18P''E\ APL'R + 10PLE+ 3GPE-3GLE+ 27R\ 

whence A = A'+ 12B, B' = AD, + AG^ + A'B - 12B'', 

302. It Is to be noted, that thongh there Is only One con:̂  
fravariant conic of the fourth order In the coefficients, there 
are two covariant conics of the fifth, viz., in addition to that 
already given, that obtained by operating with the contratarlant 
conic on the quartic Itself, the result being 

( 3 i 4 9P-f lOB) {afx' + bgf + chz') 

+ {lOL 4 2 P 4 AR) {ghx'+ hfy'+fgt) - 12 {dfd'+Wg'y'+ 6'h"z'), 

and if this be conibiped with that previously given, we can write 
It in the simple form 

AR {afj? 4 hgf + chz') + {L- P- 2R) {ghx' + hfif +fgz'). 

The discriminant of this last conic gives the simplest Invariant 
of the fifteenth order, viz., Writing L - P—2R = M, 

F^ = 1GMR'Q+ AM''R'P+ M"R' + GALR*; 

or, at length, 

F, = 1G{L- P - 2R) QE' 4 E {3P - bP'L + lOP'R 

+ PL' - APLR + APE + L"- GL'R + 7GLE- 8E% 

The other three Invariants of the system of conics are, of course, 
also invariants of the quartic of the same order, besides which 

N N 
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we might also calculate (pD^, (j>D^, &c. All these are expre-sslble 
In terms of F, and i?j,,* where 

F^=1G{L-P- 2B) Q' + {3P"-bP'L- GP'E 

+ PL'- 228PLB - 2172Pfi'4 L"+ 298L'R + 2636i.S'''-4296 E") Q 

+ R{- 12P* 4 44P'i: - 52P''L' + 20 PL') 

+ R' {3A8P' - 8'o2P'L 4 308Pi ' 4 324i') 

4 E (1320P'' - 416Pi 4 216i') 4 720P5*+ 11376i?* - 8642?^ 

There are also two independent invariants of the eighteenth 
order, the first being the 0, of the contravariant quartic, viz. 

F= 128 q+ Q'{- A8P'+ 80PL + 3G8PR + 32L'- b28LR - IGOE) 

+ Q (9P* - 12P"L - 108P"R - 2P'L' + 32AP'LR + 2A0P'E 

+ APL" 4 60Pi ' i? - 288PLR' + 528PR" + L* - 20L'R - AOOL'E 

- 2512LB" - lAAE) + 18P"R - 2AP*LR + 27P*E - AEL'B 

+ 180P"LE' 4 GOP'R' + 8P'L"R + UAP'L'R' + 71GP'LE 

+ 288P'E + 2PL*R - AAPL'R' + 52PL'R" - 592PLB? 

+ 288PR" - 2lL*R' - 60^"^'' - 720L'E - 207GLE + 2405^. 

i?;= 128Q '4e ' ( -8P ' -240P i -5312P .B4-312 i ' - f 9536i5 

4-11680^^^) 4 ^ (-18P*4 54P' i :41146P' i2-54P' i^- 1978P'iJ2 

+ 75A8P''R' + 18PL" + 2G2PL'B - AA32PLE + 49272P2? 

4- 570i=.S 4 1620i=P'' 4 6648iP' 4 77808P*) 4 24P=-R 

- 76P*i.R - 1224P*iJ" 4 84P'X''i2 4 2622P ' iP ' ' - 13032P"^ 

- 3GP'L"R - dAGP'L'E' + 82G8ELE - 30192P''.S* 4 APL*R 

- 822PL'B' - 3G8PL'B' - 7378APLR* - 5472PB* + 11AL*E 

- 152AL"R" - U712L'E - 113904iiJ' 4 2592022". 

It does not appear that, even In the special case we are 
considering, the invariants of higher order that wc have given 
are linearly expressible In terms of those of lower order; nor 
have I been able to find that, even In this case, the discriminant 
is expressible In terms of lower Invariants. 

* 'Die vnhioH of Ihcso and of tho next two foUowing invarianta were calculated 
for uio by Mr. .1. J. Walker. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

TRANSCENDENTAL CURVES. 

303, W E have hitherto exclusively discussed equations re
ducible to a finite number of terms involving positive integer 
powers of a; and y; it remains to mention something of the pro
perties of curves represented by transcendental equations. Since 
these Involve functions only expressible by an infinite series of 
algebraical terms, all transcendental curves may be considered 
as curves of Infinite degree ; they may be cut by any right line 
in an Infinity of points, and must have an Infinity of multiple 
points and multiple tangents. There Is, then, no room for a 
general theory of the singularities of these curves, and It is 
only necessary to mention the names and principal properties of 
some of the most remarkable of them. We may notice, In 
passing, a class of equations, called by Leibnitz interscendental, 
or which Involve the variables with exponents not commen
surable with any rational number; for example, y = x^' Here, 
as we successively substitute for \/2 the series of rational 
fractions which approximately express the value of the radical, 
we shall find a series of algebraic curves of constantly increasing 
degree, more and more nearly resembling the figure of the 
required cnrve, but not accurately expressing it as long as the 
degree of the curve is finite. We pass on to the cycloid, 
which holds the first place among transcendental curves, both 
for hhstorical interest and for the variety of Its physical applica
tions. This curve Is generated by the motion of a point on 
the circumference of a circle which rolls along a right |line. 
Let A be the point where the motion commences; then (see fig, 
next page). In any position of the generating circle, If p be the 
generating point, we must have the &rcpm = Ani, and denoting 
the angle pcm by ^, and cm, the radius of the circle, by a, we 
shall have 

?/ = a (1 - cos^), a; = a ( i ^ - s in^ ) ; 
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whence, eliminating, we shaU have the equation of the curve, 

fa! 4 v'(2ay - y' 
a—y = a cos ' — 

It Is, however, generally more convenient to retain ^, and to 
consider the curve as represented by the two equations given 
above. It Is easily seen that the forra of the curve is that 
represented in the figure; and since the circle may roll on 
indefinitely in either direction, that the curve consists of an 
infinity of similar portions, and that there is a cusp at the point 
of union of any two such portions. 

Let MPN be the position of the generating circle correspond-
in"' to the highest point of the cycloid, then, since Am = arcpm, 
AM=MPN, we have 7lfm=^P=arcPA'; or the curve is gene
rated by producing the ordinates of a circle until the produced 
part be equal to the corresponding arc, measured frora the extre
mity of the diameter. Denoting the angle PCX by 0, the curve 
referred to the axes AM, MN is represented by the equations 

_y = a ( l 4 cos^), a! = a (^-fsin^), 

304, We can readily see how to draw a tangent to the curve, 
for at any instant of the motion of the generating circle m (its 
lowest point) is at rest, and the motion of every point of the 
circle is for the moment the same as If It described a circle 
about m; hence the normal to the locus of ^ must pass through 
m, and its tangent must always be parallel to A'P. The sarae 

, . ,, . d// sin A , , , 

thing appears analytically tor -• = - ^ - -=co t^y ; the tan

gent therefore makes with tlie axis of .r an angle the comple

ment of GNP, whioli is l<p. 
It is so easy to give giunnctrioal proofs of some of tho principal 

properties of tlio cycloid that AVO add them here. Tho area of the 
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Gbirve is three times the area of the generating circle. For the 
element of the external area {pp'rr'=pp'tt'= PFQQ') is equal to 
the element of the area of the circle; the whole external area 
therefore, AENFB., Is equal to the area of the circle; and therefore 
the internal area ANB is three times the area of the circle. 

The are Np of ihe cycloid is double NP the chord of the circle. 
For It Is easy to see that the triangle PP'L is isosceles, and 

therefore that if a perpendicular, MK, be let fall on the base, 
PL, the increment of the arc of the cycloid, Is double PK, tlie 
increment of the chord of the circle. 

Hence, if s denote the arc of the cycloid, h the diameter of the 
generating circle, x the abscissa NQ from the vertex, then the 
equation of the curve is / = Ahx, a form useful in Mechanics, 

The radius of curvature is double the normal. 
For the triangle formed by two consecutive normals has Its 

sides parallel to those of the triangle MPK', but the base of the 
first triangle is equal to PL, and, as we have just proved. Is 
double PK, the base of the second; hence the radius of cur
vature is double MP. 

The evolute of the cycloid is an equal cycloid. 
For if we suppose a circle touching the base at m, and passing 

through B the centre of curvature, It is equal to the generating 
circle, and the arc nB is equal to NP= nD; hence the locus of B 
is the cycloid described by the circle mBn rolling on the base EF.* 

* The properties of the cycloid were much studied by the most eminent mathe-» 
maticians of Europe during the first half of the seventeenth century. Their attentioii 
•was first called to the-se problems by Mei-senne; but Galileo claims to have inde-
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We might also seek the locus of any point in the plane of the 
generating circle carried round with it; when the point is inside 
the circle, the locus is called the prolate cycloid; when It is out
side it is called the curtate cycloid; these loci are by some caHed 
trochoids. There is no difficulty in calculating their equations or 
In ascertaining their figures, but it does not seem worth while to 
devote any space to them here. The method of drawing tangents 
given for the cycloid applies equally to these curves. These 
curves may (as the reader can easily see) be generated by a point 
on the circumference of a circle, rolling so that the arc pm shall 
be in a constant ratio to the line Am. 

305. When the properties of the cycloid had been investi
gated. It was a natural extension to discuss the curve traced hy 
a point connected with a circle rolling on the circumference of 
another. When the point is on the circumference of the rolHng 
circle, the curve generated is called an epicycloid or hypocycloid, 
according as the circle rolls on the exterior or interior of the 
fixed circle; If the generating point be not on the circumference, 
the curve is called an epitrochoid or hypotrochoid. 

Let us take for the axis of x that position of the common 
diameter of the two circles which passes through the generating 
point; let GO be any other position of it, Q the generating 
point; let GN=a, 0N=h, NGB = 4>, P0N=^\r, OQ=d; 
then since PiV"= NP, we have 
a(P = bf; OQM=180-{(j)+f); 
and the coordinates of Q are 

y={a + b) sin(f)—d ain{<!>-{•\lr), 

x= {a + b) eoa^—deoa[(^ + •y^); 

or'\ia + h = mb, 

y = mh smj) — d sinm^, 

x = mb coS(̂  — d coamip. 

pendently imagined the description of this curvo. Galileo, havhig fnilod in obtaining 
the quadrature of the omvo by geometrical methods, nttcmpti'd to solve the problem 
by weighing the area of tho ovirvo against that of the generating circle, and avviveil 
at tho conclusion that the former arra was nearly, but not exactly, three times the 
latter. The problem of Uiu quaili-aUire was correctly solved by Uoborval in 163i; 
the mcLluiil of drawing taii|;;entB was diseoveivd by Des Carto.<, tlie i-eotilioation by 
Wren, tho ovoluto by Huy^-hens; seveval other important properties by Pascal. 
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Eliminating (f> from these equations we obtain the equation 
of the curve, which is not necessarily transcendental. In fact, 
when the circumferences of the circles are commensurable, after 
a certain number of revolutions, the generating point returns to 
a former position, the curve is closed, and of finite algebraic 
dimensions; but If they be not coraraensurable, the generating 
point will not in any finite number of revolutions return to the 
same position, and the curve will be transcendental. 

To obtain the equations of the epicycloid we have only to 
make d = ±b, and we have 

y = b{m sin ̂  + sin m^), 

x = b {m coatf) + cosm0); 

the lower sign answers to the case when the axis of x passes 
through the generating point when it Is on the fixed circle; the 
upper sign, when it is at its greatest distance from it, 

306, The coordinates for the case of the hypotrochoid and 
hypocycloid are found, as the reader can easily verify, by 
changing the sign of h In the equations given above. These will 
be Included In the equations which we shall use, by giving nega
tive values to m, or by supposing m = — n, where n = —=— . 

The equations given above. If we alter b into mb, and m 

into —, become 

y = mb I— sin(i 4 sin - d) 
\m m 

X = mb {— cos64 cos — <h\; 
\m ml 

and making ^ = mi/r, we see that these equations belong to the 
same locus as the preceding. We can thus prove that the same 
hypocycloid is generated whether we take b = \{c + a). (Euler 
de duplici genesl Epicycloidum, Acta Petrop. 1784, referred 
to by Peacock, Examples, p, 194), The hypocycloid, when 
the radius of the moving circle is greater than that of the 
fixed circle, may also be generated as an epicycloid, for then 

a-b\ . 
- —.— I IS positive. 
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307, Tangents can easily be drawn to these curves, for by 
the same reasoning as that used in Art, 304 the Hne NQ is 
normal to the curve. We can thus see also that when a curve Is 
generated by a point on the circumference of one figure rolling 
on another, there must be a cusp at every point where the 
generating point meets the fixed curve. For by this construction, 
at sucb a point the generating point approaches the fixed curve 
in the direction of its norraal, and recedes from it In the same 
direction; hence it Is a stationary point. An epicycloid then 
consists of a number of similar portions, each united to the next 
by a cusp; and the extreme radii, from the centre of the fixed 

circle to any such portion, are inclined at an angle = . 

When the radii of the circles are commensurable and the curve 
therefore algebraic, the number of cusps Is finite, but -when the 
curve Is transcendental, the number of cusps is Infinite. Every 
point of the base Is In Its turn a cusp, and therefore the base 
may be said to be the locus of the cusps of the curve; but, 
obviously, consecutive points of the base are not consecutive 
points of the locus. 

308. These curves have besides, as have epitrochoids In 
general, a number of double points crunodal or acnodal, the 
number being finite for algebraic curves and infinite for 
transcendental, and all the nodal points being ranged in 
circular loci. Consider the equations (Art, 305) 

y = mh ain(j) — d ainm^, x = mb cos^ — d coamcfi, 

where 0 = 0, corresponds to what we may regard as the Initial 
position of the generating point, viz. that where It is in a line 
with the two centres, this Hue being taken as the axis of .r, and 
the initial distance of the origin from the generating point 
being mb — d. But there are other positions of the moving 
circle for which the generating point lies on the axis, the 
values of 0 corresponding to those positions being found by 
solving the equation mb sint^ = d sinw^. And setting aside the 
root 1^ = 0, the other roots of this equation are obviouslv dis
tributable into pairs equal with opposite signs, and for each pair 
tho value of .r, mb coacj)-d cosmcj), Is the same. The corrc-
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spending points are therefore double points on the locus. The 
value mh coa cf) — d coa mcj) may, by means of the condition 
mb ain4>='dainm(p, be written In the form xain<fi=dain{m — l)(f). 
Every time that the generating point returns to a similar 
position with regard to the two centres we have a line on 
which double points lie, the number of such lines being, as 
has been stated, finite for algebraic curves and infinite for 
franscendental. 

309. The equations of the tangents to the epi- or hypo-
cycloids admit of being written In a very simple form. For 

dy _ cos<^ + cosm0 _ cos|-(m4])<^ , _ sinj(m-l-l)0 
dx —(sln^+slnm^) s ln^(m41;0 ' cos^{m+l)^' 

And, attending to the condition that the tangent must pass 
through the point whose coordinates have been given In Art. 305, 
the equation of the tangent becomes 

X coa^{m + l)<j} + y ain^{m+l)(j} = {m+l)b cos | (m- 1) 0, 
when the axis passes through the generating point at its greatest 
distance from the centre of the fixed circle; and 

X ain^{m + l) (j)- y coa^{m+l)^ = {m + l)b sin^ ( m - 1) <f>, 

when the axis of x passes through the generating point at its 
least distance from the centre of the fixed circle. 

The equation of the norraal In the latter case is in the same 
manner seen to be 
X coa^{m+l) <p + y ain^{m+l) ^ = {m-l)h coa^{m—l) <f>. 

Comparing this with the first form of the equation of the 
tangent, it foUows that the evolute of an epicycloid is a similar 
epicycloid, the radii of the circles being altered in the ratio 

- , and the generating point of the evolute being at its 

greatest distance from the centre of the fixed circle when on the 
same diameter on which the generating point of the original 
curve is at its least distance. 

The same remarks, of course, apply to the hypocycloid. 
The equation of the tangent to an epitrochoid Is In like manner 

{b coa^ — d cos mtj)) x+ {b sin ^ — d sin m(p)y 

= {mV + <̂ ' - (m 4 1) bd cos (m -1)^}. 
0 0 
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310. We give examples of some of the simplest eases where 
the equations of these curves are algebraic, and can be easily 
formed. These cases are (a) when the equation of the tangent 
is included in the form 

a cos 20 -f J sin 2^ 4 c cos 0 4 ^ sin ^ 4- e = 0, 

t'le envelope of which is given, Ex. 3, p, 69; {b) when the equa
tion of the tangent is included in the form 

a cos 30+ b sin 30 + 3c cos 0 + 3d sin 0 = 0, 

an envelope, which when treated by the same method as that 
just mentioned, is solved by forming the discriminant of a 
cubic equation, the result being 

{d'+b'Y+8{ao"-bd)- 2Acd{ad-bc) = 3 {c'+ d'Y + G{d+li')'d'+^. 

(c) when m Is a fraction whose numerator and denominator 
differ by one. If we square and add the equations 

x = mb cosncf>— d cos {n+1) (p, y = mh sinn<f> — d sin (n41) 0, 

we have a? + y' = in'b'' + d' — 2mbd cos 0, 

and by solving for cos 0 from this equation, and substituting in 
the value for x, the elimination is performed, 

Ex. 1. To iind the epitrochoid in general -when d = mJ. The equations are then 
reducible to the form 

x = 'id sin | (m - 1) î  sin \ (m + \) ^, y = 2d sin \ (m - 1) </> cos t (m + V"j>, 
whence obviously ^(m + l) 41 is the angle co made by the radius vector irith the 

VI — 1 
axis of y; and the polar equation is p = 2(? sin —,- m. 

Ex. 2. To find the equations of the epitrochoid and epicycloid when the radii 
of the circles are equal, and therefore m = '2. Dealing, as in (c), -with the equations 

a: = 25 cos <l> — d cos -it/j, «/ = 2i sin <̂  — rf sin 2ct>. 
we find (x' + y'- 2i= - (P)'̂  = il,' (I)' + '2d'- - idx). 
the equation of a Cartesian, having, as may be easily verified, y = 0, x = <?. as a double 
point; the curve is therefore a limnfon. We sec from the theorj- alreatiy explained 

that this point corresponds to the valiio cos (/>=-. When therefore d is greater than 

S; that is to say,. when the generating point is outside the mo-ving circle, the node 
corrcspondB to Uvo roal positions of the moving circle and is a crvmode; but if the 
generating point be insido tho moving circle, the node corresponds to no ival position 
of that circle, and Uio (aiive is acnodal. 

The case of the epicycloid is obtained by putting d - b, when -n-o have 
(x' + y- '.^h'Y '.ib'(U-'-i.r). 

The double point now lieeomes a eiisp, and the curve is a cardioide. It is plain from 
what has boon said tliat tho evoluto of a otxvdioide is a cm-dioide. 
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Ex. 3. To find the equation of the epicycloid when the radius of the rolling circle 
is half that of the fixed circle. The equation of the tangent is 

X cos 26 + 2/ s™ 26 = 46 cos 6, 

an equation included in the form p. 69, the envelope of whieh is 

(x^ + y'- ib'f = W%Vx'. 

Ex. 4. To find the hypotrochoid and hypocycloid when the radius of the rolling 
circle is half that of the fixed circle. We have m = — 1 ; the equations are 

x = b cos (f) + d cos <f), y = b sm<j> — d sin cp, 

and the hypotrochoid is the elhpse 

" , = 1, (b + d)' (b-d)' 

which reduces to the diameter y in the case of the hypocycloid where b = d. 

Ex. 5. To find the hypocycloid when the radius of the fixed circle is three times 
that of the moving circle. Here m = — 2, and the equation of the tangent is of 
the form 

X cos (p — y sin tp — b cos ^tp, 

and the envelope is, by the form (b) given above, 

(a? + y^' + Ui? - laxy' + IW (x' + y') = 27b', 

the equation of a tricuspidal qnartic, the tangents at the cusps meeting at the centre 

of the fixed circle. 
This curve has been studied by Steiner as the envelope of the line joining the 

feet of the three perpendiculars on the sides of a triangle from any point ou the 
circumscribing circle. In fact, taking the centre of the circle as origin, and the 
coordinates of the vertices r cos 2a, r sin 2a, &c., if the point from which the perpen
diculars are let fall is r cos 2(p, r sin 2<j>, the equation of the line joining the feet is 

xsm(a + fi + y — 4>) — y COS (a + ^ + y — <j>) 

= | r{sm(a + p + y - 3 ( ^ ) + s m 0 3 + 7 - a - < ^ ) + suiC7 + a - / 3 - < ^ ) + sin(a + / 3 - y - ^ ) } , 

a form easily reducible to that considered in this example. 

Ex. 6. To iind the hypocycloid when the radius of the fixed circle is four times 

that of the moving circle. We have here m = — S; the equation of the tangent is 

a; sin(^ + 2/ c o s ^ = 2J sm2cji, and that of the envelope x^ + y' = (45)". 

311, The equation of the reciprocal of an epicycloid is 
readily obtained, for the tangent being 

a! cos ^ (m 4 1) 0 4 2/ sin ̂  (m 4 1) ^ = (m 4 1) 5 cos | ( m — 1) ^, 

it is plain that the perpendicular on the tangent makes an 
angle ^ {m 4 1 ) ^ with the axis of x, and that its length Is 
{m + l)b cos |- (m — 1) ^ ; the locus, therefore, of the foot of this 
perpendicular Is 

p = {m + l)bcoa(^-^^oij, 

and the reciprocal curve is 
/m —1 \ , , , , 

p cos r ft) = (m 4 1 0, 
•̂  Vm 4 1 / 
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„ pdp 
The radius of curvature Is found by the formula R = ^ - - . 

In the original curve we have 

p' = a? 4 f = y [m'+l + 2m cos (m - 1) ^ } , 

or p' = b'{m-lY + imb' cos''i (m - 1) (f>, 

. ,, , 4m ., 
' ' = « + (^^Ti)^^-

Hence R = -,——TTII P-
(m4-l) 

312. Another general expression for the radius of curvature 
in roulettes (or curves generated by a point on a rolHng curve) 
may be found as follows: Let P, P ' be two con.secutive points of 
the curve, M the point of contact of the rolling with the fixed 
curve, and R the centre of curvature; then PP', the element of 
the arc of the roulette, is = MP.PMP'; but, by considering the 
curves as polygons of an infinite number of sides, we can see that 
PMP', the angle through which PM turns, Is equal to the sum 
(or difference) of the angles between two consecutive tangents to 
the fixed and to the rolling curve. Hence, If da be the element 
of the arc of the roulette, ds the common element of the arcs of 
the fixed and generating curves, p and p' the radius of curvature 
of each, we have 

d. = MP(^-^ + ^,], 
\p pr 

but this element, da; is also equal to PB, the radius of enrvature, 
multiplied by the angle between two consecutive normals; and 
if we call (j) the angle OMP, between the normals to the roulette 
and to the fixed curve, then the angle between two consecutive 
normals to the roulette Is 

cos ^ds 
MR ' 

MP+MR i n 1\ 
"̂"•̂ ^ MP.Mli = cos ^ Ip + p'J ' 

* The invention of epicycloids is attributed to tho Danish astronomer. Roemer, 
who, in the year 1074, was led to consider these curves in examining the best form 
for tho tooth of wlieels. The reotiiioation of these curves was given by Newton, 
Principia, Book 1., Prop. 49. 
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MP' i^- + -^ 
Vp pi 

MPi"- • ' ^ -f — — cos (A 
^P p . 

(See Liouville, vol. x, p. 150.) 

313. A large class of transcendental curves Is obtained by 
taking the ordinate some trigonometrical function of the abscissa. 
There Is no difficulty in deriving the shape of such curves from 
their equation. For example, y=sina: has positive and constantly 
increasing ordinates until x=^'!r; the ordinates then decrease In 
like manner until a! = TT, when the eurve crosses the axis at an 
angle of 45°, and has a similar portion on the negative side of the 
axis between x = -rr and x = 2ir. The curve, therefore, consists 
of an Infinity of similar portions on alternate sides of the axis. 

So again, y = tana! represents a curve, of which the ordinates 
increase regularly from a:=0 to x=\'ir, when y is infinite, and the 
line x = \'!r an asymptote. For greater values of a:, y alters from 
negative infinity to 0 when a; = TT. The curve then consists of 
an Infinity of infinite branches, having an Infinity of asymptotes, 
x = \'K, x = \'Tv, &c,, and, as may be readily seen, points of 
Inflexion at a; = 0, a; = TT, X = 27r, &c. 

In like manner the reader may discuss the figure oi y = aeex, 
which also consists of a number of infinite branches, only that 
each branch, instead of crossing the axis, as in the last case, lies 
altogether at the same side of it. The branches He alternately on 
the positive and negative sides of the axis of x. To the same 
family belongs a eurve called the companion to the cycloid. It Is 
generated by producing the ordinates of a circle, not as in the 
case of the cycloid, until the produced part be equal to the are, 
but until the entire be equal to the arc. If, then, the centre be 
the origin, the curve is represented by the equations 

X = a cos 0, y = a0, x = a cos - ; 
a 

a cnrve of the same family as the curve of sines, 

314, Next, after curves depending on trigonometrical, we may 
mention those depending on exponential functions. The loga
rithmic curve is characterized by the property that the abscissa Is 
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proportional to the logarithm of the ordinate, and Its equation 
therefore Is 

x — m log y, or y = a". 

The curve then has the axis of x for an asymptote, since, If 
a; = — 00 ; y = 0, it cuts the axis oi y ai a distance equal to the 
unit of length, and x and y then Increase together to positive 
infinity. The suhtangent of the logarithmic curve is constant; 

iidcc 
for its value, being in general ^~- , becomes for this curve = m. 

Some controversy has arisen as to the proper interpretation 
of the equation of this eurve y = e. Attention was at first only 
paid to the branch of the curve on the positive side of the axis 
of X, arising from taking the single real positive value of e", which 
corresponds to every value of a:. Ealer, in his Analysis Infini-
torum, II. p, 290, contended for the necessity of attending to the 
multiplicity of values which the function admits of; and the 
same subject has been more fully developed by M, Vincent 
(Gergonne's Annales, vol, XV, p, 1), Thus, if x be any fraction 
with an even denominator, e"̂  has a real negative as well as a 
positive value, and therefore there must be a point corresponding 
to this value of x on the negative side of the axis, but there is 
no continuous branch on that side of the axis, since, when x is 
a fraction with an odd denominator, e'^ can have only a real 
positive value. The general expression. Including all values of 
the ordinate, is found by multiplying the numerical expression 
for e', by the imaginary roots of unity, whose general expression 
is cos 2?rta;7r 4 i sin 2ma:7r, where m must be made to receive In 
succession every integer value, and i, as usual, denotes \'(— 1). 
This is equivalent to saying that the equation y = e' must be 
considered as representing not only one real branch, but also an 
infinity of Imaginary branches included in the formula y=e''''*"""" '̂. 
Any one of these Imaginary branches contains a number of real 
points where it meets the branch y = c-'*̂ """""̂ ', and -tt-hich must 
be considered as conjugate points on the curvo. There are an 
Infinity of such points, all lying either on the roal branch of tho 
curve, or on the similar branch on the negative side of the axis 
of X. The latter branch is curious, since, though every point of 
It may be consldd'cd as belonging to tho logarithmio curvo, no 
two points of it aro consecutive to each other, for two cousecu-
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five points will belong to different branches. There is thus 
formed what M, Vincent calls a " courbe pointinge." In one 
point, however, M, Vincent appears to me to have fallen into a 
grave error. He says that the points of this branch are to be 
carefully distinguished from conjugate points; for that at a con
jugate point the differential coefficients have Imaginary values, 
but that at one of these points, on the negative side of the axis, 
the differential coefficients, being all equal to e, are all real, and 
only differ in sign from those of the corresponding points on the 
positive side of the axis. I t is truly astonishing that M, Vincent 
should have failed to observe that if the differential coefficients 
were all real, it would follow from Taylor's theorem that the 
next consecutive point must be a real point on the curve, and so 
that the negative branch would be an ordinary branch of the 
curve, Butj In fact, any one of these negative points must be 
considered as belonging to a branch whose equation Is of the 
form y = /(i-*-™*'̂ )̂  and the corresponding differential coeffi
cient wIU be y{l+2mi'rT). Considering, then, an acnode in 
general as the intersection of imaginary branches, in the same 
manner as a crunode Is the Intersection of real branches, the 
points here in question being points of intersection of imaginary 
branches seem properly regarded as acnodal. We have already 
seen that a transcendental curve may have an Infinity of nodes 
or acnodes, and. In the case of epitrochoids, that such points may 
be ranged in a discontinuous manner on certain loci.* 

315. The catenary Is the form assumed by an inelastic chain 
of uniform density when left at rest. Very simple mechanical 
considerations lead to the property, which we shall take as the 
mathematical definition of the curve, viz, that the arc, measured 
from the lowest point, is proportional to the tangent of the 
angle made with the horizontal tangent by the tangent at 
the upper extremity. If, then, the axes be a vertical and a hori
zontal line through the lowest point, we have s = c-j-. Now, 

* The illustration here used is Dr. Hart's. Some objections to M. Vincent's views, 
which are worth being considered, will be found in a paper by Mr. Gregory, Cambridge 
Mathematical Journal, vol. I. pp. 281, 264. Prof. Cayley considers that ^ (which he 
-writes by preference exp. a;) is a true one-valued function of x, and that there is 
nothing else than the real branch, the values being those of the function 

1 + 5 + f!' + _ ^ + &c, 
1 1.2 ^ 1,2.3 
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to rectangular axes the element of the arc is the base of a 
right-angled triangle, of which dx and dy are the sides, or 
ds' = dx' + dy'. By the equation of the curve we shall have, 
therefore, 

^ 2 _ a ds' , _ cds 

^^"'^ lYY" ' ^ ^ - V ( / 4 c O ' 
X , {s+iJ{s' + c'Y\ 

-c=^°M ^ — ' I ' 
the constant being taken so that s and x shall vanish together. 
Hence 

'- -'- 2'J{s' + c') 
e" 4 e " = —^ ; e' 

c ' 
-^ 2s 

e ' = —. 
c 

But in like manner the equation of the curve gives 
s' -It c' _ d£ _, _ sds 

s' ~dy''' y~ ^{s' + c')' 
Hence y' = s'+c', provided we suppose the axes so taken that 
when s or a: = 0, y shall be = c. This value of y gives at once 
the equation of the curve, viz.: 

2^=|(e=4e' ' ) . 

A very convenient notation is 

i {e" + e^) = cosh x, ^ {e" — e'") = sinh x 

(read hyperbolic cosine and sine); we have then for the catenary 

y-' cosh • : c sinh - . 
c 

316. We get from the equation of the curve 

% - i J e-TN_^_V(.v'-c') 

Hence we are led to the foHow-
ing construction. From the foot 
of the ordinate M draw the tan
gent MT to the circle described 
with the centre 0 and radius c; 
then MG = y, GT = c, MT= •^-
Viy - c"); tan il /02'= tan MTL — 

Vly'-c") , 
= —^ ; hence the tangent 
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PS is parallel to MT. The same values prove also that 
P8=2IT=the arc frora P to the lowest point. The locus of 
the point 8 is therefore the Involute of the catenary, and 8N 
parallel to TC Is its tangent, since PS must be normal to the 
locus of 8, being tangent to its evolute. The involute of the 
catenary is therefore a curve such that the Intercept SN, on 
its tangent between the point of contact and a fixed right line, 
is constant,* Such a curve Is called the tractrix. 

317. The equation of the tractrix can be obtained without 
much difficulty. For the length between the foot of the ordinate 
from 8 and the point N is ^/{c'-y'); It also is, by making y = 0 

in the equation of the tangent, — "% - . Hence the differential 

equation of the curve Is 

- f =V(c-/), 
which at once Is made rational by putting s' = c' — y', and gives 

We have then 

, c'dz -, 
dx = .. • ., — dz. 

:cl0g|^±^^}-V(0'^-/) 
It will be readily seen that the curve consists of four similar por
tions, as in the dotted curve on the figure; and the construction 
of the last Article shows at once geometrically how to draw a 
tangent to the curve. 

The syntractrix is the locus of a point Q on the tangent to 
the tractrix, which divides Into portions of given length the 
constant line SN. Let the coordinates of the point on the 
tractrix be x'y', of those on the required locus xy; let the length 
QN= d, then we shall have y'd = yc; and 

^{c'-y")-^{d'-y')=x-x'; 

* The form of equilibrium of a flexible chain was first investigated by Galileo, who 
pronounced the ourve to be a parabola. His error was detected experimentally in 1669 
by Joachim Jungius, a German geometer; but the tme form of the catenary was only 
obtained by .Tames Bemonlh in 1691. Gregory (in his Examples, p. 234) refers to 
what would seem to be an interesting memoir by Professor Wallace on this curve 
(Edinburgh Transactions, vol. XlT. p. 625). 

P P 
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and since, by the equation of the tractrix, 

that of the syntractrix will be 

The tractrix is a particular case of the general problem of 
equi-tangential curves, where It Is required to find a cuiwe such 
that the Intercept on the tangent between the curve and a fixed 
directrix shall be constant. 

318. The problem of curves of pursuit was first presented 
in the form—To find the path described by a dog which runs 
to overtake its master. It may be stated mathematically as 
follows: The point A describes a known curve, and It Is re
quired to find the eurve described by the point B, the motion 
of which Is always directed toward A. We suppose both 
points to move with uniform velocities, and A to move along 
a right line which we take for axis of ^.* The intercept made 

dy 
by the tangent on this axis oi y 'lay — x-Y , and by hypothesis 

the Increment of this is to be proportional to the increment of 

the arc, or putting -j- =p, 

- xdp = h \'{1 +p') dx, 

log a!* 4 log {2? 4 V(l + / ) } 4- log ^ = 0, 

2p = ^ " V * - Aa?, 

2y = G- r - ^ a?^' - ^ x'^^K 
^ h+1 h-1 

This curve will then be algebraic, except In the case when h = l, 

when we have to substitute log x for - -^—- . 

319. The involute of the circle is another transcendental curve 
whose equation can bo obtained without much difficulty. This 

• Sec Bougner, Mi'moires df r Acadi'mI'c, 1732, Corrc.'^pondanee sur Ttcole poiytech-
nigua, II. 275. St, Laurent, Gergotwe's Annalci, xm, 116. 
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is equivalent to the following problem: " If on the tangent at 
any point P of a circle there be taken a portion PQ, such that 
it shall be equal to the arc AP measured from any fixed point 
A; to find the locus of Q.'" Let the radius of the circle = a, 
the centre being 0 and the radius vector 
GQ = p; let PGA = ^, QGA = 0. Then 
PQ = iY{p^ — a'); and it also =a^ by hy
pothesis; but 

rf) = ^ 4 cos ' - . 
P 

Hence the polar equation of the locus Is 

J{p' — d') „ ..a 
^^-^ '- = ^ 4 cos ' -

a p 

The involute of the circle Is the locus of the Intersection of tan
gents drawn at the points where any ordinate to CA meets the 
circle and the corresponding cycloid having its vertex at A. 

320, We shall conclude this Chapter with some account of 
spirals. In these curves referred to polar coordinates, the radius 
vector is not a periodic function of the angle, but one whieh 
gives an Infinity of different values when we substitute (o = 0, 
(o = 2Tr + 0, 6) = 47r 4 ^, &e. The same right line then meets 
the curve In an Infinity of points, and the curve Is transcendental. 
Let us first take the spiral of Ar-chimedes, which is the path 
described by a point receding uniformly from the origin, while 
the radius vector on which it travels moves also uniformly round 
the origin. The polar equation of the curve Is then 

p = a&). 

This spiral Is the locus of the foot of the perpendicular on the 
tangent to the Involute discussed In the last Article, For, from 
the nature of evolutes, the tangent to the locus of Q Is per
pendicular to PQ; and the length of the perpendicular on 
that tangent from 0 will =PQ = a(l), and cj) is the angle this 
perpendicular makes with a fixed line. Hence, too, the reci
procal of the involute is the hyperbolic spiral pa = a, which we 
shall discuss In the next Article, The spiral of Archimedes is 
one of a family included in the general equation p = aco". In all 
which the tangent approaches more nearly to being perpendicular 
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to the radius vector the further the point recedes from the origin. 

For ^-y— = - ; therefore (Art, 95) the tangent of the angle made 

by the radius vector with the tangent increases as w increases, 
but does not actually become infinite until to is Infinite, 

321, We have just mentioned the equation of the hyperbofic 
spiral pco = a. This spiral has an a.symptote parallel to the 
line from which m is measured; for the perpendicular from any 

point of the spiral on this line Is p sin to = , which, when 

a vanishes, and p becomes Infinite, has the finite value a. Or, 
again, we might calculate the length of the perpendicular from 
the origin on the tangent. The tangent of the angle made by 

the radius vector with the tangent is £-^— = — oj: hence the 
dp ' 

perpendicular Is ,, ./ „. , which, when p becomes Infinite, is 

= a. The form of the eurve Is 
then as here given. The polar 
suhtangent of the hyperbolic spiral 
is constant. The arc AB oi the 
circle described with the radius 
OA to any point of the curve Is 
obviously constant. 

Another spiral worth mentioning is the lituus p'ci} = a'; 
this also has an asybaptote, viz., the Hne from which a is 
measured; for the distance of any point of It from this Hne, 

p sin a) = — , decreases Indefinitely as p increases, and a 

consequently diminishes, 

322, We shall mention In the last place the logarithmic 
spiral, p=a'". In this curve p increases Indefinitely with a; when 
to is 0 It = 1 , and diminishes further for negative values of w, 
but it does not vanish until w becomes negative infinity; hence 
the curve has an infinity of convolutions before reaching the 
polo. One of the fundamental properties of this curve is, that 

it cuts all the radii vectores at a constant angle, for — - becomes 
ap 
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the modulus of the system of logarithms which has a for its 
base; the angle, therefore, made by the radius vector with the 
tangent always has this modulus for its tangent. From this 
property we at once obtain the rectification of the curve ; for If 
we consider the elementary triangle which has the element of 
the arc for its hypothenuse, and the increment of the radius 
vector for one side, we see that the element of the arc is equal 
to the increment of the radius vector multiplied by the secant 
of this constant angle, and hence that any are Is equal to the 
difference of the extreme radii vectores multiplied by the secant 
of the same angle. The entire length, measured from any point 
P to the pole being p sec^, is constructed by erecting at the 
pole OQ perpendicular to OP to meet the tangent at P ; 
PQ will then be the required length. The locus of Q will 
evidently be an involute of the curve, but the angles of the 
triangle OPQ being constant, 0 ^ Is proportional to OP, 
and it makes with OP a right angle; the locus of Q is 
therefore also a logarithmic spiral, eonstructed by turning round 
the radii vectores of the given curve through a right angle, 
and altering them in a fixed ratio. Conversely, the evolute 
of a logarithmic spiral is a logarithmic spiral. The locus 
of the foot of the perpendicular on the tangent is likewise a 
logarithmic spiral, for it also bears a fixed ratio to the radius 
vector, and makes with It a constant angle. The caustics by 
reflexion and refraction, the light being Incident from the pole, 
are likewise logarithmic spirals,* 

"' The logarithmic spiral was imagined by Des Cartes, and some of its properties 
discovered by him. The properties of its reproducing itself in various ways, as stated 
above, were discovered by James Bernoulli, and excited his warm admiration. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

TRANSFORMATION OE CUEVES. 

323, HAVING In former parts of this work explained par
ticular methods by which the properties of one curve may be 
derived from those of another, such as the methods of Projection, 
of Reciprocal Polars, of Inversion, &c,, we purpose In this 
chapter to consider the general theory of such methods. In 
such methods we have in general to consider the correspondence 
of two points P, P ' which may be either in the same plane or in 
different planes. In the latter case the two planes raay he 
regarded as existing in a common space, and the two points 
P, P' may be connected by geometrical relations in such space. 
For example, in the raethod of Projection the line joining the 
points P, P is subject to the condition of always passing through 
a fixed point, 0, Similarly, we should have another system of 
transformation if the line PP' were subject to the condition of 
always meeting two fixed lines; and so forth. The development 
of such theories belongs to solid geometry; here we consider the 
two planes as existing irrespectively of any common space. To 
take the simplest example, suppose that we have a pair of axes 
In one plane, and another pair of axes in the other plane; and 
that the coordinates of P referred to the first pair of axes are to 
be always respectively equal to the corresponding coordinates of 
P referred to the second pair of axes, wo have evidently a system 
In which to any point P in the first plane corresponds a point P 
in the second, and vice versa. 

The two planes may bo rogardod as superimposed one on the 
other, and so as forming a single plane. Supposing this done, 
thoro will be thooroms doponilont on tho siiporiniposition of the 
two planes; besiilos those tliore remain the thooroms which 
existed when the two planes were distinct, and the theory Is not 
really altered. Or, to cxiiross this otherwise, Instead of two 
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figures In different planes, we have two figures In the same 
plane, where by the word figure Is meant any system of points, 
lines, or curves; or. It raay be, all the points of the plane. The 
kind of transformation chiefly studied has been the rational 
transformation ; viz., where to a given position of P corresponds 
in general a single position of P ' , and to a single position of P ' 
a single position of P, The most simple Instance of this is the 
linear or homographic transformation, which we proceed to 
consider in detail, 

LINEAR TRANSFORMATION. 

324, Let the coordinates of P referred to any system of 
axes In the first plane be x, y, z; and let those of P' referred 
to any system of axes In the other plane be x', y, z'; then 
the correspondence of the two points is said to be linear if 
the latter coordinates are proportional to linear functions of the 
former 

x': y': z' = ax + hy + cz : a'x4 b'y + cz : a"x + b"y + c'z, 

by sol-ylng whieh equations we have evidently also linear 
expressions for x, y, z in terms of x', y', z', 

x:y:z = Ax' + By' + Gz': A'x'4Ey 4 G z : A'x' + B'y' + C'z'. 

It is easy to see that, properly assuming as well the funda
mental triangles as the ratios of the implicit constants, these 
equations may, without loss of generality, be written in the form 
x' '.y': z' = x: y : z. Thus then to any position of either point cor
responds a single position of the other. If P describes any curve 
^ (a!, y, z) = 0, by substituting In this equation the values of .:c, y, z 
just written, we obtain the equation of the curve described by 
E This latter equation is evidently of the sarae order as the 
former ; therefore, to any curve in one plane corresponds a eurve 
of the same order In the other; In particular, to a right line 
In one plane corresponds a right line on the other. It Is 
also obvious, that to a node or cusp on one curve will answer a 
node or cusp on the other, so that two curves corresponding in 
this method will have the same Pliickerian characteristics. Since 
a?, y', s' expressed In terms of x, y, z contain each three con
stants, there are nine constants employed in this method of 
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transformation; but since we are only concerned with the 
mutual ratios of a?, y', z', one constant may be divided out, and 
the method of horaographic transformation is to be regarded as 
involving eight arbitrary constants, 

325. To a pencil of four lines meeting in a point corresponds 
a pencil whose anharmonic ratio is the same. For it was shewn 
{Conics, Art, 59) that the anharmonic ratio of four lines a — k0, 
a-10, a -m/3 , a — n0, is a function only of Tc, I, m, n, and 
therefore is the same as the anharmonic ratio of d - k0', &c. 
Similarly to four points on a right Hne correspond four points 
whose anharmonic function Is the same. And it hence appears 
how given any four points of the first figure and the correspond
ing points A', E, C", IJ oi the second figure, we can construct 
the point P ' whieh corresponds to any other point P of the first 
figure. For the anharmonic ratio of the pencil A {E, C, H, E) 
is equal to that of the pencil A {B, 0, D, P), and we can hence 
construct the line AP'; similarly we can construct EP', CP', 
UP', and the four lines will of course meet in a point which Is 
the point E. The construction is applicable whether the two 
planes are distinct or superimposed. 

326, Let us now suppose the planes superimposed, and in
vestigate another geometrical construction to express the relation 
between corresponding lines and points. Let A, B, Che the ver
tices of the triangle formed by the lines x, y, z; and A, E, C 
those of the triangle formed by the corresponding lines .x, y', z'; 
then since all lines through A form a system homographic with the 
corresponding lines through A, the locus of the intersection of 
corresponding lines is a conic. Or, analyticallv, since the line 
y 4 hz corresponds to y' + hz', eliminating I; the locus of inter
section Is yz' = y'z. In like manner all lines through B and 
through 0 meet the corresponding lines on the fixed conics 
zx' — xz', xy' — yx'. The construction thus assumes that in 
addition to three pairs of corresponding points A. A; B, B': 
G, C, we are given three fixed conics each passing through a 
pair of corresponding points; and tho form of the equations 

- , = —,= - , shows that these throe conies have also three a! y » ' 
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common points. In order then to construct the point of the 
second system corresponding to any point P of the first, let 
the line PA meet the curve yz' — zy' In the point F, then A'F 
Is the line corresponding to PA; similarly, let PB, PC meet 
respectively the conies zx' — xz', xy' — yx' In points G, H; and 
EG, CH will be the respectively corresponding lines. The 
three lines A'F, B'G, O'-H'wIU have a common point E, which 
will be the required point corresponding to P. The line cor
responding to any given one Is constructed by constructing for 
the points corresponding to any two points on It. 

327. In the foregoing method the relation between two 
points is in general not reciprocal; that is to say, if to P in the 
first system corresponds P ' In the second, it will not be true that 
to P ' considered as a point In the first will correspond P in the 
second. In fact, if we consider P as belonging to the second 
system, we construct the corresponding point, as In the last 
article, by joinmg P to A', E, C: let the joining lines meet 
the respective conies in F', O', H'; then to PA, PB', PC will 
correspond lines in the first system AF', BG', CH' meeting in 
a point P " whieh will ordinarily not be identical with P ' . 

Consider, however, the three points L, M, N which are 
common to the three conics y'z — z'y, z'x — aJz, afy-y'x, then 
the construction shews that to the lines LA, LB, LG, answer 
respectively the lines LA, LB', L C I t follows that the two 
systems have common the three points L, M, N; each of these 
points, considered as belonging to one system, having Itself as 
the corresponding point in the other system. In like manner 
the lines joining these points are evidently the same for both 
systems. And starting with the points L, M, N as given, then 
if we have a single pair of corresponding points we can at once, 
in virtue of the theorem. Art, 325, construct the point in either 
system corresponding to any point whatever of the other system. 

If we express the equations In trilinear coordinates, assuming 
these three lines LM, MN, NL as lines of reference, then since the 
equations In the second system, answering to a!=0, y=0, z=0 In 
the first, are still to represent the same lines, they can only differ 
from these by constant multipliers, and must be of the forra 
lx = 0,my = 0, nz = 0. Thus, then, by a suitable choice of lines 

QQ 
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of reference, homographic correspondence may always be 
expressed in the forra that to any point x', y, z? in the first 
system corresponds the point lx', my', nz' in the second; and 
homographic transformation Is then effected by writing in the 
equation of any curve lx, my, nz Instead of x, y, z respectively. 
We cannot here, as in Art, 324, write a/ : ^ : ^ = x:y : z, for 
the two figures would then be identical, 

328, The method of Projection Is a case of this homo-
graphic transformation. In this method the line joining any 
two corresponding points passes through a fixed point, viz., 
the vertex of the projecting cone; and any two corresponding 
lines intersect on a certain fixed line, viz., the intersection of 
the two planes of section. If one of the planes were turned 
about this line so as to be brought to coincide with the other, 
the figures would still have the property that the Hne joining 
two corresponding points would pass through a fixed point; 
for consider the triangles formed by three pairs of corresponding 
lines; and since the corresponding sides intersect In a right Hne, 
the lines joining corresponding vertices meet in a point. It is 
easy to form the most general equations of such a system. Let 
ax + by+ ez = 0 be the equation of the line on which the cor
responding lines intersect, then It is evident that the equations 
of x'y'z' (the lines corresponding to xyz) will be of the form 

a? = dx + by +cz = 0 , 

y' = ax 4 b'y + cz = 0 , 

z' = ax +hy + dz = 0, 

a system involving three constants less than in the general case, 
and therefore only five in all. 

We shall call the point at which the lines joining corre
sponding points meet, the pole of the system, and the Hne on 
which corresponding lines intersect, the a.ris of the system. By 
subtracting one from the other successively each pair of the 
equations just written, it will be seen that tho pole of the system 
whose equations we have written is given by the equations 

{a-d)x={b-b')y={c-c')z. 
The simplest forms of the equations of projective trans

formation are derived as follo\vs: Any Ime passing through the 
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pole Is the same for the new figure; for any two points of 
it have corresponding to thera two points on the same line. 
Hence if the pole be taken at the point a!̂ , the two lines a! 
and y are unaltered by transformation; and any other line, 
Ax+By+ Gz = 0, has corresponding to it, Ax + By+ C^=0, 
the two- lines Intersecting on the fixed axis, z — f = 0. Any 
line Ax + By = 0 passing through the pole evidently remains 
unchanged. 

329. Conversely, if two homographic figures In the same 
plane have the property that any corresponding lines Intersect 
on a fixed axis, one of the figures may be considered as a 
projection of the other. For let the plane of one of the figures 
be turned round this axis, and consider any three pairs of 
corresponding points ABC, abc, the corresponding sides of these 
triangles Interseeting in L, M, N. Then, when the plane is 
turned round, Aa, Bh must still Intersect (since the lines AB, 
ah intersect in N, and are therefore in the same plane); and by 
the theory of transversals Aa when produced is cut by Bb in the 
same ratio as before the figures were turned round. But in 
like manner Cc, and the line joining any other pair of cor
responding points, meets Aa In the very same point. 

330. The general homographic method of transformation, 
containing three constants more than the projective method, 
appears at first sight a more powerful instrument of research, 
and we should expect to arrive, by its means, at extensions of 
known theorems more general than those with which the method 
of Projection had furnished us. It is obvious, however, that 
if a figure were transferred bodily to some other position, we 
should have a linear transformation. In whieh to every line of 
the first figure would correspond a line of the second figure, but 
yet which would give us no new geometrical information. Now 
we owe to M. Magnus the remark, that the most general trans
formation may be reduced to a projective transformation by 
turning the figure round a given angle, and then moving it 
for a given length along a given direction; these three latter 
constants being just the number by which the transformation 
appears to be more general than the projective. 
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To see this, we must first observe, that If a figure be moved 
in any direction without twisting, since all lines remain parallel 
to their first position, the position of every point at Infinity 
remains unaffected by the operation. 

Next, let the whole figure be made to turn round any fixed 
point, and any system of parallel lines will still remain a system 
of parallel lines, although no longer parallel to its former direc
tion ; hence, any point at infinity will still remain at infinity, and 
therefore the line at infinity Is the same for the figure in both its 
positions. Moreover, since any circle will remain a circle, how
ever It be moved, we see that the two circular points at infinity 
will not be disturbed, no matter how the figure be moved. 

If then it be required to move a figure so as to have a projec
tive position with a given homographic figure, let the two circular 
points be co, co', the two corresponding points of the second figure 
0, o', since no motion of the first figure can alter the position of 
CO and o)', the only possible position of the required pole of the 
two figures is the point X, where the lines oco, oca intersect. Let 
then the first figure be moved so as to bring the point I, which 
corresponds to X, to coincide with It. Moreover, let the fii-st 
figure be turned about I so as to bring m, p. (any other pair of 
corresponding points) Into a line with I; then we say that the 
two figures will have a projective position, and the line joining 
any other two corresponding points, n, v, must also pass through I. 
For the anharmonic ratio of {l.coco'pv} = {l.odmn} (Art. 325), 
and since three lines of the system are the sarae for both, the 
fourth must also be the same for both. M. Magnus's theorem 
has then been proved. 

331. There Is no difficulty in expressing analytically tho 
geometrical theory of the last article. Thus if It be required 
to find the coordinates of the point / in tho case of the general 
transformation, we are, first, by the theory just laid down, to 
find tho line oco joining the point (a!4- ('/, z) to 

[{oa; + by-\cz + i {a,x + b,y + c/)}, a^x + \y + c^z], 

this will be 

iK - '^"i) {(«^ + h + '̂=) + * («i^ + ^1^ + c,c)] 
- {a, + b + t{b,-a)} {a,x + h^ + c^z) = 0, 
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or {a\ - ap) x + {a.p, - ap^) y + {{cb^ - cp) + {e,a^ - c./i,)} z 

4 «• {{ap, - bfiY « + (a5, - aP) y + {c,b^ - b,G^) z + {ac,- ca^ z} = 0. 
The line joining co'o' will only differ from this in the sign of 

the quantity multiplying i. The point required Is therefore the 
intersection of the two lines found by putting the real and 
imaginary parts of the equation separately = 0. 

It Is not necessary to dwell on particular species of linear 
relation, such, for example, as sirailarity. We only mention 
one kind of homographic relation. In which the area of any 
space on the one figure Is equal to that of the corresponding 
space on the other figure. It Is easy to see that such a transfor
mation Is possible. For let the triangle formed by xyz be equal 
to that formed by x'y'z', then. If we take any point 0 on the first 
figure, it win be easy to determine a corresponding point o on the 
second, such that Oxy=ox'y' aud Oxz=ox'z'; and therefore that 
Oyz = oy'z'; and the triangle formed by any three points OPQ 
will be equal to that formed by opq, the corresponding points 
so determined. 

This species of homographic relation differs from orthogonal 
projection just as. the general coUinear relation differs from 
projection In general, 
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332. In the method of transformation just described and In 
the others to be considered in this chapter, point corresponds to 
point, and line to line; but there are transformations where a 
point In the one figure corresponds to a curve In the other 
figure. We have such a transformation in the method of 
Reciprocal Polars, In which point corresponds to Hne and vice 
versd. And the like Is the case In the more general homo-
graphic transformation, or say In the theory of skew re
ciprocals, which Is as follows: Let there be any system of 
point-coordinates xyz, and a system of line coordinates a^7, 
in the same or in a different plane; then a point In the 
first system corresponds to a line In the second, if the co
ordinates X, y, z oi the point are respectively proportional to 
a, 0, y, the coordinates of the line. In the same ease to 
any Hne lx + my + nz in the first systera corresponds the point 
la 4 m0 + ny In the second. Plainly, then, to four points in 
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a line wHl correspond' a pencil of four lines having the same 
anharmonic ratio; for the anharmonic ratio oi y- lx, y — mx, 
y — nx, y —px, is the same function of I, m, n, p, whether x and 
y denote point- or line-coordinates. The method now described 
may be combined with any of the other transformations described 
in this chapter; that is to say. In any of them, one of the 
systems of coordinates raay be supposed to be changed from 
point- to line-coordinates; and In this way we can get all 
possible transformations In which point answers to line and 
line to point. 

333. Let us now suppose the two systems to be in the same 
plane, and let us endeavour to express the transformation 
altogether in point-coordinates. To any point x'y'z' is to corre
spond a line whose coordinates referred to a certain system of 
line-coordinates a/Sy are a!', y, z'. But this is equivalent to 
saying that its equation is to be x'X+y'Y+ z'Z=0, where 
X=0, Y=0, Z=0 denote the lines joining the points repre
sented by a = 0, 0 = 0, 7 = 0. And these being known lines, 
the equation of the Hne answering to the point x'y'z' must be 
of the form 

x' {a,x 4 b,y + c,z) + y' {a^x + b^y + c^z) + z' {a^x + b^ + c^z) = 0. 
This Is an equation involving eight constants, and would 
coincide with the equation of the polar of a point with regard 
to a conic section, only if b, = a^, c., = a^, b^ = c„; the equation 
in this case Involving but five constants. 

334. In the general case every point has a different line cor
responding to It according as the point is considered as belonging 
to the first or to the second system. Thus the equation just 
written expresses the relation between any point x'y'z' of the 
first system and any point xyz on a corresponding line of the 
second system. If now the latter point be fixed, and the former 
variable, we have, for the equation of the line of the first 
system corresponding to any point of the second, 

{a,x' 4 h,y' + c,z') x + {a^x' + by+ c/) y + {a^,.v'+ h^' 4 c/) z = 0. 

In the ease of reciprocals with vogard to a conic, tho same 
lino corresponds to a point, whother that point bo considered as 
belonging to the first or to the soooiid system. 
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335, In order to give, in the general case, a geometric con
struction for the line corresponding to any point, we shall first 
seek for the locus of the points which lie on their corresponding 
lines. This Is obviously 

a,x' + {a^ 4 h,) xy 4 b.y + {h^ + cJ yz + (a, 4 cJ xz + c / = U= 0, 

and is the same conic whether the point be considered as belong
ing to the first or to the second system. We shall caU this the 
pole conic. 

Next let us seek the envelope of lines which pass through 
their corresponding points. The line Xa!'4 py'+ vz' (where x'y'z' 
is a point on the conic just written) touches (see Conics, 
Art, 151) 

{hY + cY + 2bf,-Abf,)X' 

4 {Aa,b^ + Aa,G^ - 2a,a^ - 2af, - 2h^a^ - 25,cJ p,v 

+ f < + <'.' + 2a,c,-4a,C3)/i'' 

+ (4^A + ^^A - 2«.53 - 2a,c, - 2bp^ - 2b,c.Y v\ 

+ {aY + b;' + 2ap,-AaP,)v' 

+ {Aaf^ 4 45,C3 - 2c,c, - 2ap^ - 2cA - 2c,a3) Xp. = 0. 

The envelope is therefore a conic, which we shall call the polar 
conic, and -which is also the same whether the lines in question 
belong to the first or to the second system. 

Using now the words pole and polar to express the kind of 
correspondence we are here considering, we have at once the 
polar of any point on the pole conic. For from that point draw 
two tangents to the polar conie: one of these Is the polar 
when the-given point is considered to belong to the first system; 
the other, when It is considered to belong to the second system. 

Or, conversely, to find the pole of any tangent to the polar 
conie. We have only to take the two points where this line 
meets the pole conic; one of these points is its pole In the first, 
and the other In the second system. 

Let it be required now to find the polar of any point 0. 
Draw from It two tangents, 0T„ OT^, to the polar conic. Let 
OT, meet the pole conic In the points A,A,, and let OT^ meet 
it in the points B,B,. Then if A, be the point in the first 
system which corresponds to 0T„ andi?, that which corresponds 
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to OT^, plainly A,B, is the Hne in the first system which 
corresponds to 0, considered as belonging to the second 
system; that Is, A,B, is one of the polars of 0. Similarly, 
AJ3, is the other polar of 0. 

Or, to find the pole of a given line meeting the pole conic In 
the points AB, frora these draw tangents AP„ AP,^, BQ„ BQ, 
to the polar conic; and if AB„ BQ, be the fines In the first 
system, which are the polars of ^ , B, their Intersection gives the 
point In the first .system, whieh is the pole of AB. And, In 
like "manner, the intersection of AP,, BQ, gives the point in 
the second systera, which Is the pole of AB. 

The reader will readily see how these constructions reduce 
to the ordinary polar reciprocals If a^ = h„ b^ = c,, c, = a^. The 
pole and polar conic will then coincide; the polar of any point 
on that conic is the tangent at that point, and the polar 
of any other point is the same for both systems, and is the 
line joining the points of contact of tangents from the point 
to the conic. 

336, It follows at once from these principles that In the 
general case the pole conic and the polar conic have double 
contact with each other. For, take any point of intersection, 
Its two polars coincide with the tangent at that point to the 
polar conic; the two poles of this line must therefore coincide, 
and therefore the two points where it meets the pole conic must 
coincide, therefore the tangent to the polar conic at their Inter
section must touch the pole conic also. The same thing is 
proved for their other point of intersection. Prof Cayley has 
proved the same thing analytically, by shewing that if Z7=0 
be the equation of the pole conic, that of the polar conic (found 
by putting for X, p., v their values, in the equation of the last 
Article) may be thrown into the form 

{x {ap^ - ap, 4 af, - a,cj 4 y {bf, - b,c, + bf^ - bf?) 

+ ~{cA-c.f, + e,b^-cp,)Y 

+ AU. {a, {cp, - bf,) 4 a, {b,c, - bf,) + a^ {hf, - b,c,)} = 0, 

a form which shows at once that It has double contact with T7. 
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337. There are, in the general case, three points whose polars 
are the same with regard to both systems. For let the equations 
of the polars in each system be 

Xx+ py+vz = 0, and X'x + p.'y + v'z = 0, 

then the system of equations 

X p. V 

is manifestly satisfied for three points; and the theory laid 
down in the last Article shews at once what the three points are. 
For the two points of contact of the pole and polar conics have 
each the same polar In both systems, viz., the common tangents 
at these points ; and the point at which these tangents intersect 
has also the same polar In both systems, viz., the chord of 
contact of the conics. 

There are then three points which have the same polar in 
both systems: and two of these points He on their polars, but 
the third does not. 

338. It Is desirable to shew that in the constructions which 
we have given no ambiguity occurs, and that we need be at no 
loss to know, of the two poles of a given line, which belongs to 
the first, and which to the second system. 

Since two conics ha-ving double contact may always be pro
jected into two similar concentric conics, we use these in the 
figure for greater simplicity. 

Let A, B be the two poles of any 
tangent to the polar conic, then of the 
two poles of any other tangent A, E, 
A will belong to the first system, since 
if AB were moved round to coincide 
with AE, A would coincide with A, and B with E. The dis
tinction between the points may be readily made by the help of 
the foUowing theorem: " A'B and AE are paraUel in the case 
of two concentric conics; and by the method of projections, in 
the general case, intersect on the chord of contact of the conics," 

RecIprocaUy, If we draw tangents to the polar conic from two 
pomts on the pole conic, we must so number them, oa„ oa^, pb„ 

BR 
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ph,, that the line joining the intersection of oa„ ph^ to that of 
oa„ph, may pass through the pole of the chord of contact of 
the conics. 

339. The number of constants in the case of skew recipro
cals only exceeding by three the number of constants in the case 
of reciprocals with regard to a conic. It Is natural to inquire 
whether the latter does not only differ from the former by 
displacement of the figure. It is evident, at any rate, that the 
skew reciprocal here considered Is only a homographic trans
formation of the reciprocal with regard to a conic, and that 
therefore the use of skew reciprocals can lead to no geometric 
theorem whieh we might not obtain by combining the use of 
ordinary reciprocals with the method of projections. 

It is very easy to see what must be the first step if It be 
required to move the two figures into such a position that the 
polar of every point may be the same, no matter to which svstem 
that point be considered to belong. For, since the jjosition of the 
line at Infinity is unaffected by any displacement of the figure, 
we must begin by taking Its pole in each system, and then 
moving the systems so that these points shall be brought to 
coincide. The pole and polar conics will then become concentric 
and similar, this point being their common cenfre. 

340. Now we say, that if by turning the figures round their 
common centre 0, they can be given such a position that the 
polar of any point A at Infinity shall be the same line OB for 
both systems; then if the polar of any other point 0 at infinity 
be the line OD for the first system, it must be also so for the 
second system. For the anharmonic ratio of the four points of 
the first sy.stem ABGD is equal to the corresponding pencil 
of the second system, viz., OB.OA.OD.OX; and since three 
legs are the same in two pencils, OX must coincide with OC, 
or the polar of the point D must be the same whether It belong 
to the first or second system; so also must then the polar of 0. 

Since now the circular points at infinity are unmoved by any 
turning of the figure, we have only to take the two polars of 
cither of these points, which in genei-al will not pass through 
the point, and turn either figure round, so as to bring these 
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polars to coincide; and then, from what has been jiist proved, 
the polars of every other point will coincide. 

341. We can readily obtain an expression for the ange 
through which the figure Is to be turned. The two figures 
being in a concentric position, and the origin being the centre, 
it is readily seen that the most general equations of the two 
polars of any point are 

{a,x' 4 b,y') x +• {a,x' + % ' ) 2̂  4 c, = 0, 

and {a,x' + a,y') x + {h,x + by) y-\-c^ = 0. 

The two polars of the point at infinity, for whieh y' = ix', are 

{a, + ih,) a! 4 (a, 4- ^5,) y = 0, 

and (a, 4 ia^ x + p, + ih,) y = 0; 

and the angle through which one of these lines must be turned 
to coincide with the other Is the difference of the angles whose 
tangents are 

"» + '̂̂ . and - ''•"'"'''^' • 
a, 4 ib, h, + ib, ' 3 

a„ — h. 
but this Is the real angle whose tangent is -̂ —^̂  

s a, + b, 

342. Or the same result may more simply be obtained as 
follows: If In general the Hne of the second system corre
sponding to the point x'f in the first be 

{a,x' + b,f) X 4 {a,x' + by) y + c^ = 0; 

then, when the second system Is turned round an angle 0, the 
equation of this line will become 

{ay+b,y'){x coa0—y sln^) -f {a,x' + b,y') {x sln0 4 y cos0) -f Cj = 0, 

or {{a, cos ̂  4 â  sin 0) x' + {b^ cos 0+b, sin 0) y'} x 

4 {{a, cos 0 — a, sin 6) x' + {h, cos 0 — b, sin 0)y'}y+c^ = O. 

But the locus of points of the first systera whose polars pass 
through x'f, that Is to say, the line corresponding to x'y', 
considered as belonging to the transformed system, wIU be 

{{a, cos ̂  4- â  sin 0] x' + {a^ cos 0-a, sin 0) y'} x 

+ {{b, coa0+h, sin^)a;'4-(&, eoa0-biam0)y'}y + e^=O. 
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This line will always coincide with the other, if we have 

b, coa0+b, ain0 = a^ coa0—a, sin^; 

or, as before, tan 0 = ^̂  ^ -
b, + a^ 

QUADEIC TBANSFOBMATION. 

343, Before proceeding to the general theory, It will be in
structive to consider In detail one other special method, viz, when 
the coordinates of the point E are functions of the second degree 
of the coordinates of P, or say In which a? : y': z'= TJ: V: W. 
Thus to the lines a! = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0 will answer three conics 
TJ= 0, V= 0, W= 0 ; and. In general, to a curve of the «"" 
order will answer one of the 2«"', whose equation Is found 
by substituting TJ, V, W respectively for x, y, z In the given 
equation. We have already used this method, Arts. 252, 272. 
A simple example Is when the relation between P ' and P is 
expressed by the equations x': y': z'= x': y': z'; then to any 
right line lx + my + nz will answer a conic Ix^ 4 myi + nz^ 
touching the sides of the triangle a!̂ 2, while to a right line In 
the second figure answers also a conic In the first. To a 
conic in the first figure [a, h, c, f, g, hjx, y, zY answers the 
quartic 

ax+by+ ce + 2fyH^ + 2gz^x^ + 2hxhj^- = 0. 

And, as the general equation of a conic may be written in the 
form 

-̂'̂ -• = {(7-/f>'^(|-.p)''Hr--,^)'1' 
x y z 

f g h 

it follows that the equation of the corresponding quartic may be 
written in the form ax'' + by^ + cz^ + dw^ = 0. I t is therefore 
frinodal and has the lines x, y, z, w for bitangents. 

344, The method of transformation just described, wherein 
x' -.y': z' =TJ:V: W 'la in general not rational. For, given 
a!, y, z we have x', y', z' rationaUy, but when .d, y', z are given, 

then to find x, y, z we have —=-, = — ; equations which 
x y z 

represent conics having four common intersections, and therefore 
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to any position of the point x'y'z' answer four positions of 
the point xyz. If the conics TJ, V, W had a common point, 
this point, being independent of the position of the variable 
point x'y'z' might be set aside; and to any position of the 
one point would answer three of the other. Similarly, If TJ, 
v. IF had two common points; and finally. If they have three 

G V W 
common points, the conics —. = —, = —r- have, besides the three 

' ' x y z 
fixed points, only one other common point. The transformation 
is therefore In this ease rational, and to any position of either 
point answers a single position of the other. It would be a 
mere change of coordinates, if Instead of the conies TJ, V, W 
we took three conics of the form lU+mV+nW, making the 
corresponding lines Za! + my + nz our new lines of reference. 
There Is therefore no loss of generality if we take for TJ, V, W 
the three line-pairs got by joining each of the fixed points to 
the two others. The most general rational quadric transfor
mation is therefore that which we have already used. Art, 283, 
where two corresponding points are connected by the reciprocal 
relations 

X : y : z= y'z': z'x': x'y' and x': y': z'= yz : zx : xy. 

345, It was stated. Art, 283, that to the point xy -will cor
respond any point on the line z' = 0, &e. If we transform 
any curve, to each of the n points where It meets the line z' 
will correspond the point xy, which will accordingly be a n-fold 
point, or, more strictly, to each of the n points corresponds 
the direction of a tangent at the «-fold point. There will be 
a coincidence among these tangents should the original curve 
touch the line z'. To a curve therefore of the n" degree, which 
does not pass through any of the three fiixed points y'z', z'x', x'y', 
wUl correspond a eurve of the 2n^ degree having the three 
points yz, zx, xy as w-fold points. Let us suppose, however, 
that the eurve passes through the point y'z', then the line a! 
must be part of the corresponding figure, and setting this aside 
the order of the corresponding curve Is reduced by unity. Also 
since the Hne x passes once through each of the points zx, xy, 
the corresponding curve will only pass through each of these 
points {n-1) times instead of n. And, in like manner, we 
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see in general that to a curve of the w"" degree which passes 
through the three principal points, as we shall call them, 
/ , g, and h times respectively, will correspond a curve whose 
order n' Is 2n—f-g-h, and which passes through the three 
principal points on the other figure / ' , g', and h' times re
spectively, wheref = n—g — h,^ = n — h —f, h' = n —f—g-

346. It Is easy to verify that the numbers thus assigned 
satisfy the reciprocal relation whieh exists between the corre
sponding curves; that is to say, that we have also 

n=2n'-f-g'-h',f=n'-g'-h',g=n'-h'-f,h=n'-f-f. 

We shall shew also that the two corresponding curves have the 
same deficiency. For if a curve pass / tiraes through a point, 
this Is equivalent to \f{f- 1) double points, (Art. 43). Hence 
the deficiency of the first curve is 

\{{n-l){n-2)-f{f-l)-g{g-l)-h{h-l)}, 
and using the values just obtained for n', f, g', h', it is easy 
to verify that the nuraber just written is equal to 

l{{n'-l){n'-2)-f{f-l)-f{^'-l)-h'{h'-l)}. 

347. A particular case of quadric transformation is the 
method of Inversion, or transformation by reciprocal radius 
vectors, described Art, 122, and Conics, Art, 121 (c). In this 
method we have a fixed point 0 ; and corresponding points P, 
E lie on a line through 0, at distances whose product is con
stant ; say OP. OP = 1. Taking 0 as origin, it is easy to see 
that the relations between the rectangular coordinates of P 
and E are 

' _ ^ ' _ y _ g' y' 

"'~x' + y"^~x' + y" '^'^d^+Y" ^~^^+^' 
But these equations give 

x' + iy' = r-, x' - in' = r-
x-ty^ -> x+iy 

Hence, -writing 

X, Y,Z^x-iy, x + iy, 1; X', Y', Z' = .v' + iy', x'-iy', 1, 

we have X' •.Y':Z'= YZ: ZX: AT, 
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or the transformation Is of the kind considered In this section. 
The point 0 is called the centre of inversion; and the circle 
whose radius is the square root of the given value of OP. OP' Is 
called the circle of Inversion, and If P describe any eurve, the 
curve described by E is called the inverse curve. 

In particular, the inverse of a right line is a circle passing 
through 0 ; viz. if OA Is the perpendicular on the line, and 
A the point corresponding to A, the circle Is that which has 
OA for its diameter. The point 0 corresponds to the point at 
infinity on the line. Again, the Inverse of any circle is a circle 
{Conies, Art. 121(c)), and in particular, the Inverse of a circle 0 
which cuts at right angles the circle of inversion is this same 
circle 0 ; that is to say, the point E corresponding to P lies on the 
same circle, which is therefore Its own Inverse. We give this ex
ample to iUustrate a theory which wiU be more fully considered 
in a separate section, where the general theory of transforma
tion presents itself as a theory of correspondence of points on 
a given curve. Here confining our attention to the circle 0, 
the points P, E on It correspond to each other; and In order 
to find the point corresponding to a given one P, we have 
only to join it to a fixed point 0, and take the point where 
OP meets the circle again. 

348. To return to the general theory of Inversion, It is 
obvious that two pairs of corresponding points A, A; B, B', 
lie on a circle which cuts orthogonally the circle of inversion; 
and by the property of a quadrilateral inscribed In a circle, 
the line joining two points A, B makes the same angle with 
the radius vector OA that the Hne joining the corresponding 
points A, E makes with the radius vector OB', In the 
limit, if AB be the tangent at any point A, the corresponding 
tangent to the inverse curve makes the same angle with the 
radius vector. It follows immediately that the angle which 
two curves make with each other at any point is equal to the 
angle which the Inverse curves makes with each other at the 
corresponding point. 

The Inverse Is Immediately formed of curves Included in 
the equation p' = a? ooanco. Thus n = 2, the lemniscate Is the 
inverse of the equilateral hyperbola; n = ^, the cardioide Is the 
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Inverse of a parabola having the origin for Its focus, &c. 
The inverse of a conic in general Is a trinodal quartic, the 
nodes being the origin and the circular points at infinity. If 
the origin be the focus of the conic, the inverse Is the limagon; 
If the origin be on the curve, the Inverse is a nodal circular 
cubic, the origin being the node. Evidently in general to a 
circle osculating one curve will correspond a circle osculating 
the inverse eurve; but If the circle passes through the origui 
the Inverse will be an inflexional tangent, 

Ex. 1. The three points of inflexion of a nodal circnlar cubic lie ou a right line. 
Hence, through any point on a conic can be drawn three circles elsewhere osculating 
the curve, and their points of contact lie on a circle passing through the given poirit. 
The three points -wiU be all real when the curve is an elhpse, but if it be a hyperbola, 
two wfll be imaginary.* 

Ex. 2. In like manner, through any point on a circular cubic or bicircular qnartic 
can be described nine circles elsewhere osculating the curve, and of these circles three 
wfll be real and their points of contact -wiU. Me on a circle passing throngh the given 
point. 

Ex. 3. " The feet of the perpendiculars on the sides of a triangle from any point 
on the circumscribing circle lie in one right line." Inversely, if on three chords of a 
circle, AB, AC, AD as diameters, circles be described, the points of intcrsccrion of 
these circles -with each other He on a right line. 

Ex. 4. " The circle circumscribing a triangle whose sides touch a parabola passes 
through the focus." Inversely, if three circles be described through the cusp to touch 
a cardioide, their points of intersection -with each other lie on a right hne. 

Ex. 5. " If a right line meet a limafon in four point?, the sum of their distances 
from the node is constant." Inversely, if a circle through the focus meet a conic 
in four points the sum of the reciprocals of their distances from the focus is constant. 

Ex. 6. To find the envelope of circles passing through a iixed point and whose 
centres lie on a given curve. Take the fixed point for centre of inversion, and the 
locus of the other extremity of the diameters passing throngh that point is evidently 
a curve simflar to the given one. It is easy then to see that the negative pedal 
(Art. 121) of the inverse of tliis last curve is the inverse of the required en-relope, 
and, therefore (Art. 122), that the envelope is the inverse of the polar reciprocal 
of that curve.f 

349, It remains to mention the cases of rational quadric 
transformation which cannot be reduced to the substitution 
x: y : z = y'z': z'x' : x'y'. Of the throe points common to the 
conies TJ, V, W, two may coincide: let the line y be supposed 

*• This theorem is Stoinor's, see Conics, Art. 244, .Ex. 3. The proof here given ia 
Dr. Ingram's. 

t This cxnmplo ia lakou from Dr, Stubbs's paper on this method, Phil, ^[<tg. 
vol. XXIII. 18, 
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to be the common tangent to the conics at the point yx, and 
let xz be the third point common to the three conics, then 
the equation of each must be of the forra aa;'"' 4 2fyz + 2hxy = 0; 
we may take x', yz, xy as the three conics, and the substitution 
is that used Art. 289, x': y' : z'= xy : x' : yz, equations which 
imply recIprocaUy x:y:z = x'y': a!'̂ : y'z'. In this substitution, 
as in the other, to the point x'z' corresponds the line y; and 
to any curve meeting this Hne In n points will correspond a 
curve having the point as a w-fold point. To the point x'y' 
corresponds the line x, but whatever be the point on this fine, 
the corresponding dhection of tangency will be y' = 0. To a 
curve therefore meeting the line x 'm n points will correspond 
a curve having the point x'y' as a n-fold point, at which all 
the tangents coincide. The theory. In short. Is substantially 
the same as before, only modified by the coincidence of two 
of the principal points. Again, let all three points coincide, then 
{Conics, Art. 239) the equations of the three conies must be of 
the form by'+ 2hxy + 2f {yz — mx") = 0, and we are led to the 
substitution used in Art. 290, viz, x': y': z'= xy : y': yz — mx', 
implying reciprocally x : y : z = x'y': y" : y'z' + ma?'. 

350. Before discussing the general theory of rational trans
formation, it is convenient to mention. In extension of what was 
stated. Art. 347, that the general substitution of X", Y", Z" 
for X, Y, Z assumes a simple form when the line Z is at 
infinity, and X, Y pass through the two circular points, For, 
fransforming to polar coordinates, the equations of X and Y 
become 

p (cos^i* sln^) = 0; 
and it Is obvious that substituting for these functions their n^^ 
powers Is equivalent to substituting p'' for p, and n0 for 0. 
This transformation Is not rational, but It may conveniently 
be applied to curves of the form p^ = €r eoamco, which are 
always thus transformed to curves of the same family. For 
n = 2 a circle becomes a Casslnian, and for w = ^ a limagon. 
Mr. Roberts has also noticed {Liouville, XIII. 209} that the 
angle at which two curves intersect is not altered by this 
transformation. For the tangent of the .angle which the tajn-
gent to a curve makes with the radius vector Is (Art, 95) 

ss 
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^ T ^ , and this Is unaltered when we substitute ndm for dco 
dp 

and — for — Thus the theorems given as examples of 
P P 

Inversion lead each to as many theorems as we choose to give 
different values to n. Theorems also concerning the angles at 
which curves cut are easily transformed by this method, as, for 
instance, the theorems that a circle is the locus of Intersection 
of two right lines cutting at a fixed angle which each pass 
through a fixed point; that a series of concentric circles are 
cut orthogonally by lines through the common centre, &c. 

THE GENERAL THEORY OP RATIONAL TBANSFOBMATION. 

351. We come now to the general theory of the rational 
transformation, In which to any system of values of ayz 
corresponds a single system of values of x'y'/; for example, 
x': y': z' = TJ: V: W, where TJ, V, W are known functions of 
X, y, z, which we suppose to be of the w* order; and, recipro
cally, to any system of values for x'y'z' corresponds a single 
system of values x : y : z=TJ': V: W When such mutual 
iexpresslon is possible, U', V, W must be also of the n* order 
in x'y'z'. For to the n intersections of an arbitrary line 
Ix + my + nz with any curve aTJ+bV+cW'w'lll correspond, 
In the other systera, the Intersections of W + mV' + nW' with 
the line aa:' 4 by' + cz', whieh must also be In number n. 

352, Let Us now examine the conditions that such mnttial 
expression may be possible. In general, if we are given the 
coordinates of a point in one system x': y': z' = a:h ic, there 
will correspond In the other system tho intersections of the 
curves U: V: W=a : b : c; and these will be n' in number 
if TJ, V, W are general curves of their order. If, how
ever, TJ, V, W have p points common to all three, the curves 
U V W . 
— = -r = — will always pass throngh these points, and there 
will be only n'—p variable points of intersection, which will be 
the points in the other system corresponding to the given point. 
Finally, 'li p = n' -1, there is but a single variable point of 
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intersection; or, in other words, all but one of the intersections 
of the curves U: V: W= a : b : c being known, the coordinates 
of the remaining intersection are uniquely determinate, and will 
thus be rational functions of a, h, c; that Is to say, of x', y', z', 
and we have expressions of the form xx y : z=TJ': V : W. 

353, Thus, then, one condition for rational transformation is, 
that the curves U, V, W shall have r? — 1 common intersec
tions ; but there is a further condition. The system of curves 
aTJ+bY + cWvimal be as general as the system of right lines 
oa!' 4 hy' + cz' to which they correspond ; that Is to say, a curve 
of the system must not be determinate unless two conditions are 
given to determine the two expressed constants a\h : c. The 
nuraber of conditions, therefore, whieh TJ, V, W can be raade to 
satisfy must be at least two less than the number of conditions 
necessary to determine a curve of the n^^ order. For example, 
if U, V, Who cubics, and if we subject them to the condition 
of havmg eight distinct common points, they must also have 
a ninth (Art. 29); there would be no variable point of inter
section, and the construction of Art. 352 would fail. But we 
can still satisfy the conditions of the problem by supposing 
the cubics TJ, V, W to have common one point, which is a node 
on all, and four ordinary points. These are equivalent to but 
seven conditions, since to be given a double point Is only 
equivalent to three conditions (Art. 41), and therefore two more 
conditions are necessary to determine any curve a TJ+ b V+ c W. 
But the common points amount to eight Intersections, since 
a point whieh is a double point on two curves counts for four 
intersections. And so, in general, we cannot take TJ, V, W as 
curves of the w*̂  order, having n'—l distinct coramon points, 
because then {n being greater than two) they would have another 
common point, and no variable point of Intersection; but we 
can satisfy the conditions of the problem by taking for TJ, V, W 
curves having coramon a, ordinary points, a, double, a^ triple, 
&c., in such way that these are equivalent to n'-l intersec
tions, and that the number of conditions implied shaU be less 
by 2 than the number necessary to determine a curve of the w*" 
order. Eemembering, then, that to be given a multiple point of 
the order r is equivalent to ^-{r + l) conditions, and that such 
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a pblnt when common to two curves counts as r' intersections, 
we have the two equations 

a ,4 4a^4 9a3 4 . . . r'a, = n'-l •—(O? 
a ,4 3a^4 6a3 4.. . |7-(r-f l ) a , = i n ( « 4 3 ) - 2 . . . . (2). 

Doubling the second equation and subtracting from It the first, 
we get an equation which may conveniently be substituted 
for (2) 

a ,4 2a,,4 3a ,4 . . . ra , = 3 ( n - l ) (3). 
We have then as many modes of transformation by curves of the 
-d^ order as there are solutions of these equations by positive 
integer values of a„ a,, &c,, provided always that the number 
of higher multiple points whieh the curves are supposed to 
possess Is subject to the limitations assigned. Art, 43.'* 

354. The argument of Art. 353, strictly, only shews that In 
equation (2) the left-hand side cannot be greater than the 
value there written. But we can also shew that it cannot be 
less, for add a term — t and subtracting equation (2) from (1) 
we get 

a, + 3a^+...^{r -l)a^ = \{n-l){n-2) +t....{A): 

Recollecting that a triple point is equivalent to three double 
points, and an r-fold multiple point to ^ r ( r - 1) double points, we 
see that the left-hand side of the equation represents the number 
of double points to which all the multiple points of any curve 
a G+ b V+ c W are equivalent. And since it was shewn (Art. 42) 
that this number cannot exceed ^{n — l){n — 2), we must have 
i = 0, then equation (4) asserts that the curves of the system 
O.TJ+b'V+ cW have each the maximutn number of double 
points, or. In other words, that they are unlcursal. And it is 
otherwise evident that this must be so, since these curves 
answer to the right lines of the other system; and not only a 
right line, but every unlcursal curve will be transformed Into a 
unicnrsal curve; for if the coordinates of a point are rational 
functions of a parameter, tho coordinates of the corresponding 

"• This theory ia duo to Cromona, see his memoirs Sulk tra^ormaeione gmmetriuhe 
deUiifigure iiiiDie, Mom. di Bologna, i. u. ISO;!, and t. v. 1865; see also Prof. Cayley's 
paper, I'rocaedings oflhi> London Jttiithcmnlieal Socidy, vol. III. 1870, pp, 127-180, 
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point being rational functions of these, must also be rational 
functions of the same parameter, 

355. We have seen that when n is greater than 2, the 
equations (1) and (3) cannot be satisfied if the points common 
to TJ, V, TF are only simple Intersections. We shall now shew, 
in like manner, that If n Is greater than 5, there must be 
a multiple point of order higher than the second; and so on 
generally. Let r be the highest index; multiply equation (3) 
by r, and subtract from It equation (1), and we have 

( r - l )a ,+2(r-2)a^43(7 ' -3)a34. . , ( r - l )a ,^ ,= ( n - l ) ( 3 9 - - w - l ) . 

Every term on the left-hand side Is positive, therefore r cannot 
be less than ^ ( n 4 l ) . We may take r equal to this number 
in the case where |̂  (w 4 1) Is an Integer, that is to say. If n he 
of the form 3p—l, we may take r =p; but if so all the numbers 
a„ a,..., a,._j must vanish, and the curves can have no common 
points but the p-fold points; and we have pa^ = 3 {3p — 2), 
which cannot be satisfied by an Integer value of a^ Up exceed 3, 
unless p = 6. Except, then, when n = 2, 5, 8, or 17, r must 
be greater than ^{n + 1); thus always for n greater than 5 there 
must be a multiple point of higher than second order. 

356. In the same manner is established a theorem from 
-which we shall presently draw an important Inference, viz, that 
if we take the three highest in order of the multiple points, the 
sum of their orders must exceed n. Let the orders of the 
three highest be r, s, t, where s is supposed not greater than r 
and t not greater than s, then transferring the terms contributed 
by the two former to the opposite sides of equations (1) and (3), 
these equations become 

a,^+Aa,+...fa^ = n' - l-r'-s', 
a^ + 2a,+...ta, = 3n-3-r -s, 

and, as before, we have a limit to the lowest admissible value 
of t irom the consideration that if we multiply the second 
equation by t and subtract the first, the remainder Is essentially-
positive. Our business now is to shew that n — r — s Is too low 
a value for t, or that, In this case, 

n'-l-r'-s'>t{3n-3-r- s). 
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Substituting r + s = n-t, this becomes 

2rs - 1 4 2nt -t'>t{2n-3 + t). 
But since, by hypothesis, r and s are not less than t, the least 
value the first quantity can have is found by putting r and s 
both = t, when the Inequality becomes 

f+2nt-l>i' + 2nt-3t, 

which is obviously true. 

357. Cremona has tabulated as far as « = 10 aU the ad
missible solutions of the system of equations we have been 
considering. Some of his results wiU be given presently; but 
enough has been said to shew that we can always take TI, V, W 
functions of the w*** order in xyz, such that the equations 

x':y':z'=U: V: W 

shall represent three curves having common certain fixed points, 
equivalent to ri' — 1 Intersections (which we call the principal 
points), .and one variable point, the coordinates of which ex
pressed in terms of x'y'z' give the converse system of equations 

x:y:z=U' :V' :W'. 

We have already seen that TJ', V, W are functions of the 
n"' order in x'y'z', and it is plain that these also must represent 
curves having common a number of fixed points satisfying the 
conditions (1) and (2) already explained. It does not follow, 
however, nor is it always true, that the sarae solution of the 
system of equations Is applicable in both eases; in other words, 
the system of curves aU+hV+cW which answer to the right 
lines of one system, and the system of curves aTJ' + by' + cW' 
which answer to the right lines of the other system, have not 
in general the same distribution of multiple points. 

358. We have seen that. In the quadric transformation, to one 
of the three principal points corresponds In the other figure 
not a point but a line; and we shall now extend this theorem 
by shewing that in general to any of the a, points corresponds 
a unlcursal curve of the r"̂  order. It is evident that the system 
of equations 

.d:y':z'=U: V: W 
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becomes lUusory If we seek the point x'y'z' corresponding to 
any point xyz common to the curves TJ, V, W. Now, first let 
this be a point of simple intersection; and, by proceeding to a 
consecutive point, we have x'y'z' respectively proportional to 

Gpx + Upy + TJ^Zz, Vpx + V,hy + V^hz, W,lx + Wpy + W^lz, 
where l!7j, &c,, denote differential coeflScIents, We have thus 
a different point xy'z' corresponding to each element of direc
tion at the assumed point xyz. But if three curves have a 
common point their Jacobian passes through that point; as is 
evident by writing the equations U= 0, &c. in the forra 

U,x + U^ + U^z = 0, V,x + Vj/ + V^z = 0, W^x + W.^ + W^z = 0, 

and eliminating xyz. We thus see that If we eliminate Sa:, Sy 
from the values just found for x'y'z', Sz will also disappear, and 
all the points corresponding to xyz will He on the right line 

x'{V,W,-V,W,) + y'{W,U^-W,U,) + z'{U,V,-U,V,) = 0. 

359. We proceed in like manner If the point common to 
TJVW be a multiple point. Let It, for example, be a double 
point, then the values given. Art. 358, for x'y'z' vanish; but 
denoting the second differential coefficients as before by a, b, c, 
&c., we have a^y'z' respectively proportional to 

aSx'+bSy'+cSz'+2fSySz+2g8zSx+2hSxSy : a'Sa;'̂ 4-&c,: o"Sa:'''4&c. 

But the relation of the point ccyz to UVW Is such as to allow of 
the simultaneous elimination from these equations of Sx, By, Sz. 
In fact, the above forms in Sx, Sy, Sz are only In appearance 
ternary, but are really binary. For aa!'''4 by'+ cz' + &c, equated 
to zero denotes the pair of tangents to the curve U at the 
double point, and is reducible to the form 

a{x— mz)' + 2h{x — mz) {y — nz) + b{y — nzY-

There are, therefore, but two quantities Sx — mSz, Sy—nSz to be 
elirainated between the equations, and It will practically come 
to the sarae thing If we write Sz = 0, and eliminate Sx, Sy. 
And so for any multiple point we have x', y', z' proportional to 

{a,..:iSx,SyY; {d,..:§Sx,SyY; {d',...1Sx,SyY; 
and Sx, Sy are eliminated In the manner explained, Art. 44, 
and x', y', z' being rational functions of a parameter, are the 
coordinatea of a point on a unlcursal curve of the r'*" order. 
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360, The curves in one system whieh answer to the prin
cipal points in the other may be called the principal curves, 
and these curves together make up the Jacobian of the system 
of curves aU-\- bV+cW. For the Jacobian is the locus of the 
new double point on such of the curves of that systera as have 
a double point in addition to the multiple principal points common 
to all. But since each of these curves has already the maximum 
number of double points. It can only acquire a new one by break
ing up into inferior curves, and this will happen only when the 
corresponding right line In the other system passes through one 
of the principal points. In that case the curve aU+bV+cW 
breaks up into the fixed r*° curve corresponding to the principal 
point, together with a residual curve variable with the fine 
through a,. Now, in general. If we have two unicnrsal curves, the 
sura of whose orders r and / Is n, the aggregate multiplicity 
arlfilng from the singularities of the two curves and their in
tersections is equivalent to ^ (r— 1) (r —2) 4 ^ ('"'—1) r'—i) + r/, 
that is, to ^ (n - 1) {n — 2) 4-1 double points. Thus we see that 
in the curve we are considering, the complex eurve has besides 
the principal points one new double point, which will be a point 
bf Intersection of the fixed curve answering to a,., -with the 
residual variable curve; and the locus of such points Is therefore 
the fixed curve. That the sum of the orders of aU these prin
cipal curves makes up the order of the Jacobian of the system 
aU+hV+cW'\a expressed in equation (3), viz, 

a,4 2a^4 3a34...m, = 3 {n-1). 

From the general theory of Jacobians, which will be more fiilly 
entered into In the next chapter, it appears that the system 
of principal curves passes through each of the points a, twice, 
through each point a, five times, and through each point a,. 
3?--1 times. There are other theorems -n-hioh It Is sufficient 
to indicate as to the disposition of the principal curves with 
respect to tho principal points. For instance, take a right 
line in one system which does not pass through a principal point 
a/, then the corrospondiug curve aU+bV+cW can have no 
ordinary point in common with the principal curve a^, and the 
intersections of the two curves would be exclusively principal 
points. In this way we can see that every principal right Hue 
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passes through two principal points, the sura of whose orders Is 
n, and every principal conic through five principal points, the 
sum of whose orders Is 2n. 

361, We are now in a position to determine the charac
teristics of the curve corresponding to a curve of the order k, 
which we suppose not to pass through any of the principal 
points. Evidently, if we write U, V, W for x', y', z' In a 
function of the h?^ order, we obtain one of the order nk; and if 
the curves U, V, W have a point a in coraraon, the line In the 
other figure corresponding to a wIU meet the curve 8'm k points, 
which will all correspond to a; this will, therefore, be a Ẑ -fold 
point, and similarly, every one of the principal points a, will be 
a rJc-ioli multiple point. If the original curve have no multiple 
points, the transformed curve will have no multiple points other 
than the principal points. Thus it appears that the transformed 
curve wiU be of the order nlc, the corresponding maximum 
number of double points being ^ {nk—1) {nh — 2) ; and the 
principal points will be multiple points, and the number of 
double points to which they are equivalent will be 

la,k {k-l)+ \a,2k {2k - 1) +...ia,.rk {rk - 1), 

or \k' (KJ -1- 4aj, 4 . , .r'a?} - \k {a, 4- 2aj 4...ra?), 

or. In virtue of equations (1) and (3), 

^{n'-l)¥-%{n-l)h. 

Substituting, the deficiency of the transformed curve is 
l{nh-l){nk-2)-{\{ri'-l)h'-l{n-l)h}, =^ (^-1) (^-2), the 
same as the deficiency of the original curve. If the original curve 
has multiple points other than the principle points, to these will 
correspond in the transformed curves multiple points of the 
same order, and the deficiencies of the two curves remain equal. 

If the original eurve pass through any of the principal points 
a/, then for each time of passage the corresponding curve ar 
is part of the transformed curve, and the degree of the trans
formed curve proper will be reduced accordingly. There will 
be also a corresponding reduction in the number of passages 
of the transformed curve through the principal points through 
which a, passes. The effect of this will still be to preserve 
the equality of the deficiencies of the two curves. Thus., for 
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example. If the original curve passes through one of the points a„ 
the transformed curve will include as part of itself a right line, 
and the degree of the residual curve wiU be reduced from nk 
to nk- 1, and there wiU be a consequent diminution of nk — 2 
in the maximum number of double points; so If the right 
line pass through two points a,, a„ the number of passages 
of the residual curve through these will be each reduced by 1, 
and the number of equivalent double points will be reduced 
by sk- 1 and tic- 1, or by nk — 2, since s+t = n. It is unne
cessary to enter into more detail, because we shall presently 
arrive at the sarae results by another raethod. 

362, Every Cremona-transformalion may be reduced to a 
succession of quadric transformations. Consider the most general 
transformation in which to the right lines of one figure 
answer in the other figure curves of the «'*' order having 
in common a, ordinary points, a, double points, &c. We have 
seen (Art. 356) that there are three of those points, the sum of 
whose orders exceeds n. Take these as principal points 
and effect a quadric transformation, the degree of the trans
formed curve, being 2n — r — s—t, Is less than n. In like 
manner, by a new quadric transformation, we can reduce the 
degree of that curve; and so on until we have at length right 
lines corresponding to the curves of the rfi^ order. Since It was 
proved (Art. 346) that the deficiency is not altered by any 
quadric transformation, the theorem of this article shews that 
it is not altered by any Cremona-transformation. The following 
particular example will illustrate the method, and will shew how 
we can trace the disposition of the principal curves. Consider the 
transformation In which right linos are transformed into quiutics 
having three ordinary points a,af^, three double points h,hp^, 
and one triple point c. Take cl),h^ as principal points, and bv a 
quadric transformation the quintics become cubios, having b' as 
a double point, and a,'aYa^'c' as ordinary points. Again, take 
rt.,'i,;V/ as principal points, and apply a now quadric transfor
mation when tlie oubics become conics passing through a "a "b ", 
and finally, a new transformation with these for principal points 
brings thorn to right lines. In like manner we can soe how 
arc transformed tho right lines of the first system, or, more. 
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generally, how are transformed curves of the /̂ ^ order passing 
a, times through the point a„ &c. After the first transformation 
we have 

k' =2k- c-b,- h„ 

c' =k-b,-b„ 
b;=k-c-b„ bY = k-c-\, bY = b^, 

After the second transformation. In whieh a^'b^'d are the principal 
points, we have 

k"=3k-2G-a^-b^-b,-b^, 

G" =2k-c-a^-b^-h,-b^, 
b^' = k-c-b„ b^' = k-c-a^, bY = k-c-h„ 

aY' = k-c-b^, aY=a„ a^' = a,. 

Lastly, after the third transformation, the principal points being 
o,,"a^'bY', we have 

]^" = hk-3c- 2h, - 2b, - 2&, -a,-a- a„ 

d"=2k-G-h,-b,-b,-a^, 

a:"=2k-c-b,-h-b-a,, aY'=2k-G-b-b-b-a„ aY'=k-c-b,, 

hl"=h-c-b„ bY'=k-c-b„ bl"=3k-2c-b-b,-h-a,-a-a^. 

And if we put k = l, and the other letters = 0, we see that right 
lines are transformed into quintics having common one triple, 
three double, and three single points. Again, in order to trace 
the correspondence of the principal points, we see that In the 
first transformation to the point c corresponds the line 6/, &/; 
to this in the second transformation corresponds a conic through 
c'aYbYbYbY; and finally, to this a cubic having S,'" as a double 
point, and the remaining six points as ordinary points. The 
foUowing tables give the effects of the different kinds of 
Cremona-transformation as far as m = 6. The values also In
dicate the curves answering to the principal points. Thus, In 
Ex. 3, the value d =3k-2c-l, (a) indicates that to c corre
sponds a cubic having c as a double point, and passing through 
the points a. 

Ex. L (II.) n-2, a, = 3. 
'k' = 2h-a,- a„- a,, a' = k - a, - %, %' ='k- a,- a„ Oj' = Ic — a, - a^. 
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Ex. 2. (III.) n = 3, a, = 4, a^=l. 

Ii' = Si - 2i - a, - % - fflj - fflj, i ' = 2A - i - o, - a, - % - a ,̂ a,'--k - b - a„ &c 

Ex. 3, (IV, 1) » = 4, a, = 6, Oj = 0, a, = 1. 

h' = iJc-8<i-Z (a), i^ = 8/c-2a-Z (a), a{='k-c- a„ <fec. 

Ex. 4. (IV. 2) K = 4, a, = 3, a^ = 3. 

/.' = 4 i - 2Z (i) - S (a), y = 2/i: - 2 (J) - a^ - Oj J / = &a, a / = A - Sj - J,, a / = i c . 

Ex, 5, (V. 1) n = h, a, = i, aj = 0, a^ = 0, a< - 1. 

Te = hk-4d-'Z(a), d'= ih-U~'Z (a), a^ = k-d-a,. 

Ex. 6. (V. 2) n = 5, a, = 3, o^ = 3, a, = 1. 

i ' = 5 / i r - c - 2 Z ( * ) - 2 ( a ) , c ' = 3 / i : - 2 o - S ( 4 ) - 2 ( a ) , b,'=2k-c-a,-Z(p), a.{-k-c-b,. 

Ex. 7. (T. 3) n = 5, cj = 0, 03 = 6. 

i ' = 5A - 2£ (i), *,' = 2k-b,~b,-i^-hi- i„ i c , 

Ex. 8. (VI, 1) n = 6, Bi = 10, a^ = 1. 

k' = 6k — 5e — 'L (a), e' = S/c — 4e — S (a), a, = k — e — a,, 4 c , 

Ex. 9. (TI . 2) n = 6, a, = 1,. Oj = 4, a, = 2, 

i ' = 6/c - 3S (c) - 22 (5) - a, e,' = U - 2c, - ĉ  - S (4) - a, 

b, =2k — 'L (e) — b, — b^ — bt, 1' = k—'Z (c). 

Ex. 10. (VI. 3) n = 6, a, = 4, uj = 1, uj = 3. 

i ' = 6A - 3S (c) - 26 - S (o), d' = 44 - 2Z (c) - * - £ (a), 

i i ' = 2A—2 (c) —i —a/, i2' = &o., Jj '=&c., i4'=&c., a , ' = i —Cj—Cj, a 2 ' = i c . , aj=i-c, 

Ex. 11. (VI. 4) » = 6, a, = 3, â  = 4, 03 = 0, a^ = 1. 

4 ' = 6A - 4(? - 2Z (4) - £ (a), c , ' = 3/c - 2<Z - E (4) - a, - a,, c,' = (tc., f3' = ita, 

4' = 24 — (2 — 2 (4), a,' = k — d — 6„ a / = Ac, QJ' = i c , a, = i c , 

TBANSFOBMATION OF A GIVEN CUBVE. 

363, The conditions assigned in the last section are neces
sary for the general rational transformation between two planes, 
so that to any point in either plane shall correspond a unique 
point In the other. But they are not necessary to rational 
transformation, if we consider only the transformation of a 
given curve 8 = 0. Let us apply to the curve 8 a transforma
tion x': y': z' =U: V:W, where U, T', IF are functions of the 
n* degree in x, y, z, not necessarily satisfying Cremona's 
conditions; then, obviously, to any point in the fii-st plane wiU 
correspond a single point of the second, since .v, y, z' are given 
as rational functions of .v, y, z. But according to the pi"e-
ceding theoiy. If U, V, W have common a, ordinary points, 
a, double points, &c,, then to any point in the second plane wiU 
correspond n'- a, — 4a , -&c. points In the first plane; and this 
number, which we shall call 0, will ordinarily bo different from 
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nnitv. The locns of points in the second plane corresponding 
to the points of the curve 8 wiU be a eurve 8' corresponding 
to S, and to any point P of the first eurve will correspond a de
finite point P' of the second. Now, from what we have just said, 
It appears that to P' will correspond in the first figure, besides 
the point P, 0 — 1 other points; but these points wIH ordinarily 
not lie on 8, and the curve in the first figure corresponding 
to S' wiU consist of 8 together with a residuary curve, the 
locus of the ^ - 1 points. And if we attend only to the points 
on the curve 8, we see that while to any point P oi 8 cor
responds a single point P' on 8', so also to any point P' on ;S" 
corresponds a single definite point P on 8. 

Thus then, though the equations a? : y : z' =U: V: IF do 
not by themselves suffice to give rational expressions for x, y, z 
in terms of x', y', z', it is otherwise when with these we combine 
the equation 8=0. If from all the equations we eliminate 
xyz, we obtain an equation ;S" = 0, which is the condition for 
the co-existence of the system of equations. And when this 
condition Is satisfied, it was shewn {Higher Algebra, Lesson X,) 
that we can in general rationally determine the values for 
X, y, z, which will satisfy all the equations of the system. We 
see, then, that when a given curve S is transformed by the 
substitution oi x' : y' : z' = U: V: W, we can In general obtain 
a rational converse expression x : y : z = U': V : W. 

Ex. Suppose that "we are given x' '.y' '.z' — yz + x' : yz + xy : yz + xz. Here to 
right lines in the second plane answer conics in the first, having common only two 
points yx, zx; and therefore to a point in the second plane -will generally answer two 
points in the first plane. The general expressions for x, y, z in terms of x', y', z' 
are easily found by observing that x — y,x — z are respectively proportional to 
x' — y , x' — z'; the geometrical meaning of which is, that the points xyz, x'y'z', 
considered as belonging to the same plane, are coUinear with the point 1, 1, 1. 
In other -words, the equations are satisfied by writing x = x' + \ , y = y' + \ , 
z = z' + \ , where \ is determined by the quadratic 

2A.2 -f (x' + y' + z')X + y'z' = 0, 
and plainly to any system of values for x'y'z' answer two systems of values for xyz. 
But it is otherwise if we consider the transformation of a given curve. Thus, take 
a right line in the first plane ax + fly + yz; then the relation between any point on 
this Kne and the correspondhag point in the second plane is given by the equations 
x = x' + \, i c , where (a + ^ + y)\ = — (ax' + fiy' + yz'). 

In like manner, if we have any conic S on the first plane, and if by the sub
stitution x = x: + \, &a., S becomes \' + PX + S', then the curve corresponding 
to /S is the quartic whose equation is obtained by ehmrn,atmg between 

\' + PX + S' = 0, 2\' + (x' +y' + z')\ + y'z' = 0 ; 
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and the expression for x in terms of sc' is obtained by taking for \ the common root 
of these equations given by the equation (2P — (x' + y' + z')] A. -I- 23' — y'z" = 0. 

364, The deficiency of a curve is unaltered, not only by 
Cremona's transformation, as already proved, but by any trans
formation where to a point on either curve corresponds a 
single point on the other,* This may be shewn as follows: 

In the first place, it is to be observed that in the rational 
transformation between two planes, where to a point A corre
sponds a single point A', if any curve pass twice through A the 
corresponding curve raust pass twice through A', or to a double 
point on one curve must correspond a double point on the 
other. But if to A correspond more points than one. A', B', &c,, 
then If the second curve pass through both A and B', the 
first curve will pass twice through A; that Is to say, a double 
point on one curve may correspond to a double point, but It 
may also correspond to a pair of distinct points on the other. 
In like manner, if the points A, B' coincide, we may have a 
cusp on one curve corresponding either to a cusp or to a pair 
of coincident points on the other. 

Let us now consider two fixed corresponding points A, A', 
one on each of two corresponding curves 8, S', whose orders 
we suppose to be m and m', and which we suppose to be In 
the same plane; let us consider also two variable corresponding 
points M, M'; and let us examine the degree of the locus of 
the intersection of the lines AM, A'M'. Now take any fixed 
position of the line AM, since It meets the first curve in m—1 
points distinct from A, there are m — 1 corresponding positions 
of the line A'M', and therefore AM meets the locus in m—1 
points distinct from A. But If we consider the Hne AA', It 
is easy to see in like manner that it meets the locns in no 
other points than the point A counted ni — 1 times, and A' 
counted m—1 times. Thus we see that the locus is of the 

' This theorem was first dei'ivcd by Riemann from the theory of Abelian 
funotioii.i; soo Crvllc, i.iv. I,'!3. Tho proof horoyivou is substantially the same as that 
given by Zeuthen, Mathcmati.iehe Annolen, m. 150 ; but I ixm informed by Dr. Fiedler 
that it bad boon previously given by Uevliui, liol/oglini Giornah, vii. 105 (1869), 
Bee also a direct proof in Clobseh and Coi-dan's T/ieorie der Abehrhen Fiinclionen, 
p. 54, fin- the ciiso whore llie euvves in one system iinswering to right lines in tho 
other have common no multiplo points liigher than the seooJid. 
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degree m 4 m' - 2, the points A, A' being multiple points of 
the orders respectively m' — 1, m — 1. 

Let us next consider In what cases AM touches the locus. 
This will be the case when two of the lines A'M' corresponding 
to AM coincide, without our having at the same time a coin
cidence between two of the lines AM corresponding to A'M'; 
for in the latter case the intersection of AM, A'M' would be 
a double point on the locus, and AM. would npt be an ordinary 
tangent. Now (1) if ^i lf touch the curve 8, ^ J f will evidently 
also touch the locus, (2) If AM pass through a double point 
on S, then according as to that double point there corresponds 
on 8' a double point or a pair of distinct points, we have 
corresponding on the locus a double point or a pair of distinct 
points, but In neither case Is AM an ordinary tangent. (3) If 
AM pass through a cusp on 8, then according as to that cusp cor
responds a cusp on 8', or a pair of coincident points, AM passes 
through a cusp on the locus, or else is an ordinary tangent. 

It appears from (1) and (3) that the number of ordinary 
tangents from A, together with the number of cusps. Is the 
same for the locus and for the curve 8. It Is by expressing 
this equality that we obtain the relation connecting the two 
curves 8, S'. I t was shewn (Art. 79) that the number of 
tangents which can be drawn to a eurve of the m^^ degree from 
a multiple point of the order r is m'' —m — r ( r 4 1); or Is 
less than the class of the curve by 2r. Hence, if N he the 
class of the locus eurve, the number of tangents whieh can 
be drawn from A, which Is a multiple point of order m' — 1, I* 
N— 2 {m' — 1); and if we denote the number of cusps on the 
locus curve by JT, and the class of 8 by n, the equality we 
desire to express is 

N- 2 (m' - 1) 4 K = n-2 + K. 

In like manner, considering the tangents from A', 

N- 2 (m - 1) 4 E= n-2 + K', 

and we have therefore n — 2m + K = n! — 2m + K , 

or, writing for n Its value m^ — m — 28 — 3K, 

\ (m- 1) ( m - 2) - S - « = J fm' - 1 ) (m' - 2) - 8' - K . •Q,E,D,* 

Zeuthen proves in like manner, that if, instead of the correspondence of the 
curves being rational, a points on S correspond to any point on S, and a' points on 
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365, It is proved, as in Art, 361, that if we transform a curve 
8 oi the m"' order by the transformation x' : y': z? =U: V: W, 
where U, V, W are functions of the j?* order, then since the 
points where an arbitrary line meets the transformed curve 
correspond to the points where aU+ 0V+yW meets 8, the 
order of the transformed curve Is mp - a, — 2a,, &c., where a„ 
a„ &c, denote the number of single, double, &c, points common 
to U, V, W, and which also lie on 8. Let us now examine 
how, by this transformation, we can reduce the order of the 
transformed curve as low as possible. As in Art, 353, we 
see that U, V, W may be made to satisfy two conditions less 
than the number sufficient to determine a curve of the p^ 
order, that Is to say, ^ ^ ( ^ 4 3) —2; and we evidently apply 
these conditions so as most to reduce the order of the transformed 
curve. If we make U, V, W pass through as many as possible 
of the double points of 8. Let the deficiency of 5 be i?, and 
the number of its double points accordingly ^ {m'— 3m) — i ? 4 1 ; 
and let us in the first place take p = m—l, in which case 
we may make U, V, W pass through ^ {m' 4 m) — 3 points. 
We may, therefore, make the curves pass throngh aU the 
double points and through 2m + D — A other points on 8. 
Writing, therefore, a, = 2m4-0—4, a, = ^{m'—'3m)—D+1, 
p = m—l, we find for the order of 8', mp — a,— 2a, = D+ 2. 

Let us next take p = m — 2, which of course implies that m 
is greater than 2, Proceeding precisely as before, we see that 
we may take a, = ̂ {m'-S^n)—D+1, a, = m + D — A,ani that 
the order of the transformed curve will still be Z>-l-2. Once 
more let us take p = m —3, we may take a, = ^{m'—3m)—D + l, 
a, = D -3, provided always that D is greater than 2; and 
we now find for the order of the transformed curve D+ 1. 
The transformed curve has, as we have proved, the same 
deficiency as the original, so that our result Is, that a curve 
of order in with deficiency D, or with ^ (m' —3m) —D-|-1 double 
points, may bo transformed Into a curvo of order D + 2 Avith de
ficiency D, that is, with 1̂  {D' - D) double points; or, when D is 

8' to any point on S; nnd if t and t' denote the number of cases in which two of 
tlioae a or a' points coincide, thou 

t - t' =:2a' (D - I) - 2a (D' -1), 
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greater than two, into a curve of order Z> 4 1 with | {D'-3D) 
double points. 

Thus then, in particular, a curve may be transformed as 
follows: 

'\i D = 0 into a conic,* 

D=l „ a cubic, 

D = 2 

D = 3 

D = A 

D = 5 

D = G 

D = 7 

a quartie with one node, 

a quartie, 

,, a quintic with two nodes, &c,, 

I, a sextic with five nodes, 

,, 7 with 9, 

8 with 14 or 6 with 3, 

366. The case of unlcursal curves need not detain us. 
Here D = 0, and the transformed curve a conic; the coordinates 
x', if, a' are, as we know, expressible as quadric functions of 
a parameter 0; therefore the coordinates x, y, z, whieh are 
expressible as rational functions of x', y, z, can be expressed as 
rational functions of 0. 

Let us then consider the case D=l. Here the transformed 
curve is a cubic, and it is to be noted that, however the trans
formation is effected, the resulting cubic wiU have always the 
same absolute Invariant; that is to say, the anharmonic ratio 
of the four tangents from any point on the curve wIU be the 
same (Art, 229). When D=l, the coordinates of any point 
on the curve can be expressed as rational functions of a para
meter 0, and of V(©) where 0 Is a quartic function of 0. I t 
is sufficient to shew this for the case of a cubic, since x, y, z 
can be expressed as rational functions of x', y', z'; and for 
the case of the cubic, it appears at once by taking the cubic 
to pass through the point xy, and then writing In the equation 

* Although by the method just described the case .Z> = 0 is only transformed into 
a conic, yet by the Cremona transformation the conio can be further transformed 
into a right Kne. 

For some further developments see Jung and Armenante in Battaglini's GiornaU, 
•VII, 235; and Brill and Noether, Math. Annal., VII. 298, 

U U 
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of the curve y = 0x, when the ratios x:y:z are immediately 
obtained in the form in question. It is, moreover, clear that 
the values of 0 for which 0 = 0 are precisely those answering 
to the four tangents from xy to the cubic. 

We have thus seen that the coordinates of a point on the cnrve 
for whieh D = l can he expressed as rational functions of 0 and 
V(©); and by a Hnear transformation of 0 (tliat is to say, re
placing ^ by a properly determined function a0 + b+-c0 + d) we 
can bring V(©) to the form ^|{\-0''){l-li8'). If we write 
0 = avnamu, this is cosamw Aamw, and we may say that the 
coordinates of a curve, whose deficiency Is 1, can be expressed 
as elliptic functions of a parameter u. 

367, There is a like theory where the deficiency Is 2, and 
where the curve is therefore reducible to a nodal quartic. 
Taking the node of the quartic for the point xy and writing 
y = 0x, we can Immediately express the ratios x : y : z as 
rational functions of 0 and VI©)) where 0 Is now a sextic 
function of 0; and this is equivalent to saying that the coor
dinates are expressible as hyper-elliptic functions of the first 
kind of a parameter u. For higher values of D the coordinates 
are irrational functions of a parameter, and it is only in special 
eases that they can be expressed by radicals. 

368, Before quitting this part of the subject, another method 
may be mentioned by whieh the same problem may be studied. 
We may start with the equations connecting the coordinates 
xyz, x'y'z'; let these be -4 = 0, B=0, (7=0, each equation 
being homogeneous both in xyz and x'y's'; and* being in 
those variables of the orders a, b, c; d, V, c' respectively. If 
between the three equations wc oliniinate .dy'z', \ve obtain an 
equation 8=0 oi the order ah'c + bed + cab' in xyz, and if 
we eliminate wyz, wc obtain an equation 8' = 0 of the order 
(i.'bc+b'ca+ dab in x'y'z'. The conditions *_̂  = 0, .S' = 0 must 
bo satisfied in order that the equations J4 = 0, B=0, G=0 may 
co-exist; but for any system of values of xyz satisfying the 
e(juation 8=0, wo oan find a oorrosponding svstem of values 
of a:'/.?i'satisfying equations .,.4 = 0, D = 0, C=0, and tliorofore 
also 8' = 0. Tiie luinibcr of doublo points on the curve ^̂  may 
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be Investigated by the methods explained in Higher Algebra, 
Lesson XA ÎII., and the result I have obtained is 

\b'd {b'd - 1) d 4 idd {c'd -l)b' + \db' {db' - 1) c? 

4 {{db' -1) {c'd -l)-i{d- 1) [d - 2)} be 

4 {{b'd - 1) {db' -l)-i {b' - 1) (// - 2)} ca 

+ {{dd - 1) {b'd -l)-l{d- 1) {d - 2)} ab, 

and there Is of course a similar expression with Interchange of 
accented and unaccented letters for the number of double points 
on 8'. In either case we find the deficiency to be \{Q.+ 2), 
where 

Q. = d'b'd4 H'dd4 c'db' + a'bc + b"ca4 d'ah 

+ 2ad {hd + b'c) + 2bb' {cd + da) + 2cd {ab' 4 db) 

- 3 {ab'd + bdd + cdh' + dbc + h'ca + dab); 

so that again we have the theorem that the two curves have 
the same deficiency, 

CORRESPONDENCE OP POINTS ON A GIVEN CURVE, 

369, What has been said may sufficiently illustrate the 
theory of rational correspondence; In what follows we consider 
the general correspondence of two points P, P' on the same 
curve, such that either determines the other. Suppose that to 
a given position of P there correspond a' positions of E, and 
to a given position of P', a positions of P, the correspondence 
Is said to be an (a, d) correspondence. When a = a' = 1, 
the correspondence is rational. 

As a simple instance of correspondence on a given curve 
of the m^^ order, suppose the points P, P' to be coUinear with 
a fixed point 0 (that Is to say, that the line PP' passes through 
0), then If P be given there are m — 1 positions of P', and 
if E be given there are m — 1 positions of P; or this is an 
(m — 1, m — 1) correspondence. We have already noticed this 
particular kind of correspondence In the case of the circle (see 
Art, 347), This correspondence Is evidently rational In the 
case of the conic, or where m = 2, 

If the point 0 is on the given curve, then to a given 
position of either point there correspond m - 2 positions of the 
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other point; or more generally, if 0 is an a-ple point of 
the curve, then to a given position of either point there corre
spond m — a — 1 positions of the other point, viz. the corre
spondence I sa (m —a—1, m —a—1) correspondence. Observe 
that we have in this way a (1, 1) correspondence of points 
on a cubic (by taking 0 at pleasure on the curve), or on a 
nodal quartic (by taking 0 at the node), but that we cannot 
thus obtain a (1, 1) correspondence of pouits on a general 
quartic, 

370, In the foregoing instance the correspondence has been 
a symmetrical one; viz, starting from either point the other 
is obtained by the same construction, and of course a = d. 
But as an Instance of a non-symmetric correspondence, suppose 
that E Is given as a tangential of P ; here P being given, E 
is any one of the intersections of the tangent at P with the 
curve (and thus to a given position of P there correspond m — 2 
positions of P ' ) ; but P' being given, P Is any one of the points 
of contact of the tangents from P' to the curve (and thus to 
a given position of P' there correspond n — 2 positions of P, if a 
be the class of the curve); and we have thus a {n — 2, m — 2) 
correspondence. It is hardly necessary to remark, that we 
may have a = a' without the correspondence being symmetricaL 

371, In the case of a unlcursal curve, to a given point on 
the curve corresponds a single value of the parameter 0; and 
to a given value of 0, a single point on the curve (or extending 
the notion of coi-respondence we might say that a point on the 
curve and the parameter of such point have a (1, 1) corre
spondence). It at once follows that If the point P has a positions, 
its parameter 0 must be given by an equation of the order a; 
whence also, if as above, the points P, E have an (a, d) corre
spondence, the relation between their parametei"S 0, &' must be 
given by an equation of the form {0, 1)" {0'. l)a' = 0, viz, 0 being 
given the equation will be of the order d In 0', but 0' being 
given it will be of the order a In 0. 

372, A point may correspond to itself, and it is then said 
to bo a united point; thus wliero the points P, E are colHiftar 
with a fixed point 0, it is clear that the point of contact of any 
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tangent from 0 to the curve Is a united point; and If these are 
the only united points, their number Is = n. 

The only other points whieh It might at first sight appear can 
be united points are the nodes and cusps of the curve; In fact, 
taking P at a node or a cusp the Hne OP meets the eurve In the 
point P, in the same point counting as one of the (m- 1) Inter
sections, and In (m — 2) other points; or, what is the same thing, 
the line from 0 to the node or cusp meets the curve in the node 
or cusp counting twice, and In (m — 2) other points. But in the 
ease of the node, the two intersections at the node belong to 
different branches of the curve, or we may say they are coinci
dent, but non-consecutive points; in the case of the cusp they 
are consecutive points: the distinction Is well seen In the case of 
a unlcursal curve—here for a node we have two distinct values of 
0, for each of which the coordinates have the same values; for 
the cusp these two values of 0 have become identical; or, what 
Is the same thing, the line from 0 to a cusp (although not a 
proper tangent of the eurve) Is a tangent In a sense in which 
the Hne from (9 to a node is not a tangent to the curve. The 
conclusion Is, that a node is not a united point; In a special 
sense a cusp is a united point; and we have, besides, the proper 
united points, which are the points of contact from 0 to the 
curve. 

Eeverting to the unicnrsal curve and to the equation 
{0, 1)'^{0', 1)''' = 0, at a united point we have 0 = 0', and for 
finding these points we have an equation {0, l)<^+a' = 0 ; that Is, 
when the points P, P ' have an (a, d) correspondence, the number 
of united points is = a 4 d. 

Applying the theorera to the case where P, P ' are coUinear 
with the fixed point 0, the correspondence is ( m - 1 , m—1), or the 
number of united points should be = 2 (m - 1 ) . The nuraber of 
pomts of contact, or proper united points Is =n, that of the 
cusps or special united points Is = /c; or we ought to have 

n+ K = 2 {m-1), 

which Is In fact the case for a unlcursal curve with K cusps. 
In the case where P ' is a tangential of P, It has been seen 

that the correspondence was (« - 2, m - 2); and the number of 
united points should be = m 4 w - 4 . We have here as proper 
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united points the inflexions, and as special united points 
the cusps; total number =I, + K; and the theorem thus Is 
i, + K = m+n — A, or what Is tlie same thing t = 3 (m — 2) — 2«; 
which Is in fact the case for a unlcursal curve with K cusps, 

373, Consider the point P as given; the geometrical con
struction for the determination of P' comes In general to this, 
that we have depending on P a certain curve 0 which, by its 
intersections with the given curve, determines the points E. 
In some cases P ' is any one of the Intersections In question; 
but in others a certain number of thera will in general coincide 
with the given point P, and are to be excluded. Thus, in the 
case where P, P ' are collinear with 0, the curve 0 is the line 
OP meeting the given curve in the point P counting once (to 
be excluded) and In (m — 1) other points. So when P ' Is the 
tangential of P, the curve 0 Is the tangent at P meeting the 
given curve in the point P, counting twice (to be excluded) and 
in (m —2) other points. 

But further; the curve 0 may meet the given curve In 
points forming two or more distinct classes, in such wise that 
only the points of the one class are positions of the point 
P ' . Thus, In the last preceding Instance, interchanging the 
points P, P ' , or now considering P ' as the point of contact of 
a tangent from P to the eurve, the curve 0 is the system of 
n-2 tangents from P to the curve; each of these tangents 
meets the curve In the point P counting once. In the point of 
contact say P ' counting twice, and in m — 3 other points say 
P" (which are eotangeutials of P, that is PP" touches the curve 
at a point P ' distinct from P or P") , Or, what is the same 
thing, the curve 0 of the order n — 2 cuts the given eurve in 
the point P counting n-2 times, in n-2 points E counting 
each twice, and in {n-2) {m — 3) points P " counting each once. 
The correspondence P, P', as was seen, is (m - 2, n - 2); the 
correspondence (P, P") is clearly [n — 2 in - 3, n- 2 m~-̂ ;>j, 

37^1. The theorem in regard to a unioursal ourve suggests 
the theorem that for a curve in general the nunibor of united 
\)oints should be = a 4 a ' 4 multiple of the delioionov, or say 
= a + d + k'.2/); but admitting that the ourvo 0 presents itself 
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In the problem, the last Instance shews that there Is a necessity 
for considering the ease where the curve 0 has with the given 
curve distinct classes of intersection. The general theorera 
is, that if for a given cuiwe of deficiency D, the corresponding 
points of P a r e P ' , P " , ,,., and If P, P ' have an (a, a') corre
spondence, and the number of the united points Is = a : P, P " 
a {0, 0') correspondence, and the number of their united points 
is b : &e,; and if the curve 0 , which, by its intersections with 
the given curve, determines the points P ' , P " , .,,, intersects the 
given curve in the point P counting k times; in each of the 
points P' counting p times, each of the points P" counting 
q times, and so on, then we have 

p{a-a-d)+q{h-0-0')+...= k.2D, 

where of course In each of the different correspondences the 
special united points (if any) must be taken into account. 

Thus, in the instances above considered for a unlcursal 
curve; first. If P, P ' are coUinear with 0, we have 

w4A; = 2 ( m - l ) 4 2 P (1), 
Next, if P ' is a tangential of P, 

t. + K = in + n-A + AD • (2); 

and in the case where P Is a tangential of P ' , and where 
b, 0, 0' refer to the correspondence P, P" cotangentlals, 

b - 2 (m - 3) (w - 2) 4- 2 (a - a - a') = (w - 2) 2D, 
where, by the example immediately preceding, 

a — a — a' = i, + K— {m + n — A) = AD. 
and therefore b - 2 (m - 3) (w - 2) = (n - 6) 2D. 
The proper united points b are here the points of contact of 
the double tangents, the nuraber of whieh is 2 T ; but we have 
also as special united points the cusps each counted n— 3 times 
{it must be assumed that this is so), and the result is 

2T = 2 (m - 3) (ji - 2) 4 (w - 6) 2P - (« - 3) A: .,„ (3), 

The several equations (1), (2), (3) giving respectively the 
class, the number of Inflexions and the number of bitangents 
of a eurve of the order m with S nodes and K cusps agree with 
the Pliickerian equations; they are most easily verified by 
means of the expressions given, Art, 83, for the several quan
tities in terms of m, n, and a = 3n + K. 
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375. If on any curve the points P, P ' have a (1, 1) cor
respondence, the points {P',P") a (1,1) correspondence..,and 
so on up to the points P'"-i', P ' " ' ; then it Is clear that the 
points P, P'"' have a (1, 1) correspondence. And, conversely, 
the points P, P '" ' which have a (1,1) correspondence may be 
regarded as connected with each other through the series of 
intermediate points P ' , P" . . .P '"- ' ' . 

In the case of a unlcursal curve, the (1, 1) correspondence 
of the points P, P ' Implies a like correspondence of the para
meters 0, 0'; viz. this Is of the form {0, 1) {0', 1) = 0, or what 
is the same thing, a00'+ b0 + c0'+ d = 0; that is, the para
meters 0, 0' are homographieally connected. The fransfor-
mation depends upon three arbitrary parameters. 

Taking the curve to be a conic, then if the points P, P ' 
have a (1, 1) correspondence, it Is known that the line PP' 
envelopes a conic having double contact with the given conic; 
such enveloped conic, as satisfying the condition of double 
contact, depends on three parameters. But If taking the points 
A, B at pleasure, we take on the conic P, Q coUinear with 
A, and P ' collinear with B, Q, then the points P, P ' will have 
a (1, 1) correspondence; this apparently depends npon four 
parameters, and It follows that the points A, B can without 
loss of generality be subjected to 
a single condition. Thus let the 
correspondence P, P ' be given by 
means of the conic enveloped by K r^~~-—~-~--o5^'^ \ ) 
the line PP'; If on the chord of 
contact we take at pleasure the point 
A, draw PA to meet the conic In ^ 
Q and QP' to meet the chord In B, then (1, 1) correspondence 
Is also given by means of the points A, B; but here A may 
be regarded as a determinate point on the chord of contact 
(say Its Intersection with a fixed line), B is then found as 
above, and we have the correspondence by means of those two 
points, just as well as If A had been assumed at pleasure on 
the chord of contact. 

A case really included in tho foregoing Is when the con-e-
spondence of P, P ' Is such that the line PP' passes through a 
fixed point C; viz. tho enveloped conic regarded as a Hue-curve 
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is here the point C taken twice, regarded as a point-curve 
it is the pair of tangents from C to the given conic; that 
is, the chord of contact is the polar of G, and the construc
tion is the same as before, the points A, B, C forming, as 
it is easy to see, a set of 
conjugate points in regard 
to the conic; the original 
correspondence of P, P ' as 
collinear with the given 
point C, is here replaced by 
a correspondence by means 
of the two points A and B 
forming 'with G a system of 
conjugate points. 

The foregoing properties have reference to the problem of 
the inscription in a conic of a polygon the sides of which either 
pass through given points or touch conics having each of them 
double contact with the given conic, 

376, On a cubic cnrve {D = l) we have a (1, 1) corre
spondence ; this depends on a single parameter, but there are 
two kinds of such correspondence, viz, (1) the points P, E are 
coUinear with a point A of the cubic, (2) The points P, P ' 
are such that P, Q are collinear with 
a point A of the cubic and Q, P' 
colfilnear -with a point B of the cubic; 
this apparently depends on two para
meters, but really on a single one; 
for taking G a determinate point on 
the cubic, join -4 C to meet the cubic 
in 0 and BO \.o meet the cubic in 
D; then the same corresponding point E wUl be obtained by 
taking P, R coUinear with D, and RE collinear with C, that 
is, by means of the single point D. I t is, in fact, evident that 
startmg -mth P and constructing P ' as the intersection of the 
fines QB, RG, then the cubic passing through A, B, G, D, 
0, P, Q, R wIU also pass through E, so that the points A, B 
and the points D, C lead to the same point P ' 

The theorem involved in the foregoing construction may be 
XX 
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stated as foUows: If on a cubic the points A, B, G, D are sucb 
that the lines A G, BD meet in a point 0 oi the cubic, then we 
have Inscribed in the cubic an infinity of quadrilaterals PQPR, 
the sides of which pass through A, B, C, D respectively; viz. 
any point P whatever of the cubic may be taken as a vertex of 
such quadrUateral. 

377. More generaUy imagine Inscribed In the cubic an 
unclosed polygon PQ...X of 2w- 1 sides, the sides of which 
pass through fixed points on the cubic, then the points P, X wiU 
have a (1, 1) correspondence of the first kind, that Is, the closing 
side XP will meet the cubic in a fixed pomt; that is, we have 
inscribed in the cubic an Infinity of 2w-gons, the sides of which 
pass respectively through fixed points of the cubic. And of the 
fixed points all but one are arbitrary, this one being determined 
by constructing one such polygon, 

378. This theory may be Illustrated by the expression of 
two points In a cubic by means of parameters. Art. 366. .4 (1,1) 
correspondence between two points on a cubic implies a rational 
expression for the parameters sinamw', cosamw', Aamw', In 
terms of slnamw, cosamw, Aamw; and this again implies an 
equation of one or other of the forms u+ u' = constant, 
M — M'= constant. Now when three points P, E, A, are col
linear, we have In general a relation u + u' + a = A where A is 
a constant depending on the absolute Invariant of the cubic, 
A relation, then, of the form u + u' = constant. Implies that P 
and E are collinear with a fixed point ^4, If the relation 
be of the form u—u' = constant, say =b — a, we may -write 
M4'y4a = A, v + h + u' = A; and the geometrical meaning is, 
that P, Q are collinear with a fixed point 4̂ and Q,E with 
a fixed point B. We may evidently substitute for the points 
A, B, two others D, C, provided we have b — a = c—d, or 
a^r c = h + d, that is to say, provided the lines A C, BD in
tersect on the cubic. Wo have thus the results already 
obtained. 

379. For a binodal quartie {D=l) there is a like theorv of 
the (1, 1) correspondence; for a nodal quai'tic {D — 2) there is a 
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(1, 1) correspondence not depending on any arbitrary parameter, 
viz. the corresponding points P, P ' are coUinear with the node. 

There Is an interesting theory of the (2, 2) correspondence 
on a unlcursal curve, and In particular on a conic. The para
meters which determine the position of the two points P, P ' are 
here connected by an equation {0, 1)*(^', 1)''' = 0. As regards 
the conic we have Poncelet's theorems as to the in-and-clr-
cumscrlbed polygons. 



( 340 ) 

CHAPTER IX. 

GENERAL THEORT OF OUBVES, 

380, IN this Chapter we resume the general theory of curves 
in continuation of Chap, II,, and commence vrith the theory of 
bitangents of a curve of the n'" order postponed from Art, 78. 
We shall explain two methods by wfilch we can form the 
equation of a curve whose Intersections with a given curve shaU 
determine the points of contact of its bitangents. 

The theory of the tangents of a curve was studied (Art. 64) 
by means of the equation A = 0, or 

X" U' 4 X " > A U' 4 i \ " - y Â  U' + &c. = 0, 

which determines the coordinates of the points In which the 
Hne joining two given points meets the curve. We there saw 
that If the point x'y'z' be on the curve, and xyz anywhere on 
the tangent, we must have U' = 0, AU' = 0, and If the tan
gent meet in three consecutive points we must have besides 
A'' U' = 0, if in four consecutive points we must have likewise 
A° U' = 0, and so on. If the tangent at x'y'z' touch the curve 
elsewhere, then making U' = 0, AU' = 0, In the equation A = 0, 
the reduced equation of the {n — 2)"" degree must have equal 
roots, and therefore, if the discriminant of that equation be Y, 
the relation Y=0 must be satisfied by the coordinates x'y'z', 
xyz. In the case of points of Inflexion where we have the two 
conditions A ?7' = 0, A'-" U' = 0, the one being of the first degree 
and the other of the second in xyz, and both satisfied for any 
point on the tangent. It Is evident, as was stated (.̂ Vrt. 74), 
that AC/' ' = 0 is the equation of the tangent, and that A'U''=0 
must contain AU' = 0 as a factor. In like manner, In the case 
of a bitangent, F = 0 must contain A Z7' = 0 as a factor, and 
by finding the condition that this shall be the case, we find the 
condition that x'y'z' shall be a point of contact of a bitangent. 
The special method used, Art. 74, not being applicable to 
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the general case, we employ the foUowing method due to 
Prof. Cayley, and it Is convenient to begin with the foUow
ing lemma. 

381. Let the equations of two curves contain the variables 
xyz in the degrees a, b respectively, and 3?y'^ in the degrees 
d, V; and let the ah points of intersection of the two curves 
aU coincide with x'l/^, it Is required to find the order of the 
farther condition that must be ftdfiUed in order that they may 
have other common points, whieh can only happen when there 
is a factor common to U and V. When this is the case any 
arblfrary line ax + 0y+nz = O must be sure to have a point 
common to U and V; namely, the point or points where the 
arblfrary line meets the curve represented by the common 
factor. It foUows that the result of elimination between U= 0, 
V= 0, and the equation of the arbitrary line must, in this case, 
vanish. This result contains aySy in the degree ab, x'y'^ in 
the degree db' + dh, and the coefficients of U, V In the de
grees h, a respectively. But since the result of ellralnation 
is obtained by multiplying together the results of substituting 
'va.ax + 0y + yz the coordinates of each of the Intersections of 
U, V, and since by hypothesis these interesectlons aU coincide 
with x'y'z', the resultant must be of the form IT {ajx' +0y'+yz')'"'. 
The condition aa? + 0y' + yz' = 0 merely indicates that the arbl
frary line passes through x'^ifz', in which case it passes through 
a point common to U and V, whether they have a common 
factor or not. Eejecting this factor, the remaining condition 
n = 0 Is the sought condition that U and V may have a 
common factor, and we see that it does not involve aySy, that 
it is of the order aV + a'b — db in a?'i/z', and of the orders b, a 
respectively in the coefficients of C^and V. 

382. When the method just described is applied to the inves
tigation of the points of Inflexion, that is, to the determination 
of the condition that A U', A' U' may have a common factor, 
we have a = l , a' = »i — 1 , 5 = 2, &' = « —2, and the formula just 
obtained gives 3 {n — 2) for the order of n in a?i/z', which Is the 
order of the Hessian as already found. It appears also that IT 
is of the second degree In the coefficients of A U', and of the 
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first in those of A?U'; and since each of these Is of the first 
degree In the coefficients of the original equation, IT involves 
these coefficients in the third degree, which also agrees with 
previous results. 

To proceed then to the ease of the double tangents, since the 
equation A = 0 is reduced to the forra ^A'U'X'"'+...+ Up."'' = 0, 
a specimen term of its discriminant Is {A'U')'^''U"^, whence we 
see that Y Is of the order {n + 2){n — 3) in xyz, of the order 
{n — 2){n— 3) in x'y'z', and of the order 2 (n — 3) in the coeffi
cients of the original equation. In the next place we can 
show that all the Intersections of Y and AU' coincide -svith 
x'y'z'; for the equation of the system of n' — n — 2 tangents 
through the point x'y'z' found by the method of Art. 78 is of 
the forra ^ A Z 7 ' 4 - Y{A'U'Y = 0, and this system can evidently 
be intersected by A U' In no other point than a?y'z'; therefore 
making AU'= 0 in the equation last -written, we see that 
AU' can meet neither Y nor A'U' In any other point than 
x'y'^. We may then apply the method of Art. 381, writmg 
a = l, d = n-l, b={n + 2){n-3), b'={n-2) {n-3), whence 
ab' + db = {n' +2n-A){n-3). We have then for the order of 
n in x'y'z', {n + 3) {n-2) {n-3). I t Is of the order {n+ 2) (n-3) 
In the coefficients of A U', and of the first order in the coeffi
cients of Y, and therefore of the order (w 4 4) (n — 3) in the 
coefficients of the original equation. The bitangential cnrve 
n = 0 meets the original eurve U= 0 'm 7i{n + 3){n — 2) (n — 3) 
points, and since there are two of those points on each bitangent, 
the number of bitangents is ^n [n - 2) (w* — 9) as found other
wise. Art. 82. 

383. The method of Art. 381 not only enables us to de
termine the order of the required condition IT = 0, but by the 
actual performance of the operations Indicated, to find the con
dition Itself. Thus x', y', z' being, as before, the coordinates of 
the point on the curve, in the ease of points of inflexion we 
have to eliminate between aa; -f /3_y 4- 7^ = 0, A Z7' = 0, A?U'= 0, 
and the last equations written at length are 

Lx+My+Nz- 0, 

oa!" 4 by' + ca' + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy - 0. 
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It will be convenient. In order to avoid numerical multipliers, if 
we suppose the original equation to have been written with 
binomial coefficients, and the common multipliers to be removed 
after differentiation, so that L, M, N denote the first differentials 
of U' divided by « ; a, b, &e., the second differentials of U' 
dmded by n{n — l); and the ordinary equations of homo
geneous functions wUl be Lx'+ My'+ Nz'— U', ax'+ hy'+ gz' = L, 
&c. 

Now the condition that two lines shall intersect In a point 
on a conic may be written in the form of a determinant 

a, h, g, L, a 
h, b, f, M, 0 

g, fi C) ^1 7 
L, M, N, 

a, 0, 7j = 0, 

for it may be verified, that this determinant expanded Is the 
same as the result of substituting in the equation of the conic, the 
coordinates of the intersection of the two lines, viz. My-N0, 
Na-Ly L0-Ma. Now, in vfrtue of the equations of horao-
geneous functions, the above determinant may be reduced by 
multiplying successively the first three lines and columns re
spectively by a!', y', z', and _subtracting from the fourth, 
then becomes. If we denote ax +0y' + 7«' by R, 

I, h, g, 0, 
K h, f, 0 

It 

or U' 

g, f: "5 0, 
0, 0, 0, - U', 

a, 01 7) - -^) 

a, h, g, a 
h, h, / , 0 

g^ 
a, 

a 
0 
7 

-R 
0 

0, 7 
c, 7 

-R' 
a, h, g 
h, b,'f 
gi fl c 

After Clebsch we use the abbreviation Q j for the determinant 

multiplying U', in which the matrix of the Hessian is bordered 
verticaUy and horizontally by a, 0, y. In Hke manner the de-
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termlnant with which we started, in which the same matrix is 
twice bordered, by a, 0, y, and by the differential coefficients of 

U, would be written ( „ ' J; and the equation we have 

established is 

(^;:)=- '̂(:)-™ 
When x'y'z' make U' = 0, the equation ( ' 1 = 0 reduces to 

H= 0, as It ought. 

384. In order to proceed by the same method to find the 
equation of the bitangential curve, we have to find the result of 
substituting My—N0, Na-Ly, L0—Ma for ar, y, z respectively 
in the discriminant of the equation A = 0 (Art, 380), and our 
course will be first to find the result of that substitution In the 
several coefficients of that equation, viz, A?U', A'f7', &c,, or as 
we shaU more briefly write them A", A', &c. The result of sub
stitution in A' has been calculated, (Art, 383), and Hesse has 
shewn by the following process, that the result of substitution 
in A' Is of the form P^U'+ Q^{ax'+ 0y'+yz'Y, which when 
x'l/z' Is on the eurve reduces to Qi^{aa? + 0y' + yz')'. His 
method shews that if this be frue for two consecutive A*"', A', 
it will be true for A**̂ , and enables us to express P^^„ Q^^ In 
terms of the corresponding previous coefficients. It will be 
reraembered, that by definition we have A**' = A (A*), where 

A denotes the operation x-^,+y^ + z-p; but In this it was 

assumed that xyz, x'y'z' are independent quantities. In the 
case now under consideration, where x is supposed to have 
the value My-N0, and therefore to be impHcItly a function 
of x'y'z'. It must therefore be understood, that in the operation 
A the differentiation only affects x'y'z' as far as they appear 
expUcItly, and not as they ai-e implicitly contamed in xys. 

Let us denote by V the operation x -^rf + V -r-; + z — without 
dx -^ dy ds 

this restriction, then according to the genei-al rule for deriving 
differentials with regard to .dy'z' on the supposition that .vys 
are variable from tho differentials ou the supposition that they 
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are constant, we have In operating on any function 8, 
c .a dS dS dS 

v8=A8+^vx + ^vy + ^v». 

385. The next step Is to calculate the values of v^ ,̂ vy, Vz. 
The result of operating with y on any function 8 is easily 

seen to be L, M, N 

Kj 0, 7 

, and therefore when the function is 

{n-1) 

X or My — N0 the result is 

hy-g0, hy-f0,fy-c0 
L, M, N 
«> /3, 7 . 

where the coefficient {n — 1) arises from the condition we have 
introduced, according to which the differentials of L, &c, are 
(w — 1) a, &c. The determinant just written is then reduced by 
the following process: 

h gy fl c 
0, hy-g0, by-f0,fy-c0 
0, 

0, 

= R 

M, 

7, g, f c 
0, h, h, f 

{0y' + yz'), ax', hx', gx' 
0, a, 0, y 

h hf 
-'0 

N 

7 

7, g, f, 0 

A ^, 5 , / 
0, L, M, N 

0, a, 0, 7 

R — ax', — ax', — hx', —gx' 

0, 
7, 
0, 

h, 

9, 
a, 

i, f 

0, 7 

.9,f, 
^,0, 7 

If we denote ( ) by S, and the halves of its several differ

entials with regard to a, 0, y, by S„ 2^, S ,̂ these last differ 

only in sign from the deterrainants muUiplying B In the values 

of yx, yy, yz, and we have 
/ dS ^ dS ^ d8\ 

V(^) = A ( ^ ) - ( « - l ) P ( s . ^ + S , ^ - ^ S , ^ j 

, d S ,dS , d S , /a^ f ,dS ,dS 
dz. 

T Y 
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In particular let /S'=A*(F), where 7 Is any function of the 

order n' In a?y'z', then since y- =^-pj ^ ' ' ' (^)) "̂ ® ^^^^ 

V ( A * F ) = A ' " ( F ) - A ! ( « - l ) i 2 ( s . ^ 4 - S , | - , 4 S , ^ , ) A * - ' ( F ) 

Since A'"'F Is a homogeneous function In x'y'z' oi the degree 
n' — k+1, the last terra reduces to 

k{n-l){n'-k + l){^^A^^{V). 

386, It wUl be convenient to use the abbreviation -^ for 
d 

the operations, ^ 4 S , | > 4 23^^,, 

also that 
a, h, g,'V, 

and it will be observed 

^(F) = 
.9, / j c, 
a, A 7 

F or 0̂-
The result of operating with -̂ /̂  on a; vanishes, as may easily be 
seen by substituting in the last column of this determinant for 
V„ V,, Fj, 0 the values hy — g0, hy —f0,fy — c,3, 0y — y3. when 
It at once resolves itself into two, each of which vanishes In con
sequence of having two columns the same. The result then, of 
operating, with ^ on any function containing a!, y, z, is the 
same, whether or not these be regarded as constants. The 
equation of the last article then, as applied to the quantities 
A', &c. which we desire to calculate, is 

A"' = V (A') + k{n-l)Rf {A'-') - /.- (« - 1) (n -k + 1) SA^\ 

387, From the expression just found, we can shew that if 
we have A'-' = P,.,Z74 Q,_,R', A ' = P,U+ Q.R', then A^' must 
bo of like form, .For wo Iiavo only to substitute those values 
for A'~\ A* in tlic equation of the last article; and we must 
observe that v (U) and v (P) both vanish, as at once appears 
by substituting either L, M, N, or a, 0, y for 8„ ^;, /.% in 
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8„ 8„ S^ 
L, M, N Hence V (A'') = Uy (P,) 4 B'y (Q,). We 

a> /S, 7 
lave, by substituting nL, nM, nN, and a, 0, y respectively 

for S^, 8„ 8, In {fj,^{ U) = - nHR, i|r (P) = (^) , and therefore 

f A- ' = U^ ( P , J -̂  P V (f t-J - «A..-ff-B -H 2PS Q,_,. 

GoUectIng then the terms in the expression given for A" ' 
(Art. 386), we have A^''= UP^^^+E'Q^^,, where 

P^n = v{P,)-k{n-l){n-k+ 1) SP,_. 4 -?!(«- 1) P ^ (P,.J, 

Qi.,=v{Q,)-^{n- l){n-k-l) ^Q,_, 

+ k{n-l)Ry{r{ Q,_Y -n{n-l) kP,_,H. 

388. From these formulae we are able to form a table of the 
values of Pg, ^3, &c. Thus to commence, it Is obvious that 
P^ = 0, Q,=0, and (Art. 383) P, = -'2, Q, = -H. Hence 
P3 = - A ( 2 ) , Q^ = -A{H).^ 

When the curve is a cubic A" Is no other than the cubic func
tion itself, and the value just given for Q^ may be geometrically 
interpreted as follows: If any line ax + 0y + yz meet a cubic, 
and from each of the points of meeting four tangents be drawn 
to the curve, the twelve points of contact lie on the quartic 

a {H,N- H^M) + 0 {H,L - H,N) + 7 {H,M- H,L) = 0; 

for this condition must, as we have seen, be fulfilled by any 
point of the curve whose tangent intersects ax + 0y + yz on 
the curve. This result also immediately foHows from Art. 183. 

Proceeding now to Q^, we have (Art. 387) 

Q, = -y{AH)+3 (n-1) («-4) 2 ^ - 3 {n-l)Rf {H)+3n{n-l)^H 

= - V (AS) 46 ( M - 1 ) {n-2) '2.H-3 {n-1) Rf {H). 

But In conformity with the result at the end of Art. 385, writing 
k=l, and denoting by n' the degree of the Hessian, or 3 (?i - 2), 

V {AH) = A'H- {n - 1) Bf {H) + {n-l) n'2H. 

Hence Q, = - A'H+ {n - 1) n"2.H- 2 {n-1) Bf {H). 
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389. We have now the materials for forming the equation 
of the bitangential curve of a quartic. According to the 
method explained (Art. 384) we are first to form the discrimi
nant of A = 0, or o f ^ ^ ° ^ ' + i Y 3 ' ^ ' ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ L 2 H ' ^ * ^ ' ' *°^ 
then having substituted My - N0, &c. for x, &c. we must, by 
the help of the equation of the curve, remove a, 0, y. By 
making the substitution before forming the discriminant, the 
equation becomes 

1 ^,.. . 1 ^ , . 1 
1.2 ^^'"''^ 1,2,3 <33V + 1,2,3,4 eX=o, 

whose discriminant differs only by a numerical factor from 
QY -3Q, Q^, a function still containing a, y9, 7 in the second 
degree, and therefore requiring further reduction. For this 
purpose the following formula is useful. 

390. If we border the matrix of the Hessian both hori
zontally and vertically with three rows and columns, the 
resulting determinant is clearly the product, with sign changed, 
of the two determinants added horlzontaUy and vertically. 
Thus In particular If V, W he functions of the orders n', n" 
w e h a v e - A ( F ) A ( I F ) = 

a. 
h. 

9, 
«. 

h, 
i, 
f 
0, 

g, a, y„ L 
f, 0, K, M 
c, 7, n> N 
7, 
^ 3 , 

N 

a. 

h, 
g-i 

a j 

^ „ 
0, 

h. 
5, 
./; 
0, 
1̂ „ 
0, 

g-i 

f 
c, 
7, 

^ 3 . 

0, 

« j 

01 
7, 
0, 
0, 

-R, 

y. 
K, 
n, 
0, 
0, 

-n'V, 

0 
0 
0 

-R 
-«"TT 

-U 
w„ w„ 
L, M, 

or A(F)A(IF) 

=»-»"r.. 0-.vnYYi-^'wnC).B^{l)^v(^Yv)' 
and when x'y'z' satisfy tho equation U=0, the last term 
vanishes. Thus in particular 

{AVY = n"V'['^-2dVR[l) + E[^^), 
or in tho notation we have before used 

QY = {^HY = n"Il'^ - 2n'HRf (//) 4 R' (J^) , 
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the last term denoting the result of writing In 2, Instead of 
a, 0, 7, the differential coefficients of H. 

In precisely the same way we get a formula of reduction 
for A ' F by writmg In the preceding deterrainant 

and supposing the operation to be performed on F. In the 
reduction, then, we have instead of n' V, and of n" W, 

, d , d , d 
"" d^'^y^^'^^w 

and the formula becomes 

A ^ F = n ' ( « ' - l ) F Q - 2 ( . . ' - l ) p ( ^ ) 4 P ' ' ( ^ ^ ) F , 

where the last symbol denotes the result of substituting in 2 
symbols of differentiation Instead of a, 0, y, and operating on F. 

Introducing the value thus found for ^'H into the value 
given for Q^ (Art. 388), we have 

Q^ = - n' {n' - n) ^H+ 2 («' - n) Rf {H) - R' Q H. 

Thus, then, since Q, = — Hwe have In general 

{n'-n)QY-n'Q,Q, = E\{d-n)(^^yn'HQ)Hy, 

and In the case of the quartic, for which n = A,n' = G, 

QY-3Q,Q, = E \{^)-3H(f)H\, 
KH) —\dj . 

and accordingly the equation of the bitangential curve is 

fH\ ^^^(d: ©--©--^ 
that is to say, if 2 written at full length Is 

Ad 4 B0' + Cy' + 2F0y + 2Gya + 2Ha0, 

this equation Is 

A— B ~ G ^ 2F^— + 2G—^ + 2H—~ 
dx' dy' dz' dy dz dz dx dx dy 

,.^{,d'H ^d'H ^dH ^^cPH ,^^d"H ^^rrd'H) 

^'^{^d^+^W^ ^-dz'-^'^^d^^-d^^-'^^^y]^ 
a curve of the fourteenth order. 
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391. The equation just obtained may be transformed by 
the help of the expression given {Conics, Art. 381, Ex. 1), for 
the condition that the polar line of a point, with regard to one 
conic, may touch another. We there saw that If ax' + &c., 
a'x' 4 &c, be the two conics, we have 

{be -f) {a'x 4 h'y+g'z)'+ &c.= {d {he -f)+&c.} {a'x'+ &c,}-F, 

where F denotes a conic covariant to the two conics. And, in 
like manner, that 

{b'c'-f") {ax + hy-\ gz)'+ &c,= {a {h'd-f") + &c,} {aa!'4&c,}-F. 

Now If a, h, c, &c. have the same meaning as before, and If 
d, &e. denote the second differential coefficients of the Hessian, 
then, its degree being n', {dx + h'y+g'z) &c. are («'— 1) times the 
first differential coefficients, and Pc—f) {dx + h'y+g'zY+ &c 
is {n' — Vf times the covariant we have caUed 0 (Art. 231). We 
may give the name 0 ' to the corresponding covariant In which 
the differential coefficients of the curve and of the Hessian 
are interchanged, and whose vanishing expresses the condition 
that the polar Hne of a point with respect to the curve should 
touch the polar conic of the same point with regard to the 
Hessian, In like manner, d {be —f) + &c. Is <I> and a'a:' + &c, 
is n' (n' — l) H. We have then the Identities 

{n' - lY @ = n' («' - 1) H<b - F , 0 ' = U^' - F , 

(n' - 1)'̂  0 - „' {d - 1) fiiD = 0 ' - Z7*', 

and In the particular case of the quartic where n' = 6, 

25© - 30H^ = 0 ' - U¥. 

Thus, then, the points of contact of bitangents are the inter
sections with the curve, not only of 0 — Si?* as already obtained, 
but also of 150 — 0 ' o r of 0'— 45iZ4>; or, again, bitangential 
curves might bo expressed In terras of tho covariant F . 

392. Let us now proceed to the fifth order. We have 
(Art, 387) 

Q. =V («..) - I («-l) (n-5) 2(.),44 ( H - 1 ) Rf{QyAn [n-1) IIP,; 
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and using the value of Q^ last obtained, and employing the 

abbreviations 0 for ^ ^ j and $ for {^£\ H, we have 

Q,=-n'{n'-n)HA{2)-n'{n'-n)2A{H)+2{n'-n)RAf{H)-R''A{^) 

+ in[n-l)HA{2)+A{n-l){n-5)-2AH-A[n-l)Bf{AH) 

= -2{n'- 13n + 18) HAS -2{n'-3n + 8) 2A {H) 

+ A{n-3)BA {fH) -A{n-l)Bf {AH) - B'A (*). 
In particular when n = 5, we have 

Q,=AAHA (2) -362A {H) + 8PA {fH)-lGRf{AH)-E'A{^). 
In this case we have also 

Q^ = - 3G2H+ 8Rf {H) - R'^, 

Q, = -AH, Q, = -H. 

In order to form the bitangential curve of a quintic, the quantity 
to be calculated Is 

{'^TQ.QS-5QM'=H^QY-^Q.Q.)[^QY-^^Q.Q:II 
a quantity containing a;S7 In the sixth order, and which it is 
necessary, by the help of the equation of the curve, to shew to 
be divisible by E. Now, in virtue of a formula aheady ob
tained, we have 

It is also easy to shew that 27Q,Q^-5Q^Q^ and 5QY-12Q^Q^ 
are each divisible by R; but I have not been able to carry the 
reduction further. 

We shew elsewhere {Higher Algebra, Art, 295) how all these 
calculations may be made by symbolical methods, 

393, Another method* of solving the problem of double 
tangents is suggested, by what was proved (Arts, 183, 235) that 
the point where the tangent to a cubic meets It again is 
determined by the intersection of the tangent with the line 
xH,+yH, + zH^=0. I t occurs to attempt to form in like 
manner the equation of a curve of the order n — 2, which shall 
pass through the {n — 2) points where the tangent to a curve 

* I gare this method in the PhilosojjMcal Magazine, Oct. 1858, and Quarterly 
Journal of Mathematics, vol. III. p. 317. See also Memoirs by Prof. Cayley, 
Phil. Trans. (1859), p, 193, and (1851), p, 357, 
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of the n" order meets it again. If the equation of this tan
gential curve were once formed, then, by forming the condi
tion that the given tangent should touch this curve, we 
should immediately have the equation of the bitangential. 
Now, what has been proved already as to the order of the 
bitangential wIU enable us to see what must be the order of 
the tangential curve In a!'^^' and in the coefficients. The con
dition that the line Lx + My + Nz shaU touch a curve of 
the (w-2)"' order is of the order {n-2) {n-3) in L, M, N, 
and of the order 2 {n-3) In the coefficients of that curve. 
Consequently, if the coefficients of the tangential curve con
tain x'y'z' in the order p, and the coefficients of the ori
ginal In the order q, the bitangential must be of the order 
{n -l){n — 2) (n - 3) 4 2p {n - 3) In x'y'z', and of the order 
{n - 2) (n - 3) 4 2q {n - 3) In the coefficients of the original. 
But actually the bitangential is of the order {n — 2){7i—3){n + 3) 
in x'y'z', and of the order {n + A){n — 3) in the. coefficients of 
the original (Art. 382). It foUows then thatp = 2{n-2),q = 3; 
that is to say, that the tangential must be of the order 2 {n — 2) 
in x'y'z', and of the third order in the coefficients of the original. 
Further, we know that if x'y'z' be on the Hessian, the tan
gential must pass through x'y'z', and therefore the substitution 
of x'y'z' for xyz must reduce the tangential to H. This con
sideration and the known forra of the tangential in the case 
of the cubic suggests that the tangential in general is the 
{n — 2)'° polar of x'y'z' with regard to / / or A''~'H, for this Is 
a curve of the right order in xyz, in x'y'z, and in the coeffi
cients, and It will pass through x'y'z' when this point is on the 
Hessian. Accordingly, In the next article we examine whether 
the curve A"''{II) does pass through the points -where the 
tangent meets the curve again, and though the answer is found 
to be in the negative, the process of examination loads to the 
true form of the tangential, 

394. Take then the origin on the curvo, and the axis of 
y as the tangent, and let the equation of tho curve be 

nby + ln {n - 1) {ry + 2<v»'// 4 cy) 

+ ^ n (« - 1) {n - 2) {dy+ 3d,ry+ 3d^ay'+ dy) + &c. = 0. 
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It Is to be observed, and the remark will be useful In the 
sequel, that the several polars of the origin, with regard to 
the curve, are got by writing n-1, n-2, &c., for n in this 
equation. Now, in order that a curve may pass through the 
tangential points, its equation must be such that when we 
make y = 0 'it will reduce to 

^n{n-l)c^+ —n{n- 1) {n - 2) d^x + &c. = 0. 

Let us form then the equation of the Hessian, and since we 
are about to form Its polar curves with regard to the origin, 
and then to make y = 0, we need only concern ourselves with 
those terms of the Hessian whieh do not contain y. The 
second differential coefficients of the given curve are 

a = c„ + {n-2) d^x +1 {n -2) {n-3)ey -i- &c., 

h = e, + {n-2)d,x+i{n-2){n-3) e,x' + &c., 

c = i{n-2){n-3)cy + &c., 

f=h +{n-2) c,x + \{n-2){n- 3)d,x'+&c.o., 

g= {n-2)c^x + \{n-2) {n-3) dy + &c,, 

h = G^+{n-2)d,x + \{n-2){n-3) e,x' + &c. 

The equation then of the Hessian is readily found to be 

cP'4-(K-2) dp'x +{\{n-2) {n-3) ep' + {n-1) {n-2)P} x' 

4 {\{n- 2) {n-3) {rt-A)fP'+{n-l) {n- 2)̂  Q 

+ {n-l) {n - 2) {n - 3) R} x^ + &c, = 0, 

where for brevity we have written 

2P= c,cY - C.G; 4 2bc,d^ - 2hejJ„ 2 Q = dj,^ - 2c,c,d, + cYd„ 

3R = c^c,d^ - d^c,' 4 2e„5c, - 2c/je,, 

but the actual values of these quantities are not material to 
our purpose. What Is important is to notice that the equation 
divides Itself into groups of terms each having the same function 
of M as a numerical coefficient, so that if we want to form 
the equation of the Hessian of the first, second, &c,, polar of 
the given curve with regard to the origin we have only to 
substitute n-1, n — 2, &c,, for n In the above equation. 

Now the line polar, with regard to the origin of a eurve 
of the w'" degree u^+u, + &c. = 0 being nu^4M, = 0, the line 

z z 
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polar of the origin, with regard to the Hessian, which is a 
curve of the order 3 (n - 2) Is, from the preceding equation, 
3c„4 J„a! = 0, together with a term in y Irrelevant to the present 
question; and since this equation does not contain n, we see 
that the polar of a point on a curve with respect to the Hessian 
of either the curve itself or of its polar curves aU meet the 
tangent In the same point. In fact, the polar is in every 
case the same line. When n = 3, 3c„ 4 d„x is the result of 
makingy=0 '\n the equation of the curve; that is to say, 
the polar with regard to the Hessian Is the tangential, as we 
have seen already. 

The equation of the polar conic of the origin with regard 
to a curve of the m'" order is \n (n — 1) M„ 4 (« — 1) u,+u, = 0; 
and therefore the polar conic with regard to the Hessian is 

%{n-2) {3n - 7) cP'•\{n-2) (3n -1] dp''x 

+ {\{n-2){n-3)eP'+{n-l){n-2)P}x' = 0, 

and it is evident, on inspection, that in the case of the quartie 
this polar conic cannot be the tangential, because it contains 
the group of terms P which do not similarly occur in the 
equation of the curve. But we can readily form an equation 
not containing these terms. Let A'H = 0 denote the equation 
we have just obtained, and let A'H, denote the polar conic 
with respect to the Hessian of the first polar of the origin, 
and as we have already seen, A'H, is derived from AH by 
writing n-1 for n. Then it is easily verified that 

{n - 3) A'H -{n-1) A'E, = {n - 3) b' {6c„ + Ad^x + cy}. 

But when the given curve is of the fourth degree, the right-
hand side is what the equation of tlie given curve becomes when 
we make y = 0. It foUows then that A'H— 3A"fi| is the 
required tangential of a quartic. 

In precisely the same way the polar cubic of the origin, 
with regard to the Hessian, is found to bo 

I (3n - 6) (3n - 7) {3n - 8) cP' 4 i (« - 2) (3n - 7) (3« - 8) dp'.r 

4 i (« - 2) {n - 3) (;!» - 8) ep'z' + (n - 1) {n - 2) (3n - 8) Pt' 

+Un-2){n--6){n-A)fP'u^+{n-l){n-2YQx'^{n-l){n-2){n-S)BA 
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and A^H„ A^H^, &c. are found by substituting (n - 1 ) , (n - 2), &c. 
for n. And we can verity that 

(n -3) ( n - 4 ) A'H- 2{n-l){n-4) A'H, + {n-l) {n - 2) A'i?, 

= 2 (n - 4) (10c„ 4 10 „̂a! 4 5e„a!'' 4/a:'). 

And when n = 5 the right-hand side of the equation Is what 
the original equation becomes when we make In 'it y = 0, and 
therefore it foUows, as before, that the tangential Is 

A'J3'-4A'^,-h6A'£r,= 0. 

When n = 6 the tangential Is in Hke manner 

A*^-5A ' i ? , + 10A*^, = 0. 
I was hence led, by Induction, to the conclusion which 

Professor Cayley has verified independently, that the tangential 
is in general 

A - - " a - { n - 1 ) A^^'H, +1 {n-1) {n-2) A^'H,- &c. = 0. 

395. I t Is easy to establish what has been stated above, 
that the polar lines of the origin are the same with regard to 
its Hessian, and to the Hessian of any of the polar curves. 

We have -T— = --^ -j- + &c,, or employing the usual abbrevia

tions A for hc—f, &c,, we have 

iE^:^\A— P— G— 
dx ~ dx \ dx' dy' dz' 

whh similar expressions for the differentials with regard to 
y and z. I t is to be noted that these may be written in 

the abbreviated form T = - T - ( / ) • Now the differential 
dx dx \dj 

coefficients of the first polar x'U,+y'U, + z'U^ are got from 
the corresponding coefficients of the original curve by per-

, d , d , d , , , 
forming on them the operation a! ^ + « / 'du'^^ dz'' 

when we substitute x'y'z for xyz Is equivalent to multiplying 
each by the factors n-1, n-2, &c. But the same numerical 
factor being common to every term in the expression for / / „ 
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it Is plain that xII,+yH,, + zII^ represents the . same Hne 
whether the polar be taken with regard to the Hessian of the 
original, or to that of its first polar. And the same argument 
appHes to the other polar curves. 

Let us proceed to the polar conic. If we differentiate the 
expressions just given for / / , &c,, the differential wiU consist 
of two groups of terms, viz, the differential on the supposition 
that A, B, &c, are constant, together with the terms got by 
differentiating these quantities. If we write, for shortness, 
^, 1], ^ to denote the symbols of differentiation with regard to 
X, y, z, we have 

^'H= e{Ae+Bv'+&c.} u+ ^^'{a{r,t'-v'^Y+ 5 (rr-r?)'+&c.i U, 
It being understood that the accents in the last group of terms 
may be dropped after the expansion, the term ^^'arY^", for 

, ,, , dU dU ^, , ^ 
instance, standing tor a , , , , , g, i he last equation may 
be written in the abbreviated form 

Thus then the equation of the polar conic of any point, with 
regard to the Hessian, may be written F 4 i r = 0 , where F 
denotes a group of terms in each of which a fourth differential 
is multiplied by the product of two second differentials, and IF 
a group in eacli of which a second differential is multiplied by 
the product of two third differentials. Now If we take the 
Hessian of the first polar, then, as has been stated above, the 
second, third, and fourth diS'erentials become multiplied by 
w —2, m —3, n —4 respectively, and the result is 

A''II, = {n -2){n- A) V+ (n - 3)» W= 0, 

which when n = 4 reduces to the latter group of terms. The 
equation of the tangential of a quartic is then evidently of the 
forra F4/ i : lF=0, and maybe transformed accordingly. Thus 
it may be written in the form 

i d d d \' ^„ 

^'i-'L^^t'-'-'M-':^*^')"'-"' 
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The equation of the bitangential curve Is got by expressing 
the condition that the tangent Lx + My + Nz should touch the 
conie just written; and It wUl evidently consist of three groups 
of terms, since the condition that a line should touch S + kS' is 
of the form 2 4 ^''I' 4 T?^ = 0. What answers here to 2 is the 
covariant caUed ©'; and I have verified that the other two 
groups of terms are also expressible In the form © 4 kH^.* 

POLES AND POLAES, 

396. It wUl be convenient to collect here some properties 
of the Jacobian of a system of three curves, stated Higher 
Algebra, Arts. 88 and 176, and elsewhere In this volume. The 
Jacobian is the locus of points whose polar lines with regard 
to three curves meet in a point, its equation being 

/ = 
" D 

'^u 
«'.) 

« 2 J 

'".1 

«'.» 

« 8 

^ 3 

«'a 

= 0. 

* I attempted in like manner to obtain the bitangential curve of a quintic 
by -writing down for the cnrve whose equation is given Art. 394, covariant 
of the right order, and such that the absolute term vanishes if the axis of x 
touches the given cnrve a second time. For instance, if i//- = 46 — gS"*, then 

A (~) + &c. and '^ [A -=-^ -i- &c.) are covariants of the right order. Although I 

have not been successful, it may be useful for purposes of reference to give the 
values I obtained for the covariants in this case. It v/ill be seen that, without loss 
of generality, we may suppose c, and c, to vanish. We have then 

S=b'c + 3b' (d^ + d,y) + 3 (b'e^ - ibcd,) x' + 3 (2b'e, - bbcd,) xy + 3 (b'e,- bed,) y' 
+ (b'f„ ~ 165cci + We'd,) x> + (Sb'f, - BSice, - 96 d^ -i- ^K' + 18«"<̂ 3) »'2/ 
+ (- 6bcf, - 12bdi,e, + Vibe^d,^ + ISc'e, + 2iedJ, - IScd,') x" + ka., 

e = 9J2 {(i4(Zu2 + 663eV,) + (44X«o + 12i%%i - ^H^cd^d, - hlb'cHi, x 
+ (ib*d,e, + 12bVe, - -ISb^cdad, + SWcd,' - 3%'c'd3) y 
+ (2¥dJ„ + ib%' + Bb'e'f, + Wed^e, - ^Vcd,e„ - X^Wc^e, - 2%3b'e'd„d, 

+ 269b'e'd,' + 36Jc%) x' + &C.J, 
$ = 66 [(b^e,+4i'ed,) +x (b'f,-Sb'ee,-38bc'd,) +y {b^i- 2b'ce,+27b' (d,'- d,d,) -Albc'd,} 

+ x' (- Ub'cf, - 12b'%e, + \2b'ead,.+ &bc'e, - W1bcd^d,+ Wibed,'- Bc^d,) + Ac], 
Of the quantities A, B', &c. the only ones which contain terms- independent of x and 
ya!sA = b% F=bc; so that iE any quantity >/r of the form Q + kSi -vfritten at 
fuU length \>eA + BaX + B,y + C^x' + &o., then the degree of i/' bemg 2-2, the 

absolute term in the covariant A (j^J+ &<=. is b'B,' + iiboAB,, and in A ^^ + &c 

is 2b'Co + 42bcBi. 
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We have seen. Art. 191, that the Jacobian Is the locus of the 
double points of curves of the systera 

Xu + p.v + V'w = 0. 

If the three curves have a common point, that point is on 

the Jacobian. For, from the equations 

xu,+yu.^+zu, = mu, xv,+yv, + zv„ = m'v, xw^+yw,+ zw^ = m"w, 

(where m, m', m" are the degrees of the three curves respec
tively), -We have 

Jx = xnu {v,-w„ - v^w,) + m'v {w,u^ - w^u^ + m"w {u^v^ - u„v^), 

which we may write 

Jx = mAu + m'Bv + m" Cw, 

whence evidently J vanishes for any values which make «, v, w 

to vanish. 
If the three curves be of the sarae degree, this common point 

is a double point on the Jacobian. For differentiating with 
respect to x, we have 

dJ dA , dB „ dC . , „ „ „ 
J+ x-T-=mu -T- + mv -r- + m w -j- + mAu, + m Py^4-m Cw,; 

but since Au, + Bv, + Cw, = J, we see that when m = m' = m", 

-J- will vanish for any values which make «, v, w and con-
ax 
sequently J to vanish. So, again, 

dJ dA , dB „ dC . ,T, ,./-, 
x—r= mu -^r- +mv^—Vm w -=— 4 mAu„ + m Bv, + m Lw,, 

dy dy dy dy ' ^ 

which, since Au, + Bv, + Cw, = 0, vanishes for any values that 
make u, v, w, J to vanish, when m= m' = m". In like manner 
the other differential coefficient of ./ vanishes for the same point. 

If only two of the curves be of the same degree, the 
Jacobian touches the third curve at tho oommon point. For 
the equation written above, when we make m = iii, becomes 

dJ dA dB „ dC -, , „ . „ 
J +x-^-=mu-J- 4nxc , + m w ,- 4 m J + {m — m) Gio„ 

and for the common point, this reduces to .rJ, = {m" — m) Cw,; 
and we have. In like manner, 

a-t/j = {ni" - m) Cw., xJ., = (»i" - m) Oc, ; 
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so that xJ, + yJ, + zJ^ = 0, xw,+yw, + zw^ = 0, 

represent the same right line. 
If In this case the common point be a double point on w. 

It wUl also be a double point on J, having the same tangents 
as those for the curve i«.* 

The values just obtained for / „ J„ J^ evidently vanish when 
%D„ w,, W3 vanish. Differentiating again, and omitting the 
terms which vanish as containing u, v, w, J, J„ or •w,, w„ w^, 
we have 

dJ I dA dB\ , „ 

But fi'om the values previously found for A and B, we have 

dA dB , ^ , 

and by eHminating xyz irom the equations 

a!M| -f yu, + zu^ = 0, xv, + yv, + zv^ = 0, x'w,, + yw„ + zw,^ = 0, 

we have 

«i {«2«'i3 - ^a^'iJ + 1̂ K A - «',3«J = - M'n K% - «3%) = - Cw„, 
or xJ„ = {m" — 2m) Cw„, 

and similarly the other second differential coefficients of / are 
proportional to those of w; or the two curves have the same 
tangents at their common double point. 

397, It is proved, as In Art. 190, that there are 
{m - lY +{m-l) {m' -1) + {m? - V)' 

points, whose polar lines, with respect to two curves u, v, are 
the same, and through these points must pass the Jacobian of 
u, V, and any third curve. It was shewn (Art. 97) that the 
Jacobian intersects u In the points which can be points of 
contact of u with curves of the system v + Xw. Hence, It 
immediately foUows that the locus of points, which can be 
points of contact of curves of the system u + Xd with curves 
of the system v 4 p,v', -where u and d are of the degree m, and 
V and v of the degree ni Is a curve of the order 2m 4 2m' - 3, 

Clebsch and Gordan, AbeUehe Fmctionen, p. 62. 
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whose equation may be written In either of the equivalent 
forms :* 

— u 

V„, V, 

•O'M < 5 < 

= 0, 

= 0. 

Again, It appears from the preceding that the points In 
which curves of the systems u + Xu', v + p.v', w + vw, can aU 
three touch, are among the Intersections of two curves of the 
degrees respectively 2m + 2m' — 3, 2m + 2m" — 3. But among 
these Intersections are included the m' points u, u; and the 
3 (TO — 1)' points common to the Jacobian of all curves of the 
system u + Xu. Deducting these numbers, we obtain for the 
nuraber of points In which the three curves can touch 

4 {mm' 4 m'm" + m"m) -G{m + m' + m") 4 6, 

398, We have seen (Art, 97) that the order of the condition 
of contact of two curves u, v, or, as we shall call it, of their 
tact-invariant, is in the coefficients of v, m (m 4 2m'— 3)—2S — 3K 

or n+2m{m'—l); and. In like manner, of the order n'+2m'{m—l) 
in the coefficients of u. The tact-Invariant, in the case of 
two conics, was found {Conics, Art, 372) by forming the dis
criminant of u + Xv, and then the discriminant of this con
sidered as a function of X. By similar reasoning to that 
used in the case of conies, it may be shewn that if the same 
process be employed in the case of two curves of the JK"" 
order, the tact-invariant is a factor In the result. In fact 
if A he the tact-invariant, P = 0 the condition that it may 
be possible to determine \ so that u + Xv may have two 
double points, and C = 0the condition that it may be possible 
to determine \ so that u + Xv may have a cusp, then the 
discriminant, with respect to X, of the discriminant of u + \v. 

* steiner has remarked that tho number of curves of the sj-stem « + XH', which 
OBCuhito curvoB of the f̂ yslom v + fw' is 3 {(»i + m') (m + m' — 6) -I- ̂ mm' + 5], Citlle, 
vol. XLVII. p, G. It will bo rcmomborod that wn have seen. Art. 10-2. that the con
dition for two curves osculating is, in addition to the conditions of ordmary contact, 
that tho ratio of / / to L' shall bo tho same tor both. 
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is A'B'C That P and C are factors appears by taking u as 
a curve which has either two double points or a cusp. In 
this case, not only the discriminant of u vanishes, but its 
differentials, with respect to each of the coefficients of u {Higher 
Algebra, Art. 116); therefore, in the discriminant of u + Xv, 
the term not containing X and the term containing its first 
power both vanish, or X' Is a factor in the discriminant; therefore 
its discriminant considered as a function of X vanishes. 

Thus, If M and v be cubics, the discriminant of each contains 
its coefficients In the twelfth degree, and these coefficients enter 
in the one hundred and thirty-second degree into the dis
criminant with respect to X. But the tact-invariant contains 
the coefficients of each in the degree eighteen; and the invariants 
which vanish when u + Xv can have a cusp, or a pair of double 
points, contain the coefficients of each curve in the degrees 
twenty-four and twenty-one respectively. For the degree in 
the coefficients is the same as the number of curves of the form 
u + Xv + p,w which have the singularities In question. In the 
case of the cusp, this number Is found by putting the inva
riants 8= 0, T= 0; giving thus an equation of the fourth and 
one of the sixth degree to determine X, p,, and we have 
twenty-four solutions. In the case of the two double points, 
we may suppose u, v, w to have seven points common, and 
through these points we can have twenty-one systems of a 
Hne and a conic. We have then 132 = 18 4 2 (21) 4 3 (24). 

399. In general the discriminant being of the degree 
3{m — 1)', the discriminant with respect to X contains the co
efficients of each curve in the degree 3 {m — 1)''' {3m!' - Gm + 2). 
Now the tact-invariant contains the coefficients of each in the 
degree 3m {m -1), and from considerations afterwards to be 
explained. It appears that the order of the condition that 
M 4 Xt; may have a pair of double points, (or, what is the same 
thing, the number of curves of the system u+Xv+ p,tv, which 
have two double points), Is f (m - 1) (3m'' - 9m' - 5m 4 22), 
and the corresponding number for the case of the cusp is 
12 (m-1 ) ( m - 2 ) ; and it may at once be verified that 
3 (m - 1)' (3m' - 6m 4 2) 

= 3m (m - 1) 4- 3 (m - 1) (3m'- 9m'- 5m + 22) 4 36 (m - l)(m - 2)-
AAA 
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In like manner, having formed the discriminant of Xu + p,v + vw, 
where u, v, w arc curves of the same degree, we may form 
the discriminant of this considered as a function of X, p., v; 
and this discriminant will contain as factors the resultant of 
u, V, •w, and the conditions that it may be possible that a curve 
Xu-\ p.v + vw may have three nodes, or may have a node and 
cusp, or may have a tacnode; the order of any of these 
conditions in the coefficients of any of the curves being the 
sarae as the nuraber of curves of the form Xu+ p.v+vw + t = 0, 
which have the singularity In question. When the curves 
are all conics, the discriminant, considered as a function of 
X, p., V, of the discriminant of Xu + pv + vw, is AE, where A 
is the resultant of u, v, w, and B=0 Is the condition that 
XM + pv+ VW = 0 may be capable of representing two coin
cident right lines, but I am not in possession of the general 
theory. 

400. In connection -with this subject it may be observed 
that, the tact-invariant of a curve and its Hessian being of the 
order 3 (m — 2) (5m — 9) in the coefficients of the former, and 
of the order m (7m —15) In the coefficients of the latter, is of 
the order 6 (6m' — 17m 4 9) in the coefficients of the original. 
When m = 3, this tact-Invariant Is the sixth power of the dis
criminant ; and assuming, therefore, that the sixth power of the 
discriminant is always a factor, there remains a factor of the 
order 6 (m - 3) (3m — 2), whose vanishing expresses the condition 
that the curve has a point of undulation. 

Again, take the condition that the eurve, its Hessian and 
bitangential have a common point; this condition being of 
the orders respectively 3 (m - 2)" {m' - 9), m {m — 2) {n? - 9), 
3m {m — 2) in the coefficients of these curves Is of the order 
3 (m - 2) (m - 3) {3m' + 8m - G) in the coefficients of the original. 
When m = 4, this Invariant seems only capable of being ac
counted for as the twelfth power of the discriminant multipUed 
by the square of the Invariant last considered. And assuming 
that the same factors aro to be found In general, there remains 
an invariant of the order 3 ( m - 4 ) (3?Ji'4 Sm"-32?ft4 IS), 
whieh will vanish whenovor the curve has an inflexional tangent 
which elsewhere touches the curve. 
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^ 401. As the Jacobian Is the locus of points whose polar lines 
with respect to three curves meet in a point, so we might 
consider the locus of the points In which these polar lines 
meet; or, what Is the same thing, the locus of points whose 
first polars with respect to the three curves have a common 
pomt. We shaU confine ourselves to the consideration of the 
case when the three curves are the three first polars of a 
given curve, in which case the Jacobian is the Hessian of that 
curve, and the other locus now mentioned is Its Steinerian (see 
Art. 70), the theory now to be explained being the generalization 
of that given for the cubic* (Art. 175, &c.). 

To any pomt P , then, on the Steinerian corresponds a point 
Q on the Hessian; the first polar of P has Q for a double 
point, and the polar conic of Q consists of two right lines 
intersecting in P. Consider two consecutive points P, E on 
the Steinerian; then, as in Art. 178, the intersection of their 
first polars wUl be the point Q counted twice, together with 
the pomts of contact of the first polar with its envelope. Thus, 
then, the polar, with regard to the curve, of any point Q on 
the Hessian, is the tangent to the Steinerian at the corre
sponding point P. In particular, if § Is a point of Inflexion 
on the curve. Its polar will be the tangent at that point; thus 
we see that the Steinerian is touched by the 3m{m-2) sta
tionary tangents of the curve. 

402. We have seen. Art. 70, that the orders of the Hessian 
and Steinerian respectively are 3 (m - 2) and 3 (m - 2)'; the 
Hessian ordinarily has no double point, and therefore its 
Pliickerian characteristics are 

p. = 3{m-2), 8 = 0, K = 0, v = 3 ( m - 2 ) ( 3 m - 7 ) , 

T = Y (m - 1) (m - 2) (m - 3) (3m - 8), s = 9 (m - 2) (3m - 8). 

Since there is a (1, 1) correspondence between the Hessian 
and Steinerian, the deficiencies of the two curves will be the 

* The principal theorems of this section were given by Steiner in a paper read 
before the Berlin Academy, 1848, and afterwards reprinted in Crelle, 1854, vol. XLVII. 
The theory, as regards the cubic, was given by me in the former edition of this 
work (1852) in ignorance of what Steiner had done, vrith which I only became 
acquainted through Crelle. 
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same. We have also the class of the Steinerian; for any tan
gent thereof which passes through a fixed point M, must have 
its pole lying on the first polar of M, and since it. must also 
He on the Hessian, It must be one of the 3{m—l){m — 2) 
intersections of the two curves. The characteristics, therefore, 
of the Steinerian are 

p. = 3{m-2Y, v = 3{m-l){m-2), 

g = | ( y f t _ 2 ) ( m - 3 ) ( 3 m ' - 9 m - 6 ) , A: = 12 ( m - 2 ) ( m - 3 ) , 

T = f (7ft-2) (m-3) {3m' - 3 m - 8 ) , i = 3{m-2){Am- 9). 

A point is a double point or cusp on the Steinerian, if it is a 
point whose first polar has two double points or a cusp. The 
numbers therefore S and K just obtained are the number of 
first polars of points of the given curve which have the singu
larities in question (see Art. 399). 

403. If the first polars of any two points A, B touch at 
a point Q, having QP for their tangent, then two of the poles 
of the line AB coincide with Q; and the first polar of any 
point on AB (other than the Intersection of AB with PQ) 
will also touch QP at Q. The first polar of the excepted 
point or intersection oi AB with PQ, wiU have Q for a double 
point; Q will be a point on the Hessian, and P the corre
sponding point on the Steinerian. Thus the Steinerian is the 
envelope of lines, two of whose poles coincide; and the Hessian 
is the locus of such coincident poles, Steiner has Investigated 
the envelope of the Hne PQ, which joins two corresponding 
points P, Q, or which is the common tangent of two fii-st polars 
which touch each other. This curve we shall call, as in the 
case of cubics (Art. 177), the Cayleyan.* It has evidently 
a (1,1) correspondence with the Hessian, and with the Steinerian, 
and has therefore the same deficiency. 

In order to determine Its class we use the principle estab
lished. Art. 372, and Conics, Appendix, that if two points on a 
line (or two lines through a point) have a [m, m') correspon
dence, there will be m + in eases of coincidence of these points. 

* Professor t'liyU'y himself calls it tho SU'iuer-Hossiau, 
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Consider, then, the lines joining any assumed point M to 
two corresponding points P, Q. Then, since the Steinerian is 
a curve of the order 3 (m - 2)', If the line MP be fixed there 
•vvIU be 3 (m - 2)' positions of P and as many positions of MQ. 
In like manner, to any position of MQ correspond 3 (m - 2) 
positions of P. There are, therefore, 3 (m —2)'-t-3 (m —2) or 
3(m—l)(m —2) lines which can be drawn through M contain
ing two corresponding points P, Q, and this Is therefore the 
class of the Cayleyan. It obviously touches the Inflexional 
tangents of the given curve. It has no Inflexions, and Its 
diaracteristlcs therefore are 

/* = 3 ( m - 2 ) ( 5 m - l l ) , »' = 3 (m-1 ) ( m - 2 ) , 

S = I (m - 2) (5m - 13) (5m' - 19m 4 16), « = 18 (m - 2) (2m - 5), 

T = f ( m - 2 ) ' ( m ' - 2 m - l ) , i = 0. 

404. The definitions already given may be further extended, 
by considering the double points not only on first polars, but on 
any of the system of polar curves. The locus of a point, such 
that Its ^-polar has a double point. Is a curve of the order 
3^(m — ^—])' , whieh is the ^-Steinerian; and the locus of the 
double point is then a curve of the order 30'{m— 0 — 1), whieh 
is the ^-Hessian. We know that if the ^-polar of a point P 
passes through a point Q, then the (m — 0) polar of Q passes 
through P ; and It is easy to see also that If the ^-polar of a 
point P has a double point Q, then the (m—^—1) polar of 
Q has a double point P. Hence the ^-Steinerian is the same 
curve as the (m - ^ — 1) Hessian, and the ^-Hessian the same 
as the {m — 0 — 1) Steinerian. In like manner we might con
sider the ^-Cayleyan or envelope of the line joining corre
sponding points on the ^-Steinerian and ^-Hessian, the three 
curves ha-ving the same deficiency. Except In the case of 
0=1 these curves have not been much studied. 

405. We have studied (Art. 184) the envelope of the polar 
fines, with regard to a cubic, of the points on a right line, 
which we have called the polar of that right line. So, in 
general, If a point P moves along any directing curve S of the 
order s, the envelope of its ^-polar, with regard to a given 
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curve U of the order m, will be a curve which may 
be called the ^-polar of 8, with regard to U. We saw 
(Art. 96) that the envelope of a curve, whose equation con
tains as parameters the coordinates of a point which moves 
along a curve 8, may be found by considering the parameters 
as coordinates, and then expressing the condition that the 
moving curve should touch 8. Hence, the 0-polar oi 8 '^a 
also the locus of points whose (m — 0) polars touch 8. Using 
then the expression (Art, 97) for the order of a tact-invariant, 
we see that the ^-polar of /S Is a curve, of the order 
s{s + 20 — 3){m- 0), this number to be diminished by 2 ( m - 0) 
for every double point, and by 3 (m — 0) for every cusp 
on 8; or, if the class of 8 he s', then the ^-polar wIU be 
of the order 

{m-0){s' + 2s{0-l)}. 
I t will be of the order 0{?ls + 0-3) In the coefficients of 8. 
Thus, In particular, If 0=1, the envelope of the first polars 
of the points of a curve 8 Is the same as the locus of the poles 
of the tangents of 8, Its order being s'{m—1). If in this 
case s=l, this order reduces to 0, as It ought, since the 
envelope then reduces to the (wi- 1)' poles of the Hne 8. 
In general, it is obvious that each double tangent of 8 will, 
by its (m—1)' poles, give rise to (m — 1)' double points on 
the envelope, and that each stationary tangent of 8 wiU give 
rise to (m - 1)' cusps on the envelope. We have, therefore, 
for the class of the envelope 

(m - 1)' s - (m - 1) s' - 2 (m - 1)' T - 3 (m - 1)' t ; 

or, since s" — s' — 2T — 3t = s, the class of the 1-polar is 

( m - ] ) ( m , - 2 ) s ' 4 - ( m - l ) ' s . 

If 0 = m — l, the envelope of the polai' lines of the points 
of a curve ;iS, or locus of points whoso fii^t polars touch 8, 
is of the order s(s-l-2m—5) or s' + 2s{m — 2). And since 
the number of these polar lines which pass through an 
arbitrary point M Is the same as the number of Intersections 
with S of the first polar of M, the class of the envelope Is 
(m —l)s. 

In general the number of doublo points on the ^-polar of 
/S is (m - 0Y times tho number of (?«-1) polai's of a point 
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which touch the curve t'wice, and the number of cusps is 
{m-0Y times the number of such polars which osculate the 
given curve, 

406. If the 6'-polar of a curve 8 he a curve B, then the 
{m — 0) polar of B must Include, as part of Itself, the curve 8. 
Thus, for example, 'ii0=m-l,R is the envelope of the polar 
line of a point P which moves on 8; but since the pole of 
this polar Hne may not only be the point P, but (m—1) ' -1 
other points besides, it foUows that if we seek the locus of 
the poles of the tangents of R (or, what is the same thing, 
the envelope of the first polars of the points of R), we shall 
get the curve 8, together with another curve, which is the locus 
of points copolar with the points of 8; that is to say, having 
the same polar Hues. In this case, where ^ = m—1, we have 
seen that the class of P is s{m — 1); therefore. Art. 405, the 
envelope of the first polars of the points of B is of the order 
s (m — 1) ' ; or, in addition to the curve 8, there will be a 
companion curve of the order sm{m — 2). We have seen that 
every point on the Hessian is a point at which coincide two 
poles of a tangent to the Steinerian; consequently, the points 
In which 8 meets the Hessian wiU be points on this companion 
curve, which -wIU, besides, meet 8 In Js (m — 2) (m — 3) pairs of 
copolar points. 

If ^ = 1, P is the locus of the poles of the tangents of 8, 
and since a given point has one polar. If we seek the envelope 
of the polar lines of the points of R, we must fall back on the 
curve 8, and it would appear that there can be no companion 
curve. It is to be noted, however, that the coramon tangents 
of 8, and of the Steinerian, forra part of the envelope. In fact, 
we have seen that to each of these comraon tangents there 
correspond two coincident points on R, and therefore when 
we eraploy the converse process, to these two points answer 
two coincident lines, every point on either of which has a 
right to be counted In the envelope. Further, the eurve S 
must be reckoned In that envelope ( m - 1 ) ' times,' because to 
every tangent of 8 there answer (m - 1)' poles lying on R, and, 
therefore, when we take conversely the polars of the points of 
R, each tangent of 8 Is counted (m - 1)' times. Now we have 
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seen that If the order and class of P be >• and / , the order of 
its (m-1) polar is / - t -2 (m — 2) r, but 

r' = {m-l){m-2)s' + {m-lYs, r = s'{m- 1); 
hence, the order of the polar Is 3{m-l){m-2)s' + {m-lYs, 
which agrees with what we have established, since, as the 
Steinerian is of the class 3 (m - 1 ) (m - 2), the number of its 
common tangents with 8 Is 3 (m - 1) (m - 2) s. There must 
be a like general theory of the reciprocity when R Is the 
e-polar of 8, and 8 the (m - 0) polar of P , but this has not 
yet been investigated. 

OSCULATING CONICS. 

407. The form of a curve in the neighbourhood of a point 
P thereof Is defined by the circle of curvature, but It admits 
of a further definition. In fact, drawing parallel to the tangent 
at P an infinitesimal chord QB, then if the normal at P meets 
this at N, the arcs PQ, PR, and the lines NQ, NB, regarded as 
quantities of the first order, are equal to each other, but they 
differ by quantities of the second order; In particular, NQ, NR 
differ by a quantity of the second order; or, what is the same 
thing. If L he the middle point of QR, then the distance NL is 
of the second order. But observe that PN is also of the 
second order; hence the angle LPN, =tan~^LN-i-PN is in 
general a finite angle; that is, joining P with the middle point 
of the chord QR (parallel to the tangent at P ) , we have a 
Hne PL inclined at a finite angle to the normal. In the case 
of the circle, PL coincides with the normal; hence the angle In 
question is a measure of the deviation from the circular form, 
or we raay call It the " aberrancy," and the Hue PL the axis 
of aberrancy.•'• 

In the case of a conic, the axis of aberrancy is the diameter 
through P, and the aberrancy Is tho inclination of this diameter 
to the normal. And for a given curve, drawing any conic 
having therewith a 4-pointIc intorsootion at P, the cnrve and 

* Sec Transdu, "lir.'horchos anr la com'buro des lignos cl dea surfaces." Lioue.. 
t. TI. (1811); his term 'dovinliou' is in tho text ix'plnecd by the nioro specific one 
"abori-iincy." 
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conic have the same axis of aberrancy; that is, the centres 
of aU the conies of 4-poIntIc intersection with the curve at P 
lie on the axis of aberrancy at this point. Whence also the 
axis of aberrancy at P and the axis of aberrancy at the con
secutive point of the curve. Intersect In a point, say the " centre 
of aberrancy," which is the centre of the conic of 5-poIntic 
intersection with the curve at P ; this conic Is completely de
termined by the conditions that Its centre Is this point, that 
it touches the curve at P, and that it has there a cmwature 
equal to that of the curve. 

It is easy to show that the aberrancy at the point P is given 
by the formula 

, . ( l 4 / ) » -
t a n S = p - ^ - ^ , 

where p, g, r are the first, second, and third differential coeffi
cients of ^ in regard to a!. 

408. Observe that the axis of aberrancy is a line having 
reference to the Hne infinity, but independent of the circular 
points at Infinity; viz. if Instead of these we had any two 
points I, J, then the Hne in question Is constructed by means 
of the line IJ without any use of the points / , /themselves; 
the chord QR is taken so as to pass through the intersection 
0 of the tangent at P with the line IJ, and we have then 
L the harmonic of 0 In regard to the points Q, B. 

The theorem that the centres of the conics of 4-pointIc 
intersection lie in a line may be presented in a more general 
form; the conics have, of course, a 4-poIntic Intersection with 
each other; or, what is the same thing, they are conics having 
all of them four common tangents (viz. the tangent at P 
taken four times); the general theorem Is, that for the 
system of conics touching four given lines, the poles of any 
line in regard to the several conies of the system lie In a line ; 
a theorem which is better known under the reciprocal form, 
that for the conics passing through four given points, the polars 
of any point in regard to the several conics pass aU through 
one and the same point. 

In the case where the circular points at infinity are replaced 
by a conic, there is not any analogous theory of aberrancy. 

BBB 
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409. The investigation. Art. 236, of the equation of the 
conic of 5-poIntic contact at any point on a cubic may be ex
tended to curves of any degree. Let 8 represent the polar 
conic and T the tangent at the point, then the equation of 
any conic touching at the same point will be 8—PT=0, 
where P is Ix + my + nz; I, m, n being still undetermined. 
Then the equation of the lines joining to the point a?y'i?, the 
Intersections of the conic and the curve Is obtained by snb-
stltnting In the equation of each curve a!' 4- Xa; for x, &c., and 
eliminating X between the two equations. The result of the sub
stitution in the first equation 'la T+1X8+ ^X'A° 4 ^\X'A* + &c.; 
and the result of the substitution in the equation of the conic 
i s 2 ( w - l ) y - P ' P 4 X ( > 8 ' - P T ) ; and if this last be written 
^P-f XF, the result of eliminating X between the two equations 
becomes divisible by T, the quotient being 

V-" - ^0V''-'S+ i ^ F"^rA ' - &c. = 0, 
which represents the 2 {n — 1) lines joining the point x'y'z' to 
the 2 (n — 1) other points common to the conic and curve. In 
order that the conic should have a 3-poIntic contact with the 
curve, one of these lines must coincide with T, or the equation 
just written must be divisible by T; and since every term, 
except the two first, Is so divisible, this condition is plainly 
equivalent to 0 = 2, which, since 0 = 2 (n—1) — E, impHes 
P ' = 2(n —2).* Introducing this value of 0, and performing 
the division by T, the equation reduces to 

- PV"-' 4 I F"-'A= - J V"-' TA" + &c. = 0, 
which represents the 2n — 3 lines joining the point x'y'z' to the 
other points of intersection of the curve and conic. 

The contact wIU be 4-pointic if this equation be again 
divisible by T, or IffA'-P^S be divisible by T. The con
dition that this shall be the ease is found, as in Art. 3S2. by 
substituting in this quantity the coordinates of an arbitrary point 
on T, viz. My- N0, Na-Ly, L0-Ma when It ought iden
tically to vanish, and In this way we find immediately that P 

must be of tho form l^T+~(^.v '^jl + y ^+z '|^fj where ;. 

• The problora ot finding tho circle of enrvature at any iwint ou ft cmre is 
evidently that of describing a 8-poiutic conic passing tlirough two fixed pouits. 
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is stUl indeterminate. Thus the chord of intersection with the 
polar conic of every 4-pointic conic meets the tangent In the 
fixed point, noticed Art. 394, where the tangent meets both 
the polar cubic, and also the polar line of a:'y's', with regard 
to the Hessian either of the curve itself or of any of the 
polar curves. 

T X J . I. rr .1. 1- 1 ( dH dH dH\ 
Let us denote by u the line ^5. x -.=—h V -^r- 4 « -^r- 1, 

H \ dx ^ dy dz J ^ 
and aUowIng that we have the identical equation ^ — 118 = JT, 
then, introducing the value for P, ^U. + p.T, the equation be
comes divisible by T, and gives for the equation of the 2n — 4 
fines, joining to x'y'z the other Intersections of the curve and 
conic 

(|J"+ E - PLS) V"-' -1 F"-*A^ 4 &c. = 0. 
The condition for 5-polntIc contact Is, that this equation should 
be divisible by T, and we determine the value of p. correspond
ing to such contact, by substituting In the terms above written 
My - N0, Na - Ly, L0 - Ma for x, y, z. From the identical 
equation of Art. 235, we can infer what J is, and I have 
found that, by the substitution just mentioned, J becomes 
-3{n-l){n-2)-2 + ^^^~^^ Rf {H), where S, R, and fH 

have the same-meaning as in Art. 386. The results of substitution 
2 

in 8, P, and in A* are Q„ - ^ Q^, and Q^ respectively. Using 

then the values of Arts. 390, 391, wo have 

p.H' = i{3{n- 1) (n- 2) ^H-2{n-l)Rf {H)} 

-^{2{n-2YH^-G{n-2)Rf{H)+^E®\ 

_ 11_ 6 (« - 2) (n - 3) Si?4 4 (n - 3) PV̂  (if) - - i P'*! , 

whence reducing, p, = - ^ , (4© - 3H'b), and the 5-pomtIc conic 

is determined. 

410. Prof. Cayley has pursued the enquiry so as to ascertain 
what condition must be fulfiUed by the coordinates x'y'z' In order 
that the contact may be 6-pointIc (see Phil. Trans., 1865, p. 545). 
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The investigation Is too long to give here; his result Is that 
a!y'z' must satisfy the equation 

(m - 2) (12m - 27) HJ{U, H,^-3{m- 1) HJ {U, H, <I>) 
+ A0{m-2)'J{U,H,&) = 0, 

where by J{U,H,^) Is meant the Jacobian of these three 
functions, and by / ' Is meant that, in taking the Jacobian, 
<I> is to be differentiated on the supposition that the second 
differential coefficients of H, which enter into the expression 
for * , are constant. The equation here -written represents a 
curve of the order 12OT - 27 whose intersection with U deter
mines m {12m - 27) sextactic points. 

SYSTEMS OP CUEVES. 

411. The problem to find how many conics can have a 
6-poIntic contact with a given curve belongs to the class of 
questions on which some remarks were made, Conics, Ap
pendix on systems of conies satisfying four conditions. We 
shall here somewhat develope the theory there indicated. 
De Jonqulferes, Liouville, t. VI. (1861), considered the properties 
of a series of curves of the m*'' order satisfying \m {m 4- 3) — 1 
conditions, that is to say, one less than the number sufficient 
to determine the curve, the series bemg characterized by its 
index N, where N is the number of curves of the series which 
can pass through an arbitrary point. Thus, if the equation 
of the curve algebraically contains a parameter, N wiU be 
the degree in whieh that parameter enters.* Chasles, in papers 
in the Comptes Rendus, 1864—1867, on the number of conics 
which satisfy four conditions, used, instead of De Jonqulferes' 
single index, two characteristics, viz. p. the number of curves 
of the series which pass through an arbitrary point, and v the 
number of them which touch an arbitrary line. This method 

* Prof. Cayley has remarked that it is not true conversely that the equation of 
a curve belonging to u series whoso index is .V, cm be always expressed in this 
form. Por instance, tho index wiU bo plainly A' if the equation contain Imcirly 
the coordinates of a parametric point Umited to move on a piano cnrve of the order 
N, and nnless the ourvo bo nnicui-sal, tho equation cannot, without elevation of 
order, bo made an algebraic function of a single panimetor. Or. more generally, the 
equation may contain linearly the coordinates of a point limited to move on a curve 
in space of k dimensions. 
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is especIaUy convenient as giving symmetrical results in the 
case of conics which are curves of the same order and class. 
A sketch of this method Is given In Conics, I. c., and we 
shall here repeat a few of the theorems, stating them for a 
series of curves of any order. 

412. The locus of the poles of a given Hne, with respect 
to curves of the series. Is a curve of the degree v. For this 
Is obviously the number of points in which the line itself can 
meet the locus. The envelope of the polars of a given point, 
with respect to curves of the system, is. In like manner, a 
curve of the class p.. 

The locns of a point whose polar, with regard to a fixed 
curve (whose order and class are m', n!), coincides with its polar,, 
-with respect to some curve of the system, is a curve of the order 
v + p,{ni —1). For, in order to determine how many points of 
the locus lie on a given Hne, consider two points A, A on that 
line, such that the polar of A, with regard to the fixed curve, 
coincides with the polar of A with regard to some curve of 
the system, and the problem is to know in how many cases 
A and A can coincide. Now, first, if A he fixed, its polar, 
with respect to the given curve. Is also fixed, and the locus 
of poles of this last line, with respect to curves of the system 
being by the first theorem of the order v, we see that to any 
position of A answer v positions of A. Secondly, let A be 
fixed, and since Its polars, with respect to curves of the system, 
envelope a curve of the class /t, and since the polars, with 
respect to the given curve of the points of the given Hne, 
envelope a curve of the class m'— 1, Art. 405, there are p. {m'—l) 
common tangents to the two envelopes, and therefore as many 
positions of A answering to A. The number then of coin
cidences of the points A and A 'iav + p. {m! — 1), or this Is the 
degree of the locus in question. I t is obvious that this locus 
meets the fixed curve In the points where it Is touched by curves 
of the system, and therefore that the number of these curves, 
which touch the fixed curve. Is rd {v + p. ( m - 1)}, or is m!v + rip.. 

413. In general, the number of curves of the system which 
satisfy any other condition wIU be of the form /ta 4 v0, and 
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the numbers a, 0 may be taken as the characteristics of this 
condition. If a eurve be determined by a sufficient number of 
conditions of any kind, and If these characteristics be given for 
each condition, we can determine the number of curves satisfying 
the prescribed conditions. We exemplify this in the case of 
conics. The number of conics determined by five points, by 
four points and a tangent, by three points and two tangents, 
&c. Is 1 2 4 4 2 1 

^1 ''1 * ) * ) '•1 ^j 

and, consequently, the characteristics of the systems determined 
by four points, three points and a tangent, &c. are 

(1, 2), (2, 4), (4, 4), (4, 2), (2, 1). 
The number then of conics satisfying the condition whose 
characteristics are a, 0, and also passing through four points, 
or through three points and touching a line, &c. are 

a+20, 2a44/3, Aa + A0, 4a4-2/3, 2a4yS. 

If we call these numbers pi", v", p", d", T" respectively, 
we see that they are not independent, but we have 

III r, III III o III III ' i f III I lll\ 

V =2p. , a = 2 T , p = $ ( ' ' + o- )• 
The characteristics of the systems formed with the condition 
a, 0 together with three points, or together with two points 
and a line, &c. are plainly 

/ III i i i \ I III iit\ I III iii\ t III i i i \ 

And therefore the number of conics of these systems respec
tively which satisfy a new condition a', 0' is p."'a' + v"'0', 
v"'d + p"'0', &c. Or, writing at fuU length, if we have two 
conditions whose characteristics are (a, 0), (a', 0'], and if we 
denote by p.", v", p', d' the number of conics which satisfy 
these two conditions, and also pass through three points, or 
pass through two points and touch a line, &c. we have 

p''= ad + 2{0d + a0') + A00', v''=2ad+ A{0d + a0') + i00', 

p'' = Aad 4 4 {0d 4 a0') 4 200', d' = Aad + 2 {0d 4 a/3') + 00", 

and it Is to be noted that these numbers are connected by 
the identical relation 

p."-^v" + y - d ' = 0. 
In like manner the characteristics of the system of conics 
satisfying the two conditions (a, 0), {d, 0'), and also passing 
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through two points, or through a point and touching a line, 
or touching two lines, are {p!', v"), {v", p"), {p", d'), and there
fore the number of such conics which satisfy a third condition 
a", 0" are p."a" + v"0", &c. Or, writing at fuU length, if we 
denote by p.', v, p the number of conics which satisfy three 
conditions (a, 0), {d, 0'), {a", 0"), and also pass through two 
pomts, or through a point and touch a line, &c. we have 

p.' = ada" + 22aa'y8" + A-2a0'0" + A00'0", 
v' = 2aa'a'' + 4Saa'/3" 4 42a/3'/3" + 200'0", 
p' = 4aa'a" -1- A^ad0" 4 22a;e'/3" 4- 00'0". 

It is evident that the characteristics of the system formed by 
adding to these three conditions a fourth, a'", 0'", are p.'a"'+ v'0'", 
v'd" 4 p'0'", or, at fuU length, 

p. = aa'a"a"' 4 22aa'a"^"' + i-2ad0"0"'+Ala0'0"0"'+200'0"0"', 

V = 2addd" + A^add'0'" + A'S.ad0"0"'+ 2^a0'0"0"'+ 00'0"0"'. 

And so finally. If we add a fifth condition, the number of conics 
satisfying all five is p,a"" + v0"", or 

aa'aV'a"" 4 22aa'a"a"';S"" 4 4Saa'a"/3"'/3"" -f AS.ad0" 0'" 0"" 

4 21a0'0"0"'0"" 4 00'0"0"'0"". 

Thus this formula gives the number of conics which touch five 
given curves, by writing for a, 0, &c, the class and order 
of each curve. And in like manner we could find the number 
of curves of any order determined by the condition of touching 
given curves if we knew the number In each case where the 
conditions were only those of passing through points or touch
ing lines. 

414. In the preceding article, the conditions we considered 
were each Independent of the others, but we may have a con
dition equivalent to two or more conditions, as for example, 
the condition that a conie shall touch a given curve twice 
or oftener, the condition that a curve shall osculate a eurve 
or have with It contact of higher order, A condition equi
valent to two may be called two inseparable conditions. It 
is found that the formulae obtained In the last article for in
dependent conditions are applicable with the necessary modi
fications to Inseparable conditions. Thus, If we have two 
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Inseparable conditions, the characteristics p.", v", p , c , are 
the number of conics determined when we combme with the 
given two-fold condition three points, or two points and a 
line, &c,, and these numbers wIU be always connected by the 
relation p.'' - f >-" 4 f p' - d' = 0. We proceed precisely as in 
the last article to find the number of conics determined, when 
with the two-fold condition are combined any three others. 
In this way we obtain the foUowing formula. If m", «", r", s'' 
are the characteristics of a second two-fold condition, then 
the characteristics of the system of conics determined by the 
pair of two-fold conditions are 
m'V' - 1 {pi'ri- + m'-v") 4 (r'V 4 p"rd') + ln"v" - i {r"v" 4 n"p"), 

d's'' - 1 {d'r'' 4 s"p") + {v"s'- + n"d') + y'r'' - \ {p"n" + r"v"). 
And if p.', v, p' be the characteristics of a three-fold condition, 
the number of conics determined by the two-fold and three
fold condition is 

ip' {2d- - p") + ip' {2p." - v") + i^v' {5 {pi- + p") - 6 {pi 4 d')]. 

415, Returning to the two characteristics p.,v of a series 
of curves of the m"̂  order, satisfying one condition less than 
the number sufficient to determine each curve, we may in
vestigate as follows the relation between these two charac
teristics. Consider the points A, A, &c,, in which a curve 
of the series meets a given line; then, since p. curves of the 
series pass through A, each meeting the line In m — 1 other 
points, it Is evident that to each point A corresponds p, {m — 1) 
points A, and In like manner to each point A, p. {m — 1) points 
A. And the number of united points of the correspond
ence is therefore 2p.{m—l). This number will be v if the 
united points can only arise when a curve of the series touches 
the line AA, but It may happen that a curve of the series 
will be a complex containing a portion which counts twice, 
and such a curve would give rise to united points which must 
be deducted from 2p. (m — 1) in order to give v the number 
of proper tangenoies. Thus, In the case of conics which we 
shall specially consider, let X be the number of conics of the 
series whieh reduce to two coincident right lines, and •«-e 
have v = 2p.-X. 
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416. A conic considered as a curve of the second order 
may degenerate into a pair of lines, or line-pair; in this case 
the tangential equation found by the ordinary rule becomes 
a perfect square; or, geometrically, every line through the 
common point of the line-pair is to be considered as doubly 
a tangent to the curve. SImUarly, a conic considered as a 
curve of the second class may degenerate Into a pair of points, 
or point-pair; and every point of the coramon Hne of the 
point-pair may be considered as In a sense doubly belonging 
to the curve. In the latter case, the point-pair may be con
sidered as the limit of a conie -whose tranverse axis is fixed, 
and which flattens by the gradual diminution of its conjugate 
axis, so as to tend to a terminated right line, the tangents of 
the conic becoming more nearly lines through two fixed points, 
viz. the terminating points of the line. 

Thus then, if X be the number of point-pairs In the system, 
and TO- the number of line-pairs, we have 

p. = 2v — '!s, v = 2p. — X, 3/i = 2X 4- OT, 3v = 2i!r 4 X, 

In Zeuthen's researches, concerning systems of conies, the 
numbers X, •ET are substituted for Chasles' characteristics p., v, 
it being in most cases easier to ascertain the number of conies 
of a given system which reduce to line-pairs or point-pairs, 
than the number which pass through an arbitrary point or 
touch an arbitrary line. 

A special case presents Itself when the two points of a point-
pair coincide, the line of the pair continuing to exist as a definite 
Hne; or, the two lines of a line-pair may coincide without 
their common point ceasing to exist as a definite point. This 
may be called a line-pair-point. 

417. In a system of conics satisfying four conditions of 
contact, it is comparatively easy to see what are the point-
pairs and line-pairs of the system; but in order to find the 
values of X and -ET, each of these pairs has to be counted, not 
once, but a proper number of times, and it is In the deter
mination of these multiplicities that the difficulty of the problem 
consists. For this purpose Zeuthen uses the foUowing con
siderations : Take the elementary system of a conic determined 

C C C 
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by four points, then evidently the number of line-pairs is 
three, and of point-pairs is 0, but since p, = l, v = 2, we have 
X = 0, ts = 3; whence it is inferred that a pair of lines 
joining, two by two, four given points counts once among the 
number of Hne-pair.s. But take a system of conics determined 
by three points and a tangent, here we may have three line-
pairs, viz, the Hue joining any two of the points, and the 
line joining to the third point the intersection of the fixed 
tangent with the Hne joining the first two points. There 
are in this case no point-pairs. We have also p. = 2, v = 4, 
hence X = 0, CT = 6; and It is inferred that a line-pair counts 
for two if it consists of the line joining two given points, 
together with the line joining to a third given point the in
tersection of the first line with a given line. 

Lastly, take the system of conics determined by two points 
and two tangents, and there can be but a single line-pair, viz. 
the pair joining the two points to the intersection of the two 
tangents; but since in this case p. = A, v = A, X = 3-=4, it is 
inferred that a line-pair counts for four if It joins to two 
given points the Intersection of two given lines. It is needless 
to dwell on the reciprocal singularities. 

The moveraent of a conic which touches a given curve may 
be considered either a rotation round the point of contact or a 
slipping along the tangent at that point; and hence it is in
ferred in the case of a conic determined by touching four 
given curves, that we are to count among the line-pairs, once. 
{A) a pair consisting of two lines, each being a common 
tangent to tho curves; that we count twice, {E) a pair con
sisting of a common tangent to two curves, and a tangent 
drawn to a third curve frora a point where this common tangent 
meets the fourtli curve, and that wo count four times, (C) a 
pair consisting of tangents drawn to two ourvcs from the in
tersection of other two. Reciprocally, we count among tlie point-
pairs onoo {A) a line each of whoso dolorniinations is the inter
section of two curves, twice (/?) a tangent to a ourvo terminated 
by another curve, and by tho interseolion of two other curves; 
and four tinios {C) a double taiigont to two curves terminated 
on two otiior onrvos. In those ca.sos for the intorsootion of 
two curves, may lie substituted tiio intovsootion of a curvo with 
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itself or a node, and for a comraon tangent to two curves 
may be substituted a double tangent to a single curve, 

418, Thus, for example, to find the number of line-pairs in 
the system of conies which touch four given curves. We have 
nn'n'n" line-pairs consisting of one of the nn' common tangents 
to the first two, combined with one of the n"n"' common 
tangents to the other two; and, since we can in three ways 
form two pairs out of the four curves, the number A Is 3nn'n"n"'. 
Again, there are nn'n"m"' pairs consisting of a common tangent 
to the first two curves, and a tangent to the third from one 
of the points where it meets the fourth; and, since we get 
the same number if we take a common tangent to the second 
and third, or to the first and third, we have P ' = 3Swn'w"m"'. 
Lastly, there are plainly 2n«'m"m"' pairs of tangents of the 
kind C. We have therefore 

OT = 3nn'n"n"' + G^nn'n"m"' + 4Snn'm"m"', 

and. In like manner, 

X = 42«n'm"m"' -f G^nm'm"m"' + 3mm'm"m'", 

and from these numbers are deduced the same values for p., 
and V, as we have found already. 

419. We proceed In the same way If the conditions of the 
problem are, that the conic shall touch the same curve more 
than once, or shall have with It contact of higher order. Prof. 
Cayley uses the following convenient notation. Let (1) denote 
single contact, (1, 1) single contact with the sarae eurve in 
two places, (2) contact of the second order or 3-point contactj 
and so on. Thus the system we have considered of conics 
having single contact with four curves Is denoted by (1), (1), 
(1), (1). Let us now consider the systera (1, 1), (1), (1), that 
is to say, when the conies have double contact with a single 
curve and touch two others. Then it is seen, precisely as 
before, that A = jn'n" + 'nn'.nn" We have also 

P ' = T {n'm" + n"m') + nn' {m - 2) n" + nn" (m - 2) d 

4 nn'm" {n—'\) + nn"m' {n — l) + n'n"m {n — 2), 

C = Bn'n" + mm' {n-2)n' + mm" {n-2)n' + m'm"\n {n- I). 
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Lastly, we must count separately (P') the Kn'n" line-pairs, 
consisting of a pair of tangents drawn from a cusp of the 
first curve to the other two. Zeuthen shews that these last 
count each for three, by writing in the formulae in the first 
Instance an unknown multiplier x, and determining a! by an 
examination of the eleraentary cases where the second and third 
curves, reduce to points or lines. Collecting then the numbers 
A + 2E 4 4 G', and reducing, we find 

•u!=n'n" {n'+ Gmn - 8w - 4m 4- T-I- 48 4 S/c) 

4 2 (m'm" + m"n') {n' + 2mn - M - 4m 4- T) 4- 2m'm"n {n - 1), 

and there Is a corresponding expression for X. From these 
we find expressions for p, v, viz, 

p. = pf'm'm" 4 / ' (m'w" + m"n') + p.'n'n", 

V = v"'m'm" + v" {m'n" + m"n') + v'n'n", 

where p,' = 2m (m 4-«— 3) H- T, 

p." =v' = 2m (m 4-2w - 5) 4-2T, 

p.'" = v" = 2n (2m 4 w - 5) 4- 2S, 
v'" = 2n{m + n-3) + 8. 

And these numbers denote the nuraber of conics determined by 
the conditions of touching one curve twice, together with three 
points, two points and a tangent, a point and two tangents, and 
three tangents, respectively. 

It Is unnecessary to consider separately the case (1, 1), (1, 1), 
see Art, 413, and the same principles are applicable to the cases 
(3)(1),(4). 

Referring for further details to Zeuthen's memoir, which 
may be most conveniently consulted, Nouvclles Annales, 1866, 
and to Prof. Cayley's memoirs, Phil. Trans., 1867, we give 
the following table. In which Prof, Cayley has summed up the 
simpler results expressed In terms of m, n, and a (see Art, 83). 
(1, 1,1) p? = lid + 2m'n + mr' + ^n' - 2m'-3mn - ^n* 

-y>n-Yn + a {- 3m - | n 4 13), 

/ = ^m" 4 2m'n + 2mn" + ^n^ — m'—Amn— n' 

_ Ym - Y'» + a ( - 3 m - 3 n + 20), 
p' = Jm" + m'n + 2mn' + §n' - \m' - 3mn - 2n' 

- ¥•'» - .V" 4- a ( - fm - 3n + 13), 
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(1, 1, 1, 1) p. = Y^jd 4 fm'w 4 m'w' 4 imn" 4 ^ m ' 

- \m- - 3m'n - 2mm' - \d 

- \%hn' - 21mm - %\^n' + J-f-1-^ 4 ^f ̂ m 

+ a{-fm'- 3 m m - f n ' 4 ^ ^ 4 8 ^ ^ _ A|7) +1 '̂-^^ 

V = Y^m* 4 Jm'm 4 m'm' 4 f mm' 4 î jm* - Jm" - 2m'n 

- 3mm' - -f m" - ^ m' - 21mm - \sxn' + AfiA^ 

4 i | i m 4 a ( - |)7i '- 3mm - | m ' 4 ^-im+ ̂ m-.^f^ 
-J- 9«^ 

-t--ga. 
(2) / ' = a, v" = 2a, p" = 2a, d' = a; 

(2.1) / = 12m 4 12m 4 a (2m-f m-14), 

/ = 24m 4 24m 4 a (2m -f 2m - 24), 

p ' = 12m-f 12m4a( m4-2m-14), 

(2, 1, 1) p, = 24m' 4 36mm 4 12m' - 168m - 168m 

4- a (m'4- 2mm + ^ ' - 25m - ^^n + 138) - fa', 

V = 12m' 4 36mm 4 24m' - 168m - 168m 

-f a (|m' 4 2mm -f n' -^^m- 25m 4 138) - fa', 

(3.2) /i = 27m4 24m-20a4ia ' , 

V = 24m + 27m - 20a 4- Ja', 

(3) p? = -Am-3n + 3a, / = - 8 m - 8 m 4 6 a , 

p' = — 3m — 4m 4- 3a. 

(3, 1) /t = - 8m'- 12mn - 3m'4- 5Gm+53n + a{Gm + 3m-39), 

V =- 3m'- 12mm-8m'4 53m456m + a{3m + 6m-39). 

(4) /* = - 1 0 m - 8 m 4 6a, v = - 8m - 10m-1-6a. 

420. It still remains to give formulae for the number of 
conics satisfying five Inseparable conditions, as for example (5) 
the number of conics having contact of the fifth order with a 
given curve. These numbers are found from an examination 
of the case where a curve touched by the conics is a complex 
of two other curves. Thus the conics having contact of the 
fifth order with a complex of two curves, are made up of the 
conics having like contact with the separate curves, and there-
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fore the expression for (5) must be such a function of m, m, a, 
that 

(j) (m + m', n + n', a + a') = cj} (m, n, a) + (j) (m', n, a), 

whence (5) Is plainly of the forra am + bn+ ca. From sym
metry we must have a = b, and knowing the number of 
sextactic conics when m = 3, v/e deterraine a and c, and find 
(5) = - 15m - 15m 4 9a, 

So, in like manner, the conics (4, 1) are made up of the 
conics having this contact with each of the separate curves, 
and of the conics having the contact 4 with one curve and the 
contact 1 with the other. The number of these last conics 
Is found by the formulEB of the last article, so that we have 
(f>{m + m', n + n', a-{- a') — (f> (m, n, a) — (j) {id, n', d) a known 
function of m, n, a. By the process here Indicated, Prof. Cayley 
establishes the table: 

(4, 1) = - 8m'- 20mm - 8w'4 104 (m+m) -1- 6a (m 4- m - 11), 

(3,2) = 120 (mi 4 m) 4 a ( - 4 m - 4 m - 7 8 ) 4 3a', 

(3, 2,1) = - In? - lOm'n - 10mm' -\r? + i^Am" 

4 116mm + l|-2-n' - 434m - 434n 

4 a (f m'4 Gmn 4 \n' - «^m - <^Y n 4 291) - ^d, 

(2, 2, 1) = 24m' 4 54mm 4 2in' - 468 (m 4 n) 

4 a (- 8m - 8m 4 327) -f a' (^m 4 in - 12), 

(2, 1, 1, 1) = Gni'+30m'n+30mn'+Gd-11 n {m+nY+ 1320 (?«4n) 

4 a (i7?i''4 in'n + mn'+ \i?- ^m'- 2Gmn- ^m* 

+ 2.^S.m + 2.^s.n - 960) -f a' (- fm - |K 4 28), 

(1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1) = j ^ {m" + m») 4 Jjmn {n? + m') 4 lidi? {m + n) 

- -h ("i* + «*) - •^'«" {id 4 m') - 2nvn' 

- V-Y {n?+d)- \%Ymn{m + »)-i-H^{m'+n') 

+ i f^mm- ^-uii' ( w + n ) 4 a ( - i m ' - f m'm- Imn* 

- im"4 y m'4 23?«n4 ^n'—S-fim-2-3J:«4..i86) 

+ d{^ {m + n)-15}. 

Zeuthen and Cayley have also investigated formula for the 
cases where the conditions Include contact with a curve at a 
given point; aud Cayley's memoir contains investigations of 
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a formula of De Jonqui^res, giving the number of curves of 
the order r havmg with a given curve of the order m, t con
tacts of the order a, h, c, &c., and besides passing through p 
points on the curve. But the subject Is too extensive to be 
here further treated of. 

NOTE BY PEOFESSOE CAYLEY ON AET. 416 . 

Some remarks may be added as to the analytical theory 
of the degenerate forms of curves. As regards conics, a line-
pair can be represented in point-coordinates by an equation 
of the form a^ = 0; and reciprocally a point-pair can be re
presented in line-coordinates by an equation f•)/ = 0, but we 
have to consider how the point-pair can be represented in 
point-coordinates: an equation a!' = 0 is no adequate repre
sentation of the point-pair, but merely represents (as a two
fold or twice repeated line) the line joining the two points 
of the point-pair, all traces of the points themselves being 
lost In this representation: and it is to be noticed, that the 
conic, or two-fold line a? = 0, or say {ax 4 0y + yz)' = 0 Is a 
conie which, analytically, and (In an improper sense) geome
trically, satisfies the condition of touching any line whatever ; 
whereas the only proper tangents of a point-pair are the lines 
which pass through one or other of the two points of the 
point-pair. 

The solution arises out of the notion of a point-pair, con
sidered as the limit of a conic, or say as an indefinitely flat 
conic; we have to consider conics certain of the coefficients 
whereof are infinitesimals, and which when the infinitesimal 
coefficients actually vanish reduce themselves to two-fold lines; 
and it Is, moreover, necessary to consider the evanescent co
efficients as Infinitesimals of different orders. Thus consider 
the conics which pass through two given points, and touch two 
given lines (four conditions); take y = 0, z = 0 for the given 
lines, a; = 0 for the line joining the given points, and [x = 0, 
y-az = 0),{x = 0,y- 0z = O) for the given points; the equation 
of a conic satisfying the required conditions and containing one 
arbitrary parameter 0, is. 

d' 4 20xy 4 20 >J{a0) xz + &' {y - az) {y-0z) = O; 
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or, what is the same thing, 

[c + 0y+0 ^{a0) zY- &'{a+0)yz = O; 

and this equation, considering therein 6 as an Infinitesimal, say 
of the first order, represents the flat conic or point-pair composed 
of the two given points. Comparing with the general equation 

{a,h,c,f,g,h\x,y,zY=0, 
we have 

a=l, b = 0', c=0'a0, f=-i0'{a + 0), g=0'Y{a0), h=0, 
viz. a being taken to be finite, we have g and h Infinitesimals 
of the first order; h,c,f infinitesimals of the second order; and 
the four ratios >JP) : >J{c) : V(/) '• 9 '• ^ are so determined as to 
satisfy the prescribed conditions. 

Observe that the flat conic, considered as a conic passing 
through the two given points and touching the two given 
lines, is represented by a determinate equation, -viz. consider
ing the condition imposed upon 0 (^ = infinitesimal) as a de
termination of 0, the equation is a completely determinate 
one; but considering the flat conic merely as a conic passing 
through the two given points, the equation would contain 
two arbitrary pararaeters, deterrainable if the flat conic was 
subjected to the condition of touching two given lines, or to 
any other two conditions. 

Generally we may consider the equation of a cnrve of 
the order m; such equation containing certain infinitesimal 
coefficients, and when these vanish, reducing itself to a composite 
equation P''Q^...= 0 ; the equation in its original form represents 
a curve which may be called the penultimate curve. Consider 
the tangents from an arbitrary point to the penultimate curve; 
when this breaks up, the system of tangents reduces itself to 
(1) the tangents from the fixed point to the several component 
curves P = 0 , Q = 0, &c. i-espectively ; (2) the lines through 
the singular points of these same curves respectively; (3) the 
lines through the points of intersection P = 0 , Q = 0. &c. of each 
two of the component cnivos; those points, oaoii reckoned a 
proper number of times, are called " tixod summits;" (4) the 
lines from the fi.xod point to certain dotonniiiatc points 
called " iree summits" on the several component ourvcs P = 0, 
Q = 0, &c.. respectively. We have thus a degenerate form 
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of the m-thic curve, which may be regarded as consisting of 
the component curves, each its proper number of times, and 
of the foregoing pomts called summits, and Is consequently 
only inadequately represented by the ultimate equation 
P'(3^...= 0 ; the number and disfribution of the summits 
is not arbitrary, but Is regulated by laws arising from the 
consideration of the penultimate curve, and there are of 
course for any given value of m various forms of degenerate 
curve, according to the different ultimate forms P''Q^...= 0, 
and to the number and distribution of the summits on the 
different component curves. The case of a quartic curve 
having the nltlmate form x'y' = 0 has been considered by 
Cayley, Comptes Rendus, t. Lxxiv,, p. 708 (March, 1872), 
who states his conclusion as follows: "there exists a quartic 
curve the penultimate of x'y' = 0, with nine free summits, three 
of them on one of the lines (say the line y = 0), and which are 
three of the intersections of the quartic by this line (the fourth 
Intersection being indefinitely near to the point a; = 0, y = 0), 
six situate at pleasure on the other Hne a; = 0; and three fixed 
summits at the intersection of the two lines,". Other forms 
have been considered by Dr. Zeuthen, Comptes Rendus, t. Lxxv. 
pp. 703 and 950 (September and October, 1872), and some 
other forms by Zeuthen; the whole question of the degenerate 
forms of curves Is one weU deserving further Investigation. 

The question of the number of cubic curves satisfying given 
elementary conditions (depending as It does on the consideration 
of the degenerate forms of these curves) has been solved by 
MalUard and Zeuthen; that of the number of quartic curves 
has been solved by Dr. Zeuthen. 

D D D 





NOTES. 

Art. 68, p. 48. On the equivalence of higher singularitier of curves to ordinary 
singularities, see Professor H. J. S. Smith, "On the higher singularities of plane 
curves, Proceedings London Math. Soc. vi, 153; Zeuthen, Math. Ann., X, 212, 

Art, 151, p. 132, In connection with this theory see Cremona (KowjeUes Annalet, 
1864, p, 23); also Schroter " on a mode of generating cubics"; Math. Ann. V, 50, 
DnrSge "on a cubic considered as the loons of the foci of a system of conics," 
Math. Ann. v. 83; and Clebsch " on two methods of generating cubics," Math. Ann. 
V, 422, Grassmann (Crelle, LII. 254) has generated a cubic as the locus of a point 
snoh that the lines joining it to three fixed points meet three fixed lines in points 
which he on a right line. 

Art. 161, p. 139. Investigations of a nature kindred to those of Sylvester on 
residuation were made about the same time by Brill and Noether, G'ottinger 
Nachr., 1873, p. 116. An abstract is given by Fiedler in the notes to his translation 
of this work. 

p, 185, Add to the note " See also a dissertation by Eosenow Breslau, 1873," 

Art. 220, p. 191, The form in which S is written by Aronhold is as follows : 

-a^ (b,c, - m')' + (ClO - 03̂ ) (be, - b^') + (ab, - a,') (b,c - c,') 

+ (BJOJ — ma) (bo — b^c,) + (a^m — 036,) (b^c, + cb, — 2c,m) 

+ (mflj — OjC,) (b,c, + cJ) — 2mb^). 

p. 212. Add to the note, " In the paper last mentioned G-undelfinger -writes down 
the 34 forms which constitute the system of concomitants to a ternary cnbic, in 
conformity -with Gordan's theory. Math. Ann. I, 90, See also Gnndelfinger's paper 
Math. Ann., Till. 136, On the subject of cubic curves Clebsch ought also to be 
consulted, Vorlesungen iiber Geometrie, p. 497," 

OH THE BITANSBKTS OF A QVARTIO, BY PKOFESSOB CATLBT, 

THE equations of the 28 bitangents of a quartic curve were obtained in a very 
elegant form by Eiemann in the paper "Znr Theorie der Abelschen Punctionen fiir 
denPaUjj = 3," Werke, Leipzig, 1876, pp. 456—472; and see also Weber's "Theorie 
der Abelschen Punctionen vom Geschlecht 3," Berlin, 1876. Eiemann connects the 
several bitangents -with the characteristics of the 28 odd functions, thus obtainiag for 
them an algorithm which it is worth while to explain, but they -wiU be given also 
-with the algorithm employed p. 231 et seq. of the present work, which is in fact the 
more ample one. The characteristic of a triple e-function is a symbol of the form 

J /3 7 , 

a'/3V. 
where each of the letters is = 0 or 1; there are thus in aU 64 such symbols, but they 
are considered as odd or even according M the sum aa' + p^' + yy' is odd or even; 
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and the numbers of the odd and even characteristics are 28 aad 36 respectiTely; and, 
aa already mentioned, the 28 odd characteristics correspond to the 28 bitangents 
respectively. 

We have x, y, z trilinear coordinatea, u, /3, y, a', (3', y' constants chosen at 
pleasure, and then a'', /3", y" determinate constants, snoh that the equations 

x+ y+ z+ Z + n + -i -0, 

ax+fiy + yz+l "̂  f + | . =*' 

a'x + ^y + y'z+ ^, + ^,+ -, = 0, 
a P Y 

a."x + p"y + y'z + l + l.+l=0, 

are equivalent to three independent equations; this being so, they determine £, ij, J 
each of them as a linear function of (x, y, z); and the equations of the bitangents 
of the curve i(xQ + 4(>n) + J(zJ) = 0 (see Weber, p, 100) are 
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P 
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"'"+ ^> + 72 = 0, 

X.' 
a'a + p'y+ - =0, 

y 
a"x -i- -^i + y"z = 0, 

a"x + p"y+ -^ =0, 

= 0, 

= 0, 

0. 
a" (1 - /3"y") /3" (1 - y"a") y" (1 - a"/3") " 

The whole number of ways in which the equation of the curve can be expressed 
in a form such as J(a:J) + ./(yij) + ,/(2j) = 0 is 1260; viz. the three pairs of bitangents 
entering into the equation of the curve are of one of the types 

12.34, 13.24, 14.23 ^ No. is 70 
12.34, 13.24, 56.78 D 11 » 630 
13.23, 14.24, 16.26 ^ 660 

1260 
and it may be remarked that selecting at pleasure any two pairs out of a system 
of three pairs the type is always a or ||||, viz. (see p. 233) the four bitangents are 
such that their points of contact are situate on a conic. 

Art. 269, p. 241. In saying that the case gf quartics -with a single node had 
received no attention I overlooked Brioschi's paper. Math. Ann. IV, 95, followed by 
Cremona, p. 99, and Brill, Maik. Ann. TI. 66 and Crelle, vol. 65, 

Art. 276, p. 246. The method here employed had been indicated by Bumside, 
Educational Times reprint Tli. 70, 

Art, 287, p. 257, On this subject see a paper by Mr. Malet, Trans. Royal Irish 
Academy, xxvi, 431 (1878). 
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Bifid substitution, 232, 
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367. 
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Brioschi, on nodal quartics, 389. 
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Cayley on intersections of two curves, 
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102. 
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189. 
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341, 351, 355. 
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151. 

its equation, 190. 
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of a curve in general, 364, 
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Central cubics, 164. 
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Characteristics of reciprocal, 65, 
of evolute, 94. 
of parallel, 10-2. 
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Chasles on contact of parallel tangents, 119. 
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on Cartesians, 241, 250, 
on systems of curves, 372. 
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Clifford, on Miquel's theorem, 128. 
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a cusp, 58. 
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that two curves should touch, 80, 
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cubes, 197. 
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a conic and a line, 210. 
that quartic should be sum of five 

fourth powers, 265. 
Contact of conics -with oubics, 135, 207, 

-with curves in general, 368. 
Contravariants of cubic, 190, 204, 

of quartic, 264, 271, 273, 
Coresiduals, 184, 
Correspondence of two points on a cubic, 

132. 
on Hessian, 149. 
general theory of, 255, 324, 331. 

Cotes, theorem of harmonic means, 115. 
Covariants of cubics, 189, 200. 

of quarries, 264, 269, 273. 
Cramer on intersections of two curves, 22. 

on points of visible inflexion, 37. 
on liracing of curves, 43. 

Cremona, on Cayley ans, 151. 
on transformation of curves, 316, 
on nodal quartics, 3. 

Critic centres of system of cnbics, 160, 
174, 178. 

of oubio and Hessian, 200. 
Crunodes, -2'l, 129. 
Curvature, oontru and radius of, 84, 86. 

of rouUittui?, 2.S4. 
aberrancy of, 808. 

Cusps, 25, 48, 58. 
curvaturo at, 87. 

Cuspidal cubics, 180. 
Cycloid, 27:-). 
Daiululiii on pansticfi, 99. 

Deficiency of a curve defined, 30. 
same for cnrve and its reciprocal, 66. 
or for any carve connected with it by 

linear correspondence, 07. 
unaltered by Cremona transforma

tion, 321. 
or any rational ti-ansformatian,326,331. 

Degenerate forms of curves, 377, 383. 
De JonquiSres on systems of curves.S / 2,383. 
De Morgan on Newton's process for finding 

figure of curve at multiple point, 46. 
Des Cartes (see CartesianB), on the cycloid, 

278. 
on the logarithmic spiral, 293. 

Descriptive properties, 1, 82. 
Diameters, 112. 
Dioclu.-i, the cissoid, 182. 
Discriminant of a curve defined, 55. 

of a cubic expressed in terms of 
fundamental invariants, 159, 196, 
199, 210. 

expiressed as a determinant, 211. 
of discriminant, 360. 

Divergent parabolas, 164, 168, 173, 176. 
Double points, their species, 24. 

equivalent to how many conditions, 2S. 
limit to their number, 28. 

Duality, geometrical, 12. 
Durege, on cnbic considered as locus cf 

foci, 387, 

Envelopes, general theory of, 67. 
of line whose equation is algebraic 

function of parameter, 70. 
of line whose intercept between two 

lines is constant, 102, (see also 69, 
84), 283. 

of line joining feet of perpendiculars 
from point on circle on- sides of 
inscribed triangle, 283. 

of line joining corresponding points 
on cubic, 133. 

Eqnitangential cnrve, 290. 
Epicycloids, 278. 
Euler, on intersections of two curves, 22. 

on epicycloids, 279. 
on logarithmic curve. 286. 

Evectants of invariants .-̂  and T, 191,194. 
Evolutes of conics, 41. 83. 

of curves generally. 82. 
tl^^gential equation of, 89. 
characteristics of, 94. 
confocal with curve, 124. 

Flecnodos. 217. 
Foci, general theorj- of. 119. 

locus ot foci under cortain condition?. 
127. 

of circnLir cubic lie on citdos, 248. 
of bicircular qnartic, 2-V'l. 

Galileo, on the cycloid. 277. 
on tile cateieiry, 'JSI'. 

Creiser. on bitmigonto of qimrt-ics, '.?"1. 
(ieigonne, on intei-sections of two curves, 

Coixlmi. on nun\bev of coucomiUnts to a 
e.uliie, ;!S7. 
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Grassman, on generation of cnbics, 387, 
^regoiy, an tracing of curves, 43. 

on logarithloic cnrve, 287. 
Groups, of cnbi(k Plucker's, 178. 

^ ^ 8 ^ ' °* concomitants of cubics, 
387. 

Haase, on unicnrsal cubics, 185. 
Barmonip mean of radii, 115. 

pencil by chords of cubic, 133. 
polar of point of inflexion of oubio, 

146, 203, 
Hart, construction for ninth point common 

to all cnbics passing tiirough eight, 
140. 

theorem that foci of a circular cnbic 
lie on circles, 145. 

proof of Hrase's theorem on inflexions 
of cubics, 148. 

on foci of bicircular quartic, 242. 
theorem that confocals cut at right 

angles, 248. 
on logarithmic curve, 287. 

Reese, his theorem that inflexions of cubic 
are also inflexions of Hessian, 148. 

algorithm for bitangents of a quartic, 
230, 234. 

reduction of bitangential of qnartic, 
344, 

Heesian, defined, 57. 
passes through points of inflexion, 

59, 87, 
of cnbic, its equation, 190, 
of qnartic, 223, 
of Hes-iian of cubic, 196. 
of UV, 212. 

ttmographic, tangents from nodes of a 
binodal quartic are, 241, 

transformation, 295. 
Hiqrghens, on evolutes, .88. 

on the cycloid, 278. 
Hyperbolas, cubical, 170, &c. 
Hyperbolism of any curve, 178, 
Hyperelliptic integrals, 330. 

Identical equation for cubic, 205. 
Igel, on unioursal cubics, 185. 
Independent parameters, envelope With, 74. 
Infinity, pole of, 117, 

normal at, 94. 
satellite of, 131, 
polar conio of, -with respect to cubic, 

158. 
Inflexion, points of, 33. 

tangent at it double, 34. 
curve there crosses tangent, 35. 
number of, 59. , . ,. 
three inflexions of cubics he on a 

rightline, n o , 131. 
inverse of this theorem, dl,!; 
real for acnodal cubics, imagmaiy 

for crunodal, 184. 
of quartics, how many real, ^iL. 

Inflexioial tangents of cubic touch Hes-

equation of system of, 2Ud. 
Ingram, on inversion, 312 
Interscendental curves, 275. 

Intersections of curves, 16. 
Inversion, 106. 

characteristics of inverse curves, 106, 
of parabola, 183, 
apphed to obtain focal properties, 

in -wider sense of word, 254. 
a case of quadric transformation, 310. 
applications of the method, 311, 

Involute of circle, 290, 

Jacobi, on intersection of two curves, 22, 
Jacobian of three curves, 150, 

of a system of conics, 225. 
common point of three curves of same 

degree is double point on, 160, 358. 
properties of, 357. 

Joachimsthal, his method of determining 
point where line meets curve, 49. . 

Jungius, on catenary, 289. 

Keratoid cusps, 48. 
Kirkman, on Pascal's hexagon, 19, 

Leibnitz, on interscendental curves, 276, 
Lemniscate, 44. 
Limagon, 44, 99, 252, 282, 
Line coordinates, 9. 
Linear transformation, 295. 
Lituus, 292. 
Locus, of common vertex of two triangles, 

whose bases are given, and vertical 
angles have given difi'erence, 142. 

of point whence tangents to a curve 
Imve given invariant relation, 79, 

whence tangents make with fixed 
line angles whose sum is given, 
123. 

of nodes of all nodal cubios through 
seven fixed points, 160. 

Logarithmic curve, 286, 
spiral, 292. 

Liiroth, on special class of quartics, 266. 

MacLaurin's, general theorem on curves, 
117. 

theory of correspondence of points on 
a cubic, 133. 

on harmonic polars of inflexions of 
cubic, 146. 

Magnus, on reduction of homographic 
transformation to projection, 299. 

Maillard, on number of cubios satisfying 
elementary conditions, 385. 

Mersenne, on cycloid, 277. 
Metrical theorems defined, 1,108, 
Miquel's theorem, 128. 
Multiple points, equivalent to how many 

nodes, 28. 
how related to polar curves, 52. 
how afflect points of inflexion, 60. 
number of tangents from, 63. 

Multiple tangents, 32, 52. 

Newton's process for finding figure of 
curve at multiple point, 46. 

theorem of ratio of rectangles, 108. 
on diameters, 112, 

E £1 E 
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Newton, on intercept between curve and 
asymptotes, l l S . 

theorem that a cubic may be projected 
into one of the five parabolas, 164. 

classification of cubics, 170. 
description of cissoid by continuous 

motion, 183. 
Newton's rectification of epicycloids, 284. 
Nicomedes, conchoid of, 44. 
Node cusps, 214. 
Normal, 89. 

of point at infinity, 94 
Number of terms in general equation, 

15. 
of conditions which determine a 

ourve, 15. 
of tangents to a curve from a given 

point, 54. 
of conics which touch flve given 

curves, 375. 
satisfying any five conditions of con

tact, 382. 

Oscnodes, 216. 
Osculating conics, 868, &c. 
Oval, no real tangents can be drawn to 

cubic from, 167. 
a quartic may have fo'ur, 219. 

Parabola, cubical and semieubical, 83,176. 
divergent of the third degree, 164. 

Parallel curve to a conic, equation of, 70. 
tangential equation of, 108. 
characteristics in general, 102. 

Parallel tangents, have fixed point as 
centre of mean distance of their 
contacts, 119. 

Parametric expression of point on unioursal 
cubic, 185. 

on cubic in general, 829, 388. 
on um'cur.'̂ al quartic, 260. 
on nodal quartic, 330, 

Partitivity of cubics, 168, 
of quartics, 219. 
limit in general, 220. 

Pascal, theorem of hexagon derived from 
theory of cubics, 19. 

limagon, 44, 99. 
on cycloid. 278. 

Pedal, of a curve, 99,106, 
negative, 105, 106. 

Perpendicularity, extension of relation, 
82, 93. 

Pippian of dubic, 161. 
Pliicker, on intersection ot curves, 22. 

on degree of i-eciproeal, 54. 
his eijuations connecting reciprocal 

ain^^nlaritiea, 65. 
on theorem of tranavoi-sals, 110. 
onfoei, 119. 
clasHiliraliDn of cubicH, 161, 17.S. 
on roi'jn.4 of <iunrtie,'̂ , 219. 
on Iiilangonts of iiuartiefl, 227. 

J'olcs iind polars, 
gencvnl theory of, •!!), I If), II.')?, i e . 
ni ciuie of e.iiliie.'i. 112. 
i)olar of point willi i-egm-d to triiuiglo, 

4, M:) . 

Poles and polars, 
of infinity -with regard to a cnrve at 

the » '" class, 119. 
first polar contains points of contact 

of tangents, 53. 
polar conic of Ihie with regard to 

cubic, 156. . 
Polar coordmates, problems discussed m, 

28, 79, 88, 108, 112, 116, _ . 
Polygons, problem of inscnjition of, in 

conics, 253,337. 
in cubics, 181, 338. 
in quartics, 253. 

Poncelet, on number of tangents to a 
curve from any point, 54. 

on inscription of polygons in cnrvea, 
253, 339. 

Projection, of cubics, 164,169. 
a homographic transformation, 298, 

Pursuit, curves of, 290. 

Quadrangle formed by contacts of tangents 
from point on cubic, 132, 206. 

Quasi evolutes and qnasi nonnals, 90,18-2, 
Quetelet, on caustics, 99. 

Ramphoid cusps, 48, 214. 
Rational expi-ession for coordinates of 

point on unicnrsal curve, 30,185,260. 
transformation, 308. 

Reciprocal of a curve, its degree, 54. 
cbai-acteristic,- of, 65. 
method of findin;^ equation of, 67, 76. 
of a cubic, 76. 168. 193. 
of a quartic, 78, "223., 
in polar coordinates, 79. 
skew reciprocals, 306. 

Residuation, Sylvester's theory of, 134. 
for cuspidal cubic3,-180. 

Riemann, on eonstanev of defieiency, 326. 
on bitangents to a qnartic, 387. 

Roberts, on problem of parallels and 
negiitive pedals, 105. 

on transformation of curves, 313. 
Eoberval, on the cycloid, 278. 
Roomer, on epicycloids, 284. 
Roulettes, 281, 

Satellite of a line -with respect to a cnbic 
130, 

of line infinity, 131, 
envelope of, 162, 
used in classification, 161, 17,^. 

Schroter, on generation of eubioi!. 3S7. 
Sextactic points on cubics, 136, 
• ^ on curves in p.'uor.il. 371. 
Signs of coordinates, how determined, " . 
Smgularities, higher equivalent to a union 

of simpler, 49. 
whieh to be countedordinarv. 64. 

Sinusoid, -285. 
Hl;ew i-oeipi-ooals, 806. 
tjHiil h, on siuguliu-ities of eurvos, ;>,S7. 
Spinudes, 25, 
Spiriik, i'.H. 
Stiilioiitu-y point,-!, 25. 

laugeiit.'!, ;!:!. 
of cubic tonch Hessian, l,-):>. 
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Stationaiy tangents,equation of ByBtem,203. 
Steiner, on hexagon, 19. 

on inscription of polygons in quartics, 

on bitangents of quartics, 234. 
on curve enveloping line joining feet 

of three perpendiculara, 283. 
on circles osculating conio and passing 

through given point, 312, 
on systems of curves, 360, 

Steinerian defined, 67. 
identical with Hessian in case of 

cnbic, 150. 
its properties, 363, 

Steiner-Hessian, 364. 
Btnbbs, on inversion, 312, 
Sylvester's theory of residuation, 134, 
Symbolical form of equation of reciprocal, 

77. 
of locus of points, whence tangents 

satisfy invariant relation, 79, 
Systems of curves, 372, 
Syntractrix, 289. 

Tacnode, 214, 
cusp, 214, 

Tact-invariant of two curves, 80, 860, 
Tangent, at origin, equation of, 23. 

from any point, points of contact, 
how determined, 53. 

how specially related in case of cubic, 
132. 

equation of system, 61, 78. 
from a multiple point, 63. 
locus of point if sum of angles made 

-with by a fixed line be constant, 123. 
if tangents fulfil invariant relation, 79. 

Tangential coordinates, 9. 
particular cases of, 10. 
equation of evolutes, 89. 
of a point with respect to a cubic, 

130, 180, 206. 

Tangential, 
its coordinates, how found, 156. 
points of a ourve, how related, 38, 
curve, mode of finding its equation, 

362, 
Tracing of curves, 40. 
Tractrix, 289. 
Transformation of curves, 294, 
Transon, aberrancy of curvature, 368, 
Tricuspidal quartics, 258, 
Trident, 176, 
Trinodal quartic, properties of, 254, 

tangents at or from nodes touch conic, 
256. 

Triple points, their species, 27, 
Tschimhausen on caustics, 98, 
Twinpair sheet of cones, 165, 

Undulation, point of, 37, 
in case of quartics, 218, 
general condition for, 362, 

Unicnrsal curve, defined, 31, 69,107, 
cubios, 168, 179, 
quartics, 254. 
correspondence of points on, 332. 

Unipartite cnbics, 168. 
United points of correspondence, 332, 

Vincent, on logarithmic curve, 286, 

-Walker on invariants of quartics, 274, 
"Waring on number of tangents to a cnrve 

from any point, 54. 
Wallace on catenary, 288. 
•Weber, on Abelian functions, 887, 
Wren on cycloid, 278, 

Zeuthen, proof that deficiency is unaltered 
by rational transformation, 326, 

on bitangents to a quartic, 220, 
on systems of cui-ves, 377, 385, 
on singularities of curves, 387, 
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